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Abstract: In Agatha Christie’s literary career, which spanned over more than 

fifty years, the tally of murdered people approached three hundred. Her job as a 

nurse during World War I left a lasting mark on her career because during that 

period she developed a special interest in chemistry, which later influenced her 

writing style and using poison became her forte. Consequently, many of her 

literary characters fell victim to some kind of toxin. However, a large part of her 

works features a wide array of more violent and manual death causes. Most of 

those crimes are solved by one of Christie’s two most prominent detectives, 

either a professional Belgian detective Hercule Poirot or a white-haired old lady 

Jane Marple. Due to their different lifestyles, both their characters and 

investigation methods largely differ, but they are both successful when tackling 

a crime. This paper attempts to offer deeper insight into some of the murder 

methods Christie resorted to in her oeuvre while simultaneously depicting the 

strategies Monsieur Poirot and Miss Marple employ solving murders. 

Consequently, the two detectives will be compared based on their crime-solving 

approach, as well as their overall personas. 

 

Keywords: Agatha Christie, detective fiction, murder mystery, poison, crime-

solving, Hercule Poirot, Jane Marple 

                                                                 
 
Agatha Christie is the best-selling novelist of all times. She is famous for 
her murder mysteries, in which she created a number of characters who 
became household names, most prominently Hercule Poirot and Jane 
Marple. The vastness of murders these two sleuths encounter is 
committed by both usual everyday weapons and some unconventional 
ones, but what Christie liked most were poisons – so much so that she 
even invented some. The appeal of her works lies in the originality of the 
murders, the reasons behind them, and the methods of solving them 
that only her mind could come up with and make plausible. Even though 
she said that the outsider is most often the perpetrator, in her novels 
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there are often no outsiders, since she manages to provide most of the 
characters with a motive strong enough to commit the crime. The aim 
of this paper is thus to offer a discussion of murder and crime-solving 
strategies in Agatha Christie’s work, which make them so attractive to 
readers. Beginning with a brief insight into mystery fiction as a genre 
and Agatha Christie’s importance for murder mysteries, the paper will 
discuss the ways Christie kills (or attempts to kill) the victims in some of 
her works, with the special emphasis on poison, after which Poirot and 
Marple will be portrayed and compared based on their appearance, 
demeanour, and approach to crime-solving.  
 

Mystery Fiction and Agatha Christie 
According to John Cawelti, mystery fiction is a formula story 

centring around “the investigation and discovery of hidden secrets, the 
discovery usually leading to some benefit for the character(s) with 
whom the reader identifies” (42), with its problem having “a rational and 
desirable solution” (42-43), which is in accordance with “the underlying 
moral fantasy” present in the genre. It is also often referred to as crime 
fiction, detective fiction or murder mystery – a literary genre in which 
the reader is asked to help solve the crime, its essential ingredients 
being an element of surprise mixed with an element of detection. 
However, Carl D. Malmgren argues that mystery, detective, and crime 
fiction are not exactly the same, but rather three basic forms of 
something we term murder fiction (1) as they differ in the following: 

1. pure mystery fiction involves “the isolation of clues, the making 
of deductions from these clues, and the attempt to place the 
various clues in their rational place in a complete scheme of cause 
and effect” (Cawelti 43). 
 
2. detective fiction “starts with a murder or theft, and ends when 
the identity of the criminal and the details of the crime are 
revealed. The sleuth’s function is to find clues and to ingeniously 
solve the mystery. His ratiocination, his power of reasoning, and his 
observation of hitherto unnoticed facts leads to the restoration of 
order, which happens at the end of the story” (Dechêne 16). 
3. crime fiction is, broadly speaking, “all literary material, fiction or 
fact, that has crime, or the appearances of crime, at its centre and 
as its raison d’être” (Worthington, Key Concepts in Crime Fiction 
13). 
 
Joel Goldman also asserts that mystery fiction and crime fiction are 

somewhat different, since crime fiction is a broader term. He defines 
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crime fiction as “the blanket term used to describe books that deal with 
any aspect of crime – including those who commit and solve it” 
(Goldman, par. 2). In mysteries, the focus of investigation is determining 
who is responsible for a certain criminal event the plot revolves around, 
and the protagonist is usually a detective or an amateur investigator 
who uses their abilities to solve the mystery (Goldman, par. 3). There is 
usually a closed circle of suspects and each of them has both a motive 
and an opportunity to commit the crime. The crime-solving protagonist 
does it by using the facts and clues that were previously presented to 
the reader throughout the book (Wilhelm 142). Malmgren also states 
some of the basic characteristics of the mystery genre: there is usually 
one significant scene of crime (village, estate, university, etc.); the 
perpetrator is driven by one of the four Ls of mystery fiction mentioned 
by P. D. James: “love, lust, loathing, lucre” (qtd. in Malmgren 14); 
premeditation implies that there is a previous connection between the 
perpetrator and the victim; psychopaths are not acceptable (since they 
would eliminate the need for the motive, which is extremely relevant in 
mystery fiction), etc. (13-18). Mystery, crime, and detective fiction, as 
well as detective story, mystery-detective fiction, and whodunit, can be 
used interchangeably to describe Agatha Christie’s scope of work 
(Bargainnier 2).  

Christie’s oeuvre can be classified as representing a subgenre of 
mystery fiction – the cozy or classical mystery (Bargainnier 7) – “a subset 
of the genre that uses a small group of people in a cosy or familiar setting 
and avoids gruesome details and violence” (Devereux 6). As one of the 
pioneers of not only the subgenre but of murder fiction in general as 
well, Christie was praised by her contemporaries and dubbed one of the 
masters of classic detective stories, alongside E. C. Bentley and Dorothy 
Sayers. She belonged to the Golden Age of Detective Fiction, a term 
coined by Howard Haycraft and used to represent murder mysteries 
written between the two world wars (Malmgren 4). She is the only 
female author of the Golden Age who created female detective 
protagonists, most prominently exemplified by Miss Marple, her prime 
woman investigator. The reader is fully engaged in solving the crime, 
since none of the clues used by the investigator(s) are concealed from 
the reader (as vowed in an oath designed by The London Detection Club 
in 1928). “Though most people think of detective fiction as principally 
entertainment, which it is, a case can be made for its being the most 
intellectual of popular literary forms, and this is especially true of the 
works of the Golden Age” (Bargainnier 8). Her novels always feature a 
large number of suspects (the lowest number is four – in Cards on the 
Table), all of whom are roughly equally considered by the investigators. 
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Marple and Poirot as Christie’s two main investigators also share the 
belief that anyone might commit murder (Merrill 88-93). “Each 
character is of interest to us, for each is a genuine suspect. No one can 
be fully developed, however, for the very nature of the game requires 
that Christie spread her attention about equally among her relatively 
large cast” (Merrill 89). 

It is impossible to pinpoint the exact feature of Christie’s fiction that 
makes it so attractive to the reader. Hart argues that the appeal of her 
style lies in her characters: “Read Christie! There’s reality. Her characters 
are people everybody knows. Respectable people driven by lust and 
hatred and greed and dishonesty. That’s reality” (qtd. in Malmgren 8). 
The timelessness of her works lies in her unique style and simplicity as 
well: “Agatha Christie continues to appeal to us because she devised 
intellectual challenges or games of unusual, even unparalled [sic] 
ingenuity” (Merrill 92). Or maybe she is superior to her classic 
competitors because she is “not too intellectual, not too biased, not too 
complicated, not too descriptive, not too long, not too ambitious, not 
too theoretical, not too feminine, not too topical” (Gill qtd. in Merrill 
97). Francis Wyndham even resorts to mathematical terminology to 
describe Christie’s work, coming up with the term animated algebra: 
“Agatha Christie writes animated algebra. She dares us to solve a basic 
equation buried beneath a proliferation of irrelevancies” (qtd. in 
Bargainnier 5). So, her mysteries are usually rather simple and clues are 
disseminated throughout the novel/the short story, but she manages to 
mask the solution so skilfully that her stories resist the ravages of time 
and remain appealing to the readers almost a century after being 
written.  

 
Murder Methods in Christie’s Mystery Novels 
The appeal of Christie’s mysteries lies in her choice of murder 

weapons as well, which are as diverse as arsenic, foxglove, thallium, 
sandbag, water, cleaver, even nicotine and a ukulele string... While 
many of Christie’s novels features deaths related to poison, in most of 
her short stories the characters are not murdered in that manner. In 
spite of her preference for poison, she also uses a large variety of other 
weapons, knowing that using solely poisons would be too repetitive: 
“They can’t be poisoned every time but I am happier when they are” 
(qtd. in Ait Abdelmalek, par. 2). 

Furthermore, if we look at seven most common homicide methods 
in 2016, listed by WISQARS 1  – death caused by firearms, 

                                                 
1 Web-based Injury Statistics Query and Reporting System. 
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cutting/piercing, suffocation, striking, poisoning, fire/burning, and 
drowning, we realize that Christie used all of those and many more to 
end the lives of her characters, which confirms her versatility as an 
author. When an author opts for a certain method, they need to know 
precisely how it works in order not to make logical or factual blunders, 
which is what Christie always managed to avoid.2 

The greatest proficiency, however, Christie shows when dealing 
with poison as a murder weapon/murder method. Out of her sixty-six 
novels, forty-one included a murder, attempted murder or suicide in 
which a poison was involved (Bonow Bardell 13). This occurs because, 
as Christie herself states, “I know nothing about pistols and revolvers, 
which is why I usually kill off my characters with a blunt instrument or 
better with poisons. Besides, poisons are neat and clean and really 
exciting” (qtd. in Havlíčková 17). Christie is praised for her usage of 
poison since her murders are not only accurate but also described in 
everyday language, which makes them equally understandable to 
experts in toxicology and complete laymen (Harkup 10).  

Christie’s novel widely praised for its application and description of 
poison is The Mysterious Affair at Styles. “In none of her other ‘poison’ 
novels and stories does she include as much information concerning the 
toxic agent as she does in The Mysterious Affair at Styles” (Bonow 
Bardell 16). That should not come as a surprise because this was her 
debut novel, which she began writing in 1916 and published in 1920, so 
she had plenty of time to perfect the most intricate details of the 
circumstances of Mrs Inglethorp’s death. Furthermore, that was the 
period in which Christie volunteered as a nurse and as a chemist’s 
assistant, working with poisons immediately, so she was able to channel 
that knowledge into the plot. Interestingly, this novel introduces the 
character of Cynthia Murdoch, who also works as a chemist’s assistant, 
possibly a result of Christie’s real-life experience.  

The plot revolves around Mrs Emily Inglethorp, a wealthy aged 
woman. She has recently married a younger man, Alfred Inglethorp, 
whom Emily’s family does not approve of, considering him to be too odd 
and a gold digger. Not long after the remarriage, Mrs Inglethorp suffers 
some kind of a seizure and, with every form of help being in vain, she 
soon dies. The doctors realize that her convulsions were too “peculiar” 
and “tetanic” (Christie, Styles 49-50) to be a result of something natural, 
and require a post-mortem. The results confirm Captain Hastings’ (who 

                                                 
2In some of her works, she explained the circumstances of the victim’s death so 
well that she was accused of offering a handbook for potential murderers 
(Twilley, par. 10).  
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also witnessed Mrs Emily’s death) beliefs – she was poisoned. The fatal 
poison was strychnine, “one of the most deadly poisons known to 
mankind” (Christie, Styles 86). Back at the time, acquiring strychnine was 
not very uncommon and anyone could obtain it, and Cynthia, who 
worked in a dispensary, had direct access to it. Poirot starts working on 
the case. At first, Alfred is believed to be the culprit, since he has no alibi 
and was the heir at the time of his wife’s death. Soon after, the attention 
shifts to John, one of her stepsons, who becomes the main suspect, but 
a suspicious Poirot continues investigating, seeing that some pieces of 
the puzzle simply do not fit. His first impression and intuition do not fail 
him – he realizes that Alfred is indeed responsible for his wife’s death, 
but with the help of his alleged cousin and Emily’s confidante, Miss 
Howard.  

Poirot’s reconstruction reveals that Mrs Inglethorp had trouble 
sleeping. She would pick up a sleeping tonic, which contained harmless 
amount of strychnine, every two weeks. Also, on some occasions, she 
would take some sleeping powder (i.e. potassium bromide). In large 
amounts, mixing potassium bromide with sleeping tonic would cause 
strychnine from the tonic to crystallize at the bottom of the tonic bottle. 
If the bottle is not shaken regularly (which was ensured by Miss 
Howard), the last dose of tonic from the bottle would contain a lethal 
amount of strychnine (Christie, Styles 312-13; Roth, par. 4). Miss Howard 
was well aware of how long it took Mrs Emily to finish a bottle of tonic, 
so she was able to pinpoint the exact day in which she would take the 
last dose, and therefore prepare an alibi for both her and her 
cousin/lover, but also to plant some clues that would incriminate John 
Cavendish. They did not count on the possibility that Mrs Emily would 
miss a day and take the lethal dose a day after, which made their alibis 
rocky and easier for Poirot to crack. 

Christie’s enthusiasm for poisons as the murder weapon/the 
murder method in her novels can be traced back to the onset of World 
War I. She volunteered to work as a nurse in a hospital in her hometown 
of Torquay, but soon she took some examinations and qualified for an 
apothecary assistant, a job that required a lot of caution while preparing 
drugs by hand. That enabled her to have a more direct contact with 
potentially dangerous chemical substances. In no time, she mastered 
the intricacies of the trade enough to be able to overturn her mentor’s 
incorrect decisions. She started incorporating the knowledge she 
accumulated into her novels right away, so her first novel, The 
Mysterious Affair at Styles, featured a murder committed with 
strychnine (Harkup 9-13). As Christie herself noticed, “Surrounded by 
poisons I suppose it was natural I should use poison as the murderer’s 
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weapon in my very first book” (qtd. in Sellick 1). When the novel saw the 
light of day in 1920, it caught not only the attention of the readers and 
literary critics, but of pharmaceutical community as well. The death of 
Mrs Inglethorp and the features of strychnine were described so well 
that she received praise from pharmacists for her factual correctness 
(Harkup 12-13). The popularity of her first novel and the positive reviews 
caused by her description of the use of strychnine prompted her to use 
it in eleven more of her novels and stories (Bonow Bardell 17). 

Simultaneously with her literary career, she kept conducting 
thorough research on drugs and poisons to be able to use them in her 
novels without making logical errors. She was in touch with many 
experts, asking them about substances and their properties. During 
World War II, she volunteered yet again to work in a dispensary to 
expand her knowledge, this time in London. She would work there 
almost every day (except on Sundays), yet she managed to be extremely 
prolific during that period, writing twelve novels for the duration of the 
war. Another perk of her lifelong research is that she learned so much 
about so many poisons that she was comfortable using such a wide array 
of them properly, so she would rarely repeat the same toxins. Apart 
from the aforementioned strychnine, arsenic is the poison that people 
associate the most with Christie, but actually she used it only eight times 
(four times in novels and four in short stories), which, compared to more 
than 300 of her victims, is a small proportion. She even came up with 
her own poisons, e.g., Serenite, Benvo, and Calmo, but only one 
fabricated poison was the murder weapon (Harkup 13-19). Her use of 
poisons was at such a high level that those dealing with the poisoned 
would remember reading her novels and short stories and link the 
symptoms to certain poisons, thus saving lives.3 

Despite poisons being Christie’s favourite and most frequent 
method of killing her characters, there is still a significant number of her 
novels in which she does not use toxins to murder the victims. One of 

                                                 
3A very well-known example of that is her 1961 novel The Pale Horse, in which 
she described thallium poisoning. In 1971, the police were able to catch a serial 
killer who poisoned his victims with thallium. A doctor who had read the novel 
saw the connection between the poisonings in a factory in London and the book 
and identified Graham Young, a worker at the factory, as the culprit. Also, in 
1977 in London, a year after Christie’s death, doctors were unable to set the 
diagnosis for a girl suffering from a serious illness, but one of the nurses saw 
the similarities between the girl’s symptoms and the symptoms of a victim from 
the novel, and the girl was indeed soon diagnosed with and treated for thallium 
poisoning (Lennartson 610; Aronson 205). 
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the most famous novels of that kind is Murder on the Orient Express 
(1934). Mr Ratchett/Cassetti, the man whose murder Poirot is 
investigating, used to be an extremely despicable criminal back in the 
USA, who escaped after kidnapping and killing three-year-old Daisy 
Armstrong. He is hunted down by friends and family of the Armstrongs 
and found dead in the Orient Express compartment after being inflicted 
twelve knife wounds. With the help of Monsieur Bouc and Dr 
Constantine, Poirot manages to conclude that the murder was 
conducted by twelve passengers of the Orient Express, all of whom were 
in a way connected to the afflicted family and cared for them enough to 
kill Ratchett. Since he managed to escape justice on a legal technicality, 
the twelve perpetrators decided to take the matter into their own hands 
and become a kind of “jury.” Each of them (except Countess Andrenyi, 
who was replaced by her husband) entered his compartment and 
inflicted a stab wound. That way no one could know whose stab was the 
lethal one, so they were all able to share the blame. This unusual death 
with twelve murderers is somewhat different than other Christie’s 
deaths, who avoided gore as often as possible. However, since Ratchett 
was an exceptionally vile person, such solution seems highly 
appropriate. Because of his nature, Poirot does something he usually 
never would – he decides not to turn in the members of the jury and 
keep the truth he discovered only among the passengers on the train.  

Another murder method in Christie’s arsenal is drowning, featured 
in her short story “Death by Drowning.” Though not very popular, this 
story is unusual because of murder by drowning, uncommon for 
Christie. When Rose Emmott, a pregnant girl from St. Mary Mead 
drowns, everyone believes it is a suicide, but not Miss Marple. She 
approaches Henry Clithering, her acquaintance, who she believes has 
enough power to make the police look into the case a bit more closely, 
and hands him a piece of paper on which she wrote the name of the 
person whom she suspects to be Rose’s killer. The autopsy results prove 
that Rose’s death was indeed a murder. Three men are considered the 
main suspects and thus interrogated: Rex Sandford, a London architect 
who got Rose pregnant despite having a fiancée back home, considered 
to be the murderer by both the villagers and the police, Tom Emmott, 
Rose’s father, strict and impulsive, dissatisfied with his daughter’s 
pregnancy, and Joe Ellis, the loyal but hurting ex-boyfriend who lives 
with a middle-aged widow, Mrs Bartlett, who provides an alibi for Joe.  

While everyone blames Sandford because of several incriminating 
circumstances and his non-existent alibi, Clithering is doubtful and 
manages to confirm Miss Marple’s allegations. Sure that the name on 
the paper is the right one, he goes to Ellis and identifies his landlady as 
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the killer. Mrs Bartlett thought that Rose was “flighty” and “a bad lot” 
(Christie, “Drowning” 308), but knew that Joe was still in love with her 
and that he would take her back despite the pregnancy now that she 
was abandoned by Sandford. Since she herself was in love with Joe, she 
decided that she would not let that happen, and when she ran into Rose 
on the bridge, she pushed her into the water. When she got home, she 
pretended that she wanted to give Joe an alibi by saying that she was 
with him the whole evening, yet instead that alibi was meant to protect 
her.  

Christie’s Sleuths: Hercule Poirot and Miss Marple 
In addition to a limited line of actions connected almost exclusively 

to crime, mystery formula is unimaginable without a specific cast of 
characters, boiling down to a criminal, a victim, several witnesses, and, 
of course a professional or an unofficial crime-solving protagonist. 
Christie’s contribution to the world of crime-solving protagonists 
includes two most famous, if we disregard Poe’s C. Auguste Dupin and 
Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes, world sleuths: Miss Marple and Hercule Poirot. 

When creating her two sleuths, Christie drew inspiration from 
numerous sources. Rooted in the authorial writings of proto-detective 
Thomas De Quincey whose “enquiry into the mechanics of murder and 
the attempt to analyse the psychology of the perpetrator and the 
emotions of the victim, while prompted by a possibly unhealthy 
fascination with violence, locate him as an investigating agent” 
(Worthington, The Rise of the Detective 27) and Samuel Warren’s 
fictional “Passages from the Diary of a Late Physician” (serialised in 
Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine from 1830 to 1837) introducing “the 
case structure that will typify later detective fiction, and, in the figure of 
the observing and analytic physician, explore a discursive space that will 
later be occupied by the disciplinary detective in the private sphere” 
(Worthington, The Rise of the Detective 46-47), the characters of Miss 
Marple and Hercule Poirot show many similarities to Edgar Allan Poe’s 
Chevalier Auguste Dupin, the first detective in Western literature and 
Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes. They all share the passion for 
ratiocination, offer the answer to the question whodunit? by mostly 
relying on logic, retrospect observation and deduction, and have a 
helper, named or unnamed, assisting them in solving the crime. 4  In 

                                                 
4 More about Poe's role in the development of detective fiction and his Auguste 
Dupin in: Oklopčić, Biljana and Helena Marković. “Edgar Allan Poe’s Chevalier 
Auguste Dupin: The Use of Ratiocination in Fictional Crime Solving.” HUM, 15, 
2016, pp. 91-105. 
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addition to Dupin and Holmes, it has to be noted that Christie’s sleuth 
characters were influenced by the detective protagonists in the novels 
by Anna Katharine Green, one of the first American detective fiction 
writers, who is “sometimes dubbed ‘The Mother of Detective Fiction.’  

Writing between 1878 and 1923, Green created two women 
detectives, one a spinster and the other a young woman. The spinster, 
Amelia Butterworth, who made her debut in That Affair Next Door 
(1897), was a forerunner of Agatha Christie’s Miss Jane Marple” (Abbott 
1893). Lastly, Christie’s sleuths are, in part, indebted to literary creations 
of Mary Roberts Rinehart, another American detective fiction writer 
who wrote at the turn of the twentieth century and whose books set the 
stage for Christie. So, what makes Hercule Poirot and Miss Marple 
similar to their literary predecessors yet so uniquely appealing to 
readers? 

Of Belgian origin, Hercule Poirot is a retired police officer who 
moved to England after World War I, where he began his career as a 
detective and an investigator (Havlíčková 38). He is an example of an 
eccentric, well-organized, and pedantic person. To him, the best 
compliment a person can get is that they are systematic: “A ‘man of 
method’ was, in Poirot’s estimation, the highest praise that could be 
bestowed on any individual” (Christie, Styles 90). He is extremely finicky, 
obsessed with neatness and feels restless if something is out of line. 
Gualtieri asserts that his meticulousness goes to such an extent that it 
even led some critics to believe that he suffers from OCD (22), as 
exemplified by the statement that “he was uncomfortable if his bank 
balance wasn’t exactly 444 pounds, 44 shillings and 4 pence” (19). 
Considering his complete appearance and behaviour (his moustache, 
height, the shape of his head, fastidiousness etc.), one cannot overlook 
the fact that he is depicted very comically, as if he was meant to be a 
target of mockery. Such a characterization was Christie’s way of 
introducing just the right amount of comedy in otherwise serious 
mystery works.  

As a man of great experience from his previous career, Poirot is 
familiar with a number of methods of discovering criminals. Bargainnier 
claims Poirot’s methods of detection to be psychology and order and 
method, and Havlíčková adds logic, sense, knowledge, feelings, and 
psychological examination of the suspects. Just as Christie does not 
change Poirot’s personality over time, she does not change his 
investigation methods as well. He always considers psychology to be 
crucial while solving a crime, even more relevant than the clues 
themselves because all crimes are psychological in nature (Bargainnier 
59-60; Havlíčková 43). He searches for clues while watching others and 
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listening to their conversations and gossips, knowing that a person lying 
cannot do it all the time – sooner or later, some illogicality will emerge, 
and he will be there to notice it. 

Yet, what he is most proud of are his little grey cells. He considers 
them to be his biggest forte: “‘This affair must all be unravelled from 
within.’ He tapped his forehead. ‘These little grey cells. It is ‘up to them’–
as you say over here’” (Christie, Styles 257-58). They are one of his most 
prominent characteristics and Christie came up with that term even 
before she devised his name: “And he should be very brainy – he should 
have little grey cells of the mind–that was a good phrase: I must 
remember that–yes, he would have little grey cells” (Christie, 
Autobiography ch. 5). He relies on them more than on anything else, 
claiming them to be more relevant than the collected clues. “Poirot 
affirms more than once that he can come nearer to the solution of any 
problem by lying back in an armchair and using the little grey cells than 
by sniffing the ground in search of tangible clues” (Bunson 75). He insists 
that “the secret of detection was to use what […] he called ‘the little grey 
cells.’ You can’t collect your evidence before you begin thinking, he 
meant: because thinking means asking questions” (Collingwood qtd. in 
Bargainnier 60). His brain is trained so well that his cells became 
infallible. Yet, Campbell reminds that Poirot’s little grey cells failed him 
completely (only) once. While he was still a beginner in the Belgian 
police, he failed to apprehend the relevance of a blue lid on a pink box. 
That instance keeps haunting him all his life (Campbell ch. 4). 

Poirot proves that resorting to thorough thinking without having 
any access to physical evidence can be enough to solve a crime. “‘One 
does not, you know, employ merely the muscles. I do not need to bend 
and measure the footprints and pick up the cigarette ends and examine 
the bent blades of grass. It is enough for me to sit back in my chair and 
think. It is this’ – he tapped his eggshaped head – ‘this, that functions!’” 
(Christie, Pigs ch. 1). Tangible clues are not crucial for him anyway: “My 
success, let me tell you, has been founded on the psychology – the 
eternal why of human behaviour” (Christie, Pigs ch. 3) as “[p]sychology 
in crime, […] is […] [his] specialty” (Christie, Pigs ch. 3). In the end, he 
proves that his little grey cells combined with psychology suffice when 
he needs to solve a crime. 

Poirot’s female counterpart, Miss Jane Marple, is Christie’s most 
famous female detective. Prior to Christie, not many mystery writers 
dared to use a woman as the protagonist and main investigator in their 
works, let alone make it an amateur spinster seemingly affected by 
senescence. She may look very old, but she is still as sharp as a whip: 
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Because she is gentle, elderly and very proper, Marple does not 
seem to pose a threat to anyone. In fact people tend to overlook 
her – at first. But they are soon brought up short, for this Victorian 
spinster is a powerhouse. Her deceptive appearance and lulling 
naiveté disarm criminals (and readers), who are caught off guard 
until they feel the cool steel beneath that fleecy wool. (Maida and 
Spornick 108) 
 
Judging from her appearance and demeanour, no one would ever 

suspect that this old lady is in fact an amateur detective who investigates 
murders. Miss Marple’s “plain appearances, gossiping conversation and 
ever-lasting knitting needles often mislead people to underestimating 
her as simply a curious old maid” (Xu 97).  

Being one of the first, if not the very first, female detectives, Miss 
Marple has become the crux of critical debates on her possible 
contribution to the feminist movement. Some, like Vipond, posit that 
Miss Marple is not a very empowering figure as Christie was very 
traditional gender-wise and her female characters’ “main mental 
capacity seems to be intuitive; even Miss Marple, who is praised by her 
distinguished male admirers like Sir Henry Clithering for her wonderfully 
(and surprisingly) logical brain, is so discursive in speech that it seems 
unbelievable that she can think straight” (10). Similarly, Devereux claims 
that, although very successful, Miss Marple “does little to challenge 
gender boundaries and instead revels in her Victorian upbringing” (19). 
A point in favour of that view is her glorification of the past, less 
progressive periods. Born in the 1850s, Miss Marple is fond of tradition 
and reminiscent of the old days; in her, “Christie managed to capture 
[…] the final life spark of a dying generation” (Maida and Spornick 108):  

“Miss Marple fondly remembers the days when parlourmaids used 
a brush and dustpan instead of ‘a virulent Hoover’ with which the 
lady from the Development fills the cottage with noise each 
morning” (Zemboy 335).  
 
On the other hand, Cynthia D. McPeters praises her abilities, 

arguing that she uses feminized discourse, i.e. gossip, to solve murder 
cases: “[in] signifying the success of feminized discourse in solving 
murder cases that male characters are unable to settle when relying on 
conventional and formal rhetorical modes, Christie contradicts 
established rhetorical standards, and Marple reveals a feminist focus, 
successfully utilizing avenues of communication associated with 
women” (3). Berna Köseoğlu further asserts that by creating Miss 
Marple and giving her the ability to compete with and even be better 
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than specialized male investigators, she enhances the position of 
women in the male-dominated society and breaks the prejudices 
present in the patriarchal society that women cannot investigate and be 
rational (134-36). Lastly, there is Alice Bolin who states that she is indeed 
a feminist figure assisting in the feminization of crime as “Miss Marple 
mysteries are ones in which female news and knowledge are vindicated, 
throwing a smiling side eye at mansplanations and male authorities” 
(par. 2).  

Miss Marple “begins her investigation by looking for patterns or 
regularities,” and once she recognizes the pattern, she is able to find 
what is missing and connects the dots (Moses and Knutsen 209). She 
owes a lot of her success to her curiosity, large circle of friends and 
acquaintances, and to the life experience she has gathered living in St. 
Mary Mead. As she is unobtrusive, she goes under the radar while 
monitoring people and events around her. Based on her observations, 
on the tiny details she picks up, which a not so well-trained eye normally 
would not, and on her intuition, she succeeds in getting to the bottom 
of what happened. “Surveillance, coupled with her knowledge of 
humanity, is how she solves crimes: Marple watches people and reads 
them against what she knows about human nature” (Devereux 19).  

Miss Marple is very suspicious as well, always taking what others 
say with a grain of salt, and not at all naïve: “People, I find, are apt to be 
far too trustful. I’m afraid that I have a tendency always to believe the 
worst. Not a nice trait. But so often justified by subsequent events” 
(Christie, Announced ch. 8). Faye Stewart ascribes her abilities of solving 
mysteries the authorities are unable to solve to her curiosity, 
shrewdness and infallible memory, despite her advanced age (35). Just 
as she likes to ponder in peace while searching for the solution, she also 
tends to keep a low profile after solving the case, leaving the impression 
that she does not do any of it for the fame, but only for the satisfaction 
of obtaining justice. “Miss M’s crime-solving is all mental, deduced over 
cups of tea. When she is proved right, and later thanked, she offers up 
only a smile and a simple ‘Not at all….’” (O’Dell 150). 

 
The Comparison of Christie’s Two Most Famous Sleuths 
To anyone who has ever read at least one Poirot and one Marple 

novel, it becomes clear that bringing the two of them into correlation is 
not an easy job. Although both are very important for Christie’s writing, 
she never wrote anything where they meet (Sellick 8). Christie gives 
reason for that, saying that “Poirot, a complete egoist, would not like 
being taught his business or having suggestions made to him by an 
elderly spinster lady” (Christie, Autobiography ch. 9). Even though they 
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are both very successful at what they do and at first have similar physical 
and social traits and investigation ways, Poirot and Marple are very 
different. Not only do their personalities differ, but also the way Christie 
uses them in her works.  

First, it is important to state the proportion of Marple and Poirot 
works in Christie’s oeuvre. Paradoxically, despite preferring Marple over 
Poirot, Christie uses Poirot in three times as many novels and short 
stories as Miss Marple. The reason behind that may lie in the fact that 
the character of Poirot offers the possibility to development more 
plausible plots as he is applicable to more situations because of his 
previous experience as a policeman and worldwide fame, which entails 
easier attainment of evidence. Miss Marple, on the other hand, does not 
have the span of possibilities Poirot does, which is maybe why Christie 
tends to set the Marple novels in rural, non-dynamic areas where 
investigation becomes easier, suspects are not as numerous, and 
gossiping (which is very important for Miss Marple) is omnipresent.  

Also, in the Poirot novels, he almost always appears at the 
beginning of the story (Merrill 94), whereas Miss Marple almost always 
appears halfway through the book or even later (a very good example 
of that being The Moving Finger) (Xu 98). That way Poirot seems to be 
given greater importance in his novels than Miss Marple in hers. He is a 
protagonist, always in the forefront, often in contact with the victim(s) 
and the suspects even before the crime happens, while Miss Marple, 
despite being essential for the plot, generally leaves an impression of a 
secondary character who just happens to be close when the 
predicament happens and is asked to solve the crime by someone who 
knows about her expertise in crime-solving, or offers her services 
herself. There are still exceptions, though. There are novels in which 
Miss Marple is present from page one (A Caribbean Mystery), just like 
there are those where Poirot is not (Cat Among the Pigeons). 

The frequency of appearance and the level of engagement in the 
novels are just a drop in the sea of things that separate the Marple and 
Poirot novels. To comprehend them, it is also important to touch upon 
the way Christie sets the mystery and to mention the process of its 
solving. In the Marple novels, “there are fewer suspects and clues, as 
indeed there must be, given our distance from the crucial evidence, but 
arriving at Miss Marple’s solution is still much more difficult than 
arriving at Poirot’s” (Merrill 95-96). Also, in the Poirot works, the reader 
becomes aware of the new pieces of evidence at the same time as Poirot 
or right after he acquires them, whereas Miss Marple remains more 
mysterious, frequently withholds clues from the reader, and often 
exposes something she knew all along in the very end (Merrill 96; Xu 99). 
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When it comes to the setting, the Poirot stories are much more 

diverse. He travels quite often and solves mysteries even during transit 
(boat, plane, train). His novels are set all around – in villages, cities, in 
England, abroad (some of those locations being Egypt, the 
Mediterranean Sea, and even Croatia). Miss Marple also likes to travel, 
but she is not that adventurous. She mostly travels to villages or small 
towns to see her friends. With the exception of the Caribbean and 
London, Miss Marple does not travel abroad or to big cities and is mainly 
very local, restricted to St. Mary Mead or some other non-urban 
locations. Bargainnier stresses that “nearly all of the works in which she 
appears involve her village of St. Mary Mead to some extent, and many 
occur solely there” (28). 

Another thing that distinguishes them is their background. Poirot is 
a former Belgian policeman who moved to England after his retirement 
and began his career as a detective, whilst Miss Marple has no such 
previous experience and solves crimes as a hobby. When it comes to 
their investigation tactics, they start off at the same point. Both of them 
try to look into the psyche of the people they are dealing with and pick 
up subtleties potentially crucial for the case. So, psychology is number 
one for both of them, they just refer to it differently – Marple likes to 
call her approach women’s intuition or specialized knowledge, while 
Poirot talks about his little grey cells. They both like to sit back, take their 
time, and ponder over the case. However, Poirot from here on has an 
easier path. What is really important is that, since Poirot is a former 
police officer and currently a famous professional investigator, he knows 
many people from the law enforcement circles and has more approach 
to the official clues. Miss Marple does not have the same perks. She 
simply has to rely on what she hears, sees, and concludes, rarely having 
in her hands any physical evidence or clue. 

A difference arises also in their financial position. Poirot worked his 
entire life, and in retirement he continued to have a source of income. 
That can be seen based on several facts. First, in some novels he is 
shown to have a secretary. That means that his business is flourishing, 
since he is able to pay salaries to Miss Lemon. Next, he is so famous that 
he can pick the cases he wants to solve and turn down the ones he finds 
unappealing. Also, substantial fees are mentioned on several occasions, 
for example, in Murder on the Orient Express Ratchett promises Poirot 
twenty thousand dollars in return for his services, but Poirot turns him 
down because he does not like him, despite the money that is offered 
(Christie 44-46). He confirms that money is not what he is after on 
various occasions, for example, in Five Little Pigs: “I assure you, Mr 
Blake, I am really interested. It is not just a matter of money with me. I 
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genuinely want to recreate the past” (Christie, Pigs ch.3). As a result of 
his success, he has accumulated enough money not to have financial 
worries. As for Miss Marple, there is not so much information available 
regarding her finances. It is mentioned that her successful nephew 
Raymond pays for her holidays and gives her money, but the exact 
amount is not stated. One can only speculate if it is only enough to make 
ends meet or whether Raymond helps his aunt with substantial 
amounts. Whatever the case may be, Poirot is much richer than Miss 
Marple.  

That leads us to their personalities. Poirot is vain and often makes 
remarks so condescending that they offend other people, which is 
certainly not a beloved quality. In his conversations with others, he 
rarely touches upon some personal details, which is partially a reason 
why he has many acquaintances but little close friends. Hastings is 
perhaps the only person who Poirot can refer to as a real friend. Miss 
Marple, however, is much more amiable and beloved. She wins 
sympathies wherever she appears because of her gentleness and 
humbleness, though that was not always the case. Miss Marple 
undergoes a massive change after her first novel, where she was 
depicted as harsher and nosier (Xu 98) while, on the contrary, Poirot’s 
character remains unchanged (Maida and Spornick 98). 

Poirot and Miss Marple have many similarities as well. First and 
foremost, neither of them looks like a typical detective. According to 
Havlíčková, by creating Poirot “Agatha Christie created probably the 
most emasculate detective figure like a parody of typical heroic 
detective in terms of appearance and manners” (29). Miss Marple is also 
an atypical sleuth, being so old and seemingly frail. Still, they both prove 
that appearances are often deceiving. Furthermore, they are both old, 
unmarried, single, and without proximate relatives, which makes sense 
because if they had been created with spouses and/or someone 
depending on them, they would not have been able to wander around 
and solve crimes. Another feature that they both share, but which is 
more present in Miss Marple, is their ability to get on with people much 
younger than themselves. Also, at the moment of their creation, i.e. 
their first appearance, they were both already rather old. It is uncertain 
whether they age accordingly or if Christie decided that years would 
pass by slower for them. “To attempt to determine [Poirot’s] age is a 
waste of time. By strict chronology, assuming retirement at sixty-five, he 
would be over 135 by the time of Curtain, the last novel” (Bargainnier 
45). Zemboy asserts Miss Marple’s age was specified as eighty-nine in 
1957 in What Mrs. McGillicuddy Saw (333). Knowing that she appeared 
in 1930 as a woman between sixty-five and seventy and that she was 
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still investigating in Nemesis in 1971 means that Christie was 
inconsistent with her age as well.  

What they also have in common is that Christie created both of 
them with certain weaknesses. Since their cognitive skills had to be 
peaking, Christie decided to make their physical appearance faulty. 
However, it is visible even at a glance that Christie created Poirot with 
more mockable elements than Miss Marple. Bargainnier claims that 
Poirot’s comic image and relationships are “Christie’s principal means of 
preventing his infallible intellect and moral superiority from separating 
him totally from the humble reader” (59). The same can, but only up to 
a point, be said for Miss Marple as well. Unlike Poirot, who has both a 
quirky behaviour and an unintimidating and comical body, Miss 
Marple’s only flaw is that she looks really old. 

Having all their similarities and differences in mind, it is important 
to mention their popularity with the readership. Despite having a more 
pleasing personality and being favoured by her creator, Miss Marple is 
preferred by fewer readers than Poirot. It is impossible to objectively 
determine why his fan base is larger than hers because every person has 
their own preferences in reading. However, there are some irrefutable 
facts that probably contribute to Poirot’s popularity: he appears in both 
more novels and short stories, he is more present throughout the novels 
he is in, his novels are much more versatile when it comes to settings, 
his investigation methods are somewhat more diverse, which makes the 
novels slightly more dynamic than Marple’s, and his unique eccentricity 
makes him much more memorable. Anyway, whether they are reading 
a Marple or a Poirot novel, the readers can be certain that both of them 
will do their best to find the culprit because, in the end, they both share 
an important feature – they have a never-ending desire to find out the 
truth and pursue justice.  

 
Conclusion 
When opening one of Agatha Christie’s novels for the very first 

time, the reader never knows what to expect. Her capability to write 
mystery works with such diverse plots and utterly unexpected twists 
make her extremely popular even a century after her first novel was 
published. The majority of her novels contains deaths caused by poison. 
She will always be remembered for their slick usage, praised even by 
pharmacists. Over time, her murders by poison made them her 
trademark. Since it was easy to plant the poison in fluids, Christie resorts 
to that method fairly often. Poison is practical because it offers a more 
flexible timeframe – it is easy to determine when the victim was stabbed 
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or shot and when they died,5 even when a certain poison got into their 
system, but it can become hard to establish when the poison was 
planted (sometimes it is even two weeks before the victim’s death, like 
in The Mysterious Affair at Styles), which makes it easier for the killers 
to form a firm alibi. Christie’s aptitude for chemistry makes up for what 
she lacks in ballistics. Her statements regarding poisons and other 
weapons lead to the conclusion that she would have used poisons even 
more, had there not been a danger of becoming too repetitive. The fact 
that she puts more poison-related deaths in her novels, and more 
deaths caused by some other factor in her short stories, implies that she 
opted for the means she was fonder of in novels because they are longer 
and require more elaboration, and are also generally more popular than 
short stories.  

Based on the analysis of several Christie’s works, it is to be 
concluded that novels including poisons differ from those where there 
is no administering of poison in more than just the murder method. 
Christie pays more attention to details in the novels where there is 
poison, partly because she knew more about poison than any other 
murder method, but also because the effects of a poison require more 
explaining than the effects of e.g. a revolver or a dagger. Also, fewer 
suspects can be excluded based on their physical characteristics in 
novels featuring poison. In The Mysterious Affair at Styles, both men and 
women, old and young, are equally fit to be the killer because planting 
poison does not require great physical strength, whereas in Murder on 
the Orient Express the doctor explicitly says that some stab wounds are 
too slight to be lethal (it is for the theatricality why all twelve passengers 
are considered to be the killers, but the lethal wound was almost 
definitely administered by a man).  

As for the detectives, both Poirot’s and Miss Marple’s most 
important asset is their brain. The biggest part of their crime-solving 
revolves around them sitting back and quietly thinking until they reach 
a conclusion. Poirot, though, does have a great advantage – he is a 
professional who often has access to physical clues and the murder 
scene, while Miss Marple has to satisfy with less. She knows that, being 
not that popular with the police, her suspicions based on intuition would 
not be as credible, which is why in “Death by Drowning” she turns to 
Henry Clithering to investigate her claims, knowing that the police will 
pay more attention to his words than hers, whereas Poirot is more 
esteemed and praised in police circles and does not have any problems 

                                                 
5 The execution of such murders is often much simpler and more anticlimactic, 
even with Christie’s usually thorough elaboration. 
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of that kind. One way or another, they both manage to solve the puzzle 
despite all the difficulties, leaving the reader in awe of their abilities.  
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UBOJSTVO I STRATEGIJE RJEŠAVANJA ZLOČINA U DJELIMA AGATHE CHRISTIE 
 
U književnom opusu Agathe Christie, koji obuhvaća više od pedeset godina 
stvaralaštva, broj ubijenih osoba je gotovo tri stotine. Puno likova Agathe 
Christie žrtve su trovanja jer je tijekom Prvog svjetskog rata radila kao 
medicinska sestra te dolazila u doticaj s otrovima. No, u velikom broju njezinih 
djela uzroci smrti su nasilniji i povezani s drugim oružjima. Većinu tih zločina 
rješavaju dva najpoznatija detektiva Agathe Christie: ili profesionalni detektiv 
Hercule Poirot ili sjedokosa stara gospođa Jane Marple. Zbog njihovih različitih 
životnih stilova i osobnosti, njihovi načini istrage zločina se razlikuju. Cilj je ovog 
rada pobliže istražiti neke od metoda ubojstava koje Christie koristi u svom 
književnom opusu te analizirati strategije rješavanja zločina koje Monsieur 
Poirot i Miss Marple koriste. Analiza će obuhvatiti i usporedbu njihovog pristupa 
rješavanju zločina i njihovih osobnosti. 
 
Ključne riječi: Agatha Christie, detektivska proza, kriminalistički roman, otrov, 
rješavanje zločina, Hercule Poirot, Jane Marple 
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Abstract: Along history, sociology and literature have formed various 

associations with each other. From the sociology of literature that has considered 

literature as a social production to the usages of sociological perspectives as 

literary theories or the usage of literature as illustration of sociological abstract 

notions, literature and sociology have been constantly and interrelatedly studied. 

Nevertheless, this study aims at revealing another interrelation between literature 

and sociology by referring to the beginning of the twentieth century when the 

replacement of religious thinking with secular ideas was dominant in modern 

society. Sociologists like Emile Durkheim detected and studied this shift in 

modern society and later on literary authors of the time followed the promotion 

of secularism in their literary works. However, T.S. Eliot reacted to this 

replacement in his poem "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock". He wrote the 

poem while he was reviewing Durkheim’s The Elementary Forms of the 

Religious Life in the journal the Westminster Gazette. This paper argues that T.S. 

Eliot’s "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" is written with a mindset loaded 

by Durkheim’s sociological perspectives such as the notions of the sacred and 

the profane to further conclude that T.S. Eliot’s creation of Prufrock is consistent 

with the view that the modern man is unable to establish himself in a society 

which is devoid of the notions of sacred and profane and that he may consider 

committing suicide to save himself as the final resort.  

 

Keywords: Sociology, T.S. Eliot’s "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock", 

Sacred, Profane, Suicide, Durkheim  

 

 
Introduction: 
Society and literature have been the two ever faithful companions 
throughout the history. Though the interrelation of these two 
companions has jostled for various arrangements, still critics can readily 
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point out to the extent to which these two have been interrelated. The 
primary study has been the sociology of literature that defines literature 
as “a cultural product that reflects past interaction as interpreted by the 
author” (Merrill 648). For critics following this view, “literature is a 
legitimate subject of sociological investigation” (648) and the outcome 
is the voice of a critic led by the forces of the society to analyze literary 
works and diminish them to the samples of social issues or the 
biographical notes of the author. Nevertheless, as the field of sociology 
was firmly established in twentieth century, the relationship of society 
and literature took the form of sociology and literature. This being the 
case, the idea of literature being a product out of social circumstances 
took the form of a critical study between literature and sociology in mid-
twentieth century. The act was to revive literary critical studies and 
sociological approaches as part of literary theories began to join the 
board of literary studies to further illuminate the nuances of literary 
works (Noble 213). Adding to these relationships, even American 
universities opened a new field of study in 1960s and 70s that had the 
purpose of enhancing the teaching of sociology through literature. 
Leaning on literature provided the sociologists with the chance to 
“illustrate otherwise abstract social concepts such as alienation, groups, 
class difference, and gender roles” (Templeton 21). Altogether, 
sociology of literature, sociology and literature and sociology through 
literature are now deemed as the common forms in which one can 
investigate the interactions of literature and sociology. However, the 
purpose of this study is to reveal another form of interaction between 
sociology and literature by referring to the beginning of the twentieth 
century when great social and technological changes brought about 
enormous changes on arts and literature to the disappearance of 
religious thinking and the appearance of secular ideas both in society 
and then in literature.  

To this point, sociologists like Emile Durkheim first detected how 
the force of religion has been vanishing from people’s life and the notion 
of secularization has becoming predominant in the society. Later on, the 
same perspective could be seen in literature as a dramatic shift was 
marked from religious narrative elements to other narratives (Childs 58). 
As such, nowadays, critics are noting how the modernist writers were 
mainly focusing on “shaping the idea of secularization” (Schiedermair 1) 
and producing the types of literatures that could match the new world. 
However, T.S. Eliot, as a supporter of religious thinking, anchored on a 
different trajectory by concentrating on the destructive effect of 
religious systems having vanished from the society. Pertinent to this 
discussion, O'Gorman aptly describes Eliot as the poet who is “in his 
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searching of worry in art as morally purposive” (2012: 1012). 
Nevertheless, whenever the emphasis is on religious thinking and Eliot, 
The Waste Land is brought to the fore by the critics1 to the negligence 
of his "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock". Thereby, consistent with 
Eliot’s religious perspective, the mantle of this study is to analyze Eliot’s 
"The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" since the poem was written before 
The Waste Land and at a time when Eliot was getting familiar with 
Durkheim’s The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life2. Therefore, the 
present study explores Eliot’s "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" with 
respect to Durkheim’s notions of sacred and profane explicated in his 
The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life to present the view that 
Durkheim’s sociological perspectives have been a compelling force 
behind the shaping of Eliot’s "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock". As 
such, our further explanations prove why Eliot’s Prufrock is driven to 
committing suicide which has been the consequence of an individual 
lost in a modern society in Durkheim’s view. At last, our main concluding 
point would be to justify how Eliot’s "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" 
which is considered as one of the first instances of modern poetry was 
written with a mindset highly affected by Durkheim’s sociological 
perspectives and this means the influence of sociology in literary 
production.    

  
T. S. Eliot and Emile Durkheim: 
The following quotation by Menand and Shwartz best elucidates 

Eliot's comprehension of Emile Durkheim’s The Elementary Forms of the 
Religious Life: 

The instinct for association and community with other men is not 
merely defensive or economic, nor is the community an accident of 
common descent. It is a religious instinct. For the savage or the 

                                                 
1 Ping Song (2018), in his review entitled “A Myriad of Critical Lenses on The 

Waste Land”, refers to the collection of essays published in The Cambridge 

Companion to The Waste Land by Gabrielle McIntire. He categorizes the essays 

published in this work under Eliot’s three topics of ecological awareness, 

religious vision and the adoption of pastiche (183). Later on, he elaborates that 

the essays refer to the poet’s religious thinking as being consistent with oriental 

religious and metaphysical thinking (ibid). 
2 Louis Menand and Sanford Schwartz, in their collaborative work entitled "T. S. 
Eliot on Durkheim: A New Attribution", point to a review of Durkheim's The 
Elementary Forms of the Religious Life published in the Westminster Gazette in 
1916. They believe that, though the review is unsigned, “internal evidence 
linking it to the recently discovered contributions to the Monist suggests that 
Eliot was indeed its author" (309). 
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civilized man, a solely individual existence would be intolerable; he 
feels the need of recreating and sustaining his strength by periodic 
refuge in another consciousness which is supra-individual. (312) 
 
Eliot's explication of Durkheim can be folded within the phrase 

"religious instinct". He adopts this phrase to imply not a specific kind of 
religion but any attempt on the side of the individual to shore up support 
by being part of a community. This sense of yearning for community is 
colored by various religions. Eliot criticizes the lack of this platform and 
the existence of individual in the society while not being connected to 
any systematic underlying thinking as religion. Based upon this 
perspective, Menand and Schwartz have also concluded that Eliot's view 
of poetry is really synonymous with Durkheim's rational view of 
individual in the society; "stated in this manner, the relationship 
between individual and communal consciousness is sharply reminiscent 
of the tensions between the fragmentation of ordinary life and the 
longing for spiritual transformation that appear in Eliot's poetry from 
the outset of his career" (312). Emile Durkheim’s trajectory began with 
his famous Suicide: A Study in Sociology in 1897 and ended with The 
Elementary Forms of the Religious Life in 1912.  

Durkheim’s The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life revolves 
around the concept of religion. Interestingly, his achievement in this 
book came up through an accident that compelled him to take a fresh 
look at his previous studies. Durkheim's metamorphosis "was entirely 
due to the studies of the history of religion […] and notably to the 
reading of the works of Robertson Smith and his school" (Durkheim 402-
3). From that moment, he reconsidered the role of religion in individual 
and public life and recognized "the essential role played by religion in 
social life" (606). However, it needs to be noted that Durkheim's view of 
religion is extremely broad and well beyond the sole belief in God; 
"belief in God is only one kind of belief. There are many others" (68). In 
another assertion, he even dismisses the necessity of the existence of 
God as a decisive factor in defining a religion in the society; "we no 
longer have the right to define religion in terms of the idea of God" (44). 
Basically, Durkheim defines religion as a subcategory of the society. As 
he holds, "collectivity values are the source of all religious experiences" 
(274). It is apparent that Durkheim’s view of broadening the notion of 
religion refers to certain elements within each society that gathers 
human beings together. For his religious thinking, Durkheim introduces 
two notions of sacred and profane. Firstly, he deems religion to be "a 
unified system of beliefs and practices relative to sacred things" (44). 
Moreover, Durkheim adds two more points regarding the concept of the 
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sacred to fully illustrate its pictures in the society. They include a) the 
possibility of any object to be regarded as sacred; "a rock, a tree, a 
spring, a pebble, a piece of wood, a house, in a word anything, can be 
sacred" (35) and b) the method through which this process occurs; 
"beliefs, myths, dogmas, and legends are either representations or 
systems of representations that express the nature of sacred things" 
(35). The considerable significance that Durkheim affords to the role of 
sacred in creating the concept of religion shows his attempt to create an 
inviolable status to accord the related systems of beliefs and rituals with 
great significance. Therefore, people assert the sacred things with 
"respect and emotion" (453). The emotion surging among the people 
fills them with ambiguous and contrary feelings; "the sacred is 
something that is earnestly sought after, but, on the other hand, the 
sacred is also something to be feared" (68). W. S. F. Pickering, as a 
famous Durkheim's scholar, believes that Durkheim has set the 
importance of sacred well above the concept of God, considering that 
as a sort of energy it propels religious rituals and performances forward 
to a specific end (117).  

Durkheim also notices that, for the society to create the concept of 
sacred, an opposite pole is necessary. The tension of this duality would 
more gleam on the concept of sacred. For this purpose, Durkheim labels 
the concept of the profane as the opposite pole to the concept of the 
sacred. In his view, the profane is "constituted by the pre-social body 
whose impulses, rooted in organismic drives, are defined by their 
passionate and egoistic nature" (136). Having sketched these two 
opposite poles, Durkheim alerts us to an important fact by declaring the 
domain of each of these two concepts. He asserts that, for the 
extrapolation of the concept of the sacred, it should be related to the 
collective consciousness as opposed to the profane which is related to 
the individual consciousness and properties; "sacred things are those 
whose representations society itself has fashioned.... profane things, 
conversely, are those which each of us constructs from our own sense 
data and experience" (95). Moreover, Pickering raises a subtle point 
here to avoid any misunderstanding of the distinction between the 
sacred and the profane in that "what man absorbs from the social 
(corresponding to the soul) is sacred and what is individual, what the 
individual develops of himself, corresponding to the body, is profane" 
(119). This close reading of the sacred and the profane by Pickering 
reveals certain features regarding the role of the society and the 
individual. Anything conceived by the individual from the society, even 
if it is taken into extreme limits by the individual, is categorized under 
the concept of the sacred; otherwise, it is profane. As a matter of fact, 
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Durkheim draws a line between the individual and the society by relying 
on the concept of profane as a notion which "expresses the opposition 
between the individual and [the] society" (122). Similarly, for the 
concept of the sacred, this opposition shows itself as a transition from 
the individualization to socialization; "the initiation into sacred things 
was also the operation by which the socialization of the individual was 
completed" (96). Adding another dimension, Durkheim proposes that 
the concept of sacred differs from one society to another and there can 
never be any two societies generating this concept around the same 
things (Pickering 130). In other words, concepts such as sacredness and 
profanity are the trademarks of any society ever known around the 
world. Durkheim's further observation regarding the sacred is finalized 
when he claims that "sacred things are simply collective ideals that have 
fixed themselves on material objects" (Durkheim 335). However, for an 
individual to enter this realm of the sacred and performance of actions, 
there exist some preliminaries to regard; otherwise, the individual never 
gets the permission to conduct any performance even near that realm; 
"a man cannot enter into intimate relations with sacred things except 
after ridding himself of all that is profane in him" (441-2). An individual 
living in a society, which is anchored on certain objects viewed as sacred, 
should attempt to perform the required duties; otherwise, he or she 
faces the immediate aftermath of disrespecting the sacred, which may 
be physical punishment. Nevertheless, the modern man is exempt from 
this punishment because no systematic imposing regulation controls 
him. He, indeed, punishes himself out of the despair or detachment 
from any systematic societal system in the form of suicide. Durkheim 
had studied this fact two decades before the publication of The 
Elementary Forms of the Religious Life. In 1897, he posed the question 
in his book entitled Suicide but provided a belated answer to it in 1912. 
This form of suicide committed by the modern man is defined as follows:  

In the case of egoistic suicide, lack of integration gave rise to 
meaninglessness and so to states of apathy, melancholy, and 
depression. In anomie suicide, insufficient regulation had left 
individual passions and wants unchecked, leading to irritation, 
disgust, anger, disappointment, or recrimination. (Thorlindsson 
and Bjarnason 96)  
Regarding Durkheim’s notions of the sacred and the profane as 

explicated above, the rest of the study is to follow his string of thinking 
on Eliot’s "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" and to study Eliot’s 
resistance to the prevalence of secular ideas in the modern world. At the 
onset of the twentieth century, Eliot alerts people on taking proper 
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actions, or individuals may face disastrous consequences like suicide as 
portrayed in his "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock".   

 
T. S. Eliot's "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" in Durkheim’s 

World of Sacred and Profane:  
Eliot's "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" was first published in 

1915. A perusal of works discussing this poem reveals the fact that no 
work has interpreted the poem with regard to Durkheim’s notion of 
sacred and profane. Early scholars have focused on finding the outside 
references to different parts of the poem including the majority of the 
short notes published in The Explicator (Dunn 1963; Ledbetter 1992; 
Krogstad & Alexander 1994; Blythe & Sweet 2004). In another 
interpretation, Nicholas B. Mayer (2011) has studied the poem while 
paying attention to the part Eliot himself deleted on the suggestion of 
one of his friends. The excised part is called the "Prufrock's Pervigilium", 
and the research focuses on tracing the impact it may have left on Eliot. 
Nevertheless, one can easily notice a paucity of studies explicating the 
general framework through which Eliot reworks his thoughts, although 
the poem has been steadily recommended and acclaimed by different 
critics as a seminal modern poem in the history of English poetry. For 
instance, in 1922, Philip Headings, one of the first critics of T. S. Eliot, 
famously mentioned that "hardly a poetry reader is now alive who has 
not been becalmed and bemused in the yellow fog of 'The Love Song of 
J. Alfred Prufrock'" (17). The territory of Eliot's famous poem is still 
uncharted. For the critics, this poem has been the starting point of 
modern man's fragmented identity while focusing on its main character; 
"'Prufrock' differentiates between his thinking, sensitive character and 
his outward self" (Childs 687). Comments on T. S. Eliot's "The Love Song 
of J. Alfred Prufrock" brims with such speculations that, whenever the 
critics are left awash on their interpretation, they refer to Prufrock's 
hesitation on making a decision and gaining comprehension based on 
this point. Nonetheless, we believe that Prufrock's hesitation does not 
emanate from the undecidedness or bewilderment of the individual in 
the modern world but is out of a fear caused by a lack in the society. 
Seemingly, these two are the same as long as Prufrock hesitates but 
considers it from this vantage point. This would commence a whole new 
perspective for interpreting the poem. Moreover, we need to modify 
Child's differentiation between Prufrock's "you and I" by suggesting that 
Prufrock's invitation of "you and I" is actually a differentiation between 
two selves, one totally constructed by the society and the other totally 
distinguished from the individualistic vantage point. Therefore, the rest 
of this paper is an attempt to see the confrontation of these two selves. 
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As mentioned earlier, Eliot was acquainted with Durkheim's works 

especially his last work entitled Elementary Forms of the Religious Life. 
This can mean Eliot’s acquaintance ignited the flare of writing a poem 
that reflected Durkheim's observation of the practices and actions of 
religious people in the modern world. Surely, limiting our discussion of 
Eliot's poem to this issue is not a new perspective as exploring Eliot's 
poems through religious issues has always attracted the attention of 
critics. For Samuel Hynes, Eliot is too much of a religious poet and he 
would have much succeeded as a religious poet if "he had made his 
Christianity invisible; but he made it visible, and so made religion seem 
a way of being reactionary, ungenerous and cold" (Molina 87). 
Moreover, Scott Freer and Michael Bell have also suggested Eliot's 
strong tendency toward religion; "Eliot, despite an ambiguous poetic 
method, became increasingly committed to the orthodox Christian 
narrative of salvation" (10). The perspective that they brought into light 
is based on Eliot's The Waste Land. They view the poem as "a classic 
example of a modernist response to the discourse of comparative 
religion that attributes equal value to Christian symbolism" (10), which 
is, indeed, a salient fact imparted by many other scholars. In a case of 
providing a complete background to Eliot's encounter with religion, 
Joanna Rzepa has also mentioned that Eliot's "theological crisis" during 
his stay in Paris is related to Pope Pius X's condemnation of the 
theological modernism in his encyclical Pascendi dominici gregis. Her 
conclusion of these incidents arrives at a fairly logical base when she 
argues that Eliot's persistent observation of religious issues has led him 
to consider the role of individual experience with respect to Christian 
dogmatic tradition (100). Interestingly, she deems two of Eliot's early 
poems entitled "The Love Song of Saint Sebastian" and "The Death of 
Saint Narcissus" suitable enough to commence studying the relation 
between individual experience and theology while not including "The 
Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock". Moreover, she has referred to Eliot's 
interests and his study of theology from 1910 to 1915, including his 
addressing of various topics like "sociology of religion, anthropology of 
religion, and religion and philosophy" (101). She has never attended to 
"The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" or the relation of Eliot and 
Durkheim. 

The title of the poem consists of two parts, a love song and an 
ambiguous name. Oxford English Dictionary has created the adjective 
'Prufrockian' meaning "resembling or characteristic of Prufrock or his 
world of middle-class conformity and unfulfilled aspirations" (Simpson 
and Proffitt). Since the first publication of "The Love Song of J. Alfred 
Prufrock", the name of Prufrock has echoed so persistently that the 
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directors of OED have decided to apply it to indicate a distinct type of 
people. Nevertheless, our assumption is quite contrary because 
Prufrock seems to be aloof from any certain class of people. Eliot's use 
of this strange name can clearly show his purpose of choosing an 
isolated individual to confront the society; he could easily adopt a more 
familiar name. This uniqueness evades the easy categorization of the 
name. Based on Durkheim's view, an individual's actions and behavior 
are assigned certain meanings as long as they are channeled through the 
laws of the society. He needs to recognize a locus where individuals can 
smoothly be garnered together. His pondering over the concept of the 
religion expanded to include any deeply held belief within a society 
charting the individuals. For him, a collective value should exist around 
which the society is shaped. On the other hand, the resonance of the 
modern time has created a huge gap between the individual and the 
society. Prufrock, the narrator of Eliot's poem, is stuck in this gap asking 
himself the question of how to get along in this newly created world; 
"To lead you to an overwhelming question   ...  Oh, do not ask, 'What is 
it?' (19), Do I dare disturb the universe?, So how should I presume?, and 
how should I begin?” (20). As such, Prufrock's ambivalence results not 
from hesitation but from intimidation as he is not able to follow the 
collective identities anymore. 

The rest of the poem continues through Prufrock’s observations for 
he is new to this world. In his report of an incident, he looks surprised as 
he repeats a phrase twice; "In the room the women come and go/ 
Talking of Michelangelo” (19). With regard to Durkheim's theoretical 
discussion, a revelation strikes our mind for the repeated use of this 
phrase. He maintains that religion or any collective value imposing on 
any specific society consists of an arrangement of beliefs and practices 
around a sacred object or belief. His sacred notion is further 
distinguished with the concept of the profane, and, as such, he makes 
his observation of the Australian aborigines who perform certain rituals 
and practices around an object entitled churingas deemed sacred in 
their ceremony. Durkheim is surprised to observe that; "the profane, 
therefore- women and young men not yet initiated into religious life 
may not touch or see the churingas; they are only permitted to look afar 
and even then, rarely" (120). As he sees, women are excluded from the 
ceremonies around the scared things because they are considered 
profane. Therefore, he observes that “women and children in certain 
circumstances are profane persons" (380). In a similar way, one can see 
why Prufrock is surprised to look at women talking of Michelangelo as it 
was more a task to be conducted by men. However, in the modern 
world, women are no longer excused of participating in ceremonies with 
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a sublime subject or a sacred thing included. This being the case, the 
concept of the sacred and profane is no longer acceptable in the modern 
society as anyone can perform any desirable action. Also, no one is 
attached to any collective value or force to follow any specific pattern of 
behaviors.    

Headings' claim on the status of "The Love Song of J. Alfred 
Prufrock" in 1922 was not an exaggeration. The yellow fog, not until 
1922 but ever since, has bemused the reader. Nonetheless, bemusing is 
never quite fulfilling. The third stanza is centered on a yellowish 
atmosphere, be it smoke or fog. Possibly, a close link is established 
between this atmosphere and the first stanza in which the phrase "a 
patient etherized upon a table" (19) is used to describe the atmosphere 
of an evening. Such descriptions are wrapped up as portraying the 
feeling of loneliness and depression experienced by Prufrock, but it can 
imply quite more than the message it conveys. Metaphorically speaking, 
somebody has fainted nearby to be dead, and its signs are felt 
everywhere. This being the point, T.S. Eliot conveys the message that 
the notion of the sacred in the society has faded away. The society is 
changed, accordingly devoid of any sacred pillar around which actions 
and behaviors could be defined. In this regard, Prufrock is officially an 
individual after this occurrence. And now is his time to find himself in 
this new world; "There will be time; there will be time/ To prepare a face 
to meet the faces that you meet;/ There will be time to murder and 
create” (19). Prufrock is now allowed much time to discuss his situation, 
to make a new person out of himself to confront the society, to step into 
a world which is no longer divided by the concepts of the profane and 
the sacred and patterned respectively. Also, it is to be noted that, 
though the sacred and profane issue has been already mentioned in the 
literature, "literature's creative engagement with religion involved a 
'continual slippage' between the sacred and the secular" (Freer and Bell 
10). Eliot has put an end to it by announcing the ending of the concept 
of the sacred. Then, Prufrock continues his argument by imagining how 
to perform all these things while there exists no sacred notion; "Time for 
you and time for me,/ And time yet for a hundred indecisions,/ And for 
a hundred visions and revisions" (19). More on this point, Eliot refers to 
how the smallest thing in Prufrock’s daily life is influenced after the 
disappearance of the notions of sacred and profane when he points to 
"the taking of a toast and tea" after a hundred of indecisions to be made 
yet. Simply, this can prove the extent to which the life of an individual 
like Prufrock is influenced when he is ripped away from the social life.  

In the sixth stanza, Prufrock contemplates on a possible option for 
this dreadful situation. He wonders if it is possible to reverse the time 
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back to when everything was in a peaceful situation because there was 
the concept of collective values around which people used to center 
their actions and behaviors. This being the case, he suddenly imagines 
himself in the form of a person living in a previous era; "To wonder, 'Do 
I dare?' and, 'Do I dare'?/ Time to turn back and descend the stair,/…/ 
My morning coat, my collar mounting firmly to the chin,/ My necktie rich 
and modest, but asserted by a simple pin" (21). With regard to Prufrock's 
appearance, Sara Trevisan (2004) contends that "Prufrock's morning 
coat, the collar, the necktie, the pin, all suggest a fashionable, 
sophisticated morning suit from the late Edwardian era" (221). 
Prufrock's appearance bears a comparison with the previous era when 
the society was not disturbed by the collapse of its main pillar. While he 
desires to picture himself being attached to traditional concerns, he 
deems it impossible to continue with the traditional and collective 
values and decides to find his own way. But he is still frightened and 
undecided to take the action; "Do I dare disturb the universe?" (Eliot 15).  

Mulling over Durkheim's concept of the sacred and the profane, 
Pickering runs his discussion on the basis that each society generates a 
pattern through which men think about themselves and, consequently, 
take actions. In his view, the society shapes the concepts deeply 
embedded in individuals' minds. With this in mind, Prufrock's confession 
of how he recognizes the world is, indeed, his notification of how society 
has embedded this particular way of thinking in his mind:  

For I have known them all already, known them all,/ Have known 
the evenings, mornings, afternoons./ I have measured out my life 
with coffee spoons./ I know the voices dying with a dying fall,/ 
Beneath the music from a farther room ./So how should I presume? 
(Eliot 22) 
Moreover, the second part of this stanza refers to a long-standing 

opposition between the society and the individual. Pickering's analysis 
of Durkheim comes to the point that "socialization, thus, means not only 
the incorporation of the individual into society but the embracing of the 
sacred by the individual" (122). As this observation dictates, once 
someone has totally absorbed the concept of sacred prevalent in his 
society, he is fully socialized. The corollary that follows this discussion is 
that an individual is fully socialized when the concept of the sacred 
acquires a high status for him or her. On this account, "The sacred 
commands respect and is also an object of love and devotion. The sacred 
is something that is earnestly sought after, but, on the other hand, the 
sacred is also something to be feared" (158). Prufrock has noticed the 
disappearance of the concept of the sacred from the society, but he still 
holds the emotion emanating from that concept. He refers to the "dying 
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voices" and the "music" that come from the "farther room". In other 
words, he knows the ending of the age, old traditions which are 
centered on the firm belief of the sacred, but he is gripped with the fear 
of continuing his life without abiding by those traditions.  

In the following stanza, Prufrock describes himself as firmly fixed 
on the wall like a pin; "And I have known the eyes already, known them 
all/ The eyes that fix you in a formulated phrase./ And when I am 
formulated, sprawling on a pin,/ When I am pinned and wriggling on the 
wall,/ Then how should I begin/ To spit out all the butt-ends of my days 
and ways?" (23). Trevisan believes that the pin raises a crucial point in 
this part because "the pin gets to be the objective correlative for 
Prufrock's entire persona. Thus, Prufrock's life is worth a pin. This 
diaphora is used to indicate that Prufrock's life (and self) is worth 
nothing" (222). Prufrock is regarded as insignificant and out of the frame 
of the society, and he feels being in the realm of the profane. "Profane 
has no other apparent end than to provide for the temporal necessities 
of life; it puts us in relations with ordinary things only'" (Pickering 397). 
In this view, Prufrock's nothingness is the consequence of his separation 
form the realm of the sacred and his entrance into the realm of the 
profane which makes him totally insignificant. Later on, Prufrock refers 
to how he is readily misled in a society that is devoid of any sacred 
notion; “Is it perfume from a dress/ That makes me so digress?/ Arms 
that lie along a table, or wrap about a shawl” (25). In continuation, 
Prufrock's description of himself as "ragged claws" in the eleventh 
stanza really matches his status in the society; "I should have been a pair 
of ragged claws/ Scuttling across the floors of silent seas" (21). Any 
action he performs in the society is considered profane and a scratch on 
the smooth surface of the concept of the sacred.  

In the eleventh stanza, after detailing some insignificant matters 
which are the indicative of the profane, he again brings up the phrase 
"you and me" but to be continued with a question; "Have the strength 
to force the moment to its crisis?" (21). Prufrock himself answers the 
question; "I am no prophet — and here's no great matter; I have seen 
the moment of my greatness flicker" (ibid). He has two selves, one 
constructed by the society centered on the concept of the sacred and 
the other individualized and profane. He has come to the understanding 
that a difference exists between these two but is still intimidated to 
reject the former in favor of the latter. A prophet is a leader of a religious 
society guiding a group of people toward a destined path by determining 
certain objects or notions as sacred. However, Prufrock is an individual 
hoping to take on the deeds which are profane and of no importance. 
Therefore, he can never hang on a status of a prophet by inviting people 
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to his new style of living. He must get along with his individualistic life 
which is fear-inducing. Altogether, he is entangled in an endless conflict 
between his inner self and the society, for he is unable to settle his inner 
conflict and is left by himself driven into a meaningless world. In 
Durkheim's opinion, at a critical moment like this, the individual decides 
to commit suicide. He notes further that there exist two types of suicide 
which are the result of the society being incomprehensible to the 
individual. These two types, being anomie and egoistic, occur when no 
regulated relationship exists between the society and the individual or 
no relationship exists at all. It seems that Prufrock prepares himself to 
admit this ending for himself but is filled with fear to utter it in words as 
he says, "it is impossible to say just what I mean!" (ibid). We wonder 
here if Eliot himself is afraid of touching on the subject too. We have 
delayed the discussion of the famous quotation at the beginning of the 
poem until now to better connect it with our main point. In the 
quotation, there is a moment at which the narrator is sure that no one 
is going to hear his answer; otherwise, he would face infamy. As 
mentioned earlier, during the time that Eliot wrote this poem, he was 
experiencing a theological crisis compelling him to peruse so many 
books regarding religious matters including Durkheim's Elementary 
Forms of the Religious Life. In our view, Eliot came to a realization that 
he was so afraid of sharing with others because it would be an offence 
to the sacred concept of any religion. Durkheim believes that "the 
individual is sacred in modern western society" (Pickering 151), but Eliot 
was afraid of proposing it bluntly. He created Prufrock to cope with this 
difficult situation. In this respect, a reading of this poem through 
Durkheim’s sociological perspective proves beneficial as it portrays a 
period of time when the character does not carry out significant deeds 
nor refers to them; but, indeed, he detaches himself from any greatness 
of the past and delves into himself for an answer to this world. Unluckily, 
he is not strong enough to gain one, and, at the end of the poem, he 
comes to an ending for his life; "Till human voices wake us, and we 
drown" (Eliot 29).    

 
Conclusion 
The current study is a scrutiny of Eliot's "The Love Song of J. Alfred 

Prufrock". It is argued that Eliot has attempted to be morally responsive 
to the changes that the modern society has brought to the human 
community. As a classic and royalist person, he has taken the issue with 
the pervasive secularism of the emerging modern society. The novelty 
of this study lies in the analysis of Eliot's work from Durkheim's 
sociological perspective. The choice of this perspective is due to Eliot’s 
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review of Durkheim’s Elementary Forms of the Religious Life around the 
same time when he wrote his poem “The Love Song of J. Alfred 
Prufrock". The analysis of the poem is conducted in terms of the duality 
of the notions of sacred and profane explicated in Durkheim’s 
Elementary Forms of the Religious Life. As Durkheim has argued, the 
contentious duality between the notions of sacred and profane has 
disappeared in the modern world. According to him, since the 
communal association is contingent upon the notion of sacred to get 
formed, individuals are left unheeded and forced to pave their path by 
themselves. As such, the paper has argued that Eliot’s creation of 
Prufrock is not out of modern man’s indecisiveness and indeterminacy 
but due to his inability to cope with the disappearance of the notions of 
sacred and profane in the society. Finally, it is concluded that Eliot’s 
concern for the “dismantling of religious narrative elements to the 
construction of new mythological models” (Childs 58), revealed later in 
his The Waste Land, began to grow from his "The Love Song of J. Alfred 
Prufrock". This is because the nonexistence of the notion of sacred 
would lead to an unfortunate ending like the suicides committed by 
individuals in the modern society. 
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T.S. ELIOT I EMIL DIRKEM: SVETO I PROFANE U LJUBAVNOJ PJESMI J. 

ALFREDA PRUFROKA 
 
Tokom istorije, sociologija i književnost upućivale su na različite načine jedna na 
drugu. Od sociologije književnosti koja je književnost promatrala kao društvenu 
proizvodnju, do korištenja socioloških perspektiva kao književnih teorija, ili 
upotrebe književnosti kao ilustracije za sociološke apstraktne pojmove – 
književnost i sociologija se neprestano i međusobno proučavaju. Ova studija 
ima za cilj da otkrije još jedan međuodnos književnosti i sociologije referišući na 
početak dvadesetog vijeka kada je zamjena religioznog mišljenja sekularnim 
idejama bila dominantna u modernom društvu. Sociolozi poput Emila Dirkema 
otkrili su i proučavali ovu promjenu u modernom društvu, a kasnije su i 
književnici tog vremena u svojim književnim djelima promovisali sekularizam. T. 
S. Eliot regovao je na ovu zamjenu u svom djelu Ljubavna pjesma J. Alfreda 
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Prufroka. Pjesmu je napisao dok je pisao recenziju Dirkemove knjiga 
Elementarne forme religioznog života za časopis Westminster Gazette. U ovom 
radu tvrdimo da je T. S. Eliotova Ljubavna pjesma J. Alfreda Prufroka napisana 
pod uticajem razmišljanja koje je u skladu sa Dirkemovim sociološkim 
perspektivama i pojmovima sveto i profano. Slijedi zaključak da je T. S. Eliotovo 
stvaranje Prufroka u skladu sa stanovištem da moderni čovjek nije u stanju da 
se etablira u društvu koje je lišeno pojmova svetog i profanog, te da bi, spasenja 
radi, mogao razmatrati i samoubistvo kao krajnje utočište.  
 
Ključne riječi: sociologija, T. S. Eliotova Ljubavna pjesma J. Alfreda Prufroka, 
sveto, profano, samoubistvo, Dirkem 
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Abstract: Modernism is a literary movement which appeared around 1914. New 

technologies and the horrible effect of World War I, made many authors question 

the future of this modern machine (human being) who declined any kind of 

tradition for the sake of the new sentiment. Modernist fiction used two 

significant tools: one is the stream of consciousness to reveal the inner self of the 

characters, and the other one is employing the symbol to reflect hidden reality 

through the life of the characters. Virginia Woolf is considered as one of the most 

prominent modernist authors who employ the various modern techniques in her 

fictions such as To the Lighthouse. The aim of this article is followed in two 

different steps: first, the discussion of the roles of different symbols and signs 

through the whole work to reflect how these symbols function in the novel as a 

web of signs; and second, the exploration of the centripetal movement of various 

symbols and colors to show an unattainable concept of reality in modern life. 

 

Keywords: Modern literature, Stream of consciousness, Symbolism, the notion 

of reality, centripetal movement, self. 

 

 

Introduction 
Symbolism is a technique that is utilized when a creator needs to make 
a specific state of mind or feeling in the literary works. Authors apply 
symbols to elucidate a notion or an idea to their readers to give their 
story depth and complexity: “Man, with his symbol-making propensity, 
unconsciously transforms objects or forms into symbols (thereby 
endowing them with great psychological importance) and expresses 
them in both his religion and his visual art’’(Jung,229). Jung discussed 
the interplay of art, religion, and history in formation of symbols: “not 
in terms of its use of symbols, but in terms of its significance as a symbol 
itself—a symbolic expression of the psychological condition of the 
modern world’’ (229). Symbolism as an artistic and literary movement 
has its own style and methodology: “where the sense of Idea and even 
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primordial Idea remains unclear’’ (19). Virginia Woolf’s novel, “To the 
Lighthouse’’, is a kind of modern autobiography which conceals the 
personal. This novel explores what it means to wish for the presence – 
a re-presentation that involves both presenting and representing – of 
the irretrievable by rigorously and attentively mapping how the longing 
friends and family feel for the dead, thereby opening an archive of both 
melancholia and healing (McIntyre173). If we look at the novel as a re-
presentation and re-presence, it can function as an elegy to Mrs. 
Ramsey.  

Moreover, there is a symbolic pattern in the novel including the 
sea, the lighthouse, Lily’s painting, lights and color, Ramsay’s house, 
the boar’s skull, the fruit basket, and the window are symbols by which 
Virginia Woolf conveys creativity, identity, relationship between men 
and women, womanhood and art which contribute to this pattern: 

the ebb and flow f human relationships, expressed through the 
rhythm of merging and separation; fluctuations between light and 
darkness, figured not only in the alternating strokes and pauses of the 
lighthouse beam but in the natural world; the reconciliation of opposing 
forces and the possibility of renewal? indeed, the triumph of something 
over the forces of absence and loss that constitute nothingness. 
(Rubenstein,43) 

Various entities are related to the notion of the symbol itself; they 
function as the web of signs through the whole volume. In that sense all 
physical elements such as a window or the house, as well as the abstract 
elements such as the content of reality or identity are intensely jointed 
together as a chain to produce the ultimate meaning of these 
connections: 

 The history of symbolism shows that everything can assume 
symbolic significance: natural objects (like stones, plants, animals, men, 
mountains and valleys, sun and moon, wind, water, a n d fire), or man-
mad e things (like houses, boats, or cars), or even abstract forms (like 
numbers, or the triangle, the square, and the circle). In fact, the whole 
cosmos is a potential symbol (Jung, 229). 

This paper is interpreting various symbols which are employed by 
the author to reflect how the lighthouse as a stable symbol represents 
the lack of attainability. Each character retains their own version of 
reality; each of them wants to reach to their unattainable desires 
through a specific sign. 

 
The Symbolic Patterns 
The characters in “To the Lighthouse’’ are carefully arranged in their 

relation to each other, so that a definite symbolic pattern emerges. Mr. 
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Ramsay, the professor of philosophy, who made one original 
contribution to thought in his youth and has since been repeating and 
elaborating it without being able to see through to the ultimate 
implications of his system; his wife, who knows more of life in an 
unsystematic and intuitive way, who has no illusions  yet presides over 
her family with a calm and competent efficiency; Lily Briscoe, who 
refuses to get married and tries to express her sense of reality in terms 
of color and form; Charles Tansley, the aggressive young philosopher 
with an inferiority complex; old Mr. Carmichael, who dozes unsocially in 
the sun and eventually turns out to be lyric poet, and Minta Doyle and 
Paul Rayley, the undistinguished couple whom Mrs. Ramsay gently urges 
into a not too successful marriage. In other words, each character has a 
very precise function in this carefully organized story. 

 The objects are functional as well. For instance, The Lighthouse 
itself, standing lonely in the midst of the sea, is a symbol of the individual 
who is at once a unique being and a part of the flux of history: “For an 
object to inspire that disinterested intensity of contemplation which 
defines the object of art, it must make use of the emotional elements 
inherent in natural form, though in a manner altogether beyond what 
Nature herself provides. The emotional elements of form are listed by 
Fry as rhythm, mass, space, light and shade, color’’ (Koppen, 377).  To 
reach the lighthouse is, in a sense, to make contact with a truth outside 
oneself, to surrender the uniqueness of one’s ego to an impersonal 
reality (Daiches 70). Mr. Ramsay, who is an egotist constantly seeking 
applause and encouragement from others, resents his young son’s 
enthusiasm for visiting the lighthouse, and only years later, when his 
wife has died and his own life is almost worn out, does he win this 
freedom from self. 

 When they arrive, they stop their personal grudges; for example, 
Mr. Ramsay ceases to pose with his book and breaks out with an 
exclamation of admiration for James’s steering; James and his sister, 
Cam, lose their resentment at their father’s way of bullying them into 
this expedition and cease hugging their grievances. Lily Briscoe and old 
Mr. Carmichael, who had not joined the expedition, suddenly develop a 
mood of tolerance and compassion for mankind, and Lily has the vision 
which enables her to complete her picture. 

 Undoubtedly, she utilizes multi-facet symbols and motifs to escape 
from the materialist styles of the previous authors and more specifically 
Woolf propagates a kind of inward movement. She uses the lighthouse 
as a major symbol in the novel to reflect that propaganda relied on 
simplicity, whereas creation of the story based on the centripetal 
movement is a mere art. Her complex and expressive writing style 
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eradicated the normal standard of the propagandist fictions of the 
World War I by radiating an inward movement into self-consciousness. 
“We civilizations now know that we are mortal’, echoing contemporary 
concerns about culture in the wake of the First World War, but also 
attributing the pre-war ‘disorder of our mental Europe’ to a typically 
modern ‘free co-existence in all cultivated minds of the most 
heterogeneous ideas’’(Ross and Lindgren 375) .Virginia Woolf 
demonstrates the essential dimensions of the modern novel to come 
closer to the actual essence of self: “Is it not the task of the novelist to 
convey this varying, this unknown and uncircumscribed spirit, whatever 
aberration or complexity it may display, with as little mixture of the alien 
and external as possible? We are not pleading merely for courage and 
sincerity; we are suggesting that the proper stuff of fiction is a little other 
than custom would have us believe it” (qtd. in Rainy 899). To explore 
such private, and somehow unutterable reality and to escape customary 
representations she created a symbolic formula for her novels. In some 
of her essays, such as “The Art of Fiction,” she laments the lack of all 
theory of fiction: 

For possibly, if fiction is, as we suggest, in difficulties, it may be 
because nobody grasps her firmly and defines hers severely. She 
has had no rules drawn up for her, very little thinking done on her 
behalf. And though rules may be wrong and must be broken, they 
have this advantage—they confer dignity and order upon their 
subject. (Woolf,52) 
 
In fact, scattered symbols throughout the novel are infinitesimal 

particles making its whole, therefore, the centripetal force in Woolf’s 
novel is a movement from the external level to the internal and private 
one. Various signposts were used to lighten flashes of significance as 
they related to the soul, such as lights and colors. 

 
Correlation of the colors and individuality 
In the novel, Woolf’s search for spiritual essence is expressed in 

light and color to locate characters on themselves. “Johannes Itten’s 
metaphysics of light and color illuminates the relation between creative 
source (Mrs. Ramsay/the lighthouse) and creative artist (Lily Briscoe/the 
painting) in Woolf’s novel. Itten further affirms that “the end and color 
and its release from imprisonment in the world of objects.” Woolf’s art 
does not reach so far toward abstraction, but she does imply that the 
“luminous halo” of consciousness should be conveyed through 
equivalents of “plastic form”, and notes that “fiction is given the 
capacity to deal with ‘psychological volumes” (Stewart 498). There is a 
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color symbolism running right through the book. “When Lily Briscoe is 
wrestling unsuccessfully with her painting, in the first part of the book, 
she sees the colors as ‘bright violet and staring white’, but just as she 
achieves her final vision at the book’s conclusion, and is thus able to 
complete her picture, she notices that the lighthouse ‘had melted away 
into a blue haze’; and though she sees the canvas clearly for a second 
before drawing the final line, the implication remains that this blurring 
of colors is bound up with her vision” (Daiches 71). 

Woolf adopts various colors to convey the transforming style of her 
narration, which depends on the human consciousness. “Her central 
concern was with the relationship between the way the mind 
experiences reality and the way the writer conveys that experience in 
narrative form’’ (Woolf, 63). As in ‘Modern Fiction’, Woolf figures out a 
narrow line between the hatred of traditional narration and the 
statement of anti-materialism, even spiritual values:  

The proper stuff of fiction" does not exist; everything is the proper 
stuff of fiction, every feeling, every thought; every quality of brain and 
spirit is drawn upon; no perception comes amiss. And if we can imagine 
the art of fiction come alive and standing in our midst, she would 
undoubtedly bid us break her and bully her, as well as honor and love 
her, for so her youth is renewed and her sovereignty assured. (qtd. in 
Rainey 901) 

Actually, she wants to disrupt the masculine point of view that is 
the perspective that focus on what exactly the signposts mean. She 
criticizes her contemporaries for their materialism by construction of 
multi-dimensional consciousness. Here is a way how she defines a 
modern novel: 

Life is not a series of gig-lamps symmetrically arranged; life is a 
luminous halo, a semi-transparent envelope surrounding us from the 
beginning of consciousness to the end. Is it not the task of the novelist 
to convey this varying, this unknown and uncircumscribed spirit, 
whatever aberration or complexity it may display, with as little mixture 
of the alien and external as possible? We are not pleading merely for 
courage and sincerity; we are suggesting that the proper stuff of fiction 
is other than custom would have us believe it. (qtd. in Rainey 899) 

 Mr. Ramsay, who visualizes the last, unattainable, step in his 
philosophy as glimmering red in the distance, is contrasted with the less 
egotistical Lily, who works with blues and greens, and with Mrs. Ramsay, 
who is indicated on Lily’s canvas as “a triangular purple shape”. Red and 
brown appear to be the colors of individuality and egotism, while blue 
and green are the colors of impersonality (McLaurin 195). “Mr. Ramsay, 
until the very end of the book is presented as an egotist, and his color is 
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red or brown; Lily is the impersonal artist, and her color is blue 
(McLaurin 195) Mrs. Ramsay stands somewhere between, and her color 
is purple. The journey to the lighthouse is the journey from egotism to 
impersonality” (Daiches 72), from the pure self to the feeling of the 
lightness of the spirit: 

Significantly, however, Woolf is consistent in distinguishing 
between the experiencing body and the body as what one says and 
does, the social body. It is the former which is foregrounded and 
interacts with the transcendent principle. This distinction between the 
surface, social self and a transcendent selfhood interacting with the 
experiencing body reappears in Mrs Ramsay's conception of self in To 
the Lighthouse. (Koppen,380) 

However, perhaps it can also serve as a metaphor for the human 
being described by Woolf. The lighthouse means something that can be 
perceived objectively from the individual; in the words of Ms. Ramsey, 
“our apparitions, the things you know us by”; but it also signals invisible, 
possibly tragic depths, for, as Mrs. Ramsay knew, “beneath it is all dark, 
it is all spreading, it is unfathomably deep” (Woolf 67). 

 
Multifaceted demonstration of the sea 
Woolf as a female author stands outside the stabilized method to 

reflect the newly erected structures that prepare the readers to realize 
the reality of the life through constructive and destructive power of the 
symbols such as the sea. Woolf reveals a particular division based on 
potential concept of art in modern era through the formulated 
framework: “Woolf s meditations on art's ability to express life, present 
in Lily's painting (mother and child "reduced" to a purple shadow), but 
also in other analogies in the novel, are seen as incorporating Fry's 
theory of an art which does not seek to imitate form, but to create form; 
not to imitate life, but to find an equivalent for life” (Koppen, 2).  The 
sea plays an important role in the symbolic pattern of the novel. It is 
both destroyer and protector; it engulfs the individual elements and 
brings them together; it threatens the ordered world and creates 
harmony. To Mr. Ramsay the sea is the enemy, and he defies the flood 
from his spit of land. To Mrs. Ramsay, the sound of the waves can be like 
“a ghostly roll of drums remorselessly beating the measure of life”, it 
can make her “think of the destruction of the island and its engulfment 
in the sea” and warn her that everything is ephemeral. But the waves 
falling on the beach also beat a “measured and soothing tattoo to her 
thoughts” and repeat consolingly “I am guarding you-I am your support” 
(Woolf 30). Woolf builds on this dual function of the sea.  
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Woolf’s techniques of narration mislead the readers in order to 

escape from the fixed interpretation to create an opportunity for one’s 
mind to meander through the possibility of what might the meaning be. 

 what is knowledge? What are our learned men save the 
descendants of witches and hermits who crouched in caves and in 
woods brewing herbs, interrogative shrew-mice and writing down the 
language of the stars? . . . Yes, one could imagine a very pleasant world. 
A quiet spacious world, with the flowers so red and blue in the open 
fields. A world without professors or specialists or house-keepers with 
the profiles of policemen. (qtd. in Hunter 67) 

Indeed, the individual feels his nothingness in front of the sea, 
because it seems, as Lily says, “to outlast by a million years the gazer and 
to be communing already with a sky which beholds an earth entirely at 
rest” (Woolf 37). To the assertive self, engulfment can mean nothing but 
annihilation: that is probably the reason why to Mr. Ramsay, the sea is 
nothing but the enemy (Simon 79). To those who try to merge, who 
dread separateness, it is a relief to be carried away by the flood. So, Mrs. 
Ramsay feels “outside that eddy” (Woolf, 130). When things remain 
separate. Yet to her also, order appears as a victory won over the waters. 
When the candles are lit, the party round the table is ‘composed’ and 
seems “to be order and dry land”; they all make a party on an island, 
having “their common cause against that fluidity out there” (152).  So, 
when the link “that bound things together has been cut, they float up 
there, down there, off anyhow” (Chapter one of the third section); 
floating at random becomes an image of chaos, and the sea is once more 
a symbol of disintegration. 

Yet, Lily and William Bankes stroll down every evening to the break 
in the hedge to look at the sea, as if “drawn by some need” (Woolf 13). 
The sea seems to release unknown powers in them, makes them expand 
beyond the limitations of self. So that in the third chapter, when Lily tries 
to grasp her vision, she turns again and again to the sea. It is as though 
contemplation of the sea and the bark sailing on it brought into proper 
perspective the relation of time and timelessness, of individual objects 
and the whole to which they belong. As Daiches has shown, blue is the 
color of the impersonal artist, and it is the sea that enables men to reach 
the impersonal vision. Cam looking at the island from the boat sees it 
becomes “steadily more distant and more peaceful” (Woolf 154), and 
her mind wanders in the underworld of waters “where in the green light 
a change came over one’s entire mind and one’s body shone half 
transparent, enveloped in a green cloak” (Woolf 281). Lily tries to get 
her canvas into perspective feels as “on a narrow plank, perfectly alone, 
over the sea” (Woolf 265). There she can satisfy her “need of distance 
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and blue” (Woolf 279), she can see things in their proper relations. Her 
vision is an insight into the nature of life and death, dissolution and 
permanence, individual being and the surrounding world. The main 
image in the novel must be ambivalent symbols, for Virginia Woolf, like 
Lily, must achieve “the razor edge of balance between two opposite 
forces” (Woolf 296) in the quest of an artist in search of self and 
impersonality. 

When Lily first tries to express her vision of the Ramsay family and 
their world, and grasps the perfect integration of the scene, she feels 
“how life, from being made up of little separate incidents which one 
lived one by one, became curled and whole like a wave which bore one 
up with it and threw one down with it, there, on the dash on the beach” 
(Woolf 67). When ecstasy bursts in Mrs. Ramsay’s eyes at the stroke of 
the lighthouse, “waves of pure delight race over the floor of her mind” 
(Woolf 130).  There are other similar examples in the text of the novel 
as when the sea associated to calmness and peace with one’s self: “The 
mind at peace rises and falls with the sea, and the rhythm of the waves 
makes it lose itself and go under” (Woolf 231). The sea is also, generally, 
the harbinger of peace: “The regular beat of the waves on the beach 
reassures and bring peace” (30). Another image of the sea in the novel 
links it to regularity: “Looking at the sea from a cliff top, one sees the 
waves shaping themselves symmetrically” (Woolf 244). 

 As a result, when Lily paints, she attains a dancing rhythmical 
movement, and “the lines on her canvas image the movement of the 
waves” (Woolf 244). They bring messages of peace to the shore and, 
when the party at last returns to the house, the waves break gently and 
“the sight of all the seas breaking in measure round the isles’ soothes 
the sleepers” (Woolf 220). In addition, when at last Mr. Ramsay and her 
children are freed from their resentment, the boat sails “buoyantly on 
long rocking waves [….] with an extraordinary lit and exhilaration” 
(Woolf 316-17) and they can hear the waves “rolling and gamboling and 
slapping the rocks as if they were wild creatures who were perfectly free 
and tossed and tumbled and sported like this forever” (Woolf 317). In 
sum, the sea simultaneously foreshadows and mirrors a certain state of 
the mind, mostly connected with peace and order, in the novel. The 
exhilaration of the waves has its counterpart in the lines running up and 
across in Lily’s picture, with its green and blues, and its attempt at 
something. In the sudden intensity of her vision, Lily draws her line and 
the form emerges. One would be very much surprised indeed if the 
relation of masses, lights and shadows in the picture did not portray the 
rising and falling of the waves, which echoes throughout the novel. 
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Centripetal force of the Lighthouse 
The lighthouse is the central image as well as the strongest and 

most meaningful symbol of the novel. Firstly, this is indicated by the 
lighthouse’ being part of the title, immediately making it a focus of 
attention and secondly, by headlining the third part of the novel. “Lying 
across the bay and meaning something different and intimately personal 
to each other, the lighthouse is at once inaccessible, illuminating, and 
infinitely interpretable” (Carroll 114). The symbolic meanings of the 
lighthouse differ, change, and are even contrasted in different contexts 
and with regard to different characters in the novel. Due to these 
multiple and varying meanings, the lighthouse carries the narrative 
forward. 

Woolf emphasizes the underlying outlines of the character’s mind 
as the destination from which the novel takes its title, the lighthouse 
suggests that the destinations that seem surest are most unobtainable. 
Just as Mr. Ramsay is certain of his wife’s love for him and aims to hear 
her speak words to that end in “The Window”, Mrs. Ramsay finds these 
words impossible to say. “These failed attempts to arrive at some sort 
of solid ground, like Lily’s first try at painting Mrs. Ramsay or Mr. 
Ramsay’s attempt to see Paul and Minta married, result only in more 
attempts, further excursions rather than rest” (Woolf 115). The 
lighthouse stands as a potent symbol of this lack of attainability. James 
arrives, only to realize that it is not at all the mist-shrouded destination 
of his childhood. Instead, he is made to reconcile two competing and 
contradictory images of the tower – how it appeared to him when he 
was a boy and how it appears to him now that he is a man. He decides 
that both of these images contribute to the essence of the lighthouse – 
that nothing is ever only one thing- a sentiment that echoes the novel’s 
determination to arrive at truth through varied and contradictory 
vantage points. 

Woolf sets her iconic character Lily to reverberate unregistered 
currents of thought in order to interrupt the restrictive propaganda’s 
framework: 

 Meanwhile, the break with materialist conventions in narrative 
technique feeds back into an ideological opposition to materialism in its 
broader, socio-economic sense. By challenging the ‘custom’ of fiction, 
Woolf targets not just the established devices of writing, but the 
tendency of Bennett and his fellows to think about people in terms of 
class and money – ‘custom’ in its social and economic forms. (qtd .in 
Hunter 64) 

She uses Lily’s painting represents a struggle against gender 
convection, represented by Charles Tansley’s statement that women 
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can’t paint or write. Lily’s desire to express Mrs. Ramsay’s essence as a 
wife and mother in the painting mimics the impulse among modern 
women to know and understand intimately the gendered experiences 
of the women who came before them: 

Other approaches to the life-art relationship in Woolf s writing may 
be understood as conscious correctives to the impersonalizing and 
disembodied tendencies of modernity. Usually with a basis in some 
variant of feminist/gender studies or phenomenology, such correctives 
take the form of a return to the body, aiming to situate the writing and 
written subjects in their world. (Koppen,376)  

 Lily’s composition attempts to discover and comprehend Mrs. 
Ramsay’s beauty, just as Woolf’s construction of Mrs. Ramsay’s 
character reflect her attempts to access and portray her own mother. 
Lily is represented as an agent of the author not only to produce the 
proper stuff of the fiction, but also create a profound vision to the 
concept of the selfhood. Woolf describes: “the true self [is] neither this 
nor that, neither here nor there, but something so varied and wandering 
that it is only when we give rein to its wishes and let it take its way 
unimpeded that we are indeed ourselves’’ (qtd.in Ross and 
Lindgren.377). This would not be possible unless we stop looking 
outward and start to look inward, as it is emphasized by Woolf in her 
“Modern Fiction.” Expansive or fractured selves of this novel are a staple 
of European modernism: as English novelist Virginia Woolf sought to 
illustrate in her kaleidoscopic rendition of fluid subjectivities…and on a 
grand scale there is the portfolio of selves, or seventy-odd ‘heteronyms’ 
invented by Portuguese poet, writer, and translator Fernando Pessoa, 
whose unfinished, fragmentary lifetime project Livro do Desassossego 
(The Book of Disquiet, 1982) is the embodiment of the imaginative life 
as endless flânerie wan (dering). Pessoa’s labour on the fusion of art and 
life can be aligned with other such projects. (qtd. in Ross and Lindgren, 
342) 

Woolf reveals how characters connected with each other through 
an intense personal vision: “When Mrs. Ramsay views her own distant 
horizon, she often does not look at the material world outside of her but 
rather revels in prospects that she imagines inhabit her own interior, her 
body’’ (Luttrel , 73).This structure enforce readers to recognize the 
visionary ability of the Lily and Mrs. Ramsay: “Woolf endows Mrs. 
Ramsay and Lily with the same interest in discovering how to balance 
perception and expression between the proximate and the remote. Mrs. 
Ramsay and Lily are compelled to navigate the space between the near 
and the distant’’(Luttrel,70). The painting also represents dedication to 
feminine artistic vision, expressed through Lily’s anxiety over showing it 
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to William Bankes. In deciding that completing the painting regardless 
of what happens to it’s the most important thing, Lily makes the choice 
to establish her own artistic voice. “In this respect, her project mirrors 
Woolf’s writing, which synthesizes the perceptions of her many 
characters to come to a balanced and truthful portrait of the world” 
(Dick 53). In the end, she decides that her vision depends on balance and 
synthesis – how to bring together disparate things in harmony. 

 
Creativity 
For Virginia Woolf, symbols are acted as a massive frame that allow 

readers to experience the highest level of mental and spiritual exercises, 
which involves imagination and reasoning. Furthermore, by stating that: 
“symbols should suggest and evoke’’ (qtd.in Homans, 37), Woolf 
stresses the significance of reader’s imagination. The repeated images, 
symbols, and colors create an insight to the mind and soul. Not only the 
physical presence of the images become important, but also it instill in 
each character’s consciousness throughout the novel. 

Many of the characters in “To the Lighthouse’’ are creative. Mr. 
Ramsay and Tansley are philosopher, Lily Briscoe is a painter, William 
Bankes is a scientist and Augustus Carmichael is a poet. Each of them 
produces works which survive – poems, books, paintings, scientific 
theories. Creativity imposes order on things, constructs things which 
resist the inevitable destructiveness of time. These high cultural forms 
of creative works are not the ones which are at the center of “To the 
Lighthouse’’. There are other kinds of creative effort which run counter 
to the destruction of the passage of time. The nurturing of children is 
traditionally a woman’s role, and it involves all a woman’s creative skill 
and attention. Natural form and aesthetic form are part of interaction 
between life and art in this novel: “critical approaches to the life-art 
relationship in this novel tend to focus on perceived relations of 
equivalence between emotional experience and aesthetic (con) 
figuration, between life on the one hand, and shape, trope, structure on 
the other’’(Koppen, 1). All the paradoxes of creation and time are at 
work in Mrs. Ramsay’s relation to her children. When someone destroys 
the beauty of Rose’s fruit bowl, Mrs. Ramsay immediately looks at her 
daughter Prue, for it is of her fragile, adolescent beauty and its 
vulnerability that she is reminded. 

All creativity seems to aim at least in part to work against the 
destructiveness of natural, material processes, whether it is knitting a 
sock or raising a child. No amount of creative effort can guarantee 
success and survival. Domestic creativity, traditionally thought of as 
women’s work within the division of labor within the family, is often 
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concerned with spheres of creation in which the product has no more 
than a very temporary life before it is either consumed or damaged. 
(Mepham, 41) 

“In To the Lighthouse’’ there are many examples of ‘women’s’ work 
creating vital and beautiful thing which do not last long. Mrs. McNab, 
with her friend Mrs. Bast and her son, rescue the house from falling into 
a complete decay by their creative work. Rose creates a beautiful 
arrangement of the fruit bowl and Mrs. Ramsay creates a dinner party” 
(Mepham, 41). These forms of creativity are taken more seriously, 
explored with more respect, than has usually been the case in the novel. 
The beautiful arrangement of the fruit bowl is destroyed even before 
the evening is over, the house begins to become dirty and damaged 
again the moment the work of repair and cleaning stops, and the mood 
of sociability and ease created at dinner begins to unravel as soon as 
people get up to leave. Each of these things is genuinely a work of beauty 
and pleasure produced by careful, focused and skillful effort and in this 
respect, there is a similarity between these kinds of creative work and 
that involved in the culturally more highly regarded forms such as 
scientific and artistic work. 

Woolf denotes creativity as a means of anti-materialism to 
deconstruct the conventional patterns of meaning: 

 fiction must provide a means of transcending this superficial 
world-view; it must resist rather than collude with the dehumanizing 
processes of commoditization. As one recent critic puts it, she sees the 
role of fiction as ‘laying bare the counterfeit currency of capitalized 
culture’.5 Woolf first found a means of giving fictional expression to this 
cluster of broadly anti-materialist values. (qtd. in Hunter 65) 

In her essay "Modern Fiction," Woolf famously criticizes writers 
whom she terms "materialists": "It is because they are concerned not 
with the spirit but with the body that they have disappointed us,"(Woolf 
2). Although Woolf claims to focus on spirit rather than body, the 
phenomenological interpretation of his works confuses the opposition 
between body and spirit; in her novels, the self-incarnation creates an 
impact on oneself, the other, and awareness of the world. 

“Mrs. Ramsay with her rather morbid imagination is aware of the 
uneasy relation between creation and destruction. Her husband’s 
endless worry about survival and fame and his cheerfulness in the face 
of the indifference of nature, suggest that at some level, in spite of his 
apparent clarity of mind, he lives with the illusion that time can be 
defeated, that by an extra effort of his magnificent masculine will, he 
could produce work of such extraordinary quality that time would have 
to admit defeat” (Dick 57). It satisfies him that this has been achieved by 
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Sir Walter Scott and by Shakespeare. But Mrs. Ramsay, in her woman’s 
creation-destruction, has no such illusions: 

And she peered into the dish, with it shiny walls and its confusion 
of savory brown and yellow meats, and its bay leaves and its wine, and 
thought, this will celebrate the occasion – a curious sense rising in her, 
at once freakish and tender, of celebrating a festival, as if two emotions 
were called up in her, one profound – for what could be more serious 
than the love of man for woman, what more commanding, more 
impressive, bearing in its bosom the seeds of death, at the same time 
these lovers, these people entering into illusion glittering eyed, must be 
danced round with mockery, decorated with garlands. (Woolf 93) 

As she paints, Lily remembers Mrs. Ramsay and a particular scene 
does come to her mind with this kind of force, a scene which contains in 
a condensed and powerful way, a strong and characteristic memory of 
Mrs. Ramsay. It is a scene on the beach. Mrs. Ramsay is writing a letter, 
making remark about some objects floating on the water (which she 
cannot see clearly because of her short eyesight) and chatting with 
Charles Tansley. “Lily herself makes the connection between the power 
of particular scenes in the memory and her art when she thinks of ‘this 
scene on the beach [……] which survived, after all these years, complete 
[………]and it stayed in the mind almost like a work of art’” (Mepham 43). 
In this way, Lily plays a central role in intertwining different kinds of 
creativity represented in the novel.  

 
Voyage of discovery toward Ramsay’s’ House 
The Ramsay’s house is a stage where Woolf and her characters 

explain their beliefs and observations. During her dinner party, Mrs. 
Ramsay sees her house display her own inner notions of shabbiness and 
her inability to preserve beauty. “In the Time Passes section, war and 
destruction and the passages of time are reflected in the condition of 
the house rather that in the emotional development or observable aging 
of the characters” (Dick 62). The house stands in for the collective 
consciousness of those who stay in it. At times the characters long to 
escape it, while at other times, it serves as refuge. From the dinner party 
to the journey to the lighthouse, Woolf shows the house from every 
angle, and its structure and contents mirror the interior of the 
characters who inhabit it: 

“In any case it is a mistake to stand outside examining "methods". 
Any method is right, every method is right, that expresses what we wish 
to express, if we are writers; that brings us closer to the novelist's 
intention if we are readers’’ (qtd.in Rainey899). Her method brings the 
readers closer to what we perceive as a life itself. 
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One of the most important psychological processes presented in 

“To the Lighthouse’’ is the development of identity or a sense of self 
which they represent it in relation to the house: 

Virginia Woolf's experimental novel relieves itself of the obligation 
to give a reflection of reality, focusing mainly on showing the reflection 
process itself, involving the reader in the stream of consciousness of a 
particular character. And so in Virginia Woolf's prose, the narrative 
slides along the surface of reality, capturing all the smallest particles: the 
color of leaves on trees, fragments of random thoughts, the play of 
associations-and all this only in order to finally give the reader a moment 
to feel the full depth of this reality. (Fayzullaeva,2) 

 In the novel both James Ramsay and Lily Briscoe develop to some 
degree in this direction. James, as a six-year-old boy in the first part, is 
very much attached to his mother, loving her protection and attention 
and enjoying the fairy stories she reads him. However, he is already 
different from his sister Cam and more like his father in that he likes to 
contemplate the undecorated or uncovered truth of the boar’s skull, 
which Cam prefers to be hidden by her mother’s shawl. In the third part 
of the novel, James has reached a crucial stage in his development. 
Mepham notes that he is old enough to take on more of the identity of 
an adult man, but his progress toward this is blocked by the fierce hatred 
of his father. He feels wretched because he is trapped or immobilized. 
“It is as if his father held him in a web, and as if the only possibility of 
progress was in metaphorically killing him, in rejecting him totally” 
(Mepham29). He wants to be able to become more of a man, but not 
like his father. His hatred is so powerful that he is prevented from seeing 
his father clearly, all he can see is the black bird of prey with the metallic 
beak. 

He gradually remembers his mother and the occasion on which she 
was hurt by his father’s aggressive intolerance. He was jealous of his 
father and afraid of him. His father is a sad old man, but he is also a man 
with many positive qualities which James can identify. “He has already 
internalized his father’s self-image as the heroic leader of a polar 
expedition; now James sees that in this image there are two sets of 
footprints, his own and his father’s” (Mepham 29). He shares his father’s 
severe sense of uncompromising realism, staring death and loneliness 
in the face unflinching. When his father praises him, he pretends, just 
like his father had been shown doing in the first part, to be indifferent 
to the praise as if it were not manly to care for such things: 

The lighthouse itself confirms for him some obscure feeling about 
his own character because it is ‘a stark tower on a bare rock’, which 
provides him with a subtle and unconscious body image to match his 
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severity and strength and to which his father’s tall, lean and straight 
body significantly conforms. (Mepham 29) 

This process of forming a stable identity and sense of self-worth is 
shown in “To the Lighthouse” to be particularly hard for a woman. The 
model of identity that is proposed for women, and which is perfectly 
exemplified in Mrs. Ramsay, is to be always willing to sacrifice their own 
self in the interests of others. Moreover, the psychological 
consequences of this model of womanhood can be disastrous, since the 
rule which says always take other people’s interests more seriously than 
your own may suggest that their lives are in fact worth more than your 
own. Lily is contrasted with Mrs. Ramsay on the one hand, and with 
Charley Tansley on the other. He is the very personification of self-
assertiveness. As he walks with Mrs. Ramsay to the town, he talks 
endlessly and only about himself. Over dinner, he annoys Lily with the 
egotism of his self-centered conversation. “Lily herself is torn between 
different possibilities. She adores Mrs. Ramsay but wants to preserves 
herself from love and marriage” (Mepham 30). 

 The problem of identity is posed for Lily in the question of how it 
is possible to be a woman without being like Mrs. Ramsay. “In third part 
she has developed a much clearer sense of her priorities and seems 
confident that she has made the right decisions about her life” 
(Lawrence 427). Her incapacity for self-surrender makes her feel like a 
dried-up old maid, with nothing of value to offer. Thus, identity is an 
accomplishment, something that people achieve against serious 
obstacles and only after a great deal of emotional effort and learning. 
“Mr. Ramsay who tends to dramatize himself in stereotype images of 
male heroes which have little relation to reality, has self-doubt, thinking 
that he has been a failure” (Lawrence 428). His life has been built around 
accommodation of family life into his life as an intellectual. But the 
family consumes his time and gives rise to endless problems about 
money. 

Mrs. Ramsay’s sense of self-worth is vulnerable to the silent gaze 
of Augustus Carmichael, not because he actually says anything, but 
because he represents the permanent possibility that our lives and 
personalities may be looked at from a different perspective from that 
which gives us our self-confidence. “Mrs. Ramsay takes Carmichael’s 
gaze to be a penetrating one which seeks out her hidden selfishness 
beneath the surface performance of her self-sacrificing services to 
others” (Mepham 30). There is no interpretation of a life which is 
immune to this kind of challenge, which could be certain that there is no 
hidden meaning which, suddenly appearing on the surface, would 
fragment the delicate tissue of identity. This is because the construction 
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of self is always an unfinished business. This novel takes the question of 
self to be permanently open: 

Admitting the vagueness which afflicts all criticism of novels, let us 
hazard the opinion that for us at this moment the form of fiction most 
in vogue more often misses than secures the thing we seek. Whether we 
call it life or spirit, truth or reality, this, the essential thing, has moved 
off, or on, and refuses to be contained any longer in such ill-fitting 
vestments as we provide. Nevertheless, we go on perseveringly, 
conscientiously, constructing our two and thirty chapters after a design 
which more and more ceases to resemble the vision in our minds. So 
much of the enormous labor of proving the solidity, the likeness to life, 
of the story is not merely labor thrown away but labor misplaced to the 
extent of obscuring and blotting out the light of the conception. (Woolf 
3) 

 It suggests that even the most accomplished selves, those for 
whom there seems to be no more room left for doubts as to who they 
are or in what their worth resides, are built on insecure foundations. 

 
The Boar’s Skull 
After the dinner party, Mrs. Ramsay retires upstairs to find the 

children wide-awake, bothered by the boar’s skull that hangs on the 
nursery wall. The presence of the skull acts as a disturbing reminder that 
death is always at hand, even during life’s most blissful moments. When 
people die in “To the Lighthouse”, it is always a brutal intrusion of non-
sense into the lives of the living. They die because the framework of 
human time, the way that people have of making sense of their past in 
order to create for themselves a future, collides with some alien, non-
human time framework. This occurs through illness (Mrs. Ramsay and 
Prue) or accident (the shipwreck fishermen). Even the war, in which 
Andrew Ramsay is killed, which is a social and not a natural event, is 
presented in the novel as a distant, unintelligible destructive force.  

In “To the Lighthouse” there is not any religious or social vision 
which could make sense of death, which could give to people’s dying an 
uplifting or consoling interpretation and which could ease the grief of 
the survivors (Mepham 31). Traditional representations of grief have 
concentrated on the shattering intensity of the emotion. “To the 
Lighthouse” paints a much more complicated and subtle picture. Virginia 
Woolf, of course, does not represent these processes using the language 
of psychology. “The power of her depiction of these inner experiences 
derives largely from her brilliance with metaphor - the rope which 
immobilizes James, the mutilated mackerel and so on” (Mepham 31). 
She aims to capture their quality as subjective experiences by finding 
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images with which to express them. “She chooses the device of showing 
the characters all on one day many years after Mrs. Ramsay’s death, as 
if she were less interested in the immediate shock of someone’s death 
than in the longer-term effects of the loss” (Mepham 32). It is as if it 
were only after a very long time that the characters are finally ready to 
let Mrs. Ramsay go. 

 On this day, each of them performs a private ceremony of farewell 
which allows Mrs. Ramsay to fade away. For Mr. Ramsay, of course, the 
ceremony is the trip to the lighthouse, and he conducts it very much as 
a ceremony, with readings and intonations of verse and ritual gestures. 
At the end he looks back at the island, silently staring “at the frail blue 
shape which seemed like the vapor of something that had burned itself 
away” (Woolf 174), as at the remaining mist of incense at the end of a 
service, or of course at the vanishing ghost of his wife with whom he has 
finally settled his accounts so that he can now leap as if released or 
rejuvenated onto the rock (Mepham 32). Lily believes that everything 
depends on distance. In order to be able to say farewell to the dead, one 
must first get them into perspective. If one remains too close to them, 
then everything becomes confused, mixed up together. This problem of 
gaining sufficient distance from someone, in order to be able to perceive 
them clearly, is particularly severe for a child in relation to its parents. 
James tends to attribute all sorts of magic power to both his father, 
whom he sees as a monstrous bird, and to his mother, whom he 
associates with the magical yellow eye of the lighthouse. Lily has the 
same problem with Mrs. Ramsay, who is a mother figure for her. Mrs. 
Ramsay is perceived as an angel, by many of those around her. 

 But Lily goes further than this for she thinks that Mrs. Ramsay has 
some secret knowledge hidden in her heart, “like the treasures in the 
tombs of kings, tablets bearing sacred inscriptions, which if one could 
spell them out would teach one everything” (Woolf, 42). Both James and 
Lily have to learn to see Mrs. Ramsay as a woman, with all the limitations 
and contradictions and negative aspects that this implies before they 
can really accept that her death is a fact and not some hostile 
withdrawal” (Mepham 31). The simple passage of time undoes the 
authority of the dead and unmasks them as limited, mistaken, flawed 
human beings after all. Moreover, social conventions change so that 
those which the dead personified when they were alive become old-
fashioned or even perceived as positively oppressive and dehumanizing. 
Conventional women’s roles changed a great deal between Mrs. 
Ramsay’s and Lily’s generations so that it is almost impossible not to see 
Mrs. Ramsay as hopelessly trapped in degrading and oppressive roles 
and relationships. 
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As Lily paints her picture, her memories of Mrs. Ramsay undergo a 

simplification and clarification, as though she were editing them in order 
to arrive at images which contained clearly a sense of her, whether 
sitting on the beach or sitting, knitting at the window. At the end of her 
day of mourning, Lily also enacts in her mind a ceremony of farewell. 
What is more striking about Lily’s case is that she experiences the 
sudden upsurges of grief as shocking and surprising. Lily calls an emotion 
of the body “dammed up volcano” (Mepham 33), and it is a very physical 
feeling which is especially painful, she feels, because there are no words 
in which it can be expressed so that we are left confused and feeling out 
of control marvelous image, like being thrown wounded and bleeding 
into the sea. 

 
The Fruit Basket 
Rose arranges a fruit basket for her mother’s dinner party that 

serves to draw the partygoers out of their private suffering and untie 
them. Woolf states that: “one has to have a central line down the middle 
of the book to hold the design together’’ (Reese 133). Although 
Augustus Carmichael and Mrs. Ramsay appreciate the arrangement 
differently – she rips a bloom from it, she refuses to disturb it – the pair 
is brought harmoniously together. The basket testifies both to the 
“frozen” quality of beauty that Lily describes, and to beauty’s seductive 
and soothing quality. 

 
Self-reflexivity of the Window 
The window in part one is, naturally, the literal one at which Mrs. 

Ramsay sits with her small son James, the two of them forming the 
subject of a painting being executed by Lily Briscoe below on the lawn. 
The title, has a much wider application. Each of the characters has his 
window opening on the world, and much of the first section of the novel 
differentiates the frames of references of Mrs. Ramsay, Mr. Ramsay, Lily 
Briscoe, the children, Charles Tansley, etc. “In addition to giving the view 
each one has from his window, Virginia Woolf, adding her own voice to 
the voice of the characters, bit by bit completes a view ‘in’ as well as 
‘out’, in other words, a view of the viewer framed by window” (Schaefer 
72). Watching Mr. Ramsay and Mrs. Ramsay strolling together in the 
garden, Lily finds that they seem to exist on another level. Very often in 
the novel, they signify the general ideas of masculinity and femininity. 

The polarity of males and females in the novel entwine with 
metaphor of the soul in which their native purity fallen into materialistic 
world. Therefore, narrative strategies of the author disrupt the 
normalized boundaries by relying on the centripetal force of the symbol: 
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History’, as coterminous with the history of Europe, is a paradigmatic 
example of the centripetal tendency which we associate with 
Eurocentric, metropolitan modernism. ‘Everything has come to Europe, 
and everything has come out of it’’ (Ross and Lindgren, 375). 
Eurocentrism reflected itself in the works of Virginia Woolf as a tool to 
underline the notions of individuality, soul, and progress. 

“We do not come to write better; all that we can be said to do is to 
keep moving, now a little in this direction, now in that, but with a 
circular tendency should the whole course of the track be viewed 
from a sufficiently lofty pinnacle. It needs scarcely be said that we 
make no claim to stand, even momentarily, upon that vantage 
ground’’ (Woolf 1). 
 
Woolf sets a novel as a firm framework for construction of the soul: 

“As for the soul… the truth is, one can’t write directly about the soul. 
Looked at, it vanishes; but look at the ceiling, at Grizzle [the dog], at the 
cheaper beasts in the Zoo which are exposed to walkers in Regent’s Park, 
and the soul slips in. It slipped in this afternoon’’ (Woolf 84). The opening 
pages of the novel rapidly delineate the masculinity of Mr. Ramsay and 
the budding masculinity of his son. Virginia Woolf does not achieve this 
through explicit assertion and argument, but by description and images 
and ironic mimicry.  

Mr. Ramsay is lean as a knife, and he stands straight and strong and 
uncompromisingly faces the facts. His masculinity is always being 
performed in his postures and gestures. When he becomes engrossed in 
ideas, Mr. Ramsay discards personal vanity: 

It was his power, his gift, suddenly to shed all superfluities, to shrink 
and diminish so that he looked barer and felt sparer, even 
physically, yet lost none of his intensity of his mind, and so to stand 
on his little ledge facing the dark of human experience, how we 
know nothing and the sea eats away the ground we stand on- that 
was his fate, his gift…not only fame but even his own name was 
forgotten by him, he kept even in that desolation a vigilance which 
spared no phantom and luxuriated in no vision[…](Woolf 72) 
 
Mrs. Ramsay is in general attuned to the needs of others, and 

particularly those of men whom she has under her protection. She can 
rest her head on a frightened child’s pillow and turn an imagined world 
of horrors into “a bird’s nest [….] a beautiful mountain [….] with alleys 
and flowers and bells singing and little goats and antelopes [….]” (Woolf 
177). She can make a prig like Charles Tansley feel happy and proud to 
be walking “with a beautiful woman for the first time in his life” (Woolf 
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28), or a young booby like Paul Rayley feel he can do anything: “They 
came to her, naturally, since she was a woman, all day long with this and 
that; one wanting this, another that; the children were growing up; she 
often felt she was nothing but a sponge sopped full of human 
emotions”( Woolf 54-5).Lily protests and resists the social convention 
that says that as a woman it is her job to watch after the needs of men, 
but she does the role to help Mrs. Ramsay. 

 
Representation of the characters 
Woolf’s mature career began in 1925 with the publication of “Mrs. 

Dalloway” and “To the Lighthouse”. As a modern author, she utilizes the 
narrative technique conventionally called stream of consciousness in 
the novel ‘’To the Lighthouse’’.  

Woolf tends to equate the moralization and propaganda with the 
Victorian era and modern world without, which she calls "the burden of 
preaching.: In her essay “The Leaning Tower,” for example, she distances 
herself from a literary tradition she associates with Jane Austen’s 
“dominion of hedges,” or the propagation of class hierarchies, and 
hopes that a future poet living in a classless society might use a new 
vocabulary to transcend propaganda’’ (qtd. in Wollaeger xv). 

This novel splits into three sections and focuses on the 
fragmentation of Ramsey’s summer trip. As a matter of fact, these three 
sections deeply rely on symbolic representation which not merely 
reflect weighty issues related to each individual, but also reverberate 
the entire mindsets of the characters. 

 
Mrs. Ramsay 
Mrs. Ramsay represented by the sign of the window and house in 

which she acts selflessly to fulfill expectations of the members of the 
family, actually she wishes to achieve eternity by stopping the moments 
of time. Passing of the time and shapes of the wave in the ocean remind 
her ephemerality of the human life. Her vision reveals the complex 
reciprocity of the Woolf’s characters who are breaking the conventional 
narrative forms: 

Mrs. Ramsay’s and Lily’s experiences with near and distant vision 
do not give them the complete picture that would require even more 
than “fifty pairs of eyes” really to see (198), nor do their adventures in 
seeing necessarily even grant them glimpses of anything universal. But 
their capacity to shuttle swiftly between the near and the far is 
nonetheless instinctive and necessary. It affords them moments of 
power in domestic happiness, in freedom from the tyranny and 
judgments of other characters, and in acts of artistic creation energized 
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by Woolf’s Emersonian exploration of the dynamic oscillation of 
visionary perception (qtd. in Luttrell 79). As a result, she explores the 
connection between moments of her present time and the permanent 
notion of the future by the intense effect of ever-present standing of the 
lighthouse. 

 
Lily 
Lily as a female painter hopes to find a market for her works and 

attain a reputation. Her painting becomes a prominent symbol of her 
life, so Lily is entangled with the struggling of the ego for exposing a true 
character as a self. The famous metaphor of Woolf's life is luminous halo 
and the focus of her novel is not to turn to the intimate and private 
interior, but to transcend consciousness while maintaining continuity. 
Many of Woolf's characters emphasis on inner life: 

In Virginia Woolf’s case, the exterior events have actually lost their 
hegemony, they serve to release and interpret inner events. With 
reference to the stocking-measuring incident in To the Lighthouse, 
Auerbach stresses the randomness and contingency of the exterior 
occasion . . . which releases the much more significant inner process. 
This is a reading which focuses on essences and interiority, minimizing 
the exterior occasion by considering it only as a point of departure. 
(Koppen,381) 

 The halo of their lives is a boundary space in which their characters 
are created and created by each other and the world around them. The 
convention of Lily’s society intensely prevented her from being an artist, 
especially as a woman who wishes for unachievable goals through her 
entire artistic career. She directly goes to the contrary side, in which 
Mrs. Ramsay played a selfless role. 

 
Mr. Ramsay 
Mr. Ramsay wants to contribute a new theory to the philosophical 

effort of the past. He did not accept different versions of reality because 
consciousness in Woolf’s experimental novel switches from one 
character to another one: 

 the chronology of the action, its relatively small localization in 
space, multiplied by the perception of the world only through the prism 
of different consciousnesses that coexist with each other inevitably give 
the narrative a metaphysical dimension, trying to answer the question 
"what is reality?" not so much by the text itself, but by emphasizing the 
inferiority of the text as such in relation to reality or, more generally, the 
fundamental non-transferability of the meaning of its 
expression.(Fayzullaeva,2) 
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 That is why he read Lord Tennyson to reflect ideas transferred from 

generation to generation without any interference of the individual. 
 
James 
James is characterized as a resentful child toward his father’s 

authority. He experienced some kind of affinity with his mother because 
James also identified with the everlasting symbol of the lighthouse. As a 
child, James constantly gazed on the lighthouse from the window of the 
house. His goal also is bounded with Lily.  

 
Conclusion 
Consequently, the central sign of the lighthouse which is located 

farther than all the characters became an indicator of the inaccessible 
reality, the unattainable meaning of life and unfulfilled desires. All the 
characters possess their own subjective reality which led them in to 
astray, especially in the present time of their life. Every individual 
represented as a pilgrim who undergone a crisis of faith; they cannot 
believe anymore to the complex experience of life. 

This pilgrimage actually elected as a distance which must be 
measured to reach to the lighthouse; the title of the novel also proves 
this point, called ‘’To the lighthouse’’ not at the lighthouse. Therefore, 
travelers searching for their quest, but just two of them can achieve self- 
fulfillment: James and Lily. Moreover, Woolf portrays the characters 
based on the series of images which deal with the central notion of the 
novel, which is the intuitive realization of the soul. 
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VERS CHEZ SOI : LE MOUVEMENT CENTRIPETE DES SYMBOLES DANS LA 

PROMENADE AU PHARE3 DE VIRGINIA WOOLF 
 

Le modernisme est un mouvement littéraire dont les origines remontent aux 
années 1914. Les nouvelles technologies et les effets terribles et désastreux de 
la Grande Guerre ont provoqué de nombreux auteurs à mettre en question 
l’avenir de cette machine moderne (être humain) qui, à l’affût de nouveaux 
sentiments, refusait toutes sortes de tradition. Ainsi, le récit moderne se dote 
de deux outils importants : le premier, c’est le courant de conscience qui 
permet de révéler la mentalité des personnages ; le deuxième, c’est l’utilisation 
des signes qui nous aide à refléter la réalité cachée de la vie des personnages. 
Virginia Woolf est l’une des écrivaines illustres du courant moderne qui a eu 
recours dans ses récits, La Promenade au phare entre autres, aux diverses 
techniques modernes. Alors, l’objectif de cet article se résume en deux étapes 
différentes : d’abord, nous analysons à travers une étude détaillée, le rôle des 
signes et des symboles variés afin de repérer leurs utilités dans le roman en tant 
que réseau de signes ; ensuite, nous examinons le mouvement centripète des 
couleurs et des symboles pour représenter la notion inatteignable de réalité 
dans la vie moderne. 
 
Mots-clés : littérature moderne, courant de conscience, symbolisme, notion de 
réalité, mouvement centripète, soi 

 
  
 

                                                 
3 Il existe quatre traductions françaises de ce roman : La Promenade au phare, 
(traduction de Maurice Lanoire), Paris, Stock, 1929 ; Voyage au phare, 
(traduction de Magali Merle), dans Romans et nouvelles, Paris, LGF, « Le Livre 
de poche. La Pochothèque », 1993 ; Vers le phare, (traduction de Françoise 
Pellan)8, Paris, Gallimard, « Folio classique » no 2816, 1996 ; Au phare, 
(traduction Anne Wicke), Paris, Stock, « La Cosmopolite », 2009 
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Abstract: Kevin Barry’s City of Bohane is one of the most celebrated recent 

works of Irish fiction. It is set in 2053, and tells the story of a people living in an 

environment of constant conflict where senseless acts of violence and bigotry 

are prevalent. This surprisingly negative imagining of Ireland in the future 

cannot be ignored considering the modern history of the country. The 

contemporary history of Ireland is fraught with a long and desperate struggle 

against the English Empire and its colonial forces as they tried for centuries to 

take over their neighboring island and completely colonize Ireland and its people. 

The English used two main weapons to further their goals in this matter: brutal 

military force and cultural sabotage. The cultural sabotage that the English 

brought to Ireland was mainly done by replacing Gaelic with English as the 

language of the Irish, and portraying them as culturally inferior and uncivilized 

in comparison to their English neighbors. Irish literature of the past few centuries 

has struggled to come to terms with this history of violence and dehumanization 

perpetuated by the English. Surprisingly, Kevin Barry in his novel callously 

repeats and escalates most of these negative stereotypes that have plagued Irish 

literature for years. The following study takes a closer look at the history of 

colonial violence and negative Irish stereotypes, and argues that City of Bohane 

is regressive in its depiction of Ireland as culturally ignorant and violent. That is 

to say, while the story is set four decades into the future, the author inexplicably 

insists on moving back in time to unearth and repurpose major colonial 

stereotypes that portray the Irish as uncivilized and backwards, to the great 

detriment of his innovative style and creative use of language in this novel. 

 

Keywords: Irish fiction, violence, stereotypes, postcolonialism, Kevin Barry 

 

 

Introduction 
Kevin Barry won the 2013 International Dublin Literary Award for City of 
Bohane. This novel is set in the year 2053 in Ireland. It takes place in a 
city that is divided into two neighborhoods that are constantly in violent 
conflict and eventually break into a murderous open war. With the 
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breakdown of advanced technology and infrastructure, Bohane is run by 
gangs moving around the city plotting, feuding, and murdering one 
another in cold blood. There is no trace of law and order, with police 
looking at the city from a distance and taking their instructions from the 
gangs. The novel is populated with male characters whose various acts 
of extreme violence shape the daily lives of people in the city. 

Considering the tumultuous contemporary history of Ireland with 
preceding centuries of anti-colonial conflict with the British, this choice 
of using mindless violence as the underlying theme in a story about 
sectarian wars and criminal behavior half a century into the future is 
interesting to say the least. Kevin Barry himself explains that the novel is 
“intended to be a big, visceral entertainment as well as a serious 
language experiment” (qtd. in Lea). As a result, there is a great 
discrepancy between Barry’s innovative style and the regressive subject 
matter at the heart of this celebrated novel. 

The judges for the 2013 Impact Award write that “Kevin Barry’s 
Ireland of 2053 is a place you may not want to live in, but you’ll certainly 
relish reading about” (ibid). With critics praising the novel as innovative 
and the patron of the award excited about the “highly original cast of 
characters” (qtd. in “Irish”), I argue that this novel is not really original in 
a meaningful way; on the contrary, it is reductive and regressive in its 
depiction of Ireland as a place that is culturally violent, superstitious, and 
ignorant. These depictions and themes are not, however, ahistorical and 
fantastical; they are rooted in Ireland’s long history of anti-colonial 
struggle against the British Empire. Before we can examine the novel’s 
problematic treatment of these issues more closely, we need to take a 
brief look at the history of violence and the proliferation of these 
negative stereotypes by the English in Ireland. 

  
A History of Violence 
The history of Ireland is without a doubt partly a history of violence. 

This violence is however not rooted in cultural irrationality or criminal 
adventurism. It is born out of centuries of anti-colonial strife. The 
beginnings of the Irish colonial struggle against England can be traced to 
the arrival of the Tudors to power in the 16th century. King Henry VIII and 
Elizabeth I went after Ireland in an attempt to build a unified Protestant 
dynasty in the aftermath of Henry VIII’s break with the Roman Catholic 
Church. The Gaelic Ireland of the 16th century was built of many societies 
that were ruled by local lords who were independent of England in their 
authority. This was not an optimal situation for the Tudors who were 
looking for total control over their kingdom and did not consider their 
Irish neighbors as equals. The Irish were looked down upon as “virtual 
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enemies, alien in language and lifestyle and inveterately hostile in 
attitude” (State 94). This marks the beginning of the campaign by the 
English monarchy to colonize and take full control of Ireland. It also 
marks the beginning of a desperate anti-colonial struggle by the Irish 
against this powerful colonial force. 

During the 16th century, as the English monarchy pushed for 
absolute control over Ireland, the colonial struggle got entangled with 
religious strife. For the Tudors the influence and power of the Roman 
Catholic Church was an existential threat to their dynasty and they 
fought hard to completely separate themselves from it. For the Irish, on 
the other hand, this was a very different situation altogether. While 
Ireland had not been dominated by the Roman conquest, the Roman 
Catholic Religion had peacefully found its way into the hearts and minds 
of the vast majority of Irish people. For the Protestant English-speaking 
England as the colonial power, the Gaelic-speaking Roman Catholic 
Ireland was the most natural of adversaries. From this time on, the two 
most significant tools that the Irish would cling to in their centuries-long 
colonial struggle against the English were religion and language. 

Recognizing the importance of these two factors, the English 
monarchy added a cultural weapon to its colonial arsenal with the 
introduction of printing press to Ireland in 1550 aiming to publish 
English-language works (State 122). Now the English could use language 
as a weapon to portray their colonial subjects in an unflattering light and 
thus dehumanize their neighbors into submission. Edward Said’s main 
thesis in Orientalism clearly applies here as the English monarchy is here 
beginning to find its way towards building the British Empire by 
producing the type of knowledge that will help with their colonial project. 
The first English prose fiction in Ireland, Beware the Cat, was written by 
William Baldwin in 1553. It is a satire praising the ruling English 
monarchy and spreading anti-Catholic rhetoric. With the publication of 
English works in Ireland, “negative stereotypes about the Irish that had 
evolved over the previous centuries were given powerful reinforcement 
by the Reformation, and they became increasingly evident in mid-16th-
century writings” (State 122). 

Edmund Spenser was another influential author whose A View of 
the Present State of Ireland weaponized written language to help with 
the colonial project. He argued that Ireland is a diseased place in urgent 
need of reform by force. In Spenser’s typical colonial mindset, the Irish 
rebels of the Second Desmond Rebellion “came creepinge forth upon 
theire handes, for theire legges could not beare them; they looked 
Anatomies [of] death, they spake like ghostes, crying out of theire graves; 
they did eate of the carrions, happye wheare they could find them, yea, 
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and one another soone after, in soe much as the verye carcasses they 
spared not to scrape out of theire graves” (Spenser). Here Spenser sees 
the Irish rebels as animal-like, violent, uncivilized, and lacking in any form 
of humanity. This is the type of language that has historically facilitated 
and accompanied acts of violence and genocide against colonial subjects 
around the world. 

As it often happens in the beginning phases of colonialism, the 
colonizers tried to move the natives out of their lands. The English 
monarchy went after the lands owned by the Irish Catholics, transferring 
them to the Protestant English settlers living in Ireland. The first major 
anti-colonial armed conflict called the Nine Years’ War started in 1593 
and ended with the defeat of the Irish forces. This is the first in a long list 
of armed struggles for autonomy from England that were fought by the 
Irish and were ultimately defeated by the superior colonial forces. With 
the introduction of theater to Ireland at the end of the 16th century, a 
new form of cultural sabotage took center stage in the colonial war 
depicting Ireland “in a bad light as a place of vice” (State 123). Lording 
Barry’s Merry Tricks (1608), “the first Irish-themed play on the London 
stage,” is set in an Ireland with “an amoral underworld of scheming 
tricksters and prostitutes” (ibid). We will see Bohane depicted in the 
exact same way later on. 

The religious persecution of the Catholics got to its highest point 
during the 17th century. Ireland was ruled by a minority Protestant 
government that was brutally prosecuting the Catholic population; the 
Catholics were now basically left out of society and lived in poverty and 
resentment. The Test Act of 1672 helped create a deep sectarian divide 
among the Irish people, a division that helped the English divide and 
conquer their neighbor's lands while identifying them as natural 
enemies to one another. 

The Irish Rebellion of 1641, an attempt by the Catholics to take back 
some control from the English by ending the minority Protestant 
government, quickly turned violent and thousands of Protestants were 
killed or thrown out of the country. The English monarchy responded by 
sending Oliver Cromwell in 1649 to crush the Catholic confederacy; this 
uneven reprisal resulted in a brutal defeat with hundreds of thousands 
of dead civilians in the aftermath and thousands of Irish people taken 
into slavery. The conquest of Ireland by Cromwell helped establish the 
Protestant Ascendancy, effectively disenfranchising the poor and the 
Catholic population of Ireland for the next three centuries. 

While the minority Protestants mismanaged Ireland and oppressed 
its people with the help of the British, two cold winters led to the famine 
of 1740, killing about half a million people and forcing many to leave the 
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island for good. Inspired by the likes of American and French revolutions, 
the Irish rebelled against the British rule in 1798. This rebellion was also 
heavily defeated by the British and tens of thousands of Irish lives were 
lost in this armed conflict. This led to the Act of Union of 1800, merging 
the two countries’ parliaments and kingdoms into one: The United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. This union resulted in a whole new 
era of conflicts over the minority rule of Protestants and 
disenfranchisement of Catholics in Ireland. 

The Great Irish Famine, the second one, hit the country in 1845. It 
ravaged Ireland with mass starvation and disease until 1852 with about 
1 million dead and 2 million people leaving the island. The governmental 
mismanagement and colonial bias against the native Irish further 
inflamed the fires of hatred and resentment towards the ruling British. 
Benjamin Disraeli, in the aftermath of the famine, disparaged the Irish 
as a “wild, reckless, indolent, uncertain and superstitious race [that] 
have no sympathy with the English character. Their ideal of human 
felicity is an alternation of clannish broils and coarse idolatry. Their 
history describes an unbroken circle of bigotry and blood” (qtd. in Blake 
152).  The Spectator attacked the Irish with open racism as “a class of 
peasants who are scarcely civilised beings, and approach far nearer to 
savages than any other white men...no higher than Maories or other 
Polynesians” (“The Tragedy”). This trend of characterizing the Irish as 
wild and violent bigots has continued to be used as a tool to dismiss the 
hopes and desires of a people fighting back against one of the world’s 
greatest colonial powers in modern history. 

Ireland entered the 20th century with an increasingly stronger sense 
of nationalism and high hopes for finally achieving self-governance and 
ending the colonial era. The UK Parliament passed the Government of 
Ireland Act of 1914 as the First World War began. But in a cynical act of 
trickery the parliament suspended this ruling for the duration of the war. 
The Irish nationalists fought for the allies during the war and came back 
to an even more divided Ireland facing new challenges and violent 
outbreaks of unrest. 

In 1921, the Irish and the British governments signed the Anglo-
Irish Treaty abolishing the Irish Republic thus creating the Irish Free State, 
a self-ruling commonwealth. The Treaty allowed the Northern Ireland to 
leave the Free State while staying within the United Kingdom. This 
separation is another key moment in the history of modern Ireland 
giving birth to many more acts of brutality in the aftermath. This is a 
significant point in the escalation of sectarian resentment and violence 
in Ireland. Ireland has been a republic since 1949, after formally leaving 
the British Commonwealth. The state of Northern Ireland was governed 
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by a Unionist government from 1921 to 1972. When a civil rights march 
in 1968 was defeated by violent police troops, a new era of violence 
began in Ireland. In this period of time, called The Troubles and lasting 
for about 30 years, many armed forces fought openly and covertly, and 
about 30,000 people lost their lives. 

In Formation of Violence, Allen Feldman talks about two figures in 
oral narratives of Belfast: “The oppositional figures of the ‘hardman’ and 
the ‘gunman.’ ‘Gunman’ refers to the paramilitaries, irrespective of 
political affiliations. The ‘hardman’ was the local bare-fisted street 
fighter...The hardman and the gunman are elements of a folk narrative 
that encodes the historical transition from territorialized to 
deterritorialized violence” (46). This takes us to another colonial cultural 
tool that the English used against the Irish during the conflicts: “The 
British media reporting on Northern Ireland often refers to the hardmen 
of particular paramilitary groups. ‘Hardmen’ here refers to fanatical 
advocates of radicalized violence… [which as a result] explicitly 
depoliticizes their violence...By appropriating a traditional term and 
institutionalizing the conflation, the media reifies unrelenting violence 
as a ‘fixed’ cultural characteristic of certain Belfast communities” (47). 
The BBC thus tried to perpetuate the old Irish stereotypes by painting 
certain unwanted Irish groups as culturally violent and naturally fanatical. 

The Good Friday Agreement of 1998 took huge steps in the peace 
process and formally ended the armed forces of IRA. The power of 
Catholic Church has also hugely diminished in the Ireland of the 21th 
century after public scandals and a history of inflaming sectarian wars 
tarnished its reputation in the country. Consequently, Ireland closed its 
Vatican embassy in 2011. The Ireland of today has triumphantly come 
out of this long and terrible history of violence. While there are still 
remnants of resentment and anger towards the continued presence of 
the British and their influence in the country, Ireland is now a democratic 
country with a prosperous economy comprising “a synthesis of both Irish 
and English heritages, and the Irish people seem increasingly at ease 
with that reality” (State xii). 

  
Kevin Barry’s City of Bohane 
Patrick Grant in Literature, Rhetoric, and Violence: Hardened to 

Death looks closely at the nature of violence during the Troubles to 
understand the underlying mechanisms and possibly a way forward that 
stops the cycle. He takes the title from a poem by John Hewitt called 
“The Iron Circle” to explain this system. “Violence depends on a 
depersonalizing of the enemy, who thereby is reduced to the status of 
an object to be acted upon...Reprisal then opens the floodgates of a 
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mutual recrimination, whereby the difference between accuser and 
accused all but disappears as the opposites come to mirror one another, 
locked into an anonymous mechanism of reciprocal exchange” (Grant 
17). He continues to mention that the Troubles were essentially an 
“ethnic conflict in which religion is a principal marker on identity 
(religion, that is, as an indicator of one’s lineage, regardless of whether 
or not one is a believer)” with violence confirming “ethnic differences” 
(25). 

Grant’s main claim in his book is that “literature stands at the 
opposite pole to propaganda, giving us access – however unevenly – to 
the actual, complex realities of violent behaviour” (155). He concludes 
that “in awakening readers in new and compelling ways to the interplay 
of freedom and necessity in our manifold meetings with one another, 
literature especially challenges the depersonalizing strategies on which 
violence thrives” (156). Considering this brief background, the questions 
becomes: if the contemporary history of Ireland is one of ethnic 
sectarian violence rooted in centuries of anti-colonial struggle against 
the English, and if literature is supposed to work against the overtly 
simplified dehumanizing propaganda of the aggressor, where does City 
of Bohane stand as an award-winning Irish novel published in 2011 and 
set more than four decades into the future? 

In his introduction to Orientalism, Edward Said writes “Orientalism 
is a style of thought based upon an ontological and epistemological 
distinction made between ‘the Orient’ and (most of the time) ‘the 
Occident’” (3). Building his thesis on Michel Foucault’s writings on the 
workings of knowledge and power, Said shows how “European culture 
gained in strength and identity by setting itself off against the Orient as 
a sort of surrogate and even underground self” (3). I take Said’s 
imaginary “Orient” as Ireland and its counterpart as England here to look 
at the way City of Bohane as an Irish novel reproduces and repeats the 
forms of knowledge about Ireland that are stereotypical and rooted in 
the type of propaganda that historically empowered the English colonial 
endeavors to dehumanize and subjugate its neighbouring country. 

The novel’s first chapter, “The Nature of the Disturbance”, begins 
with: “Whatever’s wrong with us is coming in off the river. No argument: 
the taint of badness on the city’s air is a taint off the river...A blackwater 
surge, malevolent” (chp. 4). Beginning the narrative with this exposition 
on evil, the narrator makes a couple of interesting claims in establishing 
the setting: that there is definitely something wrong with the people 
here, that it is unnatural, and that the people are not to blame for it. 
Throughout the rest of the novel, however, we never learn what this 
unnatural evil that comes from the river is supposed to have originated 
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from. The river could be interpreted as time or as a history that has been 
tainted for centuries with a darkness that still holds the people under its 
influence. Maebh Long opts for a Freudian reading of the novel’s 
darkness as melancholia. I argue that this could also be read as the deep 
well of colonial traits and behaviors that are culturally stereotypical and 
historically ignorant. 

The novel continues with the main character Logan Harnett, the 
leader of the Harnett mob family, as he walks through the neighborhood 
where people move out of his way and are afraid to make eye-contact 
with him. His characteristics at first are similar to those of the Irish 
“hardman” character that Feldman traces in his book but Logan is no 
bare-fisted local fighter; he is an insecure and scheming gang leader. The 
moment of conflict that jumpstarts the story is here when he is told by 
one of his teenage soldiers that a member of their rival family, the 
Cusacks, has been stabbed in this neighborhood and a former gang 
leader, Gant Broderick, is rumored to be back in town. 

The novel then moves on to tell the reader about the rivalry and old 
feud between the two families, about how the Cusacks are always to 
blame for what happens to them and how they “have always been 
crooked” (ch. 1). The narrator informs us that “It is fond tradition in 
Bohane that the families from the Northside Rises will butt heads against 
families from the Back Trace. Logan ran the Trace, he was Back Trace 
blood-and-bone, and his was the most ferocious power in the city that 
year” (ch. 1). This type of sectarian conflict is similar to what Grant 
mentions in his analysis of conflicts during the Troubles: it is based on 
ethnicity and lineage rather than actual religious belief. The Troubles 
were part of the history of Irish people’s struggle for independence and 
marked the end of an overtly colonial era. This time, however, in Barry’s 
Ireland of 2053, there are no signs of foreign conflict or religious 
persecution; here people are culturally violent and traditionally hateful 
towards their neighbors in no apparent social or historical context. This 
depiction of Ireland and its people is similar to the way the English tried 
for centuries to describe the Irish in their news reports and literature as 
naturally violent and culturally irrational. 

Logan Harnett is married to Macu, “dark-complected and thin” with 
an Iberian father and an Irish mother. The first time we see her, she is 
leaving the house whilst being interrogated by a jealous and suspicious 
Logan about her plans for the day. Gant Broderick is the second major 
male character in City of Bohane. His return to the area is a major source 
of fear and excitement for the citizens as he is the predecessor of Logan 
Harnett as the gang leader. The first time we see him, he is on a train 
reminiscing about his youth and sitting next to two prostitutes who are 
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crying; he is described by the narrator as a big but soft man with a great 
tendency for “poetical thoughts” (ch. 2). The relationship between these 
three characters constitutes the central conflict in the novel as the two 
men are jealous of one another and scheme to win Macu’s favor while 
she is mostly depicted as unaware, unhappy and silent. She plays the 
role of the exotic object of desire for the two male leads and is constantly 
manipulated as they play their violent games around her. 

The first time we see Logan in his criminal element, he is sitting in 
the cafe that functions as his center of operations. In a scene taken 
straight out of the Godfather or the Sopranos, we see him offer to take 
care of the fishmonger who is having an affair with the butcher’s wife. 
He taunts and belittles the butcher first and after promising to help, 
threatens him with “you know that I’ll be back to you in due 
course...Favour done’s a favour answered” (ch. 5). This affair of course 
ends up with the fishmonger murdered in cold blood by two teenage 
gangsters working for Logan; they break his ribs and stump his face in an 
empty street at night so viciously that “it would be a while anyways 
before this meat had a name put to it” (ch. 10). The narrator reports 
these events with uncanny calmness and ends the chapter with: “It is at 
this hour that I like to walk the S’town wharfs myself...I like to see the 
river fill up with the lamps of the city” (ch. 10). Sometime later two police 
officers find the dead body and while acknowledging that this is murder 
and is clearly committed by the Harnett gangsters, ignore the obvious 
truth and rule the death as suicide. 

In a later chapter, Barry provides the reader with a glimpse into the 
childhood of these two teenage gangsters to solidify the idea that this 
aggressive viciousness is cultural and not historical. It starts with one of 
them, a ten-year-old, bullied at school and “hung by the ruff of his 
jumper from a coat hook in the schoolhouse cloakroom” (ch. 16). And 
ends with the two kids going after the bully – who is from the other 
neighborhood – in the street, kicking him down, pouring gasoline into 
his mouth and over his body, and setting him on fire. “And plenty more 
in the city suffered at the same hands as the years turned, and as many 
as were left sucking the air and could tell the tale, the same amount 
again were fattening maggots down the eerie bone-yard” (ibid). These 
events depict the nature of violence in City of Bohane as culturally 
rooted and enabled by official corruption and social toleration. 

Another character viciously murdered is a spy working for the Logan 
Harnett gang. “He was tied by his ankles to a girder of the bridge, and 
his hands were tied also, and much of his skin had been taken off, and 
his throat was reefed plain open, and he was bled like a pig, with a pool 
of it congealing blackly beneath him, and the eyes were gouged from the 
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sockets for badness’ sake – draw a bead now! - and what was left of the 
skin hung in the white rags and shred from him” (ch. 12). This incident 
informs the reader about the ubiquitous nature of extreme violence in 
the city as the power to inflict horrific pain is not exclusive to the Harnett 
family. The many incidents of vicious violence in the novel are not 
justified as they are not rooted in character motivation and do not bring 
any sense of catharsis as they move the story forward. 

One of the topics of interest in contemporary Ireland is the 
definition of being Irish in an Ireland that has been a popular destination 
for immigrants from around the globe specially in the past few decades. 
Some specialists notice an increase in racism and explain it by pointing 
to the previously homogeneous demography of Ireland while some 
argue that Ireland has always been home to many ethnic minorities and 
this idea of a monocultural Ireland is itself “a social construct that has its 
roots in the nineteenth-century nation-building project” (Zamorano 
Llena 261). Considering the already multicultural state of Ireland in 2011, 
it is interesting that Barry imagines an Ireland in 2053 that is a major site 
of racial and cultural bigotry while at the same time being racially 
heterogenous. 

One group that is the object of cultural bigotry in the novel is “the 
pikeys”. Pikey is a racial slur that in this context refers to Irish Travellers, 
a nomadic ethnic group that have lived in Ireland for many centuries. 
They are depicted in the novel as sand-pikeys, a superstitious, 
misogynous, and backwards people living in the pikey reservation far 
from the city. The narrator describes the leader of sand-pikeys as “the 
same width across the shoulders as a dray-horse would be. Was known 
he kept eight wives, aged fourteen to forty-six, and they were all lookers, 
one as black-eyed and sharp-boned as the next, and three of them sisters, 
and a head count of twenty-two bairns had thus far been bred off them” 
(ch. 19). The density of racial pejoratives and offensive stereotypes used 
in relation to these people in the novel is staggering. The use of this slur 
term however does not end with the nomadic people living in a 
reservation outside the city. Gant Broderick, one of the three main 
characters, is also called “halfways pikey, halfways whiteman” (ch. 6) by 
other characters thus adding to the air of unpredictability and foreign 
menace that surrounds him. 

There are three important female characters in City of Bohane, 
although they are marginal and not three-dimensional: the old mother 
of Logan Harnett, Macu, and Jenni Ching the teenage gangster working 
for him. Jenni and Macu are opposites in many ways and in one occasion 
get into a heated argument about racial and cultural origins in which 
Macu, herself only half-Irish, taunts Janni with the anti-Asian racial slur 
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“slant” after which Jenni is furious and lashes out saying: “But d’ya hear 
her, Logan? About straightenin’ eyes she’s mutterin’!” (ch. 15). It is quite 
strange that in this multicultural Ireland of 2053 people are checking the 
ethnicities of their fellow citizens and taunting one another about the 
degree of their whiteness and racial purity. 

Macu is, on paper at least, the main female character in the novel 
as the queen in Logan Harnett’s kingdom. She is however presented as 
a fetishized object of desire for the male characters and with almost no 
distinctive personality of her own. She is present in other people’s 
dialogues and thoughts only because she seems attractive to them. 
Barry uses this character only to get Logan’s schemes moving forward 
and show his old rival Gant Broderick how strong a leader he is. Macu’s 
description as a dark-complected half-Spanish beauty who is the talk of 
town reminds us of James Joyce’s Molly Bloom in Ulysses. Barry seems 
to be inspired by and paying homage to Joyce here but misses one crucial 
point: Joyce allocates arguably the greatest chapter of his novel to 
Molly’s voice and gives her the ultimate compliment having her finish 
the narrative. In City of Bohane, however, Macu is not a fully realized 
character; she is the tired and distant wife of an abusive gangster. 

Another character that seems to be inspired by Joyce’s fiction is 
Gant Broderick. He is a romantic at heart and walks into the trap set by 
Logan unbeknownst to the reader and the other characters for the 
majority of the narrative. Gant had dated Macu for three weeks many 
years ago before Logan was the leader, and still has strong feelings for 
her. Logan’s scheme has been to invite Gant back in secret to test Macu’s 
loyalty and the loyalties of his gang members as a whole; an offer that 
Gant accepts hoping to convince Macu to leave Logan for him. There are 
very clear echoes of Joyce’s Araby in Gant’s storyline and in the 
descriptions. He takes a train to go on this quest hoping to win the 
desired girl’s favor and ends up disillusioned and confused. Macu who is 
herself broken and unhappy receives him with coldness and 
discouragement. “Reality infected him with its sourness and truth” 
(Barry ch. 20). Compare this ending with Joyce’s ending to Araby: “I saw 
myself as a creature driven and derided by vanity; and my eyes burned 
with anguish and anger” (24). Macu in her refusal to acknowledge Gant’s 
feelings and escape with him is also reminiscent of Joyce’s Eveline: “He 
rushed beyond the barrier and called her to follow...She set her white 
face to him, passive, like a helpless animal. Her eyes gave him no sign of 
love or farewell or recognition” (29). These are some of the more 
obvious nods that Barry makes to Joyce’s fiction but he misses the 
opportunity to realize his characters and develop them through 
meaningful actions and decisions. 
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We only see Macu on one occasion do something on her own. At 

one point she visits the narrator’s shop which is a film projection place 
for watching historical videos. Macu visits this place and asks to see 
some old footage of the city from “the Thirties” (ch. 27) and seems to be 
happily mesmerized by it. After Macu learns from Gant about Logan’s 
wicked scheme to test her loyalties, she leaves a note for him and leaves 
Logan thus disappearing from the story since she has fulfilled her 
purpose in the narrative. With Macu’s character never fully realized in 
the novel, the readers must resort to learning what they can about her 
by reading between the lines. Her note to Logan reveals a great deal 
about their past and the dynamics of their marriage. She writes: “You’ll 
have your boys come looking for me just like they did the last time just 
like they follow me always. But this is the end Logan. Do not try to find 
me” (ch. 22). In this rare glimpse into Macu’s life, we see her as a captive 
who has tried to escape at least once before only to be brought back by 
Logan’s henchmen who are always following her. This decision to leave 
Logan is the only moment where she seems to behave with motivation 
but her disappearance from the story takes away any opportunity for her 
to turn into a three-dimensional character. 

 
 Conclusion 
 City of Bohane may seem innovative and original at times if we 

just focus on the language and style of writing. Take a closer look at the 
novel, however, and you will discover the uncanny colonial and 
stereotypical depictions of Ireland and its people everywhere. 
Considering the tumultuous history of Irish anti-colonial struggle against 
the English Empire and the body of knowledge produced to facilitate the 
colonial power’s aims on the one hand, and the current state of Ireland 
as a multicultural democracy that has survived its past traumas on the 
other, it is fascinating to see Kevin Barry’s Ireland of 2053 display all the 
qualities that the English have ascribed to it for centuries. Barry’s 
innovative style of writing is very interesting to behold; it is however 
impossible to enjoy his stylistic innovations when the content is made 
up of inexplicably vicious violence, cultural bigotry, and exploitative 
stereotypes; all artifacts of a past that would certainly make an English 
colonial officer smile in recognition and agreement. 
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 کوین بریاثر   شهر بوهانخشونت و تعصب: نوآوری واپس گرا در 

 
اثر کوین بری ییک از مشهورترین آثار داستانی اخیر ایرلندی است. داستان این اثر در سال  شهر بوهان

 یم کنند که  2053
ی

ی دائیم زندگ رخ میدهد و داستان مردیم را روایت یم کند که در محییط با درگیر
ی و تعصب نی معنی رواج دارد. با توجه به تاری    خ مدرن این کشور، نیم توان  در آن اعمال خشونت آمیر

از یک مبارزه  و این تصور منفی شگفت آور از ایرلند در آینده را نادیده گرفت. تاری    خ معارص ایرلند ممل
وهای استعماری آن است زیرا آنها برای قرن ها تالش   اتوری انگلیس و نیر طوالنی و ناامیدانه علیه امیر

کردند جزیره همسایه خود را به ترصف خود درآورند و ایرلند و مردم آن را به طور کامل مستعمره  
د اهداف خود از دو سالح اصیل استف وی نظایم و کنند. انگلییس ها برای پیشیی اده کردند: نیر

 با جایگزینی زبان گالیک به 
ً

 که انگلییس ها به ایرلند آوردند عمدتا
ی

. خرابکاری فرهنیک
ی

خرابکاری فرهنیک
 به عنوان مردیم پست تر و 

ی
جای انگلییس به عنوان زبان ایرلندی ها و نشان دادن آنها از نظر فرهنیک

انجام شد. ادبیات ایرلندی در چند قرن گذشته  نی فرهنگ در مقایسه با همسایگان انگلییس خود 
انسانی  ، تالش ها تداوم یافتهسازی که توسط انگلییسبرای کنار آمدن با این تاری    خ خشونت و غیر

های هرحمانه بیشیر این کلیشبسیار کرده است. با کمال تعجب، کوین بری در رمان خود به طور نی 
زیر نگایه  کند. مطالعهیرلندی شده است، تکرار و تشدید یمها گریبانگیر ادبیات امنفی را، که سال

شهر کند که اندازد و استدالل یمهای منفی ایرلندی یمتر به تاری    خ خشونت استعماری و کلیشهدقیق
 نشان یمدر تصویری که از ایرلند به بوهان

ی
د، دهعنوان کشور مردم جاهل و خشنونت فرهنیک
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سنده شود، نویدر حایل که داستان در چهل سال در آینده روایت یم گرا است. به عبارت دیگر،واپس

قابل توضییح ارصار دارد که در زمان به عقب برگردد تا کلیشهبه ماری را که های عمده استعطور غیر
متمدن و عقبایرلندی دهند، کشف کند و دوباره هدف قرار دهد و این به مانده نشان یمها را غیر

ر سبک نوآورانه  است. اش و استفاده خالقانه ی او از زبان در این رمانرصی
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Apstrakt: Imajući u vidu određene sličnosti u kulturnim nastojanjima ranih 

kineskih modernista i italijanskih futurista, na prvi pogled, začuđuje činjenica da 

futurističke ideje nisu u većoj meri zaživele u kineskoj književnoj moderni. Od 

samog početka, kineski književni modernizam bio je izuetno heterogen, ali 

zajednički imenitelj svim ranim modernističkim pokretima u Kini bio je 

radikalan antitradicionalizam sličan antipasatizmu (antipassatismo) italijanskih 

futurista. Zbog važnosti poezije u društvenom ispoljavanju i životu pojedinca u 

dinastičkoj Kini, revolucionarni duh kineskih modernista epitomizovan je u 

poeziji nastaloj u prvom talasu kineskog modernizma. Stoga, ovaj rad na 

primerima pojedinih kineskih modernističkih pesnika pokušava da osvetli 

percepciju futurizma u ranoj kineskoj moderni. U radu ćemo nastojati da 

utvrdimo razloge za opreznost koju kineski autori ispoljavaju prema idejama 

italijanskog futurizma i pokušati da odgovorimo na pitanje da li je doživljaj 

futurizma u kineskom modernističkom kontekstu uslovljen isključivo 

specifičnim istorijskim okolnostima, kako u Kini tako i na Zapadu, ili su posredi 

razlike između osnovnih književnih i estetskih načela kojima su se rukovodili 

evropski i kineski modernisti. Analizom najilustrativnijih primera futurističke 

poetike u delima kineskih modernističkih pesnika kao što su Guo Možuo (郭沫

若, 1892-1978) i Ou Vajou (鸥外鸥, 1911-1995), pokušaćemo da ukažemo na 

činjenicu da su pojedine futurističke ideje ipak ostvarile značajan uticaj na razvoj 

kineske poezije i uspostavljanje novih pesničkih vidova izražavanja. Guo je 

reprezentativan primer eklektičnog pristupa u usvajanju zapadnih poetika i 

uticaja, svojstvenog ranim kineskim modernistima, a Ouvaj Ou je manje poznat 

pesnik koji je, uvođenjem određenih futurističkih elemenata u sopstvenu poeziju, 

inicirao razvoj novih pesničkih žanrova i oblika.  

 

Ključne reči: modernizam, Kina, futurizam, poezija, poetika       

.  
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U savremenim književno-istorijskim proučavanjima, uobičajeno je da se 
kineska modernistička tradicija hronološki deli na tri talasa 1 , koji su 
posledica burnih istorijskih dešavanja u prošlom veku – kako u samoj 
Kini tako i u drugim kineskim govornim područjima. Začetke kineske 
književne moderne prepoznajemo već u ostvarenjima nastalim krajem 
devetnaestog veka, a raznorodne književne pravce i pristupe nastale 
tokom prve četiri decenije dvadesetog veka, nazivamo prvim talasom 
kineskog modernizma. Modernistička književna misao u Kini posledica je 
međudejstva korenitih društveno-političkih promena i književnih 
nastojanja svojstvenih ovom razdoblju kineske istorije, ali je 
istovremeno i „rezultat susreta i međusobnog prožimanja zapadne i 
istočne kulture“ (Pavlović 2004: 238).  

U toku ovog formativnog perioda, moderna kineska poezija 
doživela je brz i značajan napredak, tačnije, književna revolucija najviše 
je došla do izražaja upravo u novom poetskom duhu kineskih 
modernista. Uvođenje govornog kao osnove za književni jezik, raskid s 
višemilenijumskom klasičnom poetskom tradicijom i formom, kao i 
smeli eksperimenti nadahnuti zapadnim književnim poetikama – sve su 
to razlozi zbog kojih kineske modernističke pesnike danas smatramo 

                                                 
1  Prvi talas kineskog modernizma započinje veoma brzo nakon svrgavanja 
poslednje dinastičke vladavine i osnivanja Republike Kine 1912. godine.  Ključni 
momenat u stvaranju nove književne scene u Kini predstavlja osnivanje 

časopisa Nova omladina (新青年), 1915. godine, a u pogledu doprinosa razvoju 
nove kineske poezije, kao i jezičke reforme u književnosti, značajnu ulogu svojim 

delovanjem je odigrao Hu Ši (胡适, 1891-1962). Iz Pokreta četvrtog maja koji je 
dobio ime po studentskim demonstracijama na Trgu nebeskog mira u Pekingu 

1917. godine, izrodiće se Pokret za novu književnost (新文学运动) koji će u 
značajnoj meri određivati književne tendencije u narednim decenijama. U 
pogledu razvoja pesništva, međutim, poklonici Pokreta za novu književnost, u 
svom nastojanju da uhvate korak sa zapadnim književnim pristupom, često su 
se priklanjali predmodernističkim zapadnim poetikama, pa se za početak 
istinskog modernističkog pokreta u kineskoj poeziji uzima književno delovanje 

Ši Džecuna (施蛰存, 1905-2003), koji je 1932. godine osnovao književni časopis 

Moderna (现代 ). Usled izbijanja rata s Japanom 1937. godine, a zatim i 
građanskog rata, kineska modernistička nastojanja izmeštaju se iz matice u 
druga kineska govorna područja. Drugi talas modernizma javlja se na Tajvanu i 

njegovim rodonačelnikom smatra se pesnik Đi Sjen (纪弦,1913-2013), koji je 

1953. godine osnovao časopis Moderna poezija (現代詩季刊 ) u kojem je 
promovisao zapadne modernističke koncepte i tehnike. Poslednji talas kineskog 
modernizma vratiće se u NR Kinu krajem sedamdesetih godina prošlog veka, a 

ključnu ulogu odigraće pesnici i književnici okupljeni oko časopisa Danas (今天
) osnovanog 1978. godine. (v. Manfredi; Lupke 3) 
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istinskim ikonoklastičarima čije je književno delovanje u tesnoj vezi s 
idejom demokratije, nauke i novih sloboda koji su zastupali vodeći 
intelektualci tog vremena. U kineskom modernističkom kontekstu, 
revolucionarnost pristupa u poeziji može da se uporedi jedino s 

nastankom govorne drame (话剧), ali zbog uloge koju je poezija imala u 
kineskoj kulturi od samog njenog nastanka, novo pesništvo izdavaja se 
po svojoj važnosti. 

Poezija leži u samom korenu kineske civilizacije i njena uloga u 
dinastičkoj Kini daleko je prevazilazila umetničke i književne okvire. 
Pesništvo je predstavljalo neizostavan segment obrazovanja pripadnika 
viših društvenih slojeva, od kojih se zahtevalo da se služe poetskim 
citatima u privatnoj komunikaciji, ali i u prilikama od javnog značaja i u 
državničkim poslovima – rečju, poezija je vekovima predstavljala ključno 
sredstvo u obrednom ispoljavanju pojedinca unutar hijerarhijski 
ustrojenog kineskog društva. Stoga nije preterano reći da se, u 
globalnom modernističkom kontekstu, revolucija koju beležimo u 
novom kineskom pristupu poeziji može uporediti jedino s futurističkim 
pozivom na „paljenje biblioteka i potapanje muzeja“ (Marinetti 2006: 
15). U tom smislu, vredi se zapitati kakva je zaista percepcija futurističkih 
ideja i poetike u prvom talasu kineskog pesničkog modernizma.  

Polazeći od stanovišta da je kineskom društvu, pa samim tim i 
književnosti, neophodno da se upozna sa svim misaonim pravcima i 
tekovinama zapadne tradicije, rani kineski modernisti bili su izuzetno 
eklektični u izboru poetskih pravaca kojima su se priklanjali. Zbog toga  
je u poeziji prvog talasa kineskog modernizma moguće identifikovati niz 
predmodernističkih zapadnih pristupa kao što su romantizam, realizam, 
simbolizam i slično. Osim ličnog pesničkog senzibiliteta, veliku ulogu u 
poetičkim preferencama prvih kineskih modernista odigralo je njihovo 
obrazovanje. Činjenica da se većina kineskih pesnika prve modernističke 
epohe školovala u inostranstvu (Japanu, Sjedinjenim Državama, Evropi), 
ne samo da objašnjava njihovu preokupiranost tuđim književnim 
tradicijama kao paradigmama u uspostavljanju kineskog modernog 
izraza, već na mnogo načina određuje njihov odabir stranih poetika koje 
primenjuju u sopstvenom književnom ispoljavanju. 

Kao što je primetio Čen Sihe (陈思和) u svom tekstu Avangardni 

elementi u pokretu za novu književnost Četvrtog maja (试论五四新文学

运动的先锋性), kineski rani modernisti u svom odnosu prema zapadnoj 
književnosti pokazuju dvostruku perspektivu – s jedne strane, oni su 
okrenuti zapadnim književnim tekovinama iz prošlosti, a s druge, 
pokazuju izvanredan entuzijazam i za zapadne modernističke poetike i 
nove pravce svog vremena. Ovaj dualni odnos prema zapadnom 
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literarnom nasleđu na mnogo načina određuje duh i delovanje kineskih 
stvaralaca prvog talasa modernizma (v. Chen 1-17). S mnogim zapadnim 
modernističkim pravcima, kineski književnici su se upoznali preko 
Japana, a takav je slučaj i sa futurizmom. 

Samo nekoliko meseci nakon objavljivanja Marinetijevog (Filippo 
Tommaso Marinetti, 1876-1944) futurističkog manifesta u pariskom 
listu Le Figaro (februar 1909), japanski prevod manifesta uz propratni 

članak Ogai Morija (森鷗外, 1862-1922) pojavio se u tokijskom časopisu 
za književnost Plejada (Subaru), podstičući tako razvoj japanske 
avangardne scene. Manifest je značajno uticao na razvoj japanske 
modernističke poezije, ali i drugih vidova umetnosti (v. Jamasaki 23-34). 
Novi trendovi u japanskoj književnosti značajno će uticati na kineske 
pisce, posebno na one koji su se školovali u Japanu, kao što su Tao 

Đingsun (陶晶孙, 1897-1952) i Guo Možuo (郭沫若, 1892-1978), koji su 
1920. godine u dijaspori osnovali književni časopis Zelenilo (Green) u 
kojem su, između ostalog, promovisali i futurističke ideje. Japanski 

književni pokret neosenzualizam (新感覚派 ) koji je bio inspirisan 
različitim segmentima zapadnih modernističkih poetika, između ostalih 
futurizmom i dadaizmom (v. Keene 629–719), odigraće značajnu 
posredničku ulogu u prenošenju zapadnih avangardnih ideja u kinesku 
književnost ranog modernizma.  

Osim toga, međusobno prožimanje različitih umetnosti, svojstveno 
zapadnom modernizmu karakteristično je i za kinesku ranu modernu, pa 
su stvaraoci iz različitih umetničkih oblasti odigrali važnu ulogu u 
predstavljanju futurizma kineskoj publici i autorima. Pojedini slikari 
održavali su u umetničkim centrima i obrazovnim institucijama 
predavanja o futurizmu (v. Sullivan 42), a futurističke ideje promovisali 

su i pozorišni stvaraoci i teatrolozi kao što je Sung Čunfang (宋春舫, 
1892-1938) (v. Brezzi 10-12). Zahvaljujući specifičnim istorijskim 
okolnostima, međutim, modernistička umetnička scena u Kini dublje će 
se upoznati s futurizmom gotovo deceniju kasnije u odnosu na Japan.  
Ključni trenutak u razvoju kineske moderne literature i uvođenju 
govornog jezika u  književnost, svakako je članak pod nazivom Skromni 

predlozi za reformu književnosti (文学改良刍议) Hu Šija (胡适, 1891-
1962)2 u kojem on zahteva da se u pisanju poezije raskine s klasičnom 

                                                 
2 Hu Ši najpre u januaru 1917, u časopisu Nova mladost, objavljuje tekst Skromni 
predlozi za reformu književnosti, gde su ti principi bili koncipirani kao Osam 

tačaka (八事), a zatim u istom časopisu, u aprilu 1918, u tekstu pod nazivom O 

konstruktivnoj književnoj revoluciji (建设的文学革命论, Jianshe de wenxue 

geminglun), svojih osam imperativa stavlja u negaciju i naziva ih Osam „ne“ ili 

Osam zabrana (八不主义). 
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tradicijom i to u pogledu jezičkog medijuma – govorni jezik treba da 
zameni klasični kineski jezik; forme – slobodni stih i drugi novi pesnički 
oblici ustupaju mesto klasičnim formama i žanrovima; sadržaja – lično 
iskustvo ima prednost u odnosu na konvencionalne teme i šablonske 
prikaze; kao i stvaralačkog izvora, jer pesnici treba da se rukovode 
iskrenim osećanjima, a ne da teže podražavanju drevnih majstora (v. Hu 
193)  

Od istorijskih događaja koji su odredili daljnji razvoj kineske 
moderne, najznačajniji su studentski protesti održani četvrtog maja 
1919. godine u Pekingu, koji su ubrzo prerasli u nacionalni pokret 
posvećen sveobuhvatnom društvenom preporodu, kulturnoj obnovi i 

novim modelima u književnosti, a zatim i Tridesetomajski pokret (五卅

运动) koji je dobio ime po događajima iz 1925. godine3. Iako su futuristi 
i pripadnici Pokreta četvrtog maja, naizgled, delili mnoge ideje i 
vrednosti, jer su se zalagali za raskid s tradicijom i kulturnom prošlošću, 
zanimanje kineskih modernista za futurizam bilo je kratkotrajno, 
posebno kada je reč o italijanskom futurizmu, i doživelo je vrhunac u 
periodu između 1921. do 1927. godine. Zbog čega, dakle, futurističke 
ideje nisu u značajnijoj meri zaživele u ranom kineskom modernizmu?  

U nastojanju da odgonetnemo razloge neobično suzdržanog 
odnosa kineskih modernista prema futurizmu, možda je najbolje 
potražiti odgovore u književnom delovanju značajnih pesničkih figura 
rane kineske moderne. Ilustrativan primer je Guo Možuo. Tokom svog 
školovanja u Japanu, on je došao u dodir s evropskim avangardnim 
pokretima – kako s japanskim prevodima originalnih dela, tako i s 
japanskim interpretacijama zapadnih modernističkih poetika. 
Nadahnutost futurizmom vidljiva je u njegovim ranim pesničkim 
ostvarenjima, kao u početnim stihovima pesme „Pogled s vrha planine 

Fudetate“ (笔立山头展望), prvi put objavljenoj u šangajskom časopisu 

Vreme (时事新报), 1920. godine: 
 
Puls velegrada! 
Nalet života! 
Udaranje, pištanje, galama... 
Prskanje, letenje, skakanje... 
Sa svih strana, nebo je prekriveno gustim dimom! 
Srce samo što mi nije iskočilo kroz usta! 
Ah, talasi brda i krovova  

                                                 
3  Reč je o štrajkovima i protestima koji su usledili nakon pogibije trinaest 
kineskih radnika koje su ubile britanske policijske snage u Šangajskoj 
međunarodnoj četvrti tridesetog maja 1925. godine. 
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Zapljuskuju me jedan za drugim! 
Symphony mirijade zvukova, 
Venčanje prirode i čoveka! 
Zakrivljena obala podseća na lûk koji drži Cupid, 
a ljudski život mu je strela ispaljena na pučinu. 
U tami zaliva, ukotvljeni parobrodi, parobrodi na ulasku, 
bezbrojni  
parobrodi. 
Dimnjak za dimnjakom cveta crnim božurom. 
Ah, to cvetno znamenje dvadesetog veka!4 
Stroga majka moderne civilizacije!   (Guo 1986: 68)5 
 

大都会的脉搏呀！ 

生的鼓动呀！ 

打着在，吹着在，叫着在，…… 

喷着在，飞着在，跳着在，…… 

四面的天郊烟幕朦胧了！ 

我的心脏呀，快要跳出口来了！ 

哦哦，山岳的波涛，瓦屋的波涛， 

涌着在，涌着在，涌着在，涌着在呀！ 

万籁共鸣的 symphony， 

自然与人生的婚礼呀！ 

弯弯的海岸好象 Cupid 的弓弩呀！ 

人的生命便是箭，正在海上放射呀！ 

黑沉沉的海湾，停泊着的轮船，进行着的轮船，数不尽

的 

    轮船，  

一枝枝的烟筒都开着了朵黑色的牡丹呀！ 

                                                 
4 Poređenje dimnjaka parobroda s ocvalim crnim božurima koje Guo naziva 
„cvetnim znamenjem“ dvadesetog veka predstavlja referencu na dobro poznat 

tekst pisca Džou Dungjija (周敦颐, 1017-1073) iz dinastije Sung. Reč je o tekstu 

„O ljubavi prema lotosima“ (爱莲说) u kojem pisac pojedine vrste cveća poredi 
s ljudskim vrlinama i tipovima ljudi, a božur naziva „pučkim cvetom“ koji vole 
oni koji se dive bogatstvu i moći (v. Zhou 60) 
5 Svi prevodi su autorski osim ako nije drugačije naznačeno. 
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哦哦，二十世纪的名花！ 

近代文明的严母呀! 

 
Prva četiri stiha u pesmi upućuju na futurističke uticaje i na prvi 

pogled, čini se da Guo deli futurističko oduševljenje velikim gradom, a 
njegov opis zvukova i prizora svojstvenih urbanoj sredini može se 
uporediti s pesničkim postupkom futuriste Alfreda Dimarka (Alfredo 
Dimarco, 190-1971) u poemi „Radionica“ („Officina“, 1923) u kojoj 
beležimo stihove: […] „motori hropću i zuuuuuje, mašine pulsiraju i 
obrrrrću se, trake kliiiize napred i nazad“ […] (Bohn 133). Detaljnijom 
analizom Guove pesme, međutim, dolazimo do zaključka da futurističko 
oduševljenje metropolama, tehnologijom i napretkom nije suštinski 
prisutno u njegovoj pesničkoj poetici, već se pre može govoriti o 
romantičarskom oduševljenju prirodom, pa će on u kontekstu ranog 
modernističkog pesništva u Kini, ostati zapamćen pre svega kao 
predstavnik romantizma, koji na tragu evropskih romantičarskih ideja, 
ali i klasičnih taoističkih motiva iz kineske tradicije, teži “venčanju čoveka 
i prirode”. 

Navedena pesma je uvrštena u Guovu prvu zbirku poezije Boginje (

女神, 1921) koja je takođe prožeta futurističkim uticajima. U mnogim 
pesmama u ovoj zbirci, kao i u pesmi „Pogled s vrha planine Fudetate“, 
Guo se, često služi postupkom koji će praktikovati mnogi kineski 
modernistički pesnici, a to je upotreba alfabeta i stranih reči u kineskom 
tekstu. Za razliku od pojedinih zapadnih stvaralaca, kao što su Ezra 
Paund (Ezra Pound, 1885-1972) ili Pol Klodel (Paul Claudel, 1868-1955), 
koji su se u svojim delima služili kineskim karakterima kako bi postigli 
začuđujući efekat ili naglasili njihovu slikovnu ili ideografsku vrednost, 
kineski pesnici u rečima i slovima iz zapadnih pisanih sistema vide 
sinonim za modernost. Odjeci futurizma, naglašeni upotrebom 

engleskih reči, očigledni su i u stihovima pesme „Nebeski pas“ (天狗) iz 
zbirke Boginje:  

 
[…] Ja sam svetlost meseca, 
Ja sam svetlost sunca. 
Ja sam svetlost svih zvezda. 
Ja sam svetlost X-zraka. 
Ja sam ukupna ENERGY celog svemira! […]  (Guo 1977: 43-44) 
 

[…] 我是日的光，  

我是一切星球的光，  
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我是 X 光线的光，  

我是全宇宙的 Energy 的总量！[…] 
 

Naizgled, Guo u svojoj ranoj poeziji entuzijastično prihvata 
futuristički književni pristup, ali on se svojom poetikom i svetonazorima 
značajno razlikuje od zapadnih futurista. Svoj ambivalentan stav prema 
futurističkim poetičkim postulatima obrazložiće nekoliko godina kasnije, 

u članku naslovljenom „Poetika futurizma i njegova kritika“ (未来派的

诗约及其批评, 1923), u kojem futurizam opisuje kao „fotografski aparat 
bez duše“, ali istovremeno hvali „kinetičnost“ futurističke poezije koja 
izražava duh moderne zapadne umetnosti (Li 2010: 70). Guo futurizam 
smatra nastavkom naturalizma u  kojem se naglašava upotreba novih 
sredstava za izražavanje nove vrste utisaka. On predviđa mračnu 
budućnost poeziji i muzici nadahnutoj futurizmom, jer je materijalizam 
futurista u suprotnosti s liričnošću istinske poezije. Guo smatra da 
„takozvana“ Marinetijeva poezija ne predstavlja umetnički vredna 
ostvarenja, jer ne nudi kritiku života, niti individualni pesnički glas. (v. 
Guo 1982: 119-27) 

Pesničko stvaralaštvo Guo Možuoa svedoči o eklektičnosti kineskih 
modernista koji su u različitim periodima svog modernističkog 
književnog ispoljavanja nastojali da uvedu u književni diskurs sve one 
poetike, već dugo vremena poznate na Zapadu, koje su smatrali vrednim 
pažnje, ali i kritike. Istovremeno, Guo je i ilustrativan primer upliva 
društveno-političkih okolnosti u književna promišljanja kineskih 
modernističkih pisaca. U svojoj kritici futurizma, on naglašava činjenicu 
da futurizam „glorifikuje kapitalizam i rat“ (Guo 1982: 122). Vratimo se 
na trenutak pesmi „Pogled s vrha planine Fudetate“. Imajući u vidu 
Guovu kritiku futurizma, jasno je da se on futurističkim tehnikama u 
pesmi služi kao svojevrsnom osudom ili ironičnim osvrtom na 
futurističko glorifikovanje velikih gradova, tehnologije i kapitalizma. 
Njegovo kratkotrajno interesovanje za futurizam, nadjačaće 
nadahnutost evropskim romantizmom, pa će, pod uticajem Getea 
(Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, 1749-1832) i Vordsvorta (William 
Wordsworth 1770-1850), u svojoj poeziji ispoljavati romantičarsko 
oduševljenje Prirodom, a kasnije će se značajno politički angažovati i 
prikloniti realizmu u poeziji. 

Guova percepcija futurizma predstavlja paradigmatičan primer u 
pogledu odnosa kineskih književnika prema futurističkim idejama. Kao i 
na Zapadu, kineski modernistički stvaraoci često objavljuju i teorijske 
eseje u kojima iznose svoje stavove o zapadnim avangardnim pokretima. 

U vodećim književnim časopisima kao što su Prozni mesečnik (小说月报
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) i Istočni zbornik (东方杂志), tokom 1921. godine objavljen je niz čanaka 
posvećenih futurizmu. U početku, kineski pisci pokazuju izvesnu 

fasciniranost italijanskim i ruskim futurizmom, pa tako Mao Dun (茅盾, 

1896-1981) u svom članku Sadašnje stanje futurističke književnosti (未

来文学的现实 , 1922), izražava divljenje u pogledu neustrašivosti i 
dinamičnosti futurističkih književnih stremljenja, ali i oprez zbog 
destruktivnog duha futurista. Po Mao Dunovom mišljenju, italijanski 
futurizam predstavlja reakciju na esteticizam i glorifikaciju prošlosti, ali 
je u svom pristupu površan i osuđen na zaborav jer se previše fokusira 
na prolazno oduševljenje mehanizacijom i industrijalizacijom (Mao Dun 
27).  

U narednim godinama, kineski književni časopisi ponudiće svojim 
čitaocima teorijske članke o futurističkoj poetici u različitim vidovima 
umetnosti kao što su muzika, pozorište, balet i poezija, kao i prevode 
futurističkih dela. Ipak, od 1927. godine, zanimanje kineskih književnika 
za futurizam postepeno slabi, a razloge za to treba tražiti u istorijskim 
okolnostima. Pre svega, od 1924. godine postalo je jasno da je italijanski 
futurizam tesno povezan s jačanjem fašističkog pokreta u Italiji, ali 
ključni momenat u kineskom istorijskom kontekstu predstavljaju 
Tridesetomajski neredi 1925. godine kada je došlo do sukoba između 
britanskih vlasti i kineskih radnika u šangajskoj Međunarodnoj četvrti. 
Događaji su doveli do snažnog porasta anti-imperijalističkih osećanja 
među kineskim intelektualcima, pa su i književni stvaraoci bili primorani 
da preispitaju odnos između literature i nacionalnog identiteta, ali i 
podobnost pojedinih zapadnih autora i pokreta u okviru sopstvenih 
nastojanja da modernizuju i osnaže Kinu. U narednom periodu, 
presudnu ulogu u percepciji zapadnih poetika imaće politika, a ne 
književnost (v. Mair 848-857).  

Osim istorijskih i političkih okolnosti koje su sprečile širenje 
futurističkih ideja u kineskim književnim krugovima, postoje i određene 
razlike u sveukupnom pristupu književnosti i poeziji. Iako nesumnjivo 
postoje sličnosti između antipasatizma (antipassatismo) italijanskih 
futurista i radikalnih zahteva za raskidom s tradicijom svojstvenih 
kineskim modernističkim pesnicima, valja primetiti da postoje i 
određene kulturno uslovljene poetičke razlike. U svojim razmatranjima 
zapadnih ishodišta nove kineske poezije, Bjen Džilin zaključuje da je 
uvođenje govornog jezika u pesništvo daleko revolucionarnije od svih 
modernističkih pesničkih prevrata na Zapadu, jer se oni ipak mogu 
tumačiti kao samo još jedan novi korak u linearnom poretku razvoja 
zapadne poezije (Bian 152).  Stoga ne čudi, što u svom kritičkom članku 
o futurizmu, Guo Možuo zaključuje da futurizam nije čak ni prezentizam 
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(presentism) kao što to smatra Henri Njubolt (Henry Newbolt, 1862-

1938) , već ga naziva pasatizmom (过去注意 ) jer su svi utisci koje 
futuristi smatraju novim i beleže ih inovativnim pesničkim sredstvima 
zapravo tragovi prošlosti (Guo 1959: 127).  

S druge strane, iako je u jezičkom i formalnom smislu otklon od 
klasičnog nasleđa na kojem u pesništvu insistiraju kineski modernisti 
drastičniji od onog koji beležimo na Zapadu, u pogledu odnosa prema 
tradicionalnim estetskim načelima u poeziji, zapadni modernistički 
pesnici su mnogo radikalniji. Mnogi pravci i stvaraoci zapadne moderne 
dovode u pitanje sveopšte prihvaćen vrednosni poredak – futuristi u tom 
pogledu predstavljaju jedan od najekstremnijih primera – dok mnoštvo 
kineskih pesnika suštinski ipak ostaje privrženo estetskim postulatima 
nasleđenim iz bogate književne prošlosti. Guo Možuo je jedan od takvih 
primera i zbog toga futuristima zamera neliričnost i nedostatak 
pesničkog ja u poetskom pristupu. Kao što primećuje Ši Šumej, do 
podela u Pokretu za novu književnost četvrtog maja dolazi kada su se 
stvaraoci suočili s razlikama između teleološkog pristupa koji se zalaže 
za modernost s jedne strane i psihološke introspekcije s druge. U ranoj 
kineskoj modernističkoj praksi veoma je izražena ova napetost između 
teleologije i introspekcijskog pristupa stvaralaštvu, pa se u tom 
kontekstu, zapadni modernizam u poeziji može istovremeno smatrati 
„opravdanjem, ali i neprijateljem pripadnika Pokreta četvrtog maja“ 
(Shih 67-68). 

Uprkos novim političkim okolnostima, pojedini autori nastaviće da 
se zanimaju za futurizam – tokom tridesetih godina važan modernistički 

pesnik Daj Vangšu (戴望舒 , 1905-1950) piše o futurizmu, a prevodi 
futurističkih dela objavljuju se u književnim časopisima kao što su 

Savremena književna umetnost (当代文艺) i Severne novosti (北新). Za 
razliku od italijanskog futurizma čiji uticaj bledi, pojedini predstavnici 
ruske futurističke scene, kao što je Majakovski (Влади́мир 
Влади́мирович Маяко́вский, 1893-1930) – istina, više zahvaljujući 
levičarskoj provenijenciji i životnoj priči  zbog koje su kineski pesnici u 
Majakovskom videli tragičnog junaka – ostaće predmet obožavanja 
mnogih kineskih modernista. Iako kineski autori koji će, s vremenom, iz 
ideoloških razloga početi da se priklanjaju realističkom pristupu 
književnosti, mahom pokazuju izvestan oprez u pogledu radikalnih 
futurističkih poetika sa Zapada, postoji jedan aspekt futurizma u 
pesništvu koji će kineski modernisti početi da primenjuju u sopstvenoj 
poeziji. 

Naime, nadahnuti Marinetijevim zahtevima za „nasumičnim 
razbacivanjem imenica koje treba upotrebljavati onako kao što su i 
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rođene“ (Marinetti 2002: 7), futuristički orijentisani pesnici započeće niz 
tipografskih eksperimenata čiji je cilj bio da obogate i rasterete tekst radi 
veće poetske izražajnosti. U kineskom modernističkom kontekstu, 
takođe se uvode nove komunikacijske strategije koje podrazumevaju 
vizuelizaciju verbalnog izraza i tipografske znakove koji naglašavaju nove 
poetike štampanog prostora. U pogledu dvosmerne međukulturne 
razmene ideja koja leži u pozadini modernizma, veoma je zanimljiva 
činjenica da je u pesničkim eksperimentima Gijoma Apolinera 
(Guillaume Apollinaire‚ 1880-1918), osim futurističkih impulsa moguće 
identifikovati i niz posrednih i neposrednih kineskih uticaja (v. 
Skrobanović 2014: 59-67). Baš kao i njihovi pandani na Zapadu, kineski 
modernisti služe se novim tehnologijama štampe, ali i alfabetom, za 
prenos i aktiviranje različitih semantičkih dimenzija u sopstvenoj poeziji. 

Ilustrativan primer je književnik Ouvaj Ou (鸥外鸥, 1911-1995), što 

je pesnički pseudonim Li Zungdaa (李宗大). Tridesetih godina prošlog u 
Hongkongu je počeo da objavljuje pesme u tamošnjem ilustrovanom 

časopisu Zemlja (大地画报). Godine 1937. počeo je da uređuje Poetske 

mase (诗群众), a učestvuje i uređivanju Kineskih pesničkih krugova (中

国诗坛). Početkom četrdesetih godina iz Hongkonga odlazi u Guilin, gde 

učestvuje u uređivanju časopisa Poezija (诗). Poput futurista na zapadu, 
Ouvaj sebe naziva pesničkim militantom, a futuristički uticaji vidljivi su i 
u njegovim pesmama: 
 

Druga čitulja za svet (1937) 
 

Osiguravajuće kuće iz svih evropskih država,  
Prestale s prodajom polisa za osiguranje života, brodova i 
nekretnina! 

ＷＡＲ！ 

ＷＡＲ！ 

ＷＡＲ！ 
Brodske transportne kompanije objavile su da brodovi koji 
saobraćaju između Evrope i Azije mogu da plove samo rutom 
preko Rta Dobre Nade!  
Izbegavajte opasno Crveno more i Mediteran! 
 
 

第二回世界訃聞 
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ＷＡＲ！ 

ＷＡＲ！ 

ＷＡＲ！(Ouwai 1985: 23-27) 
 

第二回世界訃聞 

歐洲各國保險商 

停止生命、汽船、建築物購買保險！  

ＷＡＲ！ 

ＷＡＲ！ 

ＷＡＲ！ 

郵船公司公佈歐亞往來船隻航線繞道好望角！ 

避經多事地帶的紅海、地中海！ 

ＷＡＲ！ 

ＷＡＲ！ 

ＷＡＲ！ 
 

Ouvaj Ou se u svojoj pesmi služi tipografskim manipulacijama 
engleske reči „war“ kako bi kod čitaoca izazvao asocijaciju na novinski 
članak, ali istovremeno se poigrava i veličinom reči, postižući efekat 
konkretne poezije. Na taj način, Ouvaj Ou kombinuje ikoničke i 
tekstualne elemente, a njegova pesma Druga čitulja za svet (1937) 
predstavlja jedan od najranijih primera tipografskih eksperimenata u 
službi vizuelne poezije u kineskom književnom kontekstu. U izvesnom 
smislu, on se može smatrati rodonačelnikom vizuelne poezije na 
kineskom govornom području (v. Li 2020: 36-56). 

Ouvaj Ou će nastaviti da se poigrava elementima konkretne poezije 
i u svom kasnijem stvaralaštvu. Već tridesetih godina prošlog veka, 
pojedini kineski kritičari nazivali su ga „kineskim Marinetijem“ (Tu  237), 
ali njegovo pesništvo će dugo biti zaboravljeno i tek u savremenim 
kritičkim osvrtima na rani kineski modernizam, mnogi proučavaoci 
književnosti prepoznaće u njegovim pesničkim eksperimentima jasne 
futurističke uticaje. 

Ko zna gde bi nadahnuće futurizmom pesnički odvelo Ouvaja Oua 
da Kina nije ušla u nov istorijski period u kojem će Jenanski govori Mao 
Cetunga decenijama diktirati kulturnu i književnu politiku. Pomalo je 
ironično, što će decenijama kasnije, za vreme Kulturne revolucije u Kini, 
mladi crvenogardejci entuzijastično uzvikivati futuristički slogan da 
„nema veće lepote od borbe“ (Marinetti 1971: 41). Kao što je primetio 
Tang Sjaobing „sastavni deo pobune crvenogardejaca protiv 
establišmenta je futuristička mašta koja je uzbuđivala razna pokolenja 
na različitim kontinentima“ (155). Književni modernizam, uključujući i 
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različite futurističke ideje i impulse, izmestio se u Hongkong i Tajvan, a u 
NR Kinu vratiće se tek početkom osamdesetih godina prošlog veka, kada 
dolazi do novog procvata literarne scene.   

Dakle, percepcija futurizma u prvom talasu kineskog modernizma 
definisana je mnogim činiocima, ali presudnu ulogu odigrale su 
kulturološki uslovljene razlike između kineskih modernista i italijanskih 
futurista, kao i istorijske okolnosti koje su sprečile daljnje širenje 
futurističkih ideja i književnih modela. Uprkos radikalnom 
antitradicionalizmu otelotvorenom u pesničkoj revoluciji, kineski 
modernisti uveli su ogromne promene uglavnom na formalnom i 
jezičkom planu, ali većina njih nije bila spremna da se odrekne estetskih 
principa na kojima je počivalo klasično poetsko nasleđe. Zbog toga su 
gajili izvesnu odbojnost prema futurističkom pristupu umetnosti i 
pesništvu koji je podrazumevao rušenje svih tradicionalnih kanona, 
uključujući i temeljne estetske vrednosti nasleđene iz prethodnih 
razdoblja. 

Ništa manje značajni su istorijski činioci kao što je priklanjanje 
italijanskih futrista fašizmu i anti-imperijalistički stavovi kineskih 
stvaralaca koji su, suočeni s dešavanjima u sopstvenoj zemlji, osećali 
potrebu da odbrane nacionalno dostojanstvo i kulturni identitet. 
Eklektičnost ranih kineskih modernista u odabiru zapadnih 
modernističkih poetika koje su primenjivali u vlastitom stvaralaštvu, 
pokleknula je pred zahtevima za političkim angažmanom u književnom 
delovanju. Futurizam je vrlo brzo postao sinonim za imperijalističku 
politiku Zapada i za njega više nije bilo mesta u književnom izrazu 
kineskih stvaralaca opterećenih nacionalnim pitanjima.  

Pojedini segmenti futurističke poetike, međutim, zaživeli su 
fragmentarno u delima ranih kineskih modernista, a zatim su se pokazali 
ključnim u razvoju novih pesničkih modela i formi, kao što je konkretna 
poezija. Sasvim u skladu s izvornim futurističkim stremljenjima, 
futurizam je ENERGIČNO i BRZO proleteo kroz rani kineski modernizam, 
ali uprkos efemernosti, pokazao se kao značajan katalizator u 
OSVAJANJU novih pesničkih prostora. 
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A SOULLESS CAMERA: THE PERCEPTION OF ITALIAN FUTURISM IN 
EARLY CHINESE MODERNIST POETRY 

 
Considering the fact that there are certain similarities between the cultural 
endeavours of the early Chinese modernists and Italian futurists, at first glance, 
it seems strange that futurist ideas mostly failed to take root in Chinese literary 
modernism. From the outset, Chinese literary modernism was a heterogeneous 
movement, but the common denominator in these different movements in 
post-dynastic China was a radical antitraditionalism that bears similarities to 
the goals of Italian futurism that was often called the down-with-the-past 
movement (antipassatismo). Contemporary literary studies usually recognize 
three distinct waves of Chinese modernism: the first wave refers to the new 
literary scene in China’s Republican era (1911-1949), but due to the eclecticism 
of early Chinese modernists who were deriving inspiration and ideas from a 
broad and diverse range of sources, this initial stage of Chinese modernism 
includes the authors whose work was inspired by the pre-modern Western 
movements such as romanticism, symbolism etc. The second wave of Chinese 
modernism emerged on Taiwan in the 1950s, and the final wave brought 
modernism back to mainland China at the end of the 1970s. This paper 
attempts to examine the reception of Italian futurism in early Chinese 
modernist literature, therefore our research is chronologically focused on the 
first wave of Chinese modernism. 

Due to the important role of poetry in the social mechanism, and the life 
of an individual in dynastic China, it can be argued that the revolutionary spirit 
of Chinese modernists is epitomized in new poetry models created in the first 
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wave of Chinese modernism. During this formative period, Chinese modern 
poetry was revolutionized – the new poets replaced the classical Chinese with 
the vernacular language, and they adopted a distinctly anti-traditional stance, 
thus initiating a series of daring experiments with new poetic forms. The new 
Chinese poets were true iconoclasts, and their literary work was closely related 
to the introduction of new social ideas, democracy, science and freedoms 
promoted by the prominent intellectuals of the epoch. Therefore, in an attempt 
to shed a light on the perception of futurism in early Chinese modernism, this 
paper will use illustrative examples found in the work of Chinese modernist 
poets.  

In the Chinese modernist context, the transnational character of 
modernism was emphasized by the fact that most of the Chinese authors were 
educated abroad (Japan, USA, Europe), which not only explains their interest in 
foreign literary traditions that often served as a paradigm for establishing their 
own expression of modernity, but also determines their choice of foreign 
poetics and literary models applied in their work. Very often, the Chinese 
writers who returned to China after studying in other countries, took upon 
themselves the task of translating and interpreting the segments of the culture 
and literature they had encountered abroad. Naturally, they were also exposed 
to the complex political climate of their homeland that often forced them to 
rethink and reassess the cultural and artistic influences they brought back with 
them to China. 

Historically speaking, the turning points in the development of Chinese 
modernist literature were the student protests of May 4, 1919 in Beijing, that 
soon gave rise to a nationwide anti-imperialist, cultural, and political Fourth 

May Movement (五四运动), and the May Thirtieth Movement (五卅运动) – an 
upsurge in the mass anti-imperialist struggle that was provoked by the events 
that had taken place in the International Settlement in Shanghai, on May 30, 
1925, when British police opened fire on Chinese protesters, killing thirteen and 
wounding over fifty people. In many ways, these historical events define the 
attitude of Chinese early modernists towards Western literary tradition and 
modernist ideas, including futurism. On the other hand, from 1924, it was 
becoming evident that futurism in Italy had established strong links with the 
fascist movement. This historical landscape, with rising anti-imperialist 
sentiment in China on one side, and ideological links between futurism and 
fascism in Italy on the other, prevented the further promotion of futurist ideas 
in the Chinese literary scene. For many Chinese authors, futurism became a 
synonym for the Western imperial tendencies, at the time when the May 
Thirtieth Movement forced Chinese writers to re-examine their views on the 
interaction between literature and national identity, and to re-evaluate the 
suitability of different Western movements and poetics in their search for the 
political and cultural renewal. 

This paper aims to identify reasons for the cautionary attitude displayed 
by Chinese authors toward futurist ideas, and attempts to answer the following 
questions: was the perception of Italian futurism in early Chinese modernist 
context determined solely by the specific historical background, in both China 
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and the West, or is it a consequence of differences in literary and aesthetic 
approach between Chinese and Western modernists? In the context of the 
development of Chinese modern poetry, did futurism leave any lasting legacy? 

Apart from the historical and political circumstances that hindered the 
spread of futurist ideas in Chinese literary circles, the ephemeral presence of 
futurism in the first wave of Chinese modernism was also rooted in certain 
culturally conditioned differences in approach to literature and poetry in China, 
and the West. By introducing vernacular poetry, thus breaking away from the 
centuries of classical poetic tradition, Chinese new poets were far more 
revolutionary than their counterparts in the West, since all the anti-traditional 
poetic movements in Western modernism could still be interpreted as another 
step in the development of Western poetry. On the other hand, despite the 
revolutionary linguistical and formal changes characteristic of Chinese modern 
poetry, Western modernist poets were far more radical in their struggle against 
traditional aesthetic principles. Numerous movements and authors in the West 
tend to question the whole system of values inherited from the past – in that 
aspect, the futurists represent one of the most extreme examples – whereas 
most of the Chinese modernist poets are still devoted to the traditional 
aesthetic postulates. The constant tension between teleology and (traditional) 
introspection in Chinese early poetic modernism also greatly influenced the 
Chinese perception of futurism. 

However, in order to prove that certain futurist ideas eventually managed 
to exert an important influence on the development of Chinese modern poetry, 
thus introducing new models of poetic expression, the paper will offer analysis 
of the futurist poetical elements in the work of Chinese modernist poets like 

Guo Moruo (郭沫若 , 1892-1978) and Ouwai Ou (鸥外鸥 , 1911-1995). As 
previously detailed, there are several reasons why the perception of futurism 
in Chinese early modernism will be illustrated by the selected examples found 
in the work of Chinese modernist poets. Namely, apart from the fact that the 
revolutionary modernist reforms in Chinese literature reached its climax in the 
new models of poetry, this paper will attempt to prove that poetry is the form 
of Chinese modernist literature on which futurism left a lasting impact.  

All the above-mentioned historical, political, and poetical factors that 
shaped the reception of futurism in China are very much evident in the work of 
the prominent modernist poet Guo Moruo. As a Chinese student in Japan, 
where futurist ideas had been introduced very early, Guo was well-acquainted 
with futurism, and upon his return to his homeland, he served as an important 
intermediary who presented futurist poetics to the Chinese public. Initially, it 
seemed that he adopted certain elements and strategies of futurism into his 
own poetry, but on closer inspection, it becomes clear that his true inspiration 
lies in European romanticism, and that he is actually using futurist techniques 
to express his criticism of the futurist obsession with the urban environment, 
material progress and technology. His early poem “Looking Afar from Fudetate 

Peak” (笔立山头展望, 1920) serves as an illustrative example of his ambivalent 
attitude to the futurist poetic concepts, and is therefore included in the paper. 
In the following years, Guo will publish several theoretical articles that fully 
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revealed his disapproval of the goals and the poetic approach of Italian 
futurists. In Guo’s view, which reflects his devotion to traditional aesthetic 
principles in poetry, futurism is, by its nature, opposed to the lyricism of true 
poetry, and it fails to offer an individual poetic voice. 

Therefore, Guo Moruo’s perception of futurism represents a paradigmatic 
example of Chinese views on radical Western movements at the outset of their 
own modernity. A typical manifestation of these views is a double perspective 
on the Western modernist tendencies and achievements – occasionally, 
Chinese modernist writers pragmatically use new Western poetics as a mean to 
achieve their own goals and agendas, but at the same time, Western 
modernism is often their nemesis. In his theoretical texts dedicated to futurism, 

another famous Chinese modernist writer, Mao Dun ( 茅盾 , 1896-1981), 
expresses a certain admiration for the fearlessness and dynamism of Italian 
futurists, as well as caution over the destructive spirit of the Italian movement. 
His interpretations of futurism seem to clarify the difference between the 
antitraditional stance of Chinese modernists and antipassatismo of Italian 
futurists, since, in Mao Dun’s opinion, futurism is just a temporary and 
superficial reaction to the glorification of the past, excessively focused on the 
advantages of mechanization and industrialization.  

Unlike Guo Moruo, who, in the context of our research, serves as a 
representative example of the eclectic approach in adopting Western literary 
poetics and influences displayed by early Chinese modernist writers, Ouwai Ou 
is a somewhat atypical poetic figure. He is a less known Chinese poet who 
applied certain elements of futurist poetics to his poetry, thus enabling the 
development of new poetic genres and models.  

Following in the footsteps of futurists who insisted on the idea of words in 
freedom (parole in libertà), both Guo Moruo and Ouwai Ou, as well as many 
other Chinese modernist poets, often use the Western alphabet and foreign 
(mostly English) words within the Chinese text. Although these poetic 
experiments are somewhat resemblant of the practice employed by some 
Western authors like Ezra Pound (1885-1972) or Paul Claudel (1868-1955) who 
used Chinese characters to either produce distancing effect or to emphasize the 
pictographic or ideographic value of the Chinese script, for Chinese poets, the 
foreign words are the synonyms for modernity. 

Inspired by the futurist typographic experiments, and Marinetti's (Filippo 
Tommaso Marinetti, 1876-1944) paroliberismo as a new means of poetic 
expression, Ouwai Ou starts to employ typographic manipulations in his poetry, 
thus creating new visual effects. By combining iconic and textual elements in 
his poems, Ouwai Ou established himself as one of the modernist pioneers of 
Chinese concrete poetry. As a typical example of his poetic experiments 

inspired by futurism, his poem “The Second Obituary for the World” (第二回世

界訃聞, 1937) is included in the paper. 

His work had long been forgotten, but in the contemporary critical 
revaluation of the poetic achievements of early Chinese modernism, many 
critics have finally recognized his significant contribution to the development of 
new poetic forms and concrete poetry in China. 
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Due to the turbulent historical circumstances – the Japanese aggression 

and the following civil war, the first wave of Chinese modernism soon came to 
an abrupt end. Mao Zedong's (1893-1976) Talks at the Yan'an Conference on 

Literature and Art (在延安文艺座谈会上的讲话, 1942) will dictate cultural and 
literary politics in mainland China for decades, but modernism will resurrect in 
Taiwan in the middle of the twentieth century, and eventually find its way back 
to China at the end of the 1970s. However, the echoes of the futurist ideas will 
haunt the Chinese social scene even during the time of the Cultural revolution. 

Although the futurist impulses in the first wave of Chinese literary 
modernism were rather short-lived, certain segments of futurist poetics are 
fragmentarily present in the work of some Chinese authors. Furthermore, it can 
be argued that there are some elements of futurist poetics that played a key 
role in the creation of new poetic forms in China, and served as a catalyst that 
helped transform poetic means of expression. 
 
Key words: Modernism, China, futurism, poetry, poetics 
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Abstract: In diesem Beitrag wird untersucht, auf welche Weise die 

österreichische Schriftstellerin Kathrin Röggla in ihrem 2010 veröffentlichten 

Buch die alarmbereiten das Thema Katastrophe thematisiert. Röggla gehört zu 

den einflussreichsten und engagiersten Schriftstellerinnen der deutschsprachigen 

Gegenwartsliteratur. Sie schildert in ihren Werken oft den Ausnahmezustand 

und die Rolle der öffentlichen Medien im alltäglichen Leben. Die Autorin 

entwirft immer wieder neue Krisen- und Katastrophenszenarien und nimmt in 

ihren Texten eine gesellschaftskritische Position ein. Ihre Arbeiten sind oft inter- 

und transmedial, ihre Themen brandaktuell. Die Fragen, die uns in diesem 

Beitrag interessieren, sind: welche Krisen- und Katastrophenszenarien die 

Autorin in diesem Buch thematisiert und welche Mittel sie benutzt, um den 

gesellschaflichen Krisen- und Katastrophendiskurs zu reflektieren. Besonders 

interessant ist die Frage der Erzählinstanz, d.h. wer in ihren Texten erzählt, da es 

hier keinen traditionellen Erzähler gibt. Es soll untersucht werden, aus welcher 

Position über reale oder potenzielle Katastrophen berichtet wird. Das Ziel dieses 

Beitrags ist die ersten drei Kapitel sowohl inhaltlich als auch erzähltheoretisch 

zu analysieren und die gesellschaftliche wie auch sprachliche Intention der 

Autorin  darzustellen. 

 

Schlüsselwörter: Kathrin Röggla, Katastrophe, Krise, Szenario, Erzählinstanz, 

Medien, Sprache, Gesellschaft 

 

 

 
Katastrophe und Krise sind heute in unserem Leben ständig präsent. 
Wenn wir an die Ereignisse des vergangenen Jahres zurückdenken, 
können wir uns leicht an viele Katastrophen erinnern: verheerende 
Stürme in den USA wie der Hurrikan „Ida“ und die darauffolgenden 
Überschwemmungen, die Tornados, extreme Kälte und Schneefälle in 
den USA, die Hochwasserkatastrophe in Deutschland, Belgien und 
angrenzenden Ländern, das Hochwasser in der chinesischen Provinz 
Henan, das Erdbeben in Haiti, der Vulkanausbruch auf der kanarischen 
Insel La Palma, die Hitzewelle und Waldbrände in Südeuropa und der 
Türkei, die Extremhitze im Westen Nordamerikas. Hinzu kommen viele 
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politische Krisen: die Afghanistan-Krise, die Migrationskrise an der 
Grenze zwischen Belarus und der Europäischen Union, der Ukraine-
Konflikt usw. Auf der globalen Ebene kämpft die Welt schon fast zwei 
Jahre lang mit einer ernsten Krise, mit der Corona-Pandemie. Wir 
können sehen, wie sich die Welt in dieser Zeit geändert hat und welche 
Konsequenzen das auf uns alle hat. Der Ausnahmezustand ist in der 
heutigen Gesellschaft zum Normalzustand geworden. Über viele von 
diesen Katastrophen und Krisensituationen schreibt prophetisch die 
österreichische Autorin Kathrin Röggla in ihrem 2010 im Fischer Verlag 
veröffentlichten Buch die alarmbereiten. Die Österreicherin inszeniert in 
ihrem Buch immer neue Situationen, in denen der Mensch ständig auf 
eine neue Katastrophe oder Krise vorbereitet sein sollte. Eine große 
Rolle in diesem Diskurs haben die Medien. Sie kreiren das Bild der Krise 
in der Art und Weise, dass sich der Mensch in der heutigen Welt und 
Gesellschaft nicht mehr sicher fühlt und dass er das Gefühl hat, dass sein 
Leben und seine Existenz permanent bedroht wurden. Außerdem 
übertragen die Medien die Katastrophenbilder aus der ganzen Welt in 
jedes Haus und geben so den Anschein, an den Ereignissen teilzuhaben, 
ohne vor Ort zu sein. Außer in ihren literarischen Werken äußert sich die 
Autorin auch in vielen poetologischen Texten, Essays und Interviews 
zum Thema des Katastrophischen.  

  
Kathrin Röggla 
Die 1971 in Salzburg geborene Autorin Kathrin Röggla lebt seit 1992 

in Berlin und beschäftigt sich in vielen Arbeiten sehr oft mit dem Diskurs 
der Katastrophe. Sie ist seit 1988 in der literarischen Öffentlichkeit aktiv. 

Ausgezeichnet wurde die Autorin mit vielen Literaturpreisen, z. B. 
mit dem Salzburger Landesliteraturpreis (1992), dem Alexander von 
Sacher-Masoch-Preis (2000), dem Italo-Svevo-Preis und dem New-York-
Stipendium des Literaturfonds (2001), dem Hans-Erich-Nossack-
Förderpreis und dem RIAS Preis (2003), dem Förderpreis des 
Schillergedächtnispreises, dem Preis der SWR-Bestenliste und dem 
Bruno-Kreisky-Preis für das politische Buch (2004), dem Anton-
Wildgans-Preis (2008), dem Arthur-Schnitzler-Preis (2012), dem 
österreichischen Kunstpreis für Literatur (2020) und dem 
Wortmeldungen-Literaturpreis (2020) für ihren Essay 
bauernkriegspanorama und dem Else-Lasker-Schüler-Preis (2022). 
Kathrin Röggla ist seit 2012 Mitglied der Akademie der Künste in Berlin 
und seit 2015 deren Vizepräsidentin; seit November 2015 ist sie Mitglied 
der Deutschen Akademie für Sprache und Dichtung in Darmstadt.  

Zu ihren wichtigsten Buchpublikationen zählen: Niemand lacht 
rückwärts (1995), Abrauschen (1997), Irres Wetter (2000), really ground 
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zero. 11. september und folgendes (2001), wir schlafen nicht (2004), 
tokio, rückwärtstagebuch (2009), die alarmbereiten (2010), 
Nachtsendung: Unheimliche Geschichten (2016), Der Elefant im Raum 
(2019). Zu beachten sind auch ihre Essays: disaster awareness fair. zum 
katastophischen in stadt, land und film (2006), stottern, stolpern und 
nachstolpern. zu einer ästhetik des literarischen gesprächs (2006), besser 
wäre: keine (2013), Die falsche Frage. Theater, Politik und die Kunst, das 
Fürchten nicht zu verlernen. Saarbrückener Poetikdozentur für Dramatik 
(2015), bauernkriegspanorama (2020).  

Sie arbeitet oft inter- und transmedial, sodass viele ihre 
Erzählungen auch als Theaterstücke und/oder als Hörspiele existieren. 
Rögglas Buch die alarmbereiten besteht aus sieben Kapiteln, in denen 
die Autorin unterschiedliche Krisen- und Katastrophenszenarien 
thematisiert. Und noch bevor der Text als Buch erschien, war er bereits 
als Theaterstück und Hörspiel erfolgreich. In einem Interview weist 
Röggla darauf hin, dass ihre Beschäftigung mit dem Thema des 
Katastrophischen biografische Hintergründe hat und dass ihre ständige 
Auseinandersetzung mit diesem Thema einerseits mit den Ereignissen 
vom 11. September 2001 in New York im Zusammenhang steht, da sie 
bei diesen Ereignissen persönlich anwesend war, andererseits, dass sie 
dieses Thema schon deshalb fasziniert, weil ihr Vater viel in 
Krisengebieten gearbeitet hat und Eisenbahnlinien auch in den Ländern 
geplant, in denen Bürgerkrieg herrschte. Sie prägte dabei besonders der 
Umstand, wie nahe Krisen und Normalität beieinanderliegen können  
(Rinas https://www.haz.de/Nachrichten/Kultur/Uebersicht/Kathrin-
Roeggla-spricht-ueber-Die-Alarmbereiten). Gewisse Parallelen können 
mit der Protagonistin in dem Kapitel das recherchegespenst gezogen 
werden.  

In diesem Beitrag interessieren uns folgende Fragen: welche 
Krisen- und Katastrophenszenarien die Autorin thematisiert und welche 
Mittel sie benutzt, um den gesellschaflichen Katastrophendiskurs zu 
reflektieren. Besonders interessant ist auch die Frage der Erzählinstanz, 
d.h. wer in ihren Texten erzählt, da es hier keinen traditionellen Erzähler 
gibt. Es soll untersucht werden, aus welcher Position der Erzähler über 
reale oder potenzielle Katastrophe(n) berichtet. Die Analyse bezieht sich 
auf ihr 2010 veröffentlichtes Buch die alarmbereiten.  

 
Katastrophe und Krise 
Die Themen Katastrophe, Krise, Alarmiertheit, Angst, 

Ausnahmezustand findet man oft in Rögglas Werk.  Der Duden definiert 
die Katastrophe als ein schweres Unglück, als ein Naturereignis mit 
verheerenden Folgen (Duden 
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https://www.duden.de/rechtschreibung/Katastrophe).  Ähnliche 
Definition gibt auch die deutsche Wikipedia, die diesen Begriff als 
Wendung bestimmt. Daraus entwickelt sich die Verallgemeinerung des 
Begriffs als entscheidendes Ereignis im Leben eines Menschen oder 
eines Volkes, als unglückliches Naturereignis usw. 
(https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katastrophe). Eine fachliche Definition 
sagt folgendermaßen: „Katastrophen sind durch elementare oder 
technische Vorgänge von Menschen ausgelöste Ereignisse, die [...] das 
Leben oder die Gesundheit von Menschen, die Umwelt, das Eigentum 
oder die lebensnotwendige Versorgung der Bevölkerung gefährden 
oder schädigen“ (https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katastrophe). Es gibt 
viele andere Definitionen des Wortes, woraus man schließen kann, dass 
die Bestimmung des Begriffs nicht ganz einfach ist. Abhängig von der 
Sichtweise entstehen unterschiedliche Definitionen. Eine sehr 
interessante bieten Leon Hempel und Thomas Markwart, die erläutern:  
„Wird der Begriff synonym für ein schreckliches Ereignis verwendet, so 
gibt es vermutlich gar nicht so viele Ereignisse wie Erklärungen“ (7) und 
meinen, dass „Katastrophen nicht unmittelbare 
Ereignisbeschreibungen“ sind, „sondern vielmehr performative Sprech- 
und Bildakte, die, Ereignis, Rhetorik und Poiesis verschmelzend, auf den 
Zusammenhang von Ästhetik und Politik deuten“ (7). 

Aus diesen Worten kann man sehen, dass Hempel und Markwart 
die Katastrophe nicht als ein mittelbares Ereignis beschreiben, sondern 
als einen performativen Sprechakt. Eine sehr große Rolle in diesem 
Diskurs spielen die Medien, wobei die Autoren betonen, dass die 
medialen Inszenierungen fest in die Katastrophen-Administration 
integriert sind und dass sich der zunehmende Gebrauch des 
Katastrophenbegriffs als ein Zeichen der Sprachkrise zeigt und 
hervorheben: „Die Medien reproduzieren täglich die Welt des 
Spektakels und normieren die katastrophische Imagination“ (ebd. 8). 
Diese Schlussfolgerungen sind sehr wichtig für diesen Beitrag. Sehr eng 
mit dem Begriff Katastrophe ist der Begriff Krise verbunden. Eine Krise 
bezeichnet einen Höhepunkt einer gefährlichen Konfliktentwicklung in 
einem natürlichen oder sozialen System und als deren Charakteristika 
gelten: „eine dringende Notwendigkeit von Handlungsentscheidungen, 
ein durch die Entscheidungsträger wahrgenommenes Gefühl der 
Bedrohung, ein Anstieg an Unsicherheit, Dringlichkeit und Zeitdruck und 
das Gefühl das Ergebnis sei von prägendem Einfluss auf die Zukunft“ 
(https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krise). Während eine Katastophe den 
Beginn und das Ende hat und als ein abgeschlossenes Ereignis gilt, ist 
eine Krise eine Situation mit unbestimmter Dauer. Die beiden Termini 
verbindet eine drohende Unsicherheit. 
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Die Auseinandersetzung mit dem Diskurs der Katastrophe findet 

man bei Röggla schon in ihren frühen Werken. Ihre Faszination diesem 
Phänomen gegenüber deutet sie in einem Essay:  

Mich faszinieren Katastrophen. [...] Sei es aus Sehnsucht nach einer 
kathartischen Erfahrung oder aus einem aggressiven Verlangen 
heraus, im Ausnahmezustand die bestehende Ordnung gleichzeitig 
negiert und auf die Spitze getrieben zu sehen. Oder ganz einfach, 
weil ich mit dem Phantasma der Atomkatastrophe aufgewachsen 
bin und mich in diesem Genre quasi zu Hause fühle. (Demetry und 
Stachelhaus https://literaturkritik.de/id/20271) 

  
Die Autorin erklärt, dass Katastrophenerzählungen immer 

Gesellschaftserzählungen sind d.h. Problematisierungen von 
gesellschaftlichen Verhältnissen. Da sie bei den Anschlägen in New York 
im Jahr 2001 Augenzeuge war, war für sie der Ausnahmezustand nach 
dem Anschlag das Interessanteste, weil sie erzählen wollte, wie die 
amerikanische Gesellschaft, die Medien, die Politiker und die 
Zivilgesellschaft auf die Katastrophe reagieren, wie sie mit diesem 
Ereignis umgehen, weil sich aufgrund ihrer Reaktion auch die 
amerikanische Gesellschaft erzählen lässt. Das bedeutet, dass sie als 
Autorin interessierte, wie man diese Katastrophe wieder abarbeitet 
(Krauthausen 2009). Die Sprache spielt im Katastrophendiskurs bei 
Röggla eine sehr wichtige Rolle. Sie hebt hervor, dass sie über unseren 
Alltag schreiben wollte und darüber, dass dieser Alltag „immer öfter von 
einer Katastrophengrammatik bestimmt wird“ (Rinas 
https://www.haz.de/Nachrichten/Kultur/Uebersicht/Kathrin-Roeggla-
spricht-ueber-Die-Alarmbereiten). Sehr interessant ist auch ihre 
Aussage, dass sich die Menschen heutzutage nicht mehr als Bürger 
erleben, sondern als Figuren, die dem Geschehen ohnmächtig 
gegenüberstehen: entweder als Zuschauer oder als Opfer (ebd.). In 
solchen Situationen, im Angesicht der Katastophe, fühlt sich der Mensch 
klein, zu klein, um selbst handeln zu können. Deshalb verfasst sie alle 
Erzählungen in der indirekten Rede: „der Ich-Erzähler kommt als direkt 
Handelnder nicht mehr vor“ (ebd.).  

 
die alarmbereiten 
 Das Buch die alarmbereiten ist eine Bearbeitung des 

Theaterstücks worst case, das 2008 in Freiburg uraufgeführt wurde. 
Auch das Kapitel wilde jagd basiert auf dem Theaterstück die beteiligten. 
Vor der Veröffentlichung in der Buchform wurde eine Version des Textes 
dem Publikum im gleichnamigen Hörspiel vorgestellt, das im August 
2009 zum Hörspiel des Monats gewählt wurde.  
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In sieben Kapiteln des Buches1 variiert die Autorin unterschiedliche 

Katastrophen- und Krisenszenarien des Alltags, die alle in Form des 
Konjunktivs der indirekten Rede vorgeführt werden. Dieses Mittel ist die 
schärfste Waffe der Autorin „im Kampf gegen eine Verfassung der Welt, 
deren wirkliche Sorgen hinter medialem Geschwurbel und inszenierten 
Spektakeln unsichtbar zu werden drohen“ (Schmitt 
https://www.deutschlandfunk.de/katastrophen-in-der-krise-100.html). 
Der Konjunktiv der indirekten Rede ermöglicht zugleich mehrere Fragen, 
wie z. B. Was halten wir als Zuhörer oder Leser von dem, was ursprüglich 
gesagt worden ist? Was halten wir von der Art und Weise, wie es uns 
durch jemand Zweiten oder Dritten wiedergegeben wird (ebd.)?  

 Noch ein ungewöhnliches sprachliches Mittel, das Röggla in ihren 
Werken benutzt, ist ihre konsequente Kleinschreibung. Durch die 
Kleinschreibung sollen die Identifikazionsprozesse erschwert werden 
und der Leser soll Möglichkeit bekommen, „sprache eben als diese 
soziale, durch massenmedien geprägte, als vom machtraum 
durchzogene zu lesen“ (Rutka 99).  

Im Text gibt es weder einen traditionellen Erzähler noch eine 
traditionell verstandene Erzählinstanz, sondern es wird in der indirekten 
Rede wiedergegeben, was jemand über jemanden anderen in einer 
bestimmten Situation gesagt hat. Die Betroffenen sind „Opfer des 
Umgangs Dritter mit der Krise. Es geht um ein alarmbereites Publikum, 
das zwar Aufmerksamkeit für Probleme zeigt, aber nicht zuhört“ 
(Hofmann https://amerker.de/rez6105.php). Aus der Ich-Perspektive 
wird im Konjunktiv von dem berichtet, was andere über die Ich-Figur 
sagen. Dabei wird die Ich-Figur beschimpft oder ihr wird etwas 
vorgeworfen, oder sie wird kritisiert, aber sie selber spricht nicht. Über 
diese Erzähltechnik sagt Röggla: 

Es gibt in dem Buch eine Konstante, nämlich dieses Ich, das erzählt 
wird. Dieses Ich wird auf unterschiedliche Weise angesprochen und 
entwickelt sich sozusagen, obwohl die Wirkung sehr brüchig ist. [...] 
Mir geht es vor allem um das Angesprochenwerden, dieses Als-Ich-
angerufen-Werden, deshalb war der Arbeitstitel für das Buch auch 

                                                 
1 Es gibt unterschiedliche Lesarten des Buches. Einige Rezensenten wie z. B. 
Maike Albath sind der Meinung, dass es sich hier um einen 
zusammenhängenden Text mit sieben Kapiteln handelt (vgl. Albath 
https://www.deutschlandfunkkultur.de/zur-sprache-gebracht-102.html). 
Andererseits versteht Jörg Plath das Buch als einen Erzählband mit sieben 
einzelnen Erzählungen (vgl. Plath 
https://www.nzz.ch/amp/im_apokalypsenmatsch-ld.945034). Röggla selbst 
neigt mehr der ersten Auffassung des Buches (vgl. Krauthausen 2009).  
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die ansprechbaren. Man konstituiert sich ja durch den Blick der 
anderen, durch die Ansprache der anderen, das ist die bekannte 
Theorie von Louis Althusser zur Anrufung, „Interpretation“ [...]. In 
meinem Text wird das Ich nicht unbedingt positiv angesprochen. 
Oft ist es eine eher negative Anrufung; das Ich wird dämonisiert, 
ignoriert, verurteilt, totgeschwiegen. Und das Ganze findet immer 
in unterschiedlichen medialen Settings statt: Sitzung, 
Telefongespräch, Unterrichtsstunde, Elternabend, Brief. 
(Krauthausen 2009) 

 
Die Figuren in Rögglas Buch sind keine klassischen Figuren. Sie 

haben keine persönliche Identität und sie reden nicht selbst. In sieben 
Kapiteln des Buches inszeniert die Autorin unterschiedliche Situationen, 
in denen das Ich spricht, aber nie in der direkten Rede. Der Titel des 
Buches die alarmbereiten suggeriert, dass es sich hier um eine Gruppe 
von Menschen handelt, die bereit auf eine bevorstehende Katastrophe 
warten. Alarmierte Menschen, die stets mit dem Schlimmsten rechnen.  

Röggla eröffnet das erste Kapitel des Buches die zuseher mit 
folgenden Sätzen: 

mal sehen, ob die wälder wieder brennen, mal sehen, ob starke 
hitze uns entgegenschlägt. mal sehen, ob der rauch die tiere aus den 
büschen treibt, deren namen wir nicht kennen, mal sehen, ob das 
eine stille nach sich zieht. mal sehen, ob der regen einsetzt, den ein 
schwarzer wind ins land drückt, mal sehen, ob sich wassermassen 
gegen brücken stemmen oder dämme längst gebrochen sind.  
mal sehen, ob Gebäudeteile, auf uns niederfallen, ja, mal sehen, ob 
das ganze runterkommt und eine staubwolke uns entgegenschlägt, 
die alle farben schluckt. [...]  
mal sehen, ob sie wieder auf der brücke stehen und hinuntersehen, 
einen steinwurf weg von ereignissen, die sie doch nicht verstehen. 
mal sehen, ob sie dann zu anderen dingen übergehen, weil ihnen 
gar zu langweilig wird. mal sehen, ob sich wieder was tut. (Röggla 
7).  

 
Vor diesem kurziv gesetztem Text steht eine Zeichnung von Oliver 

Grajewski, die sowohl auf den Titel dieses Kapitels als auch auf die 
zitierten Sätze anspielen kann. Eine nicht näher bestimmte Erzählinstanz 
deutet auf potenzielle oder real bevorstehende Katastrophe(n). Diese 
Stimme klingt prophetisch und unheimlich und antizipiert im ersten 
Abschnitt Naturkatastrophen wie Waldbrände, Hitzewellen, 
Überschwemmungen, starke Winde, die schon in der Einleitung dieses 
Beitrags als reale Katastrophen erwähnt wurden. Bilder und Narrative 
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von solchen Katastrophen sind dem Lesepublikum aus den Medien und 
Katastrophenfilmen allgemein bekannt. Die Formulierung mal sehen 
kann durch die (Zu)Sehen-Position mit dem Titel des Kapitels die zuseher 
korrespondieren. Andererseits können diese Vorhersagen auf den Inhalt 
des ganzen Buches referieren.  

Im dritten Abschnitt ändert sich diese unbestimmte Position und 
der Blick fokusiert sich auf die Rezipienten, die auf die Ereignisse 
hinuntersehen, d.h. sie sind in diese Ereignisse involviert. Da es scheint, 
dass sie von ihnen nicht betroffen sind, verstehen sie diese nicht und 
langweilen sich. Es stellt sich aber die Frage, ob es wirklich so ist?  

Nach diesen Sätzen ändert sich das Bild völlig und die Leser sind mit 
den Protokollen von vier Sitzungen konfrontiert. Aus dem Paratext, der 
formal und inhaltlich Regieanweisungen in Theaterstücken ähnelt, 
erfährt man, dass das Protokoll der ersten Sitzung verschwunden ist und 
dass dieses Verschwinden vielleicht im Zusammenhang mit den 
Vorkommnissen um Paul Kirchstätter steht. Aus dem weiteren Text geht 
hervor, dass Paul Kirchstätter ein Mitarbeiter der Agentur 
„desastertourism“ (Röggla 8) ist. Es bleibt unklar, ob sein Verschwinden 
zufällig oder absichtlich ist. Bekannt ist nur, dass er die Gruppe „plötzlich 
und überstürzt verlassen“ (ebd. 10) hat. Dem Protokoll der zweiten 
Sitzung entnimmt man, dass sie in einem Hotel in Los Angeles stattfindet 
und dass acht Figuren an dieser Sitzung teilnehmen. Die Ort- und 
Zeitangaben wurden präzise angegeben, sowie die Namen, berufliche 
Funktionen und Firmen bzw. Organisationen der auftretenden Figuren. 
Die einzige nicht namentlich identifizierte Figur ist der Protokollant. Die 
Gruppenleitung übernimmt „gerd pregler (CEO, geosick gmbh)“ (ebd. 7), 
der größtenteils das Wort hat und der die Aussagen anderer 
Seminarteilnehmer kommentierend wiedergibt. Die Figuren befinden 
sich in einem Seminarraum und schauen auf einen Parkplatz vor einem 
Supermarkt in Erwartung einer Katastrophe.  

Diese Gruppe hat das Ziel „eine kommunikation über die 
kommenden ereignisse zu entwickeln“ (ebd. 11). Daraus kann man 
schließen, dass es sich hier vielleicht um eine im voraus geplante Gruppe 
geht, die eine bestimmte Aufgabe hat. Die Ereignisse vor der 
Fensterfront berücksichtigend sollen die Seminarteilnehmer die 
Maßnahmen definieren und Strategien entwickeln, wie eine zukünftige 
Katastrophe zu meistern ist. Es handelt sich also um eine Übung. Die 
Seminarteilnehmer konzentrieren sich dabei völlig auf die Zukunft. 
Interessant ist es, dass sie glauben, dass sie nur Beobachter sind. Sie 
fühlen sich sicher, sie meinen, dass sie außerhalb der Ereignisse sind und 
dass sie nur Zuschauer sind. Sie verstehen überhaupt nicht, dass sie in 
dieser Beobachtungssituation auch drin sind, dass sie sich auch auf die 
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Gegenwart beziehen kann. Auf diese Weise werden sie ein Teil des 
Szenarios und „die Katastrophe tritt ein, nur eben nicht in jener 
filmischen Genreerzählform, die sie gewohnt sind. Die Zuschauer sind 
nicht mehr fähig, jenseits des filmischen Rasters auf die Katastrophe zu 
reagieren“ (Krauthausen 2009). Die Beobachtungssituation ist also eine 
doppelte: die Seminarteilnehmer beobachten das Benehmen und die 
Reaktionsbereitschaft der Leute auf dem Parkplatz vor dem Supermarkt, 
aber auch ihr Benehmen und die Reaktionsgeschwindigkeit werden 
beobachtet, obwohl sie sich dessen nicht bewusst sind.  

Vor diesem Hintergrund kann das Verschwinden von Paul 
Kirchstätter unterschiedlich gedeutet werden. Auf der einen Seite steht 
die Annahme, dass er nicht weiter mitarbeiten wollte und musste, nach 
den Spielregeln, die Gruppe verlassen. Auf der anderen Seite ist es 
möglich, dass sein Verschwinden im Zusammenhang mit der Übung 
steht und zwar, dass man auf diese Weise die Reaktion der Gruppe auf 
eine unerwartete und unvorbereitete Situation prüfen will.  

Der neue Gruppenleiter versucht die Gruppe mit den typischen 
Verhaltensmustern aus den Katastrophenfilmen zu organisieren, da er 
in diesem Bereich keine Erfahrung hat. Die erwartete Katastrophe bleibt 
aber aus, die Seminarteilnehmer sind enttäuscht und an der 
Beobachtungssituation desinteressiert und verlassen einer nach dem 
anderen den Raum. Die Langweile, das Unverständnis und das 
Desinteresse wurden schon am Anfang des Kapitels vorweggenommen. 
Dass es sich hier um ein im voraus geplantes Szenario handelt, zeigen 
die Worte des Gruppenleiters, der mit dem Verlauf der Übung 
unzufrieden ist und fragt sich „wo sind [...] die fliehenden menschen, die 
uns versprochen wurden, wo sind sie hin, die rutschenden hügel, die 
herunterkollernden felsstücke, die wildgewordenen bienenschwärme, 
die uns so plastisch vor augen geführt worden sind“ (Röggla 15), sowie 
seine Feststellung, dass die meisten Seminarteilnehmer eher drinnen 
bleiben wollten und nicht erfreut waren, die Gruppe verlassen zu 
müssen (ebd. 23). Weder vor der Fensterfront noch in der Realität 
entsteht ein Team, wie erwartet, sondern die Gruppe bleibt eine 
„ansammlung von desorientierten“ (ebd. 17).  

Die inszenierte Übung erinnert an reality Programme der 
Gegenwart. Das kann man sehr gut auf der dem Kapitel vorangestellten 
Zeichnung Oliver Grajewskis sehen, auf der eine weibliche Person sitzt 
oder liegt und schaut auf eine Vielzahl von Bildschirmen vor sich. Auf der 
Zeichnung sind auch die oben erwähnten herunterkollernden Felsstücke 
und zusammen mit ihnen auch die herunterkollernden Menschen zu 
sehen. Dieses Szenario bestätigt sehr gut die Meinung der Autorin, dass 
der heutige Mensch kein Akteur ist, sondern nur eine Figur, die die 
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Geschehnisse ohnmächtig betrachtet, entweder als Zuschauer oder als 
Opfer.  

Am Ende der vierten Sitzung verlassen alle Teilnehmer den Raum 
und der Gruppenleiter bleibt, neben dem Protokollanten, allein. Er ist 
verzweifelt und völlig resigniert und kann einfach nicht glauben, dass die 
Übung auf diese Weise endet. In Erwartung eines spektakulären 
Katastrophenszenarios ist er nicht mehr imstande, die reale vor seinen 
Augen unauffällig stattfindende Katastrophe wahrzunehmen. Am Ende 
ist er der Einzige, dem etwas Tragisches passiert, was man aus der 
Anmerkung des Protokollanten schließen kann, dass er das Zimmer 
verlassen wird, um Hilfe zu holen, auch wenn das gegen sämtliche 
Abkommen der Desastertourism-Agentur verstößt (ebd. 26).  

Dieses Kapitel ist in Form des Protokolls von vier Sitzungen verfasst. 
Die öffentlichen Medien und ihre Rhetorik spielen hier eine sehr 
wichtige Rolle. Es werden unterschiedliche Floskeln und 
Redewendungen aus dem medialen Diskurs verwendet. Die Autorin 
nimmt aus dem Alltagsdiskurs solche Sequenzen und benutzt sie in 
reformulierter Form in ihrem Text. Auf diese Weise inszeniert sie ein 
Katastrophenszenario, wobei die wirkliche Katastrophe ausbleibt, 
zumindest in der Form, in der die Figuren sie erwarten, nämlich in der 
Form eines bekannten Szenarios aus Katastrophenfilmen.  

Röggla benutzt in diesem Kapitel abwechselnd die Technik der 
direkten und der indirekten Rede, wobei die indirekte Rede im 
Konjunktiv vorherrscht. Der Text ist in der Er-Form wiedergegeben und 
vermittelt direkt oder indirekt die Stimmen der Übungsteilnehmer, vor 
allem des Gruppenleiters. Er ist also der, der in diesem Kapitel spricht, 
aber auch seine Worte wurden größtenteils in der indirekten Rede im 
Konjunktiv wiedergegeben. Man findet auch die Stimmen der anderen 
Teilnehmer, wie z. B. Keglevic, Strebitz oder Vierzig, die auch in der 
indirekten Rede angeführt wurden. Das sind die Figuren, die im Text 
sprechen. Es bleibt aber unklar, wer hier erzählt, d.h. wer die 
Erzählinstanz ist. Ist das der Protokollant oder ist das jemand anderer? 
Durch die Verwendung der indirekten Rede distanziert sich diese 
unbestimmte und unbekannte Erzählinstanz sowohl von dem Gesagten 
als auch von den dargestellten Ereignissen.  

Das zweite Kapitel die ansprechbare thematisiert ein nächtliches 
Telefongespräch. Zwei Frauenfiguren tauchen auf. Die 
Sprechpositionen 2  lassen sich schwer entschlüsseln. Obwohl die 

                                                 
2 An dieser Stelle möchte ich mich nochmals bei Karin Krauthausen für die 
freundliche Zusendung ihrer Studie „Wette auf die Wirklichkeit. Erzählkalkül in 
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Situation im Paratext als „krefeld, elisabethstraße 52, nachts um zwei 
am telefon“ (ebd. 29) lokalisiert wird, handelt es sich hier um kein 
Telefongespräch, sondern vielmehr um etwas Anderes. Die erste Frau 
kann als Ich-Erzählerin bezeichnet werden. Ihre Gesprächspartnerin 
übernimmt die Funktion der Zuhörerin. Die Ich-Erzählerin spricht, aber 
nicht in der direkten Rede, sondern die Gesprächspartnerin berichtet, 
was in diesem Dialog vom Ich gesagt wird, aber auch ihre Rede ist nicht 
in der direkten Rede wiedergegeben. Diese Sprechsituation kann als ein 
Bericht in Form des Monologs der Gesprächspartnerin verstanden 
werden. In diesen Monolog sind die Aussagen des Ich im Konjunktiv 
integriert. Karin Krauthausen betont, dass es sich hier um einen 
„eskalierenden Konjunktiv“ (2019, 173) geht. Wegen dieser 
komplizierten Sprechsituation wird das Ich in diesem Kapitel als „eine 
art telefongespenst, ein phantom, das nur in den reaktionen der 
anderen lebt[...], in den paniken, die [es] auslöst[...]. eine art 
sprachrückkoppelung, ein akustischer rest“ (ebd. 50) bezeichnet.  

Das Thema des Kapitels ist der Klimawandel bzw. eine hysterische 
Angst vor möglichen Klimakatastrophen. Die Ich-Erzählerin ist in einem 
Zustand der permanenten Alarmiertheit und warnt vor bevorstehenden 
Untergangsszenarien. Die Gesprächspartnerin nimmt eine andere 
Position, nämlich sie versucht, die Situation abzumildern.  

In einigen Abschnitten ist der vorwurfsvolle Ton auffällig, der auf 
die Unvereinbarkeit zweier Positionen hinweist, weil es um die 
Gegenüberstellung zweier Interpretationen verschiedener 
Umweltphänomene geht (Chamayou-Kuhn 149). Die Mahnrufe der Ich-
Erzählerin wurden von der Gesprächspartnerin, die zugleich ihre 
Freundin ist, nicht ernst genommen, weil ihre permanente Alarmiertheit 
zur Folge hat, dass ihr niemand mehr zuhört und dass die 
Reaktionsbereitschaft sinkt (ebd. 39). Im Gespräch wird die Ich-
Erzählerin als „kassandra“ angesprochen, „und zwar [als] eine doppelte 
kassandra, keine einbahnstraßenkassandra, nein, eine kassandra, die in 
beide richtungen geh[t]. denn weder hör[t] man [ihr] zu noch hör[t sie] 
zu“ (ebd.  39). Indem die Autorin die bekannte Wahrsagerin aus der 
antiken Mythologie erwähnt, spielt sie auf die wahre Aussagen der Ich-
Erzählerin an. Das Problem ist, dass ihr keiner glaubt. Das Kapitel endet 
mit dem Tod der Freundin in „einem durch die überhitzung ausgelösten 
kabelbrand“ (ebd. 52). Die Prophezeihung der Ich-Erzählerin erweist sich 
als wahr, ihre Angst als begründet. Die Freundin verstand die Gefahr 

                                                 
die ansprechbare und Der Wiedereintritt in die Geschichte I von Kathrin Röggla“ 
herzlich bedanken.  
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nicht als real und stirbt im Brand, weil sie das Haus nicht rechtzeitig 
verlassen hat. Die Autorin unterstreicht die Dramatik der Todesszene:  

ich werde ihr doch nicht sagen, dass die fehlende 
reaktionsbereitschaft in eine fehlende reaktionsmöglichkeit 
umschlage, und ihr von irgendwelchen möglichen schmerzen 
erzählen, die einsetzen könnten, demnächst einsetzen würden 
oder gar schon eingesetzt hätten, schmerzen, die daraus 
resultierten, dass ein dekompositionsprozess begonnen habe, der 
beginne, wenn die lunge schlappmache. (Ebd. 53) 

 
Die oben angeführten Worte von der fehlenden 

Reaktionsbereitschaft zeigen sich als wahr. Übertriebenes und ständiges 
Gerede über das Katastrophische führt dazu, dass der Mensch nicht 
mehr in der Lage ist, die reale Gefahr zu erkennen und sie als solche 
wahrzunehmen, weswegen er trotz aller Alarmbereitschaft nicht mehr 
rechtzeitig und richtig reagiert. Die Gesprächspartnerin ist in dieser 
gefährlichen Situation nicht mehr imstande, „die vernünftigen von den 
unvernünftigen ängsten zu trennen“ (ebd. 48) und obwohl die Ich-
Erzählerin an den „gesunden menschenverstand“ (ebd. 51) appeliert, 
ignoriert sie die Gefahr und stirbt deswegen.  

In vielen Textpassagen bedient sich die Ich-Erzählerin der 
fachspezifischen Termini aus dem naturwissenschaftlichen Diskurs, 
obwohl sie keine Expertin in diesem Bereich ist.  Mit diesem Verfahren 
weist Röggla auf das sekundäre Expertentum hin (vgl. Krauthausen 
2009) und kritisiert auf diese Weise den Hang der Menschen 
heutzutage, dass sich alle als Experten deklarieren. Dass dieses Thema 
für sie sehr wichtig ist, zeigt der Umstand, dass sie auch in anderen 
Kapiteln des Buches auf dieses Thema eingeht, z. B. in den Kapiteln der 
übersetzer und wilde jagd.  

Das dritte Kapitel der übersetzer  beschäftigt sich mit dem Thema 
des Übersetzens, aber nicht im sprachwissenschaftlichen, sondern im 
wirtschaftlichen Sinne. Der Paratext situiert die Handlung „im 
seminarraum des weiterbildungsinsituts 'WCR' (chansen und risiken) in 
einem ehemaligen fabrikgebäude in oberschöneweide, fortlaufend seit 
september 2008“ (ebd. 55). Eine monologisierende männliche Figur ist 
die Hauptfigur des Textes. Er hat die Aufgabe einer nicht namentlich 
genannten und nicht näher bestimmten  weiblichen Figur das 
Fachvokabular aus dem Wirtschaftsbereich zu übersetzen, d.h. ihr die 
wirtschaftlichen Fachtermini zu erläutern. Das Thema dieses 
Textabschnittes ist die Wirtschaftskrise und ihre Folgen. Der ganze Text 
ist ein großer Monolog der männlichen Figur. Er ist in der indirekten 
Rede verfasst. Die weibliche Figur ist die Erzählinstanz, da der Monolog 
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der männlichen Figur aus ihrer Perspektive wiedergegeben wird. In 
dieser Funktion der Ich-Erzählerin hat auch sie die Aufgabe des 
Übersetzens, da sie seine Rede auf ihr verständliche Weise wiederholen 
muss.  

Schon am Anfang des Textes macht der Wirtschaftsexperte einen 
klaren Unterschied zwischen sich und seiner „Schülerin“, indem er 
betont, dass er ihr alles übersetzen bzw. erklären muss und dass er das 
nicht freiwillig macht. Wegen der Wirtschaftskrise, oder wie er sagt 
„vertrauenskrise“ (ebd. 56), wurde er zurückgestuft und muss jetzt diese 
Nachhilfestunde absolvieren, obwohl er „bisher ein 
wirtschaftseinserschüler“ (ebd. 56) war. Der ganze Text ist voll von 
Phrasen, Floskeln und Metaphern aus dem Diskurs der Wirtschaftskrise. 
Auf diese Weise zeigt die Autorin, welchen Einfluss die Krisennarrative 
auf das alltägliche Leben haben. Er kann überhaupt nicht verstehen, 
dass „die einfachsten begriffe“ (ebd. 57) wie die Kreditklemme, der 
Ölpreis oder Minuserwartungen für sie keine Bedeutung haben.  

Durch sein Expertenwissen distanziert er sich sowohl von der 
Zuhörerin, die keine wirtschaftlichen Kenntnisse hat, als auch von 
weiteren Figuren im Seminarraum, von „pleitiers, konkursvögel, 
insolvenzhasen“ (ebd. 60), die behaupten, dass die Welt untergeht und 
die ständig auf der Suche nach „irgendeiner parallelkatastrophe [sind], 
um ihre eigene katastrophale geschäftssituation zu verdecken“ (ebd. 
60). Er distanziert sich auch von gewissen Meinungen und Äußerungen, 
die er übersetzen soll, indem er unterstreicht, dass an einigen Stellen 
nicht er selbst spricht, sondern nur übersetzt, und dass es nicht seine 
Positionen sind, die er vertritt und dass er Dinge sagt, die er persönlich 
nicht meint (ebd. 63). Damit betont er seine eigenen Fachkompetenzen, 
aber auch seine Rolle des Vermittlers bzw. Übersetzers.  

Mit dem überstürzten Verschwinden ihrer Vorgängerin und mit 
seiner Behauptung, dass sie drinnen sicher sind, während draußen nicht 
ungefährlich ist, sind Motive angesprochen, die man auch im ersten 
Kapitel findet.  

Seine dramatische Schilderung der Situation führt dazu, dass er die 
weibliche Figur in Panik versetzt und schließlich bei ihr eine Depression 
diagnostiziert. Er erwähnt spektakuläre Selbstmorde aus den Zeitungen, 
womit er auf ihren Selbstmord anspielt und bietet ihr sogar die Hilfe.  

Angst, Arbeitslosigkeit, Verwirrtheit, Passivität, Panik, Depression, 
Selbstmord sind Motive, die die Autorin in diesem Text als Folgen der 
Wirtschaftskrise thematisiert. Der Mensch ist in dieser Welt verloren 
und sieht keinen Ausgang aus dieser Situation. Obwohl das Thema des 
Kapitels die Wirtschaftskrise ist, geschieht die reale Katastrophe im 
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Hintergrund, im Leben des Menschen und hinterlässt ernste Folgen wie 
Arbeitslosigkeit, Depression und erhöhte Zahl von Selbstmorden.  

 
Schlussfolgerung 
Die drei analysierten Kapitel inszenieren unterschiedliche 

Katastrophen: im ersten sind es potenzielle Naturkatastrophen, die 
ausbleiben, im zweiten die panische oder hysterische Angst verursacht 
durch Klimakatastrophennarrative und im dritten die große 
Wirtschaftskrise. Diese Themen, sowie eine ganze Reihe der anderen, 
von denen die Autorin in anderen Kapiteln des Buches schreibt, wurden 
durch die ersten Sätze des Buches vorweggenommen. Erzähltheoretisch 
ist auffällig die konsequente Kleinschreibung, die Verwendung des 
Konjunktivs und das Erzählerische-Ich. Dieses Ich aber erzählt nie in 
seinem Namen d.h. es spricht nie direkt, sondern seine Worte wurden 
durch eine andere Perspektive wiedergegeben. Meistens geht es um 
eine Zuhörer-Perspektive, die die Worte des Ich aus ihrer Perspektive 
wiedergibt. Durch die Verwendung des Konjunktivs distanziert sich die 
Erzählinstanz sowohl von den dargestellten Ereignissen als auch vom 
Gesagten.  

In jedem Text wurde eine andere mediale Situation inszeniert: im 
ersten sind das die Sitzungen der Übungsgruppe in einem Hotel, im 
zweiten geht es um ein nächtliches Telefongespräch und im dritten ist 
es eine Nachhilfestunde in Sachen Wirtschaft. Alle Figuren sind keine 
typischen Figuren, sie haben keine persönliche Identität, sondern sie 
sind vielmehr Stimmen, die auf bestimmte Gesellschaftsphänomene 
hinweisen. Es tauchen wenige Figuren auf, meistens zwei, womit die 
Autorin die Gesprächssituation und Kommunikation simulieren will. 
Diese Kommunikation bleibt aus, da die Gesprächssituationen die 
Monologe einer Figur sind. In allen Texten ist das Verschwinden von 
Figuren auffällig. Die Katastrophe ereignet sich oft im Hintergrund. Alle 
Kapitel haben ein tragisches Ende, explizit dargestellt oder nur 
angedeutet. Figuren sind in allen Szenarien keine Akteure sondern nur 
Zuschauer oder Opfer der Geschehnisse, worauf die Autorin in ihren  
poetologischen Texten schon hingewiesen hat. Röggla reflektiert in 
ihren Texten viele Phänomene und Anomalien der heutigen Gesellschaft 
und versucht, die Leser zum kritischen Nachdenken anzuregen.  
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DISASTER SCENARIOS IN KATHRIN RÖGGLA'S DIE ALARMBEREITEN 
 
The paper delves into how Kathrin Röggla, an Austrian author, approaches the 
problem of tackling the topic of catastrophe in her book die alarmbereiten 
published in 2010. Röggla, nowadays considered one of the most socially 
committed and engage authors in Germany’s contemporary literature domain, 
deals relentlessly with such issues as crisis, catastrophe, alarmism and fear in 
modern-day society. The media occupies one of the most pivotal roles in this 
process. 

Hurricanes, floods, tornadoes, extreme cold, unbearable heat and 
attendant fires, volcanic eruptions are just some of the natural disasters the 
world endured during the preceding year and all of which was easily accessible 
and covered in detail in print and electronic media. We should not forget the 
political crises, for instance the one in Afghanistan or the migrant crisis on the 
border between Belarus and the European Union. The conflict concerning 
Ukraine and the economic crisis regarding the blockade of the Suez Canal, just 
to mention a few. Based on of these examples, it is clear that the themes of 
crisis and catastrophe are permanently present in modern life. On a global 
scale, the world has been grappling with a dire crisis, for almost two years now 
- the coronavirus pandemic. It is easy to see how the world has changed and 
quite significantly over the course of the ongoing pandemic. It is also celar that 
all these phenomena lead to consequences in the lives of all of us. The state of 
emergency has actually become a normal state. 

Austrian author Kathrin Röggla writes about many of these topics in her 
book die alarmbereiten. In the seven chapters, she constantly re-enacts settings 
and circumstances in which a person must be readily prepared for a new crisis 
or catastrophe. The media have a special role in this discourse, portraying the 
crisis in such a way so as to reaffirm that in today's world and society, 
humankind can no longer feel safe and has a persistent feeling that life and 
existence are permanently threatened. In addition to literary works, the author 
deals with the issue of catastrophe and crisis in many poetic texts, essays and 
interviews. The author, born in 1971 in Salzburg, has lived and worked in Berlin 
since 1992. She has won numerous awards, including the Bruno Kreisky Award 
for Political Book (2004), and the New York-Stipendium des Deutschen 
Literaturfonds, which seems to have had a particularly meaningful impact on 
the author's choice to write about crisis, disaster and the media. Owing to 
aforementioned award, Röggla accidentally happened to be in New York on 
September 11, 2001, just a few blocks from the attack. In numerous articles, 
she underscores that she was fascinated by catastrophes even before that 
event, but that her personal presence at the events in New York influenced her 
in the sense that the state of emergency after the attack was most interesting 
for her because she wanted to see how American society, the media, politicians 
and civil society would react to the catastrophe, and how they dealt with this 
new reality since in fact their reaction to the what had occurred is a story about 
their society. The author often points out that she actually writes about our 
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everyday life and how that everyday life is increasingly determined by the 
"grammar of catastrophe". It is precisely this "grammar of catastrophe" that 
interests her most. The language she incorporates plays a very important role 
in her works. Röggla believes that in modern times, citizens no longer feel like 
citizens, but like figures who helplessly observe events: either as spectators or 
as victims. In such situations, a person feels insignificant and too small to do 
anything on their own. She insists on writing all her works in lower case, in the 
conjunctive and in indirect speech: the self-narrator no longer appears as 
someone who speaks directly, but others speak on their behalf. 

The book die alarmbereiten is a remake of the play worst case performed 
in 2008. And the chapter wilde jagd is based on the play die beteiligten. Before 
the text was published in the form of a book, the author presented the text to 
the public as a radio play of the same name, which was chosen as the radio 
drama of the month in August 2009. 

The aim of this article is to analyze the first three chapters of this book in 
terms of content and narrative theory. This is interesting first and foremost 
because there is no traditional narrator in the text. The traditional 
understanding of the instance narrated about is framed in indirect speech and 
recalibrated. It is differently made evident what someone said about someone 
else at the time of a given situation. It is often reported from the I-perspective 
in the conjunction with what others have said about the I-figure. At the same 
time, the I-figure is often criticized, objections are made at the expense of, but 
the I-figure per se never speaks. From the aspect of theory, this is a very 
interesting technique employed by the author. Regarding this technique, she 
herself said that there is one constant in the book, namely the I that narrates. 
It is constituted viewpoint of others: it is often demonized, ignored and 
condemned. It can be surmised that the figures in this book are not classic and 
they have no personal identity since they do not speak for themselves. The title 
itself suggests that this is a group of people who are always ready to react in 
various crisis / alarming situations and who are always ready to wait for the 
next disaster. Alarmed people who constantly reckon with the worst. 

Röggla opens the book, and at the same time the first chapter die zuseher 
with sentences that associate the reader with prospective impending 
catastrophes such as fires, floods, stormy winds, and so forth. This text is in 
italics and resembles instructions for actors in theater performances; it is 
preceded by a drawing by Oliver Grajewski. The drawing can be associated with 
both the title of this chapter and the opening sentences. An unspecified 
narrative instance alludes to the possible or real impending catastrophes. That 
voice sounds prophetic and terrifies the reader. The initial formulation, which 
is repeated over and over again, may correspond to the title of the chapter 
through the position of perception, but these anticipations of future 
catastrophes can also refer to the content of other chapters of the book. 

In the third section, this indefinite and undefined position changes and the 
view and focuses on the recipients who observe certain events. They are 
present for them, but they are not affected by the events, and therefore they 
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do not understand them and feel bored. But the question is: Is that really the 
case? 

After these lines, the picture changes completely and the reader is 
confronted with the protocols of the four sessions. The events are set in a hotel 
in Los Angeles, where a group of business representatives is conducting an 
exercise to simulate behavior in the event of an impending disaster. From the 
first protocol, it appears that the planned leader of the group has disappeared, 
and together with him, the protocol. From the following pages we learn that 
the leadership of the group is taken over by another person, while it remains 
unclear whether the designated leader disappeared because he did not follow 
the rules or his disappearance is the first task that the group needs to 
successfully overcome. The group aims to devise certain strategies on how to 
best respond to a disaster by observing parking in front of a shopping mall and 
the behavior of people in the event of a disaster. Since the new group leader is 
not trained for the job, he uses familiar patterns from movies and stories to try 
to organize the group and motivate it to take an active part in the situation. But 
nothing happens in the parking lot of the shopping center, the group gets bored 
and one by one the participants leave the sessions, while it also remains unclear 
whether the disappearance of some members of the group is a predetermined 
scenario or happens because individuals do not cooperate. It is interesting that 
the participants in the exercise are completely focused on the events they are 
observing, that is. They are fully focused on the future. They completely miss 
the fact that they themselves are part of the scenario that is happening in the 
present, that is. That someone observes them and their reactions. This is 
unambiguously demonstrated in Oliver Grajewski’s illustration where one 
female person sits or lies watching the multitude of screens in front of her on 
which something is happening. In the end, the leader of the group is left alone 
with the protocol officer and cannot believe that this is the end of the exercise. 
In such an outcome, he is the only one to whom something tragic is happening, 
which we learn from the words of the protocol officer, who reports that after 
the protocol is over, he must seek help, although it is against certain rules of 
the agency. 

This scenario is undeniably reminiscent of present-day reality shows – 
possibly a critical note of Röggla's text. Also, he confirms the author's words 
that today we are all either observers or victims of events, and not active 
participants. I is equally clear that the scenarios of narratives about 
catastrophes are so ingrained in the consciousness of modern man that in 
anticipation of such spectacular scenarios we are unable to recognize a 
catastrophe that unfolds before our very eyes. 

This chapter is written in the form of the minutes of four sessions of the 
group and it alternately uses the technique of direct and indirect speech, with 
indirect speech in the conjunctiva predominating. The chapter, according to the 
nature of the protocol, is written on-form and directly or indirectly conveys the 
voices of the exercise participants, mostly the group leader. But his words are 
often given in indirect speech in the conjunctiva, which is a means of distancing 
oneself from the events themselves, but also from the words spoken. The votes, 
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therefore, belong to the participants in the seminar, but it is not clear which 
narrative instance transmits their votes, that is. Who narrates? 

The second chapter die ansprechbare is about a night phone conversation. 
Two female figures appear. In the text, we learn that the two of them are 
friends and that this is just one of the many phone conversations they have. 
The first female figure is marked as a self-narrator, from which it could be 
concluded that the situation is presented from her perspective. But she does 
not narrate in her own name, that is. Her words are not transmitted directly, 
but are given from the perspective of her telephone interlocutor. As a self-
narrator, she makes a series of apocalyptic predictions about natural disasters 
that threaten in the near future or have already begun, and are caused by 
climate change. Among other things, water and fire are themed, and that will 
prove to be an anticipation of future events. This female figure bases her panic 
fears on the statements of experts, ie. He transfers them from the second hand, 
and Röggla draws attention to the events in modern society, where we find 
many self-proclaimed and self-proclaimed experts, by thematizing this 
"secondary expert knowledge". The importance of this topic to the author is 
evidenced by the fact that the issue of this secondary expert knowledge is dealt 
with in other chapters of this book. The self-narrator of this second chapter is 
in a constant state of emergency, while her interlocutor tries to alleviate her 
fears and predictions. In the continuation, this self-figure is named as 
Cassandra, and the mention of the famous prophetess from antiquity who 
predicted the apocalyptic events that will really follow, and which no one 
believed, has a certain role in predicting the tragic end of the interlocutor. In an 
effort to relativize the fears of the narrative self, she does not react at the right 
time and in the right way to the real danger - fire - and dies due to inadequate 
treatment in a state of real catastrophe. 

Consistent lowercase writing and the use of conjunctives also characterize 
this chapter. The issue of narrative instance is very complex in this part of the 
text. Although it is stated that this is a telephone conversation between two 
friends, the word "conversation" can hardly be used to describe what is being 
told in the text. It is actually a report of a telephone conversation. What is very 
unusual is that the narrative self does not speak in its own name anywhere, but 
the words of that narrative self are given from the perspective of the telephone 
interlocutor, who conveys the recapitulated words of the narrative self from all 
perspectives, giving them a certain emotional note.  

The third chapter der übersetzer deals with the issue of translation, 
focusing on the issue of the economic crisis. An unnamed translator has the task 
of referring an unnamed interlocutor to a professional economic or business 
vocabulary. Although the main protagonist of the chapter is a translator, he 
does not speak for himself anywhere in the text, but his words are conveyed in 
the form of a monologue by his "student". 

What all three chapters of the book have in common is that each of them 
deals with a different problem: potential natural disasters that do not occur, 
death due to fire or panic fear caused by climate change, and the great 
economic crisis. All these topics, as well as a number of others, which are 
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discussed in other chapters, are anticipated by the prophetic words from the 
beginning of the first chapter. From the aspect of the way of narration in the 
analyzed chapters, consistent writing in lower case is noticeable, the use of 
conjunctives, narrative self, but narrative self which never narrates in its own 
name, i.e., it is never directly announced, but his words are transposed through 
someone else's perspective, or through the perspective of a friend or through 
the perspective of a student. Also, a different media aspect was applied in all 
three chapters: in the first they were sessions, in the second a telephone 
conversation, and in the third a seminar / class. What all the figures have in 
common is that they are not typical figures, they do not have any personal 
identity, but are actually voices that indicate certain problems in society. A 
small number of voices appear, usually two, so the author simulates a speech 
situation, which is actually absent because that speech situation is reduced to 
a monologue of one of the voices. The texts are also characterized by the 
disappearance of figures, which is noticeable in all three texts. Together with 
all the analyzed chapters, a tragic end was realized or hinted at, in the second 
explicitly a fatal outcome. In all three scenarios, the figures are both / or 
observers and / or victims, as the author pointed out in her poetic texts. In this 
way, it points to the image of the society in which we live. 
 
Keywords: Kathrin Röggla, catastrophe, disaster, crisis, script, narrative, media, 
language, society 
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Abstract: Das Werk von Franz Kafka enthält mehrere Poetiken. Die Poetik der 

Detaillierung, des Surrealismus und der endlosen Interpretationen verschmelzen 

zur Poetik des Un/möglichen. Daher haben wir uns entschieden, der 

Interpretation genau ab dem Teil der Erzählung zu folgen, der später Teil des 

berühmten Romans Der Prozess wurde. Im Doppelverfahren stellten wir fest, 

dass wir uns in erster Linie mit der Entstehung des Gesetzes selbst beschäftigen 

sollten und dann, wie das vorgegebene Thema im Kunstwerk selbst, sowohl in 

der Erzählung als auch im Roman Der Prozess selbst, angewendet wird. In 

diesem Beitrag haben wir gezeigt, dass die Art der Definition des Rechts selbst 

mehrdeutig ist und daher auch so in der Praxis angewendet wird. Die Definition 

des Gesetzes impliziert jedoch Einheit und Allgemeinheit in der 

Anwendung. Das Gesetz hat in seiner Definition bereits Widerspruch in sich, 

kann also nicht allgemein und für alle gleich angewendet werden, sondern ganz 

im Gegenteil er führt in seiner Anwendung Deutungen welche änlich dem 

literarische sind. Gegeben, dass das Recht nicht allgemein angewendet wird, 

sondern als Individuum agiert, haben wir die Frage nach dem Status des 

Literarischen als solchen gestellt, der sich gerade aus der Geschichte des Roman 

Prozess ergibt. Da der Autor selbst das Recht nicht für einzigartig hält, sind wir 

zu der Erkenntnis gelangt, dass die Frage nach dem Stellenwert von Literatur 

und Fiktion im Allgemeinen interdisziplinär Zugang gestellt werden sollte. Mit 

theoretischen, analytischen, hermeneutischen Ansätzen haben wir dargestellt, 

dass es sich um eine Fiktion in der Fiktion handelt, eine Geschichte in einer 

Geschichte, die von der geschickten Hand des Autors vorgetragen wird und 

beweist, dass Literatur Fragen des Un/möglichen beantworten kann, die in ihrer 

Präsentation möglich wird. Mit anderen Worten, die Literatur beantwortet 

Fragen, die die menschliche Zivilisation von Anfang an beschäftigt haben, aber 

sie tut dies auf ihre eigene Weise. Es ist daher notwendig, tief in das Werk selbst 

einzutauchen, aber gleichzeitig an den Rändern festzuhalten, die uns Zivilisation 

und Kultur bieten. Die Literatur antwortet auf das Un/mögliche, indem sie sich 

mit der Philosophie und anderen wissenschaftlichen Disziplinen, die wir in der 

Arbeit vorgestellt haben, verbindet und sie zu einem eigenen sprachlichen Netz 

verbindet, das, wenn es entwirrt wird, Antworten auf Fragen der Identität von 

der literarischen bis zum Individuum, Verantwortung, Recht, Strafe, Vergebung 

und Geschenk welche, alle einzeln betrachtet führen zum Un/möglichen, zur 

Aporie, aber literarisch verbunden mit einigen der möglichen Antworten, die Teil 

der individuellen, aber auch der allgemeinen Geschichte der Menschheit werden. 
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I. 
Recht vor der Fiktion 
„Die ganze Kunst Kafkas besteht darin, den Leser zum erneuten Lesen zu 
zwingen. Seine Entfaltung oder das Fehlen von Entfaltungen führt zu 
Erklärungen, die nicht klar präsentiert werden und die, um begründet zu 
werden, die Geschichte aus einem neuen Blickwinkel lesen 
müssen. Manchmal gibt es eine doppelte Interpretationsmöglichkeit, 
weshalb es notwendig ist, es zweimal zu lesen. Das hat der Autor 
gesucht. [...] Gerade für Kafka ist es fair, seinem Spiel zuzustimmen und 
sich dem Roman durch die Form zu nähern.“ (Camus 1999: 165)  Hören 
wir auf den Rat von Albert Camus und nähern wir uns Kafkas Werk durch 
die Form, werden wir einer Form begegnen, die in neue Formen von 
Kunstwerken übergeht. Mit anderen Worten, wir werden Fiktion in 
Fiktion begegnen. Es ist ein Beispiel für die Anpassung einer 
Kurzgeschichte, die unabhängig veröffentlicht wurde, aber auch von F. 
Kafka in den Roman Der Prozess eingefügt wurde. Mit der 
Verschmelzung der Eigenständigkeit des Ganzen und des Romanteils 
stellte sich die Frage, wie diese Verschmelzung zu interpretieren ist. Ist 
der Teil wichtiger als das Ganze, hat sich das Ganze durch die Einführung 
des Werkes verändert, oder vielleicht handelt es sich  um etwas ganz 
anderes. Ganz sicher ist es etwas anderes, das wir wiederum 
verständlicherweise als unser Eigenes betrachten. Fragen wir uns, was 
unser Gesetz ist, das für jeden Einzelnen gilt. Nichts und alles. Wie ist es 
möglich, dass das Gesetz einem Einzelnen alles gibt und ihm nichts 
erklärt und nicht auf seine Rechte verweist, die scheinbar nichts mit dem 
Gesetz zu tun haben. Jeder akzeptiert das Gesetz, weil er die Freiheit 
akzeptiert, die es mit sich bringt. Der Ursprung des Rechts hängt jedoch 
mit der von uns angestrebten Freiheit zusammen. So wie wir schwören, 
dass wir Freiheit haben und der Himmel über uns blau ist, schwören wir, 
dass das Gesetz uns schützt. Jedoch, die Frage ist, ob das Gesetz die 
Freiheit sicherstellt, an die wir so glauben, weil es Teil unserer Identität 
als Mensch ist, und ob wir Menschen bleiben, wenn wir unseren 
Glauben nicht dem Gesetz hingeben. Ob wir eine Freiheit haben, die 
niemand aufgeben würde, zeigte uns F. Kafka sowohl in der Erzählung 
"Vor dem Gesetz" als auch im Roman "Prozess". In Franz Kafkas Werk 
„Der Prozess“ lässt sich die berechtigte Frage stellen, was literarisch ist 
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und was nicht. Sind die Fragen und Themen rund um die Literatur immer 
die, die dazu gehören oder handelt es sich um andere Themen aus 
anderen Wissenschaftsbereichen? Handelt es sich um andere Themen, 
in diesem Fall um das Thema Recht, stellt sich die Frage, ob Literatur an 
sich legitim ist. Da sie sich mit Rechtsfragen beschäftigt, wäre die 
Literatur kein legitimes Feld für diese Art von Studium. Die Literatur 
beschäftigt sich jedoch mit der aporischen Frage nach der Entstehung 
des Rechts und der Möglichkeit seiner Anwendung, also der Nähe und 
Kenntnis des Rechts. Damit tritt die Rechtsfrage in den literarischen 
Bereich ein, und die Literatur bietet darüber hinaus mögliche Antworten 
auf die aporische Unmöglichkeit der Definition des Rechts und seiner 
Entstehung. Die Literatur tut dies, indem sie erklärt, eine Geschichte 
erschafft, wo es praktisch unmöglich ist, das Wesen eines 
widersprüchlichen Gesetzes logisch zu erklären. Diesen Widersprüchen 
begegnen wir in der Erzählung "Vor dem Gesetz", die unabhängig aber 
auch als Teil des Romans "Prozess" veröffentlicht wurde. Eines davon ist 
das Dilemma, dem der Charakter eines Bauern, der an der Tür des 
Gesetzes wartet, begegnet. Wenn das Gesetz allgemein und für alle 
gleich ist, warum gilt es dann nicht für ihn als Individuum? Diese Frage 
hängt mit der Entstehung des Gesetzes zusammen. Wenn der Ursprung 
des Rechts klar ist, gilt auch das, was sich aus dem gegebenen Ursprung 
ergibt, und ist unzweifelhaft. Der Ursprung des Gesetzes liegt jedoch im 
Geheimen und ist äußerst zweideutig. Das literarische Werk antwortet 
auf dieses Geheimnis mit seiner Schreibweise und der Schaffung einer 
eigenen Poetik des Antwortens. Der erste Plan, auf dem wir das sehen 
können, ist strukturell-semantisch. Die Erzählung ist auch Teil des 
Romans selbst und ist eigenständig entstanden, was bedeutet, dass die 
dekonstruktionistischen Vorstellungen von Präsenz und Abwesenheit in 
Kraft traten, also in der literarischen Tradition das Verhältnis von Text 
und Kontext. Die Erzählung verhält sich wie etwas Äußeres in Bezug auf 
den Roman "Prozess", also im üblichen Sinne als Kontext. Zugleich ist es 
Teil des Prozesses und damit von innerem Charakter und stellt natürlich 
einen Text dar. Der Kontext ist dann nicht etwas außerhalb des Textes, 
sondern im Gegenteil ein Teil davon. Damit ging der Kontext in den Text 
selbst ein, und das Äußere und Innere als eng begrenzte Felder im Sinne 
getrennter Einheiten existierten nicht mehr. Der Kontext steht bereits 
im Text. So ermöglicht die Struktur des Textes eine neue Wahrnehmung 
von Textualität. Der Text kann nicht nur Teile aus der Kultur, der Kunst, 
sogar der gesamten Zivilisation erhalten, sondern auch solche Teile, die 
in der Regel anderen wissenschaftlichen Feldern und Disziplinen 
zuzuordnen wären. Die eigentliche Struktur des Textes führt uns zur 
Ausgangsfrage, nämlich dass die literarische Art und Weise, mit aporiten 
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Fragen eine Geschichte zu verbinden und eine Geschichte zu schaffen, 
eine der Möglichkeiten ist, das Un/mögliche zu beantworten, zu dem, 
was wir auf einem der ersten Wege des Wissens nicht lösen oder 
begreifen können, und das ist der intellektuelle Weg. Es impliziert die 
Zerlegung in Tatsachen und dann deren Wiedervereinigung zu einem 
neuen logisch zusammenhängenden Ganzen. Die Tatsache, dass die 
Geschichte sowohl im Text als auch außerhalb des Gesetzes "Vor dem 
Gesetz" ist, daher sowohl als Teil als auch als Ganzes funktioniert, lässt 
uns darüber nachdenken, wie wir die Lektüre dieses wiederholten 
"Werks" mit dem Titel "Vor dem Gesetz". Wiederholung wird nicht um 
ihrer selbst willen gegeben, noch wird sie „wiederholt”. Im Gegenteil, 
zwischen der wiederholten Arbeit im Roman und der Erzählung selbst 
öffnet sich ein intertextueller Raum, in dem eine Kommunikation 
zwischen den Texten stattfindet. Der Dialog ist so angelegt, dass in ihm 
die verschiedenen Interpretationsweisen des Lesers dieses scheinbar 
unzugänglichen Textes geschaffen werden. Die Leser sind sehr aktiv 
daran beteiligt, ihre eigenen Interpretationen nicht nur des Textes, 
sondern auch des Rechtsbegriffs zu erstellen und zu schreiben. Das 
Gesetz erlaubt ihnen dies jedoch sowohl in diesem Text als auch im 
wirklichen Leben hinsichtlich seiner Auslegung. Auf semantischer Ebene 
haben wir die Themen rund um den Umgang mit dem Recht sowie den 
"Prozess" wiederholt, in dem diese Geschichte sowohl zentral als auch 
marginal ist, in dessen Textstruktur die Hauptfigur Josef K. nach 
Möglichkeiten sucht, sich zu verteidigen vor Gericht, das gegen ihn 
geführte Verfahren, das ich selbst behaupte, ist schlecht. Auf der dritten 
sprachlichen Ebene, die mit den ersten beiden, strukturell und 
semantisch, verflochten ist, trifft man auf die Bedeutung des Begriffs 
„Vor dem Gesetz“. Im Alltag hört man aber auch oft in diversen 
Verfilmungen, in denen die Handlung in ein Gerichtsverfahren 
verwandelt wird, dass jemand vor dem Gerichtssaal steht. Angeklagter, 
Staatsanwalt, Rechtsanwalt usw. Also vor etwas zu stehen als eine Art 
Respekt davor. Vor diesem „Gerichtssaal“, davor und nicht darin, wird 
die Prozessfrage geklärt, ob der Angeklagte schuldig ist oder nicht, ob es 
Strafen gibt oder nicht. Mit anderen Worten, Gerechtigkeit wird nicht 
durch das Gesetz oder seine Anwendung erlangt, sondern vor dem Ort, 
an dem das Gesetz angewendet wird und zu dem weder der Angeklagte 
noch der Verteidiger noch der Staatsanwalt Zugang haben, es sei denn, 
das Gericht gibt dies an oder der Richter als sein enger Vertreter ruft 
nicht an. Das Gesetz wird nicht dort umgesetzt, wo wir es erwarten, 
zugänglich und sichtbar, sondern im Gegenteil vor diesem Ort. Mit 
anderen Worten, symbolisch ist das Gesetz nicht dort, wo es 
hingehört. Und wo genau gehört das Gesetz? Hier wären zwei 
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Meinungen hilfreich. Einer ist der von Kants, der behauptet, dass das 
Gesetz in uns lebt wie der Sternenhimmel über uns. Der zweite Typus, 
der der Entwicklung der menschlichen Spezies nahe steht, findet sich in 
den Arbeiten von S. Freud, die sich auch auf die Schaffung und 
Aufbringung von Sittengesetzen beziehen. Freud untersucht das 
Moralgesetz primitiver Gemeinschaften, das später in das Gesetz 
zivilisierter Gemeinschaften übersetzt wurde. Am Anfang kämpften die 
Söhne in der Horde gegen den Vater des Tyrannen, sie wollten ihm die 
Macht nehmen, ihn töten und vom Thron entfernen und die Privilegien 
an sich ziehen, die der Vater als Herrscher hatte. Nachdem sie jedoch 
den Vater getötet haben, treten bei den Söhnen ambivalente Gefühle 
auf. Historische Forschung stellt und führt zu einer Beziehung zur 
unmöglichen Darstellung von Orten und Ereignissen, die den Ort 
aufzeigt, an dem das Gesetz entspringt und entsteht als 
Prohibition. Nach dieser Auffassung wäre der Ursprung des Gesetzes 
gelinde gesagt mehrdeutig. Auch die Freiheit, die es bietet.  Die 
Verfassung des Gesetzes ist dekonstruktivistischer Art.  Es wird 
erschaffen und in dieser Schöpfung wird es zerstört und 
ausgelöscht. Inwiefern? In dem Sinne, dass die Herkunft nicht einmalig 
ist und aus der Annahme der Einzigartigkeit des Rechts nicht abgeleitet 
werden kann, dass das Recht auf alle gleichermaßen anwendbar ist und 
dass es nach der einmaligen Herkunft allgemein in seinem Charakter 
ist. Daraus folgt, dass auch die Zeitebenen gestört sind. Was danach 
kommen soll, kommt vorher, und folglich werden auch kausale 
Zusammenhänge gestört oder verändert. Die Konsequenz kommt vor 
der Ursache. Von der Logik der Mimesis des Gesetzes herwürde es so 
aussehen. Die Söhne haben ihren Vater getötet, laut Freuds Geschichte 
aus dem Buch "Totem und Tabu", sie haben ein Vergehen begangen, und 
dann, nachdem sie ein Vergehen begangen hatten, stellten sie die Regel 
auf, dass wir uns nicht mehr so verhalten sollten. Das Vergehen kam vor 
den Regeln. Folge vor Ursache. Die Zeitlinien der Zukunft und der 
Vergangenheit verschmolzen und verwandelte die Gegenwart. Die 
Gegenwart hat das Recht verloren, zu dominieren, weil sie jetzt nicht 
mehr als das, was die Zeit definiert, erwähnt wird. Nachher, also die 
Zukunft Nachher, also die Zukunft, bestimmte, wie der Ursprung des 
Rechts festgestellt werden sollte. Freud erwähnt eine weitere Tatsache, 
die die von uns vertretenen Ansichten unterstützt. In der Regel sollte 
auch bei Gerechtigkeitsstatuen das Gesetz allgemein sein, d.h. die 
Gerechtigkeit wird bildlich dargestellt, eine Skala in den Händen tragend, 
die auf Gleichheit hinweist, während sie andererseits blind ist, was 
darauf hinweist, dass sie ist objektiv. Gleichheit und Blindheit machen 
Einsicht unmöglich, die sicherlich subjektiv wäre. Die Dualität, die die 
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Problematisierung der Blindheit als Gleichheit für alle im Sinne der 
Rechtsfunktionalität bestätigt, bezieht sich einerseits auf Freuds 
Erzählung über das Verhalten von Söhnen, andererseits verweist auf die 
Frage nach der Fiktionalität, die Kafkas Rechtsgeschichte aufwirft. Ist es 
eine Fiktion oder eine Geschichte über den Ursprung des Gesetzes? Die 
Geschichte selbst wirft gleichzeitig eine Frage auf: Es ist eine Geschichte 
über das Recht und eine Geschichte über die Fiktion. Es ist auch ein 
ironisches Spiel mit der Erscheinung des Gesetzes, das das Gericht 
bildhaft als Abbild des Wiegens und Wiegens mit verbundenen Augen 
darstellt. Da das Wiegen blind ist, wartet der Mann aus dem Dorf vor der 
Tür des Gesetzes auf unbestimmte Zeit bis zum Tod, ohne irgendein 
Gesetz, d.h. seine Anwendung, zu sehen. Ist das Gesetz gut verborgen, 
weil sein Ursprung geheim ist, oder sind diejenigen, die es anschauen, 
blind? Wie spiegelt sich die Dualität im Ursprung wider? Die Objektivität, 
die das Gesetz haben sollte, steht in Freuds Geschichte nicht an erster 
Stelle. Tatsächlich wurden die Söhne nach der Ermordung ihres Vaters 
emotional und widersprüchlich in ihrer Emotionalität. Anstatt die Tat zu 
bereuen, was die Frage aufwirft, was sie bereuen sollen, wenn sie es 
wollten und planten, zeigen sie Gefühle gegenüber dem verstorbenen 
Vater. Gefühle, die sie zu Lebzeiten ihres Vaters nicht zeigten. Mit 
anderen Worten, ein toter, abwesender, versteckter Vater wird noch 
stärker als zu seinen Lebzeiten. "Es geschah in der Form der Reue, es 
entstand ein Schuldbewusstsein, welches hier mit der gemeinsam 
empfundenen Reue zusammenfällt. Der Tote wurde nun stärker, als der 
Lebende gewesen war; all dies, wie wir es noch heute an 
Menschenschicksalen sehen.“ (Freud 1961: 173) Interessant ist auch das 
Verhältnis von Allgemeinheit, Zusammengehörigkeit zum Einzelnen. Nur 
das allgemeine Gesetz funktioniert, so wie nur vereinte Brüder den Vater 
eines Tyrannen stürzen können. "Die Berufung auf die Feier der 
Totemmahlzeit gestattet uns eine Antwort zu geben: Eines Tages taten 
sich die ausgetriebenen Brüder zusammen, erschlugen und verzehrten 
den Vater und machten so der Vaterhorde ein Ende. Vereint wagten sie 
und brachten zustande, was dem einzelnen unmöglich geblieben 
wäre. (Freud 1961: 171) Es ist notwendig, auf den Unterschied zwischen 
einer Einzelperson und assoziierten Männern hinzuweisen, die die 
Gewissheit und Allgemeinheit des Rechts darstellen, das später 
festgestellt wird. „Daß sie den Getöteten auch verzehrten, ist für den 
kannibalen Wilden selbstverständlich“. (Freud 1961: 171) „Die 
Totemmahlzeit, vielleicht das erste Fest der Menschheit, wäre die 
Wiederholung und die Gedenkfeier dieser denkwürdigen, 
verbrecherischen Tat, mit welcher so vieles seinen Anfang nahm, die 
sozialen Organisationen, die sittlichen Einschränkungen und die 
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Religion". Was Freud in Form von Religion erwähnt, könnte ein 
Sittengesetz in sein Ursprung sein. Aber solch ein ungegenständlicher, 
versteckter, verschobener Ort, gewendet vom ersten zum zweiten, vom 
Anfang bis zum Umweg, ist zugleich eine Geschichte über das Recht der 
Gerichtsbarkeit und eine Geschichte über das Recht der Fiktion. Wie wir 
denken oder wie sich der Hüter des Gesetzes vor unseren Augen 
präsentiert und wie ein Mann aus dem Dorf. Alles ist in einem 
verschobenen dekonstruktionistischen System, weil wir Details vor uns 
haben und nicht das Ganze oder den Anfang. Die ganze Geschichte 
handelt von der Tür des Gesetzes und dem Gesetz selbst, und wir 
erfahren, dass es verborgen ist, und die Beschreibung, die der Erzähler 
uns gibt, ist keine Beschreibung des Gesetzes, sondern eine 
Beschreibung von allem anderen, denen, die warten, diese die es 
behalten und diejenigen, die eingeladen werden, dies zu lesen, 
keineswegs aus dem Gesetz selbst. Wir erfahren etwas über das Gesetz 
nach den Angaben des Mannes aus dem Dorf und der Wache und deren 
gegenseitiges Gespräch. Die Wache wird durch die Metaphysik des 
Auges eines Mannes aus dem Dorf beschrieben. In dieser Metaphysik 
verschmolzen realistische Details, ähnlich der Poetik des Realismus, mit 
einer surrealen, gespenstisch imaginären Erscheinung, die die vorherige 
realistisch als Eindruck auf einen Mann aus dem Dorf hinterlässt. Die 
Realisten und Poetiken des Surrealismus haben sich bereits auf das 
Halbrealistische und Halbsurreale bezogen, also auf das nicht offene 
Wissen und die Herkunft des Gesetzessinns. Die Geschichte des Gerichts 
beginnt mit der Entstehungsgeschichte des Gesetzes. Die Bedeutung 
von Herkunft und Anwendung ist so vielfältig wie die Auslegung des 
Gerichts selbst, also des Gesetzes, vor dem uns der Charakter des 
Kaplans warnt, der Joseph K. sagt: "Täusche dich nicht,“ sagte der 
Geistliche. „Worin sollte ich mich denn täuschen?“ fragte K. „In dem 
Gericht täuschst du dich,“ sagte der Geistliche, „in den einleitenden 
Schriften zum Gesetz heißt es von dieser Täuschung: vor dem Gesetz 
steht ein Türhüter." (Kafka, 1925: 86).  

 
II. 
Der Leser vor dem Gesetz der Interpretation 
Der Leser steht auch an der Tür des Gesetzes des Lesens. Der 

Kaplan sagt es ihm direkt. So wie Jozef K. vom Gericht getäuscht wird, 
so wird der Leser von seinen Interpretationen getäuscht. Die 
Interpretationen sind vielfältig. Es gibt also keine einzige Interpretation, 
und der Leser steht immer vor dem Text und dem Gesetz seiner 
Struktur. Der sprachliche Ausdruck vor dem Gesetz wird oft 
wiederholt. In dieser Wiederholung gewinnt er Autonomie, die dadurch 
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entsteht, dass er in verschiedene Kontexte eintreten und in ihnen immer 
eine andere Bedeutung erlangen kann. Jeder Text sagt Jacques Derrida 
hat ihre eigenen Gesetze, aber gleichzeitig fügt der Leser dem 
Textgewebe einige ihrer eigenen Fäden hinzu. Zwischen dem 
Hinzufügen von Fäden und dem Erkennen des Gesetzes kommt der Text 
zu einer Rezeption, die sowohl lesen als auch schreiben ist, wobei die 
Kopula dazwischen zerrissen werden muss, weil lesen ist nicht 
schreiben. Es gibt eine doppelten Zug, durch der Leser sich praktisch auf 
der Ebene seiner Gegenwert den Gesetzen der Fiktion, der Entstehung 
der Geschichte zuwendet, aber auch die Geschichte des Gesetzes liest. 
Die Dualität der Fiktion zeigt sich bereits im ersten Zug des Lesers. Es ist 
wichtig zu betonen, dass der Erkenntnisprozess gleichzeitig stattfindet: 
Der Leser liest über das Gesetz und liest die Geschichte über das 
Gesetz. "Ein Text ist kein Text, es sei denn, er verbirgt vor dem ersten 
Blick auf den ersten Blick das Gesetz seiner Zusammenstellung und seine 
Spielregeln." (Derrida 1981: 63). Sie müssen auch Ihre eigenen Fäden 
hinzufügen. ”Adding, here, is nothing other than giving to read. One 
must manage to think this out: that it is not a question of embroidering 
upon text, unless one considers that to know how to embroider still 
means to have the ability to follow the given thread. That is, if you follow 
me, the hidden thread. If reading and writing are one, as is easily 
thought these days, if reading is writing, this oneness designates neither 
undifferentiatiated (con)fusion not identity at perfect rest; the is that 
couples reading with writing must rip apart.” (Derrida 1981: 63-64) Es ist 
notwendig, Paul de Man zu erwähnen, der sagt, dass Interpretation 
Blindheit (blindess)  ist, aber gleichzeitig, dass sie Einsicht (insight) ist 
und dass diese gleichzeitige Dualität, obwohl es nicht die beste Lösung 
ist, jedoch ist sie notwendig, weil am Ende die Interpretation es 
vollständig und eindeutig sein muss. Sie ist eine Einsicht in die 
semantischen Spiele des Textes, die den Text unter anderem literarisch 
machen, aber sie ist blind für all jene Einsichten in die Bedeutungen, die 
Interpreten und Leser ausschließen, damit die Interpretation einzigartig 
und logisch kohärent wäre. das ist verständlich. Paul de Man kommt 
jedoch zu dem Schluss, dass die Verfahren der interpretativen 
Reduktion auf ein gewisses Identitätsgefühl und die Ausdehnung dieser 
Identität auf das Ganze eines poetischen Textes, kurz die Verfahren der 
semantischen Reduktion und interpretativen Totalisierung, nach dem 
Dekonstruktion Theoretiker sind sie nicht illegitim. Im Gegenteil, sie sind 
unvermeidlich, bleiben aber dennoch blind, weil sie in interpretativen 
Reduktionen, Sinnzusammenlegungen die verschiedenen, subtilen 
semantischen und sonstigen Spielchen, die in jedem literarischen Text 
vorhanden sind, übersehen und ihn literarisch machen. Es gibt 
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verschiedene Möglichkeiten, wie der Leser den Gesetzestext 
interpretieren kann, alles wird Einsichten und Blindheit sein, aber nicht 
nur das Gesetz der Auslegung erlaubt es, sondern auch das Thema des 
Gesetzes von Kafkas Prosawerk "Prozess" und der Erzählung "Vor dem 
Gesetz". Gleichzeitig tut der Leser etwas Paradoxes: Er interpretiert den 
Roman vor dem Auslegungsgesetz und die Geschichte über das Gesetz 
vor Gericht. Für den Leser ist es sehr interessant, wie oft der sprachliche 
Ausdruck vor dem Gesetz wiederholt wird. Das erste Mal erfährt er, dass 
das Lesen der Gesetzesgeschichte ein Scherz ist. Er erhielt diese 
Information in einer komplexen Meta-Qualität, in der er ihm heimlich 
direkt mitteilte, dass er vom Gericht getäuscht werden könnte, und 
dann war diese Täuschung bereits im Buchstaben des Gesetzes 
festgeschrieben, der nichts geändert werden darf, keine Kommas oder 
in irgendeiner Form. So wie es geschrieben steht, muss es sein. Wie sich 
Erzählstränge und thematische Form zu Täuschung verflechten. 
Vor dem Gesetz steht eine Geschichte, die in den Roman eingefügt 
wird. Es existiert für sich, aber es wird im Roman zweimal wiederholt: 
zuerst in seiner Existenz innerhalb des Romans und dann in dem Satz, 
der von der Erzählung auf den Roman übertragen wird, und auf den 
ersten Blick ist es derselbe. Natürlich nicht, denn die Übertragung 
desselben führt nicht zum gleichen Ergebnis, sondern im Gegenteil, es 
gibt eine Änderung der Übertragung, die ganz andere 
Bedeutungsnuancen einführt. Mit anderen Worten, der Kontext ist 
bereits im Text, die Umgebung, die die Wiederholung mit sich bringt, 
setzt sich nun in anderer Form fest und verändert den gesamten 
Text. Der Titel der Geschichte lautet "Vor dem Gesetz", dann wird dieser 
Satz sowohl als Titel der eingegebenen Geschichte als auch als 
Anfangssatz in der Geschichte über das Gesetz innerhalb des Romans 
"Prozess" wiederholt. Die Geschichte des Gesetzes ist auf sich selbst 
gerichtet, um zu sagen, dass das Gesetz existiert, aber es hat keinen 
Ursprung und ist auch nicht allgemein. Was wir in dieser Wiederholung 
zuerst lernen, ist, dass der Hüter des Gesetzes der Pförtner ist, der vor 
der Tür des Gesetzes steht. Obwohl es keinen Ort gibt, hat das Gesetz 
einen Ursprung. Dieser Ursprung ist bewacht und verborgen und 
niemand kann sich ihm nähern, weil ständig Hindernisse auf dem Weg 
zum Zugang geschaffen werden. Der Pförtner des Gesetzes antwortet 
dem Mann aus dem Dorf, dass er trotz des Verbots versuchen soll, 
einzutreten, aber er muss sich daran erinnern, dass er, der Pförtner, 
mächtig und doch nur der niedrigste Wächter ist. „Von Saal zu Saal stehn 
aber Türhüter, einer mächtiger als der andere. Schon den Anblick des 
dritten kann nicht einmal ich mehr vertragen.“ [Kafka, 1925: 86] Vor dem 
Gesetz stehen die Pförtner und sie stehen als Hindernisse. Auf der 
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sprachlichen Ebene, die hier mit dem struktursemantischen Wächter 
verflochten ist, steht er jedoch nicht vor dem Gesetz und tritt ihm nicht 
entgegen, wie er es sollte, wenn heutzutage jemand im Gerichtssaal 
steht, sondern hinter dem steht Gesetz. Das Gesetz ist ihm also 
verborgen und muss noch enthüllt werden. Der Wachmann und der 
Mann aus dem Dorf sehen sich an, sodass sie beide dem Gesetz praktisch 
den Rücken kehren. „Da das Tor zum Gesetz offensteht wie immer und 
der Türhüter beiseitetritt, bückt sich der Mann, um durch das Tor in das 
Innere zu sehn. Als der Türhüter das merkt, lacht er und sagt: „Wenn es 
dich so lockt, versuche es doch trotz meines Verbotes hineinzugehn.“ 
[Kafka, 1925: 86] Der Mann schaut zurück zum Torhüter und seither ist 
das Gesicht des Torhüters vor seinen Augen. Sie spricht mit ihm, gibt ihm 
Geschenke, aber das Gesetz bleibt in ihrer verborgenen Gegenwart 
abwesend. Der Leser erkennt in der interpretativen Einsicht die 
Verschiebung und Durchdringung des realen Werkes als real, als 
referentielle Realität und Surrealismus, als Irrealität, und trifft in diesem 
Zusammenhang die Entscheidung, besser abzuwarten. Diese 
Entscheidung wird durch den realistisch beschriebenen Torwart 
beeinflusst. Ein Mann aus dem Dorf meint, dass das Gesetz jedem 
zugänglich sein sollte, aber er rechnete nicht mit solchen 
Schwierigkeiten. „als er jetzt den Türhüter in seinem Pelzmantel genauer 
ansieht, seine große Spitznase, den langen, dünnen, schwarzen, 
tartarischen Bart, entschließt er sich doch, lieber zu warten, bis er die 
Erlaubnis zum Eintritt bekommt.“[Kafka, 1925: 86] Der Auftritt des 
Torhüters im Menü des Realen und Surrealen bringt den Mann aus dem 
Dorf zum Warten. Dem Leser wird nun Warten angezeigt. Aus seinen 
literarischen Kenntnissen kann er schließen, dass das Warten praktisch 
das Ganze ist. In Übereinstimmung mit seinen Interpretationsfragen 
kommt er zu dem Schluss, dass ein Missverhältnis zwischen dem 
Ereignis, wie es in der klassischen Erzähltheorie dargestellt wird, und der 
Art und Weise besteht, wie das Ereignis in dieser Geschichte dargestellt 
wird. Das Ereignis ist der Träger der Geschichte, ohne es gibt es keine 
Geschichte. Natürlich kann eine andere Frage gestellt werden. Ist die 
Geschichte wichtiger als das Ereignis? H. Porter Abbott weist uns darauf 
hin, wenn er den Unterschied erwähnt, der im Englischen zwischen einer 
Geschichte und einer Handlung gemacht wird, d.h. zwischen einer 
Geschichte und einer Handlung. Die Handlung ist vielleicht noch 
bedeutsamer, denn wenn die Geschichte ohne die Ereignisse auskommt, 
kann die Handlung sicherlich nicht. Auch Wladimir Jakowlewitsch Propp 
wendet sich dieser Meinung zu, wenn er in "Morphology of a Fairy Tale", 
einem Strukturalisten par excellence, das Verb praktisch zum Motiv 
nimmt, denn weil es um Bewegung geht, also um Ereignisse im Ereignis 
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und macht eine ganze Reihe von Strukturschemata, in denen sich die 
Erzähleinheiten wiederholen. H. Porter Abbott wundert sich”what really 
comes first, the story or the discourse? It may look like there is a story 
out that pre-exists the narrative discourse and therefore is 'mediated' by 
it? But isn't this an illusion? After all  [...] the story only comes to life 
when it is narrativized. For Jonathan Culler, there is at bottom an 
ambiguity here which will never be resolved. He calls it the 'the double 
logic' of narrative, since at one and the same time story appears both to 
precede and  to come after narrative discourse.” (Abbott 2008: 20). 
Abbott fragt sich, ob es eine Geschichte gibt, bevor sie erzählt wird, oder 
ob der narrative Diskurs die Konstruktion der Geschichte bestimmt. Wir 
sind hier in dem Teil wo wir die englische Sprache erwähnen und die 
Möglichkeit sich zu engagieren (plot) nützt es aus als Erzählung (story). 
,,The term 'plot', [...] is frequently used to mean 'narrative discourse', 
especially among European narratologists. But 'plot' very commonly 
means 'story' in English, and I have drawn on that meaning, while 
'master' conveys something of the power of the particular stories that I 
am calling 'masterplots'. [...] We seem to connect our thinking about life, 
and particularly about our own lives, to a number of masteplots that we 
may or may not be fully aware of. To the extent that our values and 
identitety are linked to a masterplot, that masterplot can have strong 
rhetorical impact. We tend to give credibility to narratives that are 
structured by it.” (Abbott 2008: 46). Ist es eine große Handlung, eine 
große Geschichte, wenn es um die Geschichte des Gesetzes geht? 
Andererseits ist die große Geschichte (Masterplot) universell, und die 
Themen sind die Suche, die Geschichte der Rache oder die Mythen von 
Tod und Wiedergeburt. Andererseits haben große Geschichten 
Bedeutung für die nationale Identität und provozieren dann bei den 
Rezipienten eine große Emotionalität und provozieren sie, die Seite zu 
wählen. Die Geschichte des Gesetzes ist universell und beeinflusst die 
Gesamtidentität der menschlichen Spezies, der Gesellschaft und des 
Individuums. Die Begriffe der Bestrafung sind mit dem Gesetz 
verbunden, und in diesem Netz sind neben Gesetz und Religion auch die 
Begriffe Reue, Beichte, Vergebung, Vergebung, Selbstbekenntnis, 
Verantwortung usw. verbunden. Vor uns liegt eine große Geschichte von 
der Suche nach dem Gesetz, die kein verwickelung, kein Ereignis hat. Es 
gibt keinen Ort, wo das Gesetz ist, es gibt keine Zeit, in der es umgesetzt 
wird, es gibt keine Qual, keinen Konflikt im Zusammenhang mit dem 
Begriff der Ereignisse, es gibt keine Verstöße im "Prozess" und es gibt 
keine Strafen. Die ganze Veranstaltung ist in eine andere Sphäre gerückt, 
denn der Leser wartet nur noch, bestechen die Gesetzeshüter, ihre 
Gespräche und schließlich den Tod eines Mannes aus dem Dorf. Das 
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Gesetz steht weder vorne noch hinten, es kommt als Konsequenz und 
nicht als ursprünglich formulierter Anlass. Natürlich kann die Ordnung 
gestört werden, aber dies ist kein Roman über den Bewusstseinsfluss. 
Außerdem weist Culler in der Strukturpoetik darauf hin, dass 
Normalisierung die Rückkehr des Textes zu der Art ist, wie er gedacht 
werden kann, in der wir ihn verstehen, uns selbst näher bringen und ihn 
näher machen können, was logisch kohärent bedeutet, denn der Text ist 
immer ein Fremdkörper in Bezug auf uns. In diesem Sinne kann jeder 
Text angewendet werden oder eine der Arten der Normalisierung, von 
denen Kaler spricht, kann darauf angewendet werden. Auch wenn die 
chronologische Reihenfolge verschoben wird, werden die Leser den Text 
fließen lassen und ihn in die "richtige" chronologische Reihenfolge 
zurückbringen. Vladimir Nabokov tut dies in "The Review of Joyce", 
wenn er die Normalisierung des Textes durch Reime der Details festlegt, 
das heißt, er gibt ihm eine Struktur, die durch das Weglassen der 
chronologischen Reihenfolge gestört ist. Wo ist hier der Ort des 
Gesetzes, oder noch besser, wo ist der Ort der Geschichte des Gesetzes 
im Roman? Der Ort ist im Text sehr wichtig, weil er über die 
Zusammensetzung des Werkes spricht. In Tolstois "Anna Karenina" zum 
Beispiel hat der Selbstmord, den Anna begehen wird, ein Zeichen, einen 
Hinweis, den der Schriftsteller dem Leser in Form eines Traums 
hinterlässt, von dem Anna träumt und aus dem sie aufgeregt aufwacht. 
In einem Traum macht ein Bauer etwas mit einem Stück Eisen darüber. 
Dieselbe Szene wird sich in Annas Selbsmord wiederholen, als sie in den 
letzten Momenten des Bewusstseins einem Mann folgt, der auf den 
Bahngleisen etwas über sie macht. Mit anderen Worten, das realistische 
Detail kam nach dem Surrealisten. Das Surreale hier kündigte das Reale 
an, aber im Bereich des Surrealen gab es die Entscheidung, Selbstmord 
zu begehen. Auch die topografischen Orte des Dialogs sind nicht 
unbedeutend. Wie Derrida sagt “The themes, the topics, the (common-
) places, in a rethorical sense, are strictly inscribed, comprehended each 
time within a significant site. They are dramatically staged and in this 
theatrical geography, unity of place corresponds to an infallible 
calculation or necessity.” (Derrida, 1981: 69). Der Leser wartet, während 
er den Text über das Warten liest. Das einzige was passiert ist, dass der 
Mann aus dem Dorf im Sterben liegt „erkennt er jetzt im Dunkel einen 
Glanz, der unverlöschlich aus der Türe des Gesetzes bricht“ (Kafka,1961: 
87). Gegen Ende erkennt der Bauer tatsächlich, dass hinter der Tür des 
Gesetzes noch etwas existiert oder dass es sich wieder um eine 
Kombination aus realistischem Detail und surrealer Realität handelt. Der 
Blitz, der durchdringt, kann auch das luzide Bewusstsein sein, das in 
Momenten des Lebens auftaucht, und in der Literatur können wir es am 
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Beispiel des Todes von Don Quijote in Cervantes' gleichnamigem Roman 
sehen, wenn ein Ritter erkennt, dass er kein Ritter ist und der als Ritter 
alle Rollen wechselte. Kafkas Geschichte handelt von der polyvalenten 
Bedeutung des Ortes. Der Ort der Selbsterkenntnis wird zum Ort des 
Moments des Verstehens der eigenen Identität, aber des Gesetzes in 
Bezug auf sich selbst, weil der Bauer mit letzter Kraft die Individualität in 
der Anwendung des allgemeinen Gesetzes begreift, weil er den Wächter 
fragt, warum, wenn alle danach streben das Gesetz, niemand sonst hat 
nach dem Gesetz gefragt. Die Antwort, die er erhielt, ist zugleich die 
Identität des Menschen im Gegensatz und der Widerspruch des 
Einzelnen und des Allgemeinen, des Menschen und des Gesetzes. 
Deshalb muss der Portier schreien, weil der Mann aus dem Dorf schon 
so alt ist, dass man ihn nicht mehr hören kann. „Hier konnte niemand 
sonst Einlaß erhalten, denn dieser Eingang war nur für dich bestimmt. 
Ich gehe jetzt und schließe ihn.“ (Kafka, 1961: 87). Dann wird der Ort 
durch den Titel selbst definiert, dass jemand vor dem Gesetz steht. Das 
ist jedoch nicht festgelegt, obwohl die Bedeutung dessen, was es vorne 
bedeutet, klar hervorgehoben wird. Der Platz der Geschichte im Roman 
ist wichtig, weil sie im Kapitel "In der Kathedrale" ist, das uns auf Fragen 
der Religion lenkt, und dann auf Fragen, die den Doppelstatus des 
Rechts, das regiert, aber ohne Ursprung ist, mit der Doppelstatus eines 
Priesters, der Priester ist, der dem Hof, aber auch der Kirche angehört. 
Der Ort wird noch einmal betont, weil er eine spezifisch kafkaeske Poetik 
betont: Man beginnt mit einem Detail, und dann geht dieses Detail des 
realistischen Typs im Surrealen in der Poetik des Surrealen, die kein Ende 
hat, verloren. Jozef K. zum Beispiel kommt aus dem Halbdunkel des 
Doms nicht heraus und gerade als er sich entschließt zu gehen, beendet 
er das Gespräch mit dem Kaplan, bleibt aber dennoch mit einer 
halbdunklen Entscheidung, mit einem halben Gedanken, der sagt, man 
solle nicht in Eile pflügen. Als ihn der Kaplan fragt, warum er es eilig 
habe, antwortet K. sehr selbstbewusst „Gewiß, ich muß fortgehn. Ich bin 
Prokurist einer Bank, man wartet auf mich, ich bin nur hergekommen, 
um einem ausländischen Geschäftsfreund den Dom zu zeigen.“  (Kafka, 
1961: 89) souverän und detailliert, sehr realistisch: Prokurator in einer 
Bank zu sein hat seinen Platz und seine Bedeutung. Alles ändert sich 
jedoch in dem Moment, als der Priester ihn warnt, zu sehen, wer er ist, 
der Priester. Jozef K. hält inne und angewurzelt stellt er fest, dass er ein 
Gefängnisseelsorger ist. Er merkt sofort das seine sofortige Rückkehr in 
die Bank war nicht so notwendig, wie er sie dargestellt hatte, er konnte 
recht gut noch hier bleiben. (kafka, 1961: 89). Die Orte bewegen sich wie 
ein Bild im Bild, wie ein Echo, das eine Stimme begleitet, ähnlich wie eine 
Verbindung zwischen einem sprachlichen Ausdruck und einem Bild, das 
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Anna Karenina, einen Bauer, der etwas mit ein Stück Eisen macht, 
erschreckt und darauf hindeutet, dass sie die Entscheidung treffen wird 
ihr eigenes. Sowohl Jozef K. als auch der Mann aus dem Dorf kommen in 
einem Blitzmoment an einer Stelle praktisch zur Selbsterkenntnis, der 
Mann aus dem Dorf an der Tür des Gesetzes, hinter dem etwas glänzte, 
und Jozef K. in der Kathedrale, als sie hereinkamen blinkte gerade vor 
ihm das silberne Standbild eines Heiligen nur mit dem Schein des Silbers 
und spielte gleich wieder ins Dunkel über.“ (Kafka 1961: 89). Der Mann 
aus dem Dorf erkennt, dass die Tür nur für ihn war und dass das Gesetz 
allgemeiner Natur ist, dass es jedoch immer mit einer Anzahl von 
Menschen vor dem Gesetz angewendet wird, und dies geschieht 
individuell, und Jozef K . erkennt, dass der Kaplan dem Hof und 
gleichzeitig Priester angehört und warum sollte er etwas von ihm wollen 
jozefa k. Andererseits „das Gericht will nichts von dir. Es nimmt dich auf, 
wenn du kommst, und es entläßt dich, wenn du gehst.“(Kafka 1961: 89) 
Laut Kerkerkaplan / Priester Diese Art der Detailpoetik in Verbindung mit 
der surrealen Poetik ist eine Fähigkeit, die Kafka in seinem Werk 
ausarbeitet: und er hat auch eine hyperbolisierte Version. Gerade als wir 
uns als Leser einigermaßen „entspannen“ und auch nur für einen 
Moment denken, dass dies und jenes, das dem Helden passiert ist, das 
Schlimmste ist, was man erleben kann, überrascht Kafka mit einem 
neuen Verfahren, bei dem die Held gerät in noch größere 
Schwierigkeiten. Die Kreativität dieser Art von Poetik, die die 
Gesetzmäßigkeiten des Textes vage verbirgt, ist nicht nur eine Fähigkeit, 
sondern auch eine Besonderheit dieses Schriftstellers. Während er liest, 
schafft und schreibt der Leser, aber natürlich in einem doppelten Zug, 
aber es gibt keinen Ausgleich, wie Derrida zwischen Lesen und Schreiben 
feststellt. Der Leser stößt auf rote Fäden, Hinweise im Text und erkennt, 
dass vor ihm keine Geschichte über das Gesetz, sondern eine Geschichte 
über die Geschichte über das Gesetz liegt. Mit anderen Worten, vor ihm 
liegt die Erzählung. Darüber, wie die Geschichte gemacht wird und dass 
diese Geschichte Fiktion in Fiktion ist. Welche Indizien hinterlässt ihm 
die Fiktion, die jetzt vor dem Gesetz steht? 
 

III . 
Fiktion vor dem Gesetz 
Im paratextuellen Material im offenen Strukturalismus sieht Gerard 

Genette eine gegenseitige Beeinflussung, die zu unterschiedlichen 
Einsichten in die Beziehungsreduktion führen kann. Paratextuelles 
Material sind Titel, Mottos, Inschriften usw. In diesem Fall gibt es eine 
philosophische Kategorie der Wiederholung gegenüber der 
Wiederholung und eine klare metatextuelle Betonung des Ausdrucks 
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vor dem Gesetz. Zum ersten Mal, indem man den Roman in den Roman 
einträgt und dann den gleichen Anfangssatz der Kurzgeschichte und des 
Romans im Roman wiederholt: Ein Türsteher steht vor dem Gesetz. 
Diese Wiederholung führt einen Zwischenraum zwischen den 
wiederholten Teilen ein, der dem Leser überlassen wird, seine Fäden 
einzugeben. Die Geschichte wirft die Frage auf, nach welchen Gesetzen 
ich gemacht bin. Das Thema der Geschichte ist nicht literarisch. Es ist ihr 
also nicht eigen, angemessen, es gehört ihr nicht rechtmäßig. Die 
Veranstaltung wurde verschoben und gestoppt, weil die Veranstaltung 
anhängig ist und das Gesetz, das in diesem Fall jedem Verstoß 
vorausgehen sollte, zu spät kommt. Gerade die Fiktion, die ihren 
Schreibweg eröffnet, ist in diesem kafkaesken Werk vor allem 
literarisch. Die Schreibweise zeigt das Bedeutungsfeld des 
Bedeutungsspiels und die Interpretationswege sind offen. In der Art des 
Schreibens liegt gerade die Erfahrung des Schreibens und damit die 
Identität der Geschichte als solche und die Identität des Themas dieser 
Geschichte, und das ist das Gesetz. Die Dialoge sind zweigeteilt und 
spiegeln sich als Bild im Spiegel: Was würde ein Mann aus dem Dorf 
Jozef K. antworten. Diese kommen zur Selbstverwirklichung, aber 
gleichzeitig werden beide in dieser Selbsterkenntnis gestoppt. Einer in 
seiner Abwesenheit, Tod, wenn er mit Selbsterkenntnis nichts mehr tun 
kann, und der andere vergrub sich an der Stelle, da er merkte, dass die 
Identität des Prokurators in der Bank nicht mehr wichtig ist und dass er 
nicht das ist, worauf er sich verlassen kann An. Die Realität dieser 
Spiegelbilder erscheint als aufwendiger poetischer Akt von F. Kafka im 
"Brief an den Vater". Im Dialog, der wiederum an einer nicht 
unbedeutenden Stelle steht, weil er den bisherigen Rollen von F. Kafka 
spricht mit sich selbst, stellt Fragen und nimmt Antworten an, die sein 
Vater ihm geben würde, kommt zu einem letzten, komplexeren Dialog, 
in dem das Bild von F. kafka dupliziert wird. Er stimmt nicht mehr 
überein, was sein Vater antworten würde, sondern antwortet, als wäre 
er selbst sein Vater, daher Herman Kafka. als sie ihn vorher im "Brief" 
ansprach, betont F. Kafka, er wisse, was sein Vater ihm antworten 
könne. Hier erhebt sich der Vater als erhellendes Bild, F. Kafka gibt ihm 
eine Stimme, und Fiktion in Fiktion wird neu eröffnet. um zu wissen, was 
sein Vater ihm antworten könnte. Hier erhebt sich der Vater als 
erhellendes Bild, F. Kafka gibt ihm eine Stimme, und Fiktion in Fiktion 
wird neu eröffnet. um zu wissen, was sein Vater ihm antworten könnte. 
Hier erhebt sich der Vater als erhellendes Bild, F. Kafka gibt ihm eine 
Stimme, und Fiktion in Fiktion wird neu eröffnet. So wie es hier im "Brief 
an den Vater" im "Prozess" keine Anwendung des Gesetzes gibt, gibt es 
keine Vergebung. Beides wurde gestoppt und beide müssen 
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interpretiert werden, aber die Interpretation kommt nicht direkt, 
sondern nur durch Vermittlung. Ein Abschied wäre möglich, wenn die 
beiden, der den Fehler begangen hat und der, der bereut, einen solchen 
Fall annehmen würden. Ihre Zusammenkunft fand jedoch nicht statt und 
wurde somit durch Hindernisse in die Gesetzesauslegung und 
Vergebung eingeleitet. Das Gesetz sollte klar sein, darüber hinaus 
enthält es Gesetze, Satzungen, um jeden Fall zu erklären und nichts 
unklar zu lassen. Die Realität sieht jedoch etwas anders aus, und neben 
all den Erklärungen bedarf es der Poetik der Detaillierung, in der die 
Erklärung einer Erklärung bedarf. Deutung braucht Interpretation. Im 
letzten Dialog gibt Franz Kafka Herman  einen Stift in die Hände und er, 
wie ein Echo, als Geist beginnt er, einen Brief zu schreiben und seinem 
Sohn zu antworten, als ob er dort wäre, und erfüllt den Wunsch seines 
Sohnes, dass der Vater ihm antwortet und ihn nicht einfach ignoriert 
und in seiner eigenen Welt lebt. Auch hier ist Franz Kafka in seiner 
Sprache präzise und benutzt es mit Skalpellklinge. Als er sah, was er 
seinem Vater weitergegeben hatte, ein Gefühl von Angst, Unsicherheit, 
mangelndem Selbstwertgefühl, Schuldgefühlen, mit einem Blick 
umfangen „Du könntest, wenn Du meine Begründung der Furcht, die ich 
vor Dir habe, überblickst, antworten“(Kafka, 2010: 55) und Herman 
beginnt zu antworten, wird aber tatsächlich von F. Kafka selbst 
beantwortet. Genau darin "Du könntest antworten, aber du bist nie ein 
Sohn, der einen Vater tadelt." Franz Kafka legt die Feder in die Hände 
seines Vaters Herman, aber er antwortet tatsächlich seinem Sohn Franz 
Kafka, indem er behauptet, dass ihre Vorgehensweise gleich ist, und 
baut aus derselben Vorgehensweise ein gespenstisches, imaginäres Bild 
eines Vaters, das entspricht nach den Worten, die der Sohn anstelle des 
Vaters verwenden würde, er hat einen Sohn wie ihn, Franz Kafka. Was 
gleich ist: Das Verfahren ist das gleiche, weil Verantwortungs und 
Schuldverleugnung gleich sind. Und dann gibt es den Gegenangriff, der 
sich in der Dualität der Rolle widerspiegelt: Der Vater sagt seinem Sohn, 
dass er sowohl schlau als auch zu schlau sein will, und dann noch 
schlimmer als er, der Deutsche, der keine Schuldgefühle hat, Franz will 
Schuld loswerden. Nun greift der Vater den Sohn an, wie der Sohn es am 
Anfang des Briefes getan hat. Sein Vater sagt es ihm „Lebensuntüchtig 
bist Du; um es Dir aber darin bequem, sorgenlos und ohne 
Selbstvorwürfe einrichten zu können, beweist Du, daß ich alle Deine 
Lebenstüchtigkeit Dir genommen und in meine Taschen gesteckt habe. 
Was kümmert es Dich jetzt, wenn Du lebensuntüchtig bist, ich habe ja 
die Verantwortung. Du aber streckst Dich ruhig aus und läßt Dich, 
körperlich und geistig, von mir durchs Leben schleifen.“ (Kafka, 2010 : 
56). Franz Kafka spricht durch den Mund seines Vaters. Fiktion wird in 
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Fiktion geboren, weil der Vater hier eine Figur ist, die antwortet, als 
hätte er den Brief seines Sohnes gelesen, aber antwortet, als wäre er 
selbst Franz Kafka und nicht im Sinne von Herman Kafka. Der Vater sagt 
ihm, dass er in dem ihm von seinem Sohn zugesandten Brief nichts 
anderes bewiesen habe, als dass der Vater mit all seinen Vorwürfen 
Recht hatte, und dass „es unter ihnen keinen anderen, besonders 
berechtigten Tadel gibt, nämlich den Tadel der Unaufrichtigkeit, des 
Werbens", auf Kosten anderer leben. „Wenn ich nicht sehr irre, 
schmarotzest Du an mir auch noch mit diesem Brief als solchem.“ (Kafka, 
2010: 57) Die doppelte Rolle, die in der Figur des Herman Kafka 
einnimmt, der als Figur im Brief korrespondiert, zeigt, wie gründlich F. 
Kafka die Poetik des Details und des Surrealismus aufgebaut hat, in der 
er die richtige Schärfe und Präzision der Sprache bewies oder versuchte, 
zeigen, wie sehr die Sprache nach ihrer Präzision streben kann, nur das 
Gegenteil davon sein. Gleichzeitig zeigte er, wie die Fiktion selbst 
aufgebaut ist, indem sie über die Schreibweise von Fiktion erzählt, und 
auch, wie viel Fiktion selbst die Fragen des Unmöglichen seit wann 
beantworten kann oder Antworten auf Fragen gibt, die die Menschheit 
quälen, wie z als Rechtsfragen oder Vergebung, Verantwortung und vor 
allem deren gegenseitige Beziehungen.   
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FRANZ KAFKA BEFORE THE LAW OF FICTION 
 
In the work of Franz Kafka, there is an intertwining of two poetics — one is the 
poetics of details, which are of the realistic type, while the other is the poetics 
of the surreal. At the linguistic level, the poetics of detail is very precisely 
emphasized, with numerous linguistic expressions and descriptions that are 
carved as if they were a diamond. However, the intertwining is not a mixture, 
but rather a penetration of one poetics into the other. The poetics of detailing, 
no matter how thorough, in the end, is still not enough. Kafka points out that 
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language as such is not quite ready to express directly and indirectly our 
thoughts, feelings, and anything related to our inner states. The poetics of the 
surreal and the super-real merged into the poetics of detail and made realistic 
poetics not only magical but also gave itself, as a surreal poetics, a basis, and a 
reference. The reader has found themself between the text, between the 
words, not always finding their way in every part. References elude, and what 
remains is a deconstructionist game between different forms of referentiality. 
The poetics of realism supports the poetics of the surreal, and the poetics of 
the surreal gives meaning to the poetics of realism. Penetration and 
intertwining remain as threads of textual fabric that the reader needs to 
unravel, revealing the laws of the text and adding their own threads. They, thus, 
create a new work, which is in between the reader and the writer — which is 
not a mere and simple reading, nor is it that which the author had written, but 
rather a newly created work which is also an interpretation that contains 
numerous readings and emphasizes that there is no end — that the real reading 
is just beginning. In that sense, the work of F. Kafka, especially the short story 
“Before the Law”, requires the reader to pay special attention to it. Linguistic, 
structural, and semantic threads are deeply intertwined with the narrative, thus 
questioning what fiction is. The story of the law is autonomous, but it is also 
part of the famous novel “The Trial”. Through this mutual relationship in which 
the context is already or always already, as deconstruction would state, in the 
text itself, Kafka reached several important elements for the study of literature. 
The very first question that arises is whether literature deals with or whether it 
is legitimate for literature to deal with the law since the law is part of another 
area — jurisdiction, law, and the study of law and rights. However, on a 
thematic level, the law fully entered Kafka’s novel and in particular, with a 
double gesture — the story of the law — it raised the question of its legitimacy. 
Did the law come into being legitimately? If so, why is it not applied as it is 
constituted and why is it general and universal in its constitution, while 
individual in its application? Precisely this type of unsustainable binary 
opposition, which is in the very definition of the law, is presented here. In 
“Before the Law”, the reader attends a kind of trial of the law. The law does not 
have its origin, or its origin is not unambiguously determined, so it cannot even 
act independently. It is necessary for it, as in Plato's “Phaedrus”, to always have 
some assistants and parents, as Socrates points out on the occasion of writing. 
The law precisely has such assistants — lawyers, legal assistants, the court, and 
the like. On a linguistic level, the precision of Kafka's expression “in front” is 
elaborated. In front of whom, or what? “In front” is not really in front but 
behind, because the law runs late. In its definition, it is erased by the opposition 
of the general and the individual, and is constantly re-established, and yet it 
aspires to permanence, longevity, and generality of its application. This proves 
that the temporal instances are also disturbed and that after comes before, and 
that the logic of mimesis does not function. Franz Kafka managed to achieve 
many a thing by introducing “Before the Law”. Not only did the context enter 
the text itself, and not only are the origin of the law and its functioning being 
examined but the story itself and how the story is constructed are placed in the 
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process and in front of the law. In the way he wrote his novel “The Trial”, Kafka 
managed to raise some of the questions that remain unresolved to date or that 
remain to be discussed in the theory and study of literature. What is literary 
and what is not, and how is the story built? He made changes to the very 
definition of the event and eventfulness, both narratologically and 
hermeneutically. He introduced one of the newer ideas: that the story can be 
created without the event, simultaneously changing the very basis and 
definition of the story. The event is waiting for the event, or what is happening 
and around which the story that was written revolves, to be put on hold or to 
be stopped and moved outside the story. The story of the law is the story of 
waiting for the event — for the discovery of the law. The law is hidden as a 
secret and needs to be explained, not made clear. The story was born within 
the story, and at the narrative level, which implies the structural, semantic 
relations of fiction are within the fiction itself. “Before the Law” is a story of the 
story of the law. Kafka’s writing is practically a story of the story. The way of 
narrating simultaneously involves a double gesture, which refers to the fact that 
the story of the law is a story about how to narrate. Narration and its laws, as 
well as the experience of narration in the manner of modernist, complex meta-
quality, define the interpretation not only of the law but of the literary work 
itself, too. Kafka showcased the method of fiction within fiction in the famous 
“Letter to the Father”, in which he gave a pen to Herman Kafka, and practically 
created a double image — an image of himself in the mirror that responds to 
himself through his father's words. Putting the pen into the hands of Herman 
Kafka, Franz Kafka created a “non-existent” character who answers his son's 
questions and writes him a return letter. Fiction is born within fiction, and the 
character of the father becomes apparitionally present. Still, the method used 
is division and merging, with the penetration of realistic detail that refers to the 
accusations of Franz Kafka addressed to his father, which relate to feelings of 
disrespect, insecurity, guilt, and the like, for which the father is guilty because 
his son expressed them as a consequence of his father's behavior towards him 
during their life together. The way Herman Kafka retorts to his son, as a kind of 
counter-accusation, is the way Franz writes to Herman as a father. What he 
wants to be separated from, and that is the responsibility and accusations, as 
well as the forgiveness he sought for himself, he did not get from the spectral, 
apparitional father who, as an image in the mirror — as an echo of Kafka's 
words — is addressed in a kind of self-perception in which questions are asked 
and answers are given. The absence of the father is presented in a double 
image, but in that image, a game with an echo and a repeated image is born. 
This kind of game also exists in “The Trial”, where the sentences in front of the 
court are repeated and new “texts” are born between them, which the readers 
themselves, using the experience of writing taught to them by the author, build. 
Fiction within fiction shifted the very idea of fictionality while introducing the 
topos or topoi — an important element in narration. In this regard, Tolstoy’s 
works, especially “Anna Karenina”, in which the indications on the narrative line 
are later depicted on the semantic one, have been quoted. Kafka raised many 
a question, out of which many have been given answers to through a careful 
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deconstructionist reading of the novel itself and the short story, which is 
simultaneously a part of the novel and a part that functions independently. 
Such is the entirety of Kafka’s opus, metaphorically speaking — an image that 
should be carefully observed, because in some corners lies the author’s 
intention, or a sign that had been looked for in order to uncover literature and 
the literary in the secret.  
 
Keywords: justice and law, origin of the law, referenciality, identity of the 
fiction, fiction within the fiction, multiplicity of narrative structures, 
paratextuality, intertextuality. 
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Abstract: The Emperor's New Clothes (1837) by Hans Christian Andersen is a 

classic of children's literature, but also holds an emblematic position in the 

sphere of world literature and culture in general – it is one of the most translated 

stories/fairy tales, published in numerous languages all around the world and 

transposed into various media, but it is also a story with a rich semantic potential 

which allows for diverse and stratified interpretations. The focus of this paper is 

the comparative analysis of the famous Andersen story, and the eponymous 

feature film by the Croatian and Yugoslav director Ante Babaja, filmed in 1961. 

The screenplay was written by Božidar Violić, who adapted Andersen's story for 

film. The Emperor's New Clothes is the first feature film by this renowned 

director, and also the first Croatian feature film in colour. The unusual adaptation 

by Babaja is interesting on several levels and for several reasons – both strictly 

poetic reasons (the approach is atypical, where the standard scenography is 

absent, and white surfaces take its place along with the so-called high-key film 

photography, done by Oktavijan Miletić), and reasons of a wider scope, related 

to reception. Babaja's film enables different readings than the ones based on 

Andersen's template by intervening into the motif and narrative dimensions of 

the original story, but also through transgressions at the stylistic level 

(intermedial contact with stage acting), and, especially, the socio-political 

context in which the film originated (socialist Yugoslavia). More precisely, 

Babaja's The Emperor's New Clothes reinterprets Andersen's story by adding to 

it a concrete socio-political allegory of (not only) former Yugoslavia, while at 

the same time not discarding the central space of Andersen's story – the relation 

between collective conventions and individual consciousness, cowardice and 

courage, submission and freedom, as the archetypical spaces of human 

communities. 

 

Keywords: Ante Babaja, The Emperor's New Clothes, Hans Christian Andersen, 

feature film, intermediality, political allegory 
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The Emperor's New Clothes is one of the most famous fairy tales by the 
Danish writer Hans Christian Andersen, a world-famous author who has 
been a literary icon for over a century. Although he struggled to gain 
literary recognition at first, he still experienced success and accolades 
during his life – his fame grew rapidly from the mid-30s of the 19th 
century, when his works became popular in Germany, and from the mid-
40s also in England and America (Østergaard 26). Further, in-depth 
discoveries and (re)interpretations of his work have continued even 
after his death and are still done to this day. His stories and fairy tales 
are the most popular, followed by his travelogues and autobiographical 
texts, while the rest of his work draw somewhat less attention. In terms 
of their number of publications and translations, their academic and 
professional reception, and their adaptations, Andersen's fairy tales and 
stories are among the most famous works of world literature that still 
inspire readers, but also intrigue artists of various profiles. During his 
lifetime, Andersen wrote 156 fairy tales and stories, although, if we 
approach this classification less strictly, we can add another 50 (cf. H. C. 
Andersen Centret)1.  

Andersen began writing his fairy tales based on oral fairy tales, but 
very quickly started to introduce new elements into familiar plots, and 
also began creating original fairy tales, which are predominant in his 
work (cf. Encyclopedia of World Biography). His first book of fairy tales 
contains nineteen fairy tales called Fairy Tales Told for Children (I-III., 
1835-37), and a New Collection was published immediately afterwards 
(I-III., 1838-41). Fairy tales from these collections did not receive 
adequate attention from readers and critics upon their release, but the 
writer continued to publish them, so soon New Fairy Tales appeared (I-
II., 1843-47), then Stories (I-II., 1852-53), and finally, the last collection 
entitled New Fairy Tales and Stories (1872). It is worth noting that after 
1843, the referring to children in his titles disappears, and from 1852 
onward, he begins to use the term stories (Østergaard 27).  

One of the most important characteristics of Andersen's fairy tales 
is their introduction to the domain of children's literature by, above all, 
transforming children, as well as characters close to children (toys, tiny 
creatures, plants, etc.) into protagonists who exhibit a clear attitude and 
action, as well as resorting to elements of humour, and world-view 
profiling of the fairy tale through the domain of Christian ethics (cf. 
Bauer 38). Beyond this, Andersen's stories display social criticism and 

                                                 
1  They are also selected in such a way by H. C. Andersen centre from the 
university of southern denmark in odense (sdu), where all the author's works 
are indexed.  
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social awareness, satirical tones, and a humanist-oriented emotionality. 
At first glance, such characteristics may seem contradictory, but if we 
take into account the poetic context of late Romanticism and Post-
Romanticism, characterized by new flashes of realistic poetics in 
European literature, they seem more understandable (Matajc 43–44). 
Many of the above characteristics are also present in Emperor's New 
Clothes, an international classic of today, the genre of which is difficult 
to uniquely determine, and whose exact type of genre determinant is 
likely to be somewhere between a story and a fairy tale. This paper will 
examine the ideological and semantic elements of the above-mentioned 
text, particularly regarding its cinematic transposition into the full-
length feature film by the Croatian director Ante Babaja in 1961. A 
parallel examination of the literary template and its film adaptation will 
enable a deeper insight into the above-mentioned achievements 
individually, as well as shed light on what we are primarily interested in 
– the semantic and formal mechanisms by which a new artistic creation 
(film) recycles and modernizes the initial creation (story/fairy tale) by 
creating new semantic, conceptual, and expressive-stylistic values. 

 
The film opus of Ante Babaja 
Ante Babaja's work stretches over a period of fifty years and 

includes several creative stages within the framework of feature, 
documentary, and documentary-experimental film. He started with 
short films in the 1950s, continued with the Emperor's New Clothes 
(1961), his feature-length debut and the first Croatian colour feature 
film, and The Birch Tree (1967), based on two novellas by Slavko Kolar, 
which "achieved a critical success in the Croatian and Yugoslav cinema 
system" (Gilić 6). The Birch Tree is still considered a masterpiece of 
Croatian film, especially that of Modernist provenance, realised through 
an impressive combination of Existentialist-intoned pessimism and dark 
Naturalism (Gilić 6). The next period of Babaja's work was marked by his 
feature-length films Gold, Frankincense and Myrrh (1971) and Lost 
Homeland (1980), based on the eponymous Modernist novels by 
Slobodan Novak, confirming himself as one of the greatest lovers of 
literature among Croatian filmmakers. Between his feature-length films, 
Babaja also records a series of short films, both fiction and documentary 
or experimental. The guiding thread of Babaja's opus, evident both in his 
documentaries and feature films, is the "peculiar study of the film form 
– the possibility of allegory in the first part of his career, as well as the 
fusion of allegory and naturalism from The Body and The Birch Tree 
onwards" (Gilić 7). The feature film The Stone Gate (1992) is the only 
feature film by Babaja not based on direct literary works, although 
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numerous literary influences can be read in it as well. His latest 
achievement as a film director is a feature-length documentary – the 
autobiographical film Good Morning (2007). 

From this brief review, we can already see several main 
determinants of Babaja's opus, one of the most significant in Yugoslav 
(until 1991), i.e., Croatian cinematography – a tendency to screen 
literary templates, resorting to allegorically grotesque and/or 
naturalistic manifestations of social phenomena, an interest in 
existential human themes, a refusal to pander to populist tastes and a 
desire for the autonomy of the film as a kind of Gesamtkunstwerk, 
integral art (cf. Radić and Sever). Much of this can also be found in the 
Emperor's New Clothes, a film that marked a sort of climax to the first, 
playful-ironic phase of his work. At this stage, Babaja's collaboration 
with the theatre director Božidar Violić is particularly important. 

 
The Emperor's New Clothes in literature and film: semantic layers 
Although he is known for adapting literary texts for his film scripts, 

Babaja held the autonomy of the film's work in high regard, insisting on 
creative procedures for transforming the original into a function of 
creating a new and self-contained artistic whole. For his scripts, he hired 
reputable names of Croatian literary and theatrical art, but almost 
always participated in their creation himself (cf. Škrabalo 51). He 
responded to direct inquiries on understanding literary originals by 
emphasizing his desire to make the film primarily a film and not to 
transfer literature directly into the story of the film, but to use in its 
formation primarily the cinematic expressive devices in such a way that 
it "pours out as a film, and not to be seen as literature" (Radić and Sever 
12). In an extensive conversation with film critics Damir Radić and 
Vladimir Cvetković Sever Babaja uses the characteristic syntagma of 
composing a film – from literature (12), explaining its principle of 
operation, in which the script is considered only a draft for the film (35), 
and the film is a legitimate continuation of the opera (35) – a sort of 
Gesamtkunstwerk, which, in a unique synthesis, combines various 
elements in which the cinematographer or camera operator is the most 
important part of the film crew, but the director has the last word in 
creating the whole (34). "I don't direct the film, I compose it," Babaja 
asserts (34), emphasizing the pursuit of clarity and truth as the main 
principles that guide him: 

This is my constant striving for clarity of everything. Where we 
are, and what we are, and who we are, and where we are going, 
all these are parts of a good film. And you have to find your way 
in all of this, at any time. (28) 
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For me, real directing means striving for the truth. (36) 
 

 All of the above characteristics, in particular, the desire to make 
the film a synthesis of various arts that ultimately speak the authentic 
language of the film, as well the perception of film as a way to point out 
the truth, are also visible in Emperor's New Clothes, a film in which 
Babaja opened the doors to his feature-length cinematic creations. To 
more clearly define the semantic differences between Andersen's 
literary narrative and Babaja's film, we will examine them according to 
certain component levels. 
  
 Plot, characters, chronotope 
 Andersen's The Emperor's New Clothes is a tale of a simple-
minded and conceited Emperor who becomes the target of two cunning 
swindlers' deception. The inventive impostors present themselves as 
weavers who make the Emperor believe in a story about an exceptional 
suit of cloth of unimaginable beauty, but with an unusual property of 
being "invisible to anyone unfit for their office, or the unusually stupid" 
(Andersen 69). The Emperor believes their deceitful story and gives a lot 
of money to the swindlers to start weaving, looking forward to the new 
costume. The swindlers pretend to be weaving but are actually working 
on empty looms. The Emperor wants to know how the work is 
progressing, and sends his first minister, a trusted old man, to 
investigate. The minister sees nothing – but does not want to admit it – 
moreover, the requests of the self-proclaimed weavers confirm his 
fascination with the observed. Soon after, the Emperor sends the 
second minister, who also sees nothing, and just like the first one, keeps 
silent, so that he does not appear unfit for his service. He also confirms 
to the swindlers that this is the most beautiful fabric in the world, and 
soon the whole city is talking about it. Finally, the Emperor himself 
decides to see the cloth and is taken aback when he realizes he can't see 
anything, afraid that he will be perceived as stupid. Fearing that this 
won't come to light, he praises the costume and the weavers, and 
everyone else does the same. When the suit is "finished", the swindlers 
pretend to show it to the audience. They ask the Emperor to take off his 
clothes and help him put on the non-existent costume. The Emperor 
starts walking in a grand parade, while his minions pretend to carry his 
train. No one dares to tell the truth until a child exclaims that the 
Emperor is naked. Gradually, others begin to repeat it, but the Emperor 
continues to be just as proud, and the courtiers continue to hold his non-
existent train. 
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The plot of Babaja's film is set in the fictional land of Great 

Puritania, ruled by the spoiled and infantile Emperor Gonagonazar the 
Only, who is completely occupied with himself. He is the most powerful 
man of the state, but the Minister of Dreams is erotically interested in 
the Emperor's wife, the Empress, who is having an affair with the captain 
of the guard. The Minister of Dreams controls the dreams of the people, 
and the court, under the banner of "seen in dreams, done in reality", 
severely punishes those who have "impure" dreams. To prevent 
dreaming, some residents of Great Puritania decide to buy fleas from 
Fleahop, the flea dealer, so that their bites can disrupt their restful sleep. 
A vagrant called Nag (nude), could not escape his dreams – he dreamed 
of his girlfriend Verginia naked, after which both were sentenced to 
death. However, the Minister of Dreams unexpectedly saves their lives, 
and, hidden in a sculpture of a great owl (the so-called Mistress of 
Dreams), orders them to create a fake costume for the Emperor, made 
of "special" fabrics, and to spread the word that the exquisite attire is 
invisible only to those who are too stupid, or unfit for service. All the 
courtiers pretend to see the Emperor's costume, and the only exception 
is the Jester – at court, he becomes the victim of ruthlessness after 
ridiculing the general fascination with the non-existent fabric. To silence 
him, the Minister of Dreams orders that a lock is put on the Jester's 
mouth, and the Jester is sentenced to death before the court, without 
the actual possibility to defend himself. The fame of the fabric of 
wondrous beauty spreads throughout the empire, and the Empress 
orders a new dress for herself from the false weavers. The Emperor is 
unaware of her move and becomes furious when the truth comes out. 
He is so angry that he even physically assaults the Empress, while he 
doesn't at all mind the Captain of the Guard, whom he finds in her room. 
Moreover, he awards him an honorary title. On the Day of Chastity, the 
greatest festival in Great Puritania, when the Emperor appears in the 
false "new clothes", which everyone admires, the Jester has his lock 
removed so that he can confess before his execution, but he says to the 
confessor: "You will not kill the truth if you cut off my head." In addition, 
just before the beheading, the Jester repeatedly exclaims: "The Emperor 
is naked," but no one hears him. During this time, the Emperor, dancing 
in his new clothes at the great ceremony (and, in fact, only in his 
underpants), declares Verginia the First Lady, and Nag a knight, and 
narcissistically sits on the throne.         

From plots exposed in this manner, some significant differences 
between the literary and the cinematic story are clearly visible – it is 
clear that Violić has significantly expanded Andersen's plot, introducing 
several new characters, motifs, and event branches that lead to richer 
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and more layered meanings. According to Helmut Kreuzer's typology of 
adaptation, which takes into account the criterion of the distance 
between the content and the original, Violić's adaptation belongs to the 
third of the four possible Kreuzer's types – it is "adaptation as a 
transformation (appropriate analogies are required in the language of 
cinema) and as an interpretive transformation (a radically subjective 
interpretation of the original)" (Uvanović 42). Along with the most 
important plot-line of the weaving of the Emperor's costume, a series of 
event sidelines were created – starting with the unfortunate fate that 
befell Verginia and Nag, which is a reflection of the general context of 
the forbidden dream and the puritanical principles that rule the land, 
through the love triangle of the Empress – Captain – Minister of Dreams 
and the Empress' desire for a new dress and her orders behind the 
Emperor's back, all the way up to the events related to the Jester and 
his execution as a key plot segment for understanding the allegorical 
potential of the story. In addition, the abstract chronotope of the 
unnamed empire from Andersen's story was turned into a concrete, 
though non-existent country with the significant name of Great 
Puritania in the film's story, at a time that was not precisely specified, 
but which, given the Renaissance costumes of the characters and their 
props (swords, halberds, herald trumpets, armour, proclamations on 
scrolls, etc.) could belong to the 15th or 16th century (Paulus 36). Thus, 
it is clear from the very beginning of the film that the meanings that the 
story of the film brings us must be understood and interpreted 
allegorically because of the strong symbolic potential of the name – both 
of the country itself and of the individual characters that we find in it. 
The Emperor, who has no name in Andersen's story, was given the name 
of Gonagonazar the Only, the vagabonds condemned to death because 
of fornication were named Verginia and Nag (nude), the flea merchant 
was called Fleahop, the Emperor's right-hand man was the Minister of 
Dreams, and the commander of the guard and the lover of the Empress 
was the Captain of the guard. Evidently, the range of the characters in 
the film is much broader than in Andersen's story – not only does the 
Emperor have an Empress, the role of the weavers is taken over by a 
couple convicted of lewd dreams, and the most powerful minister is the 
Minister of Dreams, but the Empress also has a lover, and the key 
character of the whole story, revealing the bitter truth about the 
Emperor's desire, is the Jester. The Jester is, therefore, the possessor of 
the truth, which is a child in Andersen's story, with the difference that, 
unlike the child, he pays for his truthfulness and courage with his head. 
This also leads to the end of the film's story being much more bitter than 
in Andersen's story. Although the Emperor continues to parade around 
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naked in both narratives, their endings and the interpretations that 
follow them are very different – while in Andersen's story everyone ends 
up joining the child in shouting that the Emperor is naked, in the film no 
one supports the Jester. This life seems to have been wasted, the 
Emperor will continue to pursue his meaningless principles, and 
everyone will continue to support him in this, whether out of self-
interest, fear, or their own stupidity. Andersen's Emperor, admittedly, 
also continues his proud stride in the parade, but his goal is very meagre 
and short-term – to try to maintain dignity until the end of the 
ceremony. What happens next remains uncertain, but it seems realistic 
to think that his reign will no longer be the same. 

In addition to these individualised characters, the film also 
features many unnamed ones, defined primarily by the tasks they 
perform – the royal courtiers, key masters, soldiers, judges, 
executioners, the Confessor. There is even a new Jester, a dwarf man, 
who, after the persecution and condemnation of the true Jester, takes 
his place at court. 

 
 Interpretation potentials: allegory, parody, socio-political satire 

If we try to interpret the semantic potentials of these works, we 
notice that both support the principle of allegory as the key semantic 
place. In Andersen's account of the arrogant and condescending 
emperor and his insincere subjects, we can first read an allegory about 
human nature, prone to lies, cowardice, and opportunism, as well as 
about vanity and stupidity as the key semantic footholds of autocratic 
rule. This fundamental allegory is connected to the idea of the child as 
the only uncorrupted member of the human community who, because 
of its innocence, is independent and therefore the only one able to tell 
the truth. Only an unburdened 'soul', such as a child's, which means a 
simple-minded and innocent one, can be truly free and independent of 
the forces of corruption and evil. This image fully corresponds to the 
Romantic idea of the child's innocence as the true source of humanity 
(Beutin 208; Wild 102-104) and the only possible correct (Christian) path 
of the 'soul', faced with the fate of immersion in the world of evil – the 
path of truth and 'purification'. In Andersen's story, a child leads adults 
on this path – it is a kind of moral beacon, a paradigm of truth.  

In Babaja's film – because he complicates the plot, introduces a 
larger number of characters and spatial concretisation, as well as the 
specific socio-political context in which the film is created, this 
fundamental allegory is complemented by a more specific political 
allegory with a clear world-view and ideological grounds. Gonagonazar 
the Only is an authoritarian ruler in a totalitarian country where the 
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Emperor holds all segments of society in his hands, ruling the lives of the 
inhabitants at all levels, including their dreams. The absurdity of such 
control mechanisms, which try to penetrate something as intimate and 
unconscious as dreams, is clear even for young viewers, and their 
complete allegorical nature in terms of grotesque representation of 
totalitarian political systems will be perceived by older and, in particular, 
adult viewers. The distinction between Andersen's and Babaja's 
narrative is already evident here – while the former author mainly aims 
at the child reader and the story is accepted as the canonical text of 
children's literature, the latter counts on a much wider range of 
recipients, with a key reliance on adults. In addition to the fact that 
Gonagonazar the Only does not allow anything that contradicts his 
views, particularly the criticism of his own personality, the Minister of 
Dreams, the 'grey eminence', is particularly susceptible to things of a 
physical and sexual nature, which is consistent with the concept of a 
country called the Great Puritania, in which the greatest holiday is the 
Day of Chastity. Of course, this is an allegory of hyper-Puritanism and 
the annihilation of elementary human naturalness and freedom. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that the captive, free-thinking vagabonds 
are called Nag and Verginia. His name is represented in a direct symbolic 
key, and hers in the symbolic-ironic key. In particular, from the scenes 
of her confession before the planned execution, it is clear that this is an 
uninhibited person of rich erotic experience. The Emperor implements 
his ideas directly by listening to the services of the military, the courts, 
the executioners, and the church, from which it is clear that he holds all 
the key pillars of society in his hands and that his power is completely 
autocratic. Given that even the slightest deviation from the established 
rules of desired behaviour is punished most severely, it is clear that an 
allegory presented in this way primarily affects totalitarian and 
repressive social systems. Given that Babaja himself, at the time of 
filming, lived in the authoritarian system of socialist Yugoslavia – which, 
admittedly, was not at all as repressive as some of the dictatorial 
regimes of later history, such as Hitler's or Stalin's – one level of 
allegorism must certainly be sought at this level, with the key allegory of 
the world's greatest dictators and their regimes, constructed mostly on 
the lack of humanity and sound logic. The lack of such logic, a kind of 
meaninglessness, in the idea of an invisible costume was brought to its 
final level by developing into absurd and grotesque humour. In Babaja's 
film, the portrayal of self-interest and opportunism at all levels of the 
hierarchical social scale is particularly interesting – so the Minister of 
Dreams, as mentioned, plays the game according to his discretion, and 
uses models of manipulativeness (disguising himself as the Owl, a 
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symbolic authority of wisdom) to create key events in the empire. The 
Captain, for example, in moments of amorous exposure with the 
Empress, falls to his knees before the Emperor to appease him (while 
completely forgetting about the Empress), and the new Jester is ruthless 
and cruel to the old one, waiting impatiently for him to be kicked out of 
the court. This is an allegorical depiction of both human nature as a 
whole and the mechanisms of social opportunism that are ubiquitous 
and all-permeating. In the Jester's character, who is brought to court 
with a locked mouth, there is a strong and more than an obvious hint of 
totalitarian political models, in which the judicial power is not truly 
separated from the legislative and executive powers. In such a 
constellation of powers, the Jester did not stand a chance, so death was 
the logical conclusion of his case. The messenger of truth has been killed, 
and there is no indication that things would be fixed in the long run. The 
parallel representation of the celebration of the half-naked Emperor and 
his subjects only further convinces the viewer in this regard. 
Simultaneously, the character of the Jester hides the film's biggest ironic 
sting, given that, by the nature of his function that is designed for 
entertainment, madness, frivolity, he is the only one who can recognise 
the truth, that is, all the absurd nonsense about the Emperor's clothes. 
So, the Jester, as it happens in the carnivalesque worlds of upside-down 
values (Bakhtin 102), is the only one who is not only smart enough but 
also bold enough to express what he thinks. Thus, his words to the 
Confessor before his decapitation are the climax of the film and its key 
message: "You will not kill the truth if you cut off my head." 

Concerning the reception of the film in the context of socialist 
Yugoslavia, Babaja says: "It was quiet, quiet. This film was covered in 
silence. […] Only one, in one single magazine […], one single person 
wrote something like it concerns us; I think they thought he was crazy" 
(Radić and Sever 16). Radić also points out that neither during the 
premiere nor later did Emperor's New Clothes receive the necessary 
critical attention (39). Although the reasons for such an inappropriate 
reception, especially as regards the time of the film's appearance, are 
difficult to discuss with certainty today, there is no doubt that two 
essential facts had their share in the silence of critics and their 
misunderstanding – on the one hand, the fairy-tale basis of the plot, 
created from the realisation of an international classic of children's 
literature, which was completely atypical for the trends in Croatian 
cinema of that period, whether oriented towards socialist social reality, 
or intimate Modernist stories, and on the other hand, the fact that the 
allegorical-ironic key repeatedly deepens the fundamental and simple 
allegory of the Andersen story, directing it, among other things, toward 
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the current political reality of the social context in which the film was 
created. It is therefore clear that the ignoring and distancing from the 
film were contextually driven reactions by both the political regime 
itself, which in the story, perhaps precisely because of the literary 
template of the world-famous classic, did not find enough explicit 
elements for a clearer condemnation of the film, and by the critics 
themselves, who, whether out of opportunism or lack of interest, did 
not engage in a more precise dissection of this fairy-tale-attired, 
unapologetic social satire. 

 
The cinematic process as a means of semantic-conceptual 

transformation:  from a children's story to political allegory 
 

Non-standard set design and high-key lighting 
Already at first glance, Babaja's film attracts attention with an 

atypical approach to set design – the stage space is solved in a 
minimalistic fashion: in the background of the film's events, we can only 
see white surfaces, in front of which the costumed characters with 
occasional props stand, move, or interact, and, very rarely, a larger stage 
element. There is no stage space in terms of classical interiors and 
exteriors at all – in fact, the representation of the space is created solely 
by the characters, their acting skills and props, and the extremely 
reduced parts of the set. These props and individual larger stage 
elements are reduced to those necessary to get an idea of the space and 
the circumstances of the action – these are usually the items necessary 
to create the idea of various spaces of the court, as well as other spaces 
under the direct jurisdiction of the emperor – courts, confessionals, 
prisons, execution grounds. In addition to the characters themselves, on 
the light backgrounds we will see such items as magnificent canopies, 
trays on which courtiers carry things, large imperial chairs, looms on 
which the false weavers weave false clothes, chains in prisons, wooden 
confessionals, court documents, and the like. A great significance is 
given to a set of large keys, objects that in the film hold a pronounced 
symbolic-ironic charge – not only do they lock the rooms of the palace, 
of course, but they also lock the access to the Empress – more precisely, 
the Empress is dressed in a kind of metal suit, the lock of which is located 
on her chest and only the one she gives the key to can get to her, that 
is, her body. The Captain of the Guard and the Minister of Dreams are 
constantly competing for this role, while the Emperor himself is 
primarily concerned with his appearance. In such a display, there is a 
clear allusion not only to the issues of the body and sexuality but also to 
the broader problem of freedom and the lack of freedom to make one's 
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own decisions. Although the Emperor is an absolute ruler who rules and 
governs all segments of his empire, it is clear from what is presented he 
has the least influence over what, by its nature and logic, should perhaps 
be the closest – his own spouse. The Empress can, in this sense, be 
interpreted as an allegorical figure of female resistance and feminism, 
but also as a figure who embodies the natural human need for free 
decisions, especially regarding the autonomy over one's body and 
emotions.  

Babaja's film was shot in the so-called high-key lighting, 
sometimes also called high-key photography, characterized by 
extremely strong contrasts between bright and dark areas, a small range 
of grey, and a predominance of white in the frame (Film Lexicon 689). 
The combination of such a tonality of light and a 'cleaned', radically 
reduced set design consisting of white subjects with minimal props 
results in a very impressive visual component – the whole film seems 
clean and bright, and it almost seems that we follow the characters' 
interactions against pristine white snow surfaces. Such a minimalistic 
approach, where the space approaches the realm of the theatre, puts 
even more emphasis on the characters themselves. 

 
Theatrical type of acting, Renaissance costumes and music 
Babaja's film approaches the strategies of display that we find in 

theatre art both in the field of acting types and in the general 
psychosomatic presentations of the characters. We are talking, namely, 
about the theatrical type of acting of strong and emphasized 
movements and speech, which have their specific and functional 
purpose in the film (cf. Turković). Combined with the dominantly still 
camera and the mise-en-scène, this kind of acting enhances the 
impression of theatricality and the kind of visuals we sometimes find in 
picture books – where, on a blank space, only what matters stands out 
in the fore, to become more prominent. Thus, the characters are carriers 
of all sorts of meanings – both by their accentuated, theatrical speeches, 
and their profiled, often caricatured movements and their historical 
costumes of strong colours, which further emphasize their artificialness 
suitable for a theatre. The colours of the costumes, such as red, blue, 
pink, green, and black, clearly contrast with the whiteness of the 
backgrounds, placing the characters' speech and movements under the 
magnifying glass of the viewer's attention and emphasizing their 
symbolic or grotesque physical dimension, from which allegorical-
parodic meanings emerge. Thus, the sculpture of the Great Owl is a 
symbolically presented character, just as the character of the Jester, 
who with his physical appearance (his made-up face, his clown costume, 
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the jester's hat) embodies the classic character of the witty court 
entertainer. On the other hand, most of the characters are presented 
grotesquely – the Emperor is fat and bald, while his facial expressions, 
his gestures and his naive, almost childish voice indicate an infantile-
egocentric dimension of his personality. The Empress is also shown in a 
somewhat grotesque manner, but much more likeable than the 
Emperor – she is a beauty of emphasized feminine features, bright, 
eloquent and resourceful. From the grotesque representation, 
encompassing courtiers of various profiles, as well as the judges, the 
Confessor, and the executioners – i.e., all those who are firmly identified 
by their roles and their absolute dependence on the Emperor's will – 
only the court guards are excluded, in whose casual conversations we 
can observe the logic of our own reasoning and common sense, capable 
of critically examining the Emperor and his actions, as well as the flea 
dealer, the resourceful "man of the people" type.  

The score, composed by Anđelko Klobučar, is also coordinated 
with the stage and costume stylization and the theatrical type of acting. 
It is dominantly Neo-Renaissance, and it suggests the time of the plot, 
but we can also find in it certain Neo-Romantic elements that "even 
approach Hollywood typicalities" (Paulus 36). Musicologist Irena Paulus 
highlights the elements of new music from the beginning of the 20th 
century, "which are somehow reflected in the stylistic characteristics 
and the 'naked' appearance of the film " (36). Thus, it can be argued that 
the music is fully compatible with the visual elements and is functionally 
related to them in generating the semantic-interpretive potentials of the 
whole. 

 
Framing and editing procedures 
In contrast to the set design solutions and acting concepts that 

bring Babaja's film closer to the theatre – in the sense that theatre is 
usually perceived as ontically-artistically stylized, whereas film is 
dominantly "natural", "realistic" in referring to the external reality – in 
the area of the so-called specific cinematic procedures, i.e., frame 
composition, mise-en-scène, and editing, the Emperor's New Clothes is 
an extremely cinematic achievement. The first scene of the film after the 
title and the list of crew members perfectly reflects the director's 
concept. It's a trial scene that opens in a detail-shot of a Renaissance 
costumed hand with an accusingly-pointed index finger, followed by a 
shot of the accused Verginia behind bars in a closer, almost close-up en 
face, followed by the similar shot of Nag. After the first three shots in a 
closer view, the fourth brings a wider cutout with Verginia sitting and 
Nag standing in the cage in the mid-foreground, and to their left stands 
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the guard with a spear. Then a detail-shot follows again – a costumed 
hand with an extended index finger, but this time recorded frontally so 
that the next frame will immediately lead to an extension of the cutout 
to the middleground of the tripartite judicial council. The next shot 
brings an even wider cutout, that is, a long shot, when the scene can 
finally be viewed as a spatial whole and reveal how the judicial council 
is positioned in relation to the prisoners in the cage, and other new 
information – that the cage is standing on a wooden wheel, that to the 
left of the guard with a spear and a little closer to the cage, is the 
commander-guard, who is just getting off a wooden horse and moving 
abruptly towards the cage with the prisoners. To the left of the 
Commander, a little deeper, there is another guard with a spear and to 
the left of this group, but in the closer plane, there is something like a 
podium on which someone is standing, while in the same plane, but on 
the opposite side of the frame, there is a low stall at which a person is 
standing. This shot is important not only for what it shows – the entire 
trial scene – but also for its placement in the editing sequence. In 
particular, the specified scene as a unit of time has been shot in such a 
way that its spatial integrity is revealed only in the previously described 
seventh frame (long shot), while according to the conventions of 
standard film editing, the frame that provides such fundamental 
narrative information should be the first; in other words, (pro)Modernist 
poetics have been clearly signalled. Following this, the author also very 
self-consciously reduces the depth of the previously described multi-
plane composition of the aforementioned frame, of which as many as 
five planes, thanks to the use of horizontal (floor) and vertical white 
surfaces, are significantly tightly grouped, i.e., the composite depth 
stratification is intentionally, as far as possible, annulled. This, in turn, 
corresponds to the semantic dimensions of the narrative, namely, by 
analogy, it points to the presented social system, which tends to cancel 
complexity and plurality and to impose one-dimensionality.  

After the described long shot in the specified paradigmatic scene, 
three medium shot frames follow, after which the next frame again 
displays the entire scene in the long shot, but this time from a different 
perspective: the camera is now set behind the guard's back, and thus 
reveals the functions of two people at the stall – the first is the Clerk 
who shows the report in which the Minister of Dreams accuses Verginia 
and Nag, and the second is the Court Reporter. The last shot of the scene 
follows – the medium shot of the judicial council, the leader of which 
proclaims the verdict. This medium shot, however, turns into a close-up 
of the Judge, as the camera for the first time in this scene becomes 
dynamic, leading to a change of shot by moving forward fast, employing 
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such a rhetorical procedure to emphasize the semantically significant 
verdict: "In the name of Emperor Gonagonazar the Only, anointed ruler 
of great Puritania, I condemn Verginia and Nag the Vagrant to the purity 
of eternal sleep."        

The director's approach to the trial scene will be repeated in 
principle in other scenes of the film. Many of them will start with shots 
of closer planes, which will then expand, and there will be a dominant 
presence of a static camera with expressive frame compositions and 
editing which will dynamically alternate shots of different planes and 
shooting angles, and here and there a camera will be moving – most 
often forward, one ride in reverse, and one panoramic panning along 
the Jester's body. In some cases, a multi-layered frame composition is 
used, where the camera is placed behind an obstacle, and the characters 
in different planes appear as if they are compressed into one – generally 
speaking, the depth-reduction effect is often used. Also, in multiple 
cases, parallel editing is used, that is, we see alternate scenes of two or 
even three actions that take place in different spaces at the same time.  

Thus, it is obvious that Ante Babaja's directorial concept is based 
on the counterpoint of theatricality and cinematography. On the one 
hand, the treatment of set design and acting performances is clearly 
theatrical, and on the other hand, the style of photography and editing 
is very dynamic and expressively rich. The theatrical and the cinematic 
are joined together at the point of access to the depth of space, that is, 
the deep mise-en-scène: Babaja often resorts to in-depth frame 
compositions and character movements in the depth, but this 
'specifically cinematic' at the same time tends to reduce the deep 
composition of frames with the use of white surfaces devoid of shadows 
to get a theatrical effect of flatness. Thus, it results in the above-
mentioned harmony, namely, the inseparability of the formal and 
contentual levels of the represented – namely, the clash of stratification 
and flatness in terms of form expresses the criticism of the attack of 
unanimity on pluralism in the semantic plane of the film.            

 
Conclusion: intermedial relations as poetic levers of 

resemantisation 
Comparative analysis of the feature film Emperor's New Clothes 

by the Croatian director Ante Babaja, and the eponymous literary classic 
story by Hans Christian Andersen points to great differences in the 
semantic layer of the two narratives and, consequently, their possible 
interpretative readings. While Andersen's literary story is characterised 
by a simplicity similar to that found in fairy tales, the film's story is much 
more complex – it encompasses a larger number of characters, events 
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are more separated, the plot space is concretised, and characters not 
present in Andersen's story are introduced. Such multiple expansions 
are, of course, given by the script itself, which is not a direct 
transposition of Andersen's text into the film's narrative, but rather a 
significant transformation of the original narrative. The first level of 
resemantisation of the simple story of the vain and naive Emperor and 
his deferential subjects already occurs on the axis of the inter-genre 
connection between the literary story and the cinematic script.  

The second level of resemantisation is present in the layer of 
cinematic means of expression. Babaja creatively used various elements 
of the cinematic process to realise semantic fullness and multiple 
interpretation potentials. The simple, general allegory dimension of the 
narrative about naivety, egocentrism, and opportunism has become a 
more direct allegory of ideological and political omen, in which, through 
the prism of parody, oppressive political systems are ironically and 
satirically exposed – primarily, totalitarian ones, which history has 
repeatedly witnessed, but also newer, autocratic ones, as was the 
system of the state in which Babaja himself lived. The uncharacteristic 
way of criticism which the film, using an external fairy-tale costume, 
expressed towards the socio-political context of its own country is 
certainly a significant reason for its ignoring at the time of its origin. The 
result is a lack of adequate public and critical reception, as well as the 
lack of more extensive academic works which would describe both his 
poetic context and the context of his reception in more detail. 

It is particularly interesting to consider the individual elements of 
the cinematic process since many of them show an atypical transition to 
theatrical art. The intermedial contact with theatre is clearly present in 
the set design, to the point that all the scenes are shot against the 
background of white surfaces, creating the impression of their clarity 
and flatness. This impression was further reinforced by the use of the 
shots taken in the high key of light. The bright surfaces, with their 
contrast and artificiality, make the characters stand out in their 
Renaissance costumes, as well as the props. This approach, which clearly 
corresponds to theatre, is also supported by the theatrical type of 
acting, as well as the functional use of music of the dominant Neo-
Renaissance type. In general, it can be concluded that the theatrical-
cinematic intermediality is what not only determines Babaja's film but 
also what generates the semantic potency of a story focused on 
parodying ideological omens. In order to keep everything in the essential 
environment of the film as the art of moving images, Babaja uses specific 
cinematic procedures to create a dynamic structure. While a static 
camera is prevalent in the film, expressive frame compositions, a 
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functional combination of different shots and angles, as well as parallel 
montage achieve the appropriate dose of cinematography compared to 
theatricality. The symbiosis of theatricality and cinematography is best 
shown in the in-depth frame compositions, in which the movements of 
the characters create an impression of spatiality, which, however, is 
simultaneously reduced by the use of white backgrounds. Such a 
counterpointing of the formal stratification and flatness supports the 
conceptual implications of the film by suggesting the continuous 
tendency of depth and plurality to escape from the imposed frames and 
superficiality. 

In conclusion, it can be argued that this is a multi-level and atypical 
cinematic work that still, exactly sixty years after its creation, appears 
attractive and evokes new readings. The semantic stratification 
established by Babaja's narrative in relation to Andersen's stems from 
several intermedial points of contact and the synergistic actions of 
various artistic languages – literary, theatrical and cinematic. In other 
words, the intermedial relationships of the three arts in Babaja's feature 
film creation have served as an obstacle course for resemantising the 
classic children's story into a multi-layered political allegory, primarily 
intended for adult recipients.  
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CAREVO NOVO RUHO, PRIČA HANSA CHRISTIANA ANDERSENA I FILM ANTE 

BABAJE: INTERMEDIJSKO PRIPOVIJEDANJE KAO POLIGON ZA POLITIČKU 
ALEGORIJU 

 
Carevo novo ruho (1837) Hansa Christiana Andersena ima status klasika dječje 
književnosti, ali i neizostavnog, amblematskog mjesta u sferi svjetske 
književnosti i kulture uopće – riječ je o jednoj od najprevođenijih priča/bajki, 
objelodanjenoj u brojnim jezicima i transponiranoj u različite medije, ali i priči 
bogatog semantičkog potencijala koja omogućuje različita tumačenja. U fokusu 
ovoga rada jest komparativna analiza poznate Andersenove priče i istoimenog 
igranog filma hrvatskog i jugoslavenskog redatelja Ante Babaje, snimljenog 
1961. godine prema scenariju Božidara Violića, koji je adaptirao Andersenovo 
djelo. Carevo novo ruho prvi je dugometražni film cijenjenog redatelja, ujedno i 
prvi hrvatski dugometražni igrani film u boji. Neobična Babajina obrada 
zanimljiva je na više razina i zbog više razloga – kako onih poetičkih (riječ je o 
netipičnom pristupu u kojem izostaje standardna scenografija te se umjesto nje 
koriste bijele plohe i takozvana higeh-key filmska fotografija koju potpisuje 
Oktavijan Miletić), tako i onih širih, vezanih uz recepciju. Babajin film, naime, 
intervencijama u motivsku i narativnu dimenziju priče predloška, ali i 
transgresijama na razini stila (intermedijski dodir s kazališnom umjetnošću) te 
društvenopolitičkim kontekstom u kojem je film nastao (vrijeme socijalističke 
Jugoslavije) omogućuje drugačija čitanja u odnosu na ona vezana uz 
Andersenov predložak. Točnije, Babajino Carevo novo ruho resemantizira 
Andersenovu priču pridodajući joj konkretnu društvenopolitičku alegoriju (ne 
samo) bivše Jugoslavije, istodobno ne ispuštajući iz vida sržno mjesto 
Andersenove priče – odnos kolektivnih konvencija i individualne svijesti, 
kukavičluka i hrabrosti, podređenosti i slobode, kao arhetipskih mjesta ljudskih 
zajednica. 
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Abstract: The hegemony of English has been explored in several studies since 

the wake of the twentieth century. Drawing on works of leading linguists, we 

have drawn our attention to the status of English as a dominating world language 

that exerts its influence on peripheral literatures of the world. This paper seeks 

to examine the hegemony of the English language in literary studies, more 

significantly, in the circulation of world literary pieces. The article discusses how 

English, at the centre of literary production and circulation, distorts the real 

essence and concept of ‘borderless world literature.’ The author begins with a 

brief discussion about the Gramscian concept of hegemony and its implications 

and consequences on the world circulation of literary pieces. It proceeds to 

interrogate the existing model of translation flow in the international book 

market and proposes an alternative approach to resist English hegemony, 

followed by the conclusion. 
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1. Introduction 

Etymologically, hegemony means leadership. As conceptualised by 
Antonio Gramsci in 1971, the term hegemony is defined as “the ruling 
class’s exercise of social control and leadership over the subordinate 
class through a combination of force and consent” (Gramsci 1971:152). 
The consent is obtained through the interpellation of the subordinate 
class. Thus, hegemony is a geopolitical method that refers to indirect 
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imperial dominance exerted not by force or active persuasion but by a 
subtle and inclusive power over the economy, education, and media. 
The ruling class's power to influence the thoughts, behaviour, and 
perceptions of a particular segment of society through the direction of 
standard ideas, conventions, and beliefs eventually forms a dominant 
worldview. 

Hegemony, as a concept, accommodates the discussion of the 
authoritative status of English across the globe. The Gramscian concept 
of hegemony provides a philosophical framework to explore further the 
disparity between the hegemon and the subordinate. In the article, The 
Hegemony of English and Strategies for Linguistic Pluralism: Proposing 
the Ecology of Language Paradigm, Tsuda expressed his concern about 
how English is taken for granted in the international system, creating an 
alarming situation for the other world languages and pin-pointed the 
anxiety and insecurity. His argument relates to the usage of English as a 
source of personal identity and reflection of culture as English occupies 
the central position and controls the human consciousness. English, 
acting as a hegemon, has tactfully gained supremacy through political 
and economic power. 

World literature theorists and critics perceived hegemony in the 
concept of world literature. Thus, translation practice, western 
academia, and the translation network appear to reinforce 
monolingualism by imposing it as a universal criterion on all others. 
Katherine Shields asserted a perceptible shift in translation modes from 
a mediating force to a pyramidal model in her article titled Challenges 
and Possibilities for World Literature, Global Literature, and Translation 
(2013). She unmistakably observed a shift away from literary 
translations as a means of establishing connections between literatures 
toward an unmediated supraliterature, in which the dominant forms 
were "literature translated into English, literature written in English, or 
literature written to be translated into English" (Shields 2013:2). Bellos's 
analysis of the UNESCO translation records confirmed that the 
translation flow elevates English to the top of the pyramid and 
establishes it as the base language for all translations. Isn't this an 
indication that the pyramidal structure compels literary works to be 
translated into the base language, namely English, to achieve global 
reception or circulation? Is it guiding the literary world toward a pre-
defined structure in which the sole purpose of literary production will 
be to get translated into English? The English translation overshadows 
the original, tacitly pushing national and regional literature behind the 
time. This scenario mentioned above relates to Owen's remark:  
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"As in any cross-cultural exchange that goes in only one direction, 
the culture that receives influence will always find itself in the 
secondary position. It will appear slightly behind the times "(Owen 
30). 

 
That was, most emphatically, not Goethe's conception of 

Weltliterature. With his cosmopolitan humanism, Goethe anticipated 
that WL would open new avenues for national literature. His view of 
world literature as a literary space will liberate peripheral literature from 
all constraints or hegemony. However, the contemporary literary world 
has established a hegemonic model of cultural dominance. The literary 
market is commodified by the global influence of a few world capitals. 
In other words, global texts produced or mediated by the global 
language, English, have spread across the globe, gradually establishing a 
foothold in the literary market. This Anglo-globalism is encroaching on 
indigenous cultural dialects. Eric Auerbach accurately predicted such a 
standardized world that would foster the development of a single 
literary language, effectively eradicating the concept of Weltliteratur 
(1952: 66). 

In the current study, the concept of hegemony is used to analyze 
the domineering status of English in the circulation of literary texts in 
the world. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2briefly 
discusses the leap of English from a regional language to a lingua franca. 
The historical evidence supporting a political and economic powerplay 
would assist in developing a concrete understanding of the gradual 
move of English from ‘an imposed language’ to ‘the language of 
opportunity.’ Subsequently, Section-3 elaborates the model of literary 
circulation to critically analyze the dominating role of English as an 
international gatekeeper of the world literature trajectory. The 
following section proposes a counter-strategy to resist the English 
hegemony in the concerned field of study, followed by a conclusion. 
 

2. The Rise of English from a regional language to lingua franca 

The seminal rise of the English language from a provincial setup to 
a hegemonic state has passed through five distinct eras of 
development: 

 British colonialism 
 Linguistic expansionism through language policy 
 The advent of America as an economic power in the post-

World War II era 
 The industrial revolution 
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 The tremendous acceleration of globalization worldwide 

The linguistic, cultural and religious imposition served as the wheels 
of colonialism in the ex-colonies of Britain. It relates well to the 
observation of David Crystal in his book English as a Global Language, 
which interrogated the dramatic linguistic leap of English from an 
international language to global stature. He argued that the success of a 
language is directly proportional to the speaker’s success on an 
international level as no language can flourish of its own. The success 
story of a language does not rely on its intrinsic structural properties or 
solid literary background. Instead, the user’s political, economic and 
military power determines the success rate of the language (Crystal 
1997:9).  

The increasing domination of the English language in the 
international market did not generate from the vacuum. Scholars 
interested in discovering the underlying factors studied the leap of 
English from a provincial language to hegemonic status. They explored 
its growing impact on every sphere of life, such as politics, economy, 
business, travel, communication, international relations, education, 
banking and many more. Crystal’s estimate projected that 99% of the 
international organisations, such as the World Health Organization 
(WHO), World Bank, World Trade Organisation (WTO), use English as the 
official language. In contrast, French and German language use has 
come to 63% and 40%, respectively (Crystal, 1997). David Graddol, in his 
book The Future of English (1997), noted instances of language shift in 
the publishing industry and international organisations. He cited the 
example of ‘The International Association of Linguistics’ that lists French 
as a working language but uses English exclusively in its publication and 
meetings. The publishing industry was also not an exception in this fast-
changing world and equally joined hands in this transition phase. Prof. 
Eugene Garfield, the founder of SCI (Science Citation Index), declared 
that 95% of 9,25,000 scientific research papers are written in English 
(Xue and Zuo, 2013; 2263). Another notable instance is a Mexican 
medical journal titled Archivos de Investigacion Medica, which provided 
the entire article in English translation. Later, the journal hired an 
American editor and started accepting articles only in English and 
further changed the title into Archives of Medical Research (Gibbs, 
1995). Similar was the fate of a Journal from Germany titled Zeitschrift 
fur Tierpsychologic that accepted submissions in Germany till 1950, but 
fell prey to the language shift and accepted submissions only in English 
since 1984 and renamed the journal as Ethology in 1986 (Graddol, 1997: 
9). It is worth mentioning that English is also coming up as the preferred 
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medium for intranational communications (professional and higher 
studies) in some ex-colonies of Britain (Graddol 1997:11), resulting in 
language shifts within a nation. The book publishing market has similar 
statistics that depicted English as the most preferred language for 
publication across the globe. Irrespective of genre, the publishing 
houses preferred the English language for global marketing, sale and 
profit. This undisputed international status of English in the publishing 
world is neither a spontaneous growth nor is a voluntarily imposed 
phenomenon, but the consequence of a tactfully gained supremacy 
through political and economic power. 

The extensive literature further emphasises the negative impact of 
English hegemony on the other world languages. In his article The 
English Language and the Globalisation, Danilo Pasi discussed the 
importance of English as a tool for international communication and the 
exchange of ideas, thoughts, and culture. He asserted this as the 
consequence of globalization, further extended by Guo & Beckett. They 
considered English an instrument of social control and a hindrance in the 
learner’s psychological, social, cultural, linguistic development as it 
exposes them to an unfamiliar pedagogical and social culture 
(2007,117). With the advent of globalization and advanced technology, 
English reflects the prominence of a particular country in the political, 
cultural, and economic spheres of life. This prominence of English in 
international communication is further discussed in detail by Xue and 
Zuo. Their study extended the view and considered it a cultural and 
linguistic invasion in non-English speaking countries. The application of 
English in global affairs acknowledged the paradigm shift from the 
British Empire to the empire of English, as stated by Robert Phillipson 
(1992).  

Critics in the present-day argue that English has turned into a 
neutral world language and is no more the language of the colonizers. 
The universalness in the global context portrays English as a natural, 
neutral, beneficial language free from any political or economic 
constraints. In this regard, Van Parij and Swaan (2001) adhered to the 
Rational Choice Theory. They emphasised individual choice of language, 
but they failed to relate the language used with the issue of identity and 
power. Both scholars detached language and its increasing domination 
from the power game and politics involved, perceiving it as a natural, 
inevitable consequence of a decentralised decision (Phillipson, 2008: 9). 
The positive estimation of English resulted from its extended stay in the 
colonies as a neutral lingua franca. The persistence of the linguistic 
dominance of English in the disguise of a willful submission by the other 
world languages is witnessed in the promotional activities carried out by 
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the international organisations and the publishing industry, which is the 
result of political and economic expansionism.   

Alastair Pennycook discarded the neutrality of English as a global 
language and argued that it is a language laden with colonial 
implications in his book English and the Discourses of 
Colonialism (1998). The subjugation of the native by a severe attack on 
the culture, language, self-esteem of the colonised and replacing the 
same with the colonial set is not a new phenomenon for colonial 
countries. Pennycook (1994) refuted the idea of English being a 
language of choice and perceived the choice as problematic and 
restricted. Bamgbose (2003: 421) further questioned whether the 
choice of English is a ‘free choice’ or certain constraints make it 
inevitable? (Lin 2013:7). Pennycook convincingly disapproved of the 
neutral function of English in the globalised era (Lin 2013:11). The 
inescapable choice of English in literary production and circulation turns 
the idea of literary universalism into an unattainable reality. The 
scenario requires careful consideration for a counter-discourse, which 
we shall discuss later. 

The literature review confirms that the concern for the linguistic 
hegemony flows from Africa to Brazil and Nigeria to China. Xue and Zuo 
apprehended a ‘culture invasion’ due to English expansion in China. 
Scholars mark the casual use of English abbreviations and growing 
familiarity with English buzzwords in the Chinese language. They seem 
confident regarding English as a tool to integrate into the world and 
prepared to absorb new English words, but reluctant to allow the mad 
dance of English hegemony to threaten the age-old cultural heritage in 
China (2013:2266). Another adverse effect of English hegemony is 
noticed in the indigenous languages of Nigeria. The speakers wish to 
adopt the English language to flow with the wave of globalisation and fit 
into the advancing era. The result is the extinction of the local languages 
and establishing a language policy in Nigeria that encourages 
multilingualism. Anyanwu (2011) studied remarkable changes brought 
by the intervention of English in the use of Nigerian indigenous 
languages. A close study of prevalent languages displays the rapid 
extinction of languages (Oyetade 2004, Blench 1998, Anyanwu 2011). 
The educated community report on the language extinction in Nigeria 
also shows the extinction of most indigenous languages.  

The hegemonic grip of English over human consciousness has 
grown stronger due to power and necessity. The above literature review 
testified the hegemony of English in every sphere of human life in the 
current time. The following section will explore the hegemony of English 
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in the literary field, especially in the circulation of literary texts across 
the globe. 
  

3. English hegemony and world literature 
The reviewed literature asserts the existence of English hegemony 

in the international market, resulting in the formulation of concepts 
such as Neocolonialism, Linguistic Imperialism, and Cultural and 
Linguistic Hegemony. It testifies to the global dominance of English and 
its various applications in almost all sectors. The power of the English 
language is assessed by scholars (Chan 2016) based on the opportunities 
it offers to its users. Being positioned at the centre of several language 
networks, English enhances the global reception of literary and cultural 
assets (Ronenet.et al., 2014). The concept of world literature and its 
global connectivity with English has to be asserted from a closer 
perspective to connect the dots. 

The active participation in the international publishing market 
determines the global status of a language and the literature it 
produces. Now, the question arises that as we cannot deny the 
inseparable connectivity between language, culture and literature, how 
can the trajectory of world literature remain free from the hegemonic 
impact of English when its rapid expansion covers every other sphere? 
As Damrosch stated, “World literature are those pieces that travel 
beyond their place of origin.” The question arises, in which language? 
The language that can provide a wide reception to any literary piece and 
further stimulate translations into other world languages is English. The 
neutrality of literature that gets circulated in a hegemonic language is 
always questionable. The willing submission of the regional literature to 
the hegemonic language changes the entire structure of the literary 
world, questioning the real essence of the word ‘world’ in the term 
‘world literature.’ We shall come to this discussion later while 
elaborating on the existing model of world literary circulation. It is 
equally relevant to investigate the impact of English hegemony in 
literary translation.  

Scholars have further examined the dominating role of English in 
translation studies. Traditionally, translation has been conceptualized as 
a bridge between the text producer and receiver. The prominence of 
English translation testifies to the idea and mediates between two 
discrete universes of the producer and receiver (Bennett & Barros 
2017:363). Lefevere (1990) confirmed the significant role of translation 
in bringing literary works in minor languages into the ambit of world 
literature (S. Campbell, 2005:28). Translation in the postcolonial context 
acted as a powerful tool to assimilate foreign culture. It turned to a 
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prioritized medium of literary exchange, a symbol of empowerment and 
cultural enrichment (Sareen 2010:85). Translation of world literature 
revolves around the world language, English, which measures the 
position of other world languages as marginalized. The politics of the 
English language is demonstrated by Lawrence Venuti when he referred 
to the Argentine author Jorge L. Borges. The USA refused to translate his 
fiction till French translations appeared in 1950 by a distinguished press. 
Is it not an alarming situation where the hegemony of a few significant 
languages makes it critical for the other languages to make their space 
in the canon of world literature? It is further observed that authors 
adopted western ideologies and followed the norms of the west with an 
expectation to get international recognition. Spivak criticized this 
practice of world literature and opined that Anglo-American enterprise, 
dominating the market of world literature, ignores the power of a work 
in its language. This projection of world view was not probably the exact 
picture of Goethe’s Weltliteratur. He cherished each of the authors he 
read in their native language. This practice seems to have been distorted 
over time, mainly in the aftermath of globalization. The power of English 
in translation is further elucidated by Ramakrishna (1997, 445), who 
asserted that the translation endeavours in colonial India were directly 
proportionate to colonial dominance. The nineteenth-century Indian 
readers read the Sanskrit books in English (Trivedi 2007:124). Campbell 
further suggested that translation into and from English needs to 
emphasize the context of power relations among the language 
communities and the rapid global expansion of English (Campell, 2005: 
29). English as a source language represents the lion’s share of all the 
translations published (60-70% in Europe), i.e., twice as many as all the 
other source languages put together. This position implies that the 
literary world places English at the centre and presumes the English-
reading world as the only world (Ostler, 2010).  

The evolution of world literature is inseparably connected to the 
rise of English as a global literary vernacular (Mufti 2016:11). The 
language remained the indispensable key to the world market, as Ostler 
(2010) identified. The evidence is noted in the circulation of world 
literary pieces. It becomes the gateway to move beyond the place of 
origin (Damrosch, 2003). English as a cultural system and global 
postcolonial culture is well illustrated in Mufti’s interrogation of the 
existing prominence of the language in the world literary circulation. 
Mufti referred to the dramatic historical shifts in the patterns of literary 
circulation. In his words: 

“A hundred years ago, at least some intelligentsias in the vast 
stretch of societies from the Eastern Balkans, through Anatolia and 
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Persia proper, including swathes of Central Asia and Afghanistan, 
and stretching across northern belt of the subcontinent, may have 
encountered each other’s textual creations in the original and 
directly – this is, in Persian, Arabic, or Ottoman Turkish. Today, 
readers in India, Pakistan, Iran or Turkey will typically encounter 
each other’s literature only in translation in English (or in further 
translation from English) thus only if the works have received that 
metropolitan authentication” (Mufti, 336) (WL in Theory). 

 
The dominant status of English is reflected in India, a multilingual 

nation, where translation into English has also served as a medium to 
strengthen the pluralistic cultural heritage. Sujit Mukherjee depicts a 
similar scenario in his book Translation as Discovery (2006), where he 
raised his concern regarding the inter-language translation in India. In 
his words:  

“English enjoys the uninterrupted status of ‘link language’… Indian 
literary compartments have windows open to the non-Indian 
literatures but doors closed to the works of neighbouring 
Indians…” (Mukherjee 2006: 15) 

 
Nineteenth-century India witnessed the political and cultural 

hegemony of English in book publication and translation. The translation 
flow was from the centre to the periphery as English remained a donor 
language in India for a longer span. Nevertheless, Sanskrit also served as 
the most preferred Indian donor language, resulting in numerous 
English translations of Sanskrit texts. Whether these few English 
translations targeted European or Indian readers demands further 
investigation? (Sareen 2010:84). The rise of English as a supralanguage 
is demonstrated in David Ballos’ study of the UNESCO statistics for 
translating literary works in Swedish, Chinese, Hindi, Arabic, French, and 
German. He noticed that between 2000 and 2009, 80% of all translations 
were from English, whereas only 8% were into English (quoted in K. 
Shield, 2015:4). 

The flow of world literary translation and circulation can be better 
understood with reference to the international book market, a 
superstructure built on a traditional centre-dominated model. 

Figure-1 illustrates the production and circulation of text beyond its 
place of origin. The regional and the national literature remain at the 
periphery and aspire to get into the centre through translation. The 
literary piece needs to be a Nobel Prize winner and translated into 
English to become world literature. English emerges as a dominant 
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language in the process. It depicts the magnetic centre that attracts all 
the diverse literature from the periphery. 

 

 
Figure-1: Circulation of the world literary texts 

 
The national and the regional literature surrender to the monopoly of 
the global language, i.e. English, with an expectation to receive wide 
circulation and recognition in the world. The so-called recognition is the 
willing acceptance of the subjugation and indirect assistance to the 
dominance of the hegemonic language, English. It remains at the centre 
of literary production that compels all other pieces of literature across 
the globe to the centre. However, the question emerges, how does it 
justify the term ‘world Literature’? Is it not promoting monolingualism 
in a structured form?  

This centre-dominated approach gives a partial view of world 
literature. The word world in the term ‘world literature’ has lost its 
essence under the subjugation of the elite forces, as ideally identified by 
Martin Puchner. He considered the cosmopolitan centre as a magnet 
that attracts everything, and the world in the process of moving towards 
it gets filtered through the hegemonic culture (Puchner, 2013: 32). 
Figure I depicts the same. If a literary piece has to sacrifice its identity 
and erase its linguistic boundary to become world literature, then where 
is the linguistic freedom? Is it not ironic that technically world literature 
is practically provincial literature, meant only for the English-speaking 
section of the society? Is it not contradictory to the idea of borderless 
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global literature that promises to cross geographical boundaries but 
restricts linguistic boundaries? The pathos of the situation is that most 
works get translated into the globally dominating language, English, for 
better circulation and compromise with linguistic freedom. However, 
the colonized consciousness of the human mind is reluctant to perceive 
this reality. This scenario can be considered an example of the 
hegemony of English that targets human consciousness and projects the 
future of the literary piece through translation.   

We could understand the function of the system better through the 
illustration below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure-II: Centre-dominated model of world literary circulation 

 
Figure-II depicts the literary transactions between the Source Languages 
(SL) and the Target Language (TL) on the international book market. The 
model shows the literature in diverse world languages aiming to get 
placed in the world literary canon. Translation in a specific language with 
a universal acknowledgement (English) serves as a gatekeeper and thus, 
remains at the centre of the literary production. The magnetic attraction 
of the English language at the centre of the production and circulation 
of world literature stimulates the peripheral literatures to surrender to 
the hegemonic culture and get transformed. The SL surrenders to the 
monopoly of the English language and receives the world space and 
recognition as compensation. The literary pieces cross the nation's 
boundary but fail to cross the linguistic boundary that is structurally and 
tactfully imposed. The international market favours English, which is 
also a medium to make the literary piece marketable. However, when 
the linguistic identity of other world languages is at stake, it fails to do 
justice with the term world literature. This cultural and linguistic 
hegemony of English is referred to as Linguistic Imperialism by Alastair 
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Pennycook (1995). Robert Phillipson went to the extent of condemning 
the English language for replacing and displacing other languages. 

The world literary market strengthens the status of the hegemonic 
language as it remains at the centre and regulates the periphery. The 
universal acceptance of the Anglophonic literature as world literature 
serves as a designed strategy that acts as a weapon for the minor or local 
languages inflicting hardships for their survival. In the 7th annual session 
of the Institute of World Literature (IWL) held in Copenhagen in 2017, 
David Damrosch presented his concern for the universal approach of 
world literature. He stated, “World Literature is still not completely 
global.” Even though he referred to the western literary canon, the same 
can be stated for literary production and circulation across the globe. To 
probe deeper into the context, we will examine how the model will look 
if the world market has to perceive the concept of world literature 
without English? The idea is not to reject English but to question the 
hegemonic grip and reconstitute the model in more ethical and 
democratic terms. The following section elaborates on the proposed 
model. 
 

4. The proposed model and world literature 
The role of English as a world literary language demonstrates that 

world literature itself has always signified a system of unequal relations 
between a handful of western languages- above all English and other 
languages of the south (Mufti, 52). Securing linguistic and cultural 
pluralism seems necessary to maintain the essence of world literature. 
As mentioned earlier, WL emerged from the world market, and 
European colonialism underlay the world market. So, it is, therefore, an 
extension of colonialism (Puchner 2017). The colonialism that no more 
intends to conquer territories instead conquers human consciousness 
and injects the quotient of the necessity of the colonial language in the 
name of worldwide exposure. The hegemony of the English language in 
the name of exposure to the world market and huge circulation pushes 
behind the minority languages, establishing undisputed domination in 
the circulation of world literature. As a counter-attack to the centre-
dominated model, we propose the possibility of a model that would 
focus on the margin. Figure-3 below illustrates the same: 
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Figure-III: Margin-centric model of world literary circulation 

 
Figure III illustrates the alternative perception of world literature, where 
the focus shifts from the centre to the margin. Unlike the earlier trend 
of translation flow that advocated the world literature canon in English, 
the proposed model argued for the possibility of a reverse mode of 
translation. The model rejected language centricity and promoted world 
literature in other world languages without being escorted by English. 
The margin-centric approach offered an alternative strategy to the 
English-centred world literature and established a realistic and 
structural pattern for peripheral languages to follow when translating 
world texts. As Ostler predicted, a world market without English would 
open space for other prominent and marginalized languages, a scope for 
those to survive without being lost or drowned in the cacophony of the 
world market. World literature without English, identically, would add a 
new dimension to the study of world literature. It would foster the 
perception of WL in Chinese (Shijie de Wenxue), WL in Spanish, WL in 
Japanese (SekaiBungaku), WL in Arabic, WL in Bangla (Viswa Sahitya), 
WL in Odia (Biswasahitya); that would justify the term world literature 
in a true sense. Based on an approach termed ‘margin-centricity,’ it 
would bring forth the translation activities in regional languages. 
Ostler’s perception relates to complete replacement, whereas we do 
not claim the same. World literature would not be complete even 
without English literature; we only expect to find a balanced proportion 
of language share in the production, translation, circulation and 
reception of world literary pieces. 

 
4.1.  Implementation of the proposed model: Biswa Sahitya 

series 

Implementation of the margin-centric model is reflected in a 
literary venture made in a provincial Indian state, Odisha. In 1969, a 
renowned Indian publisher, Granthamandir, launched a world literature 
series titled Biswa Sahitya Granthamala that marked a significant 
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reception of world literature in the Odia language (the language of 
Odisha). The project published a collection of abridged Odia translations 
of literary classics from across the world. The series included works from 
across the world and various literary genres, including novels, fairy tales, 
drama, science fiction, adventure stories, and detective stories, thus 
justifying the title. The series consisted of one hundred and eighty-six 
books and over eight hundred short stories written by over fifty world 
authors. The cover page featured the story's title, the project's name 
(Biswa Sahitya Grathamala) in the book's top centre, and the publisher's 
name (Granthamandir) with a logo at the bottom. 

The title Biswa Sahitya Granthamala, which means a collection of 
world literature, is a deliberate attempt to convey the project’s 
objective. The blurb of books confirmed that the series introduces and 
popularises world literature in Odia. The sole purpose was not to create 
world literature experts or literary critics of translation; the objective 
was to instil a positive reading habit in the target readers by introducing 
world literature in the local language. The series portrayed renowned 
world authors like Homer, Jules Verne, Shakespeare, Kalidas, Anton 
Chekov, Emily Bronte, Jane Austen, Leo Tolstoy, Maupassant, 
Premchand, H. G. Wells, Robert Louis Stevenson, Arthur Conan Doyle 
and many others as storytellers that differ from the scholarly discipline 
of world literature. The world texts were received not in an academic 
context but as a literary piece that teaches through storytelling. 

A significant cultural event in the history of Odia literature, the 
Biswa Sahitya Granthamala series showcased the reception of world 
literature and created an alternative approach to perceive world 
literature. The series used specific translation techniques and reception 
tools to introduce world texts to the non-English community in Odisha. 
A thorough study of the series (publishing objectives, selection of books, 
translation strategies and other resources) could reveal many 
interesting facts about the space created for world literature in the Odia 
language. However, the scope of the paper does not allow us to 
elaborate on the same. It is worth mentioning that the project was 
initiated in 1969 and flourished over the years. It continues to thrive to 
this day demonstrates that world literature emerges, grows, and 
survives successfully in a local language without the assistance of 
English. This reverse translation responds to English's predominance 
and preserves the essence of the cosmopolitan world. 
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5. Conclusion 

As an international gatekeeper to the world forum, the 
unstoppable rise of English made its way to a dominating centre of world 
literary production and circulation. The claim that English is no longer 
the property of native speakers cannot deny the impact of the 
hegemonic grip of the English language in the world literary circulation. 
The original essence of world literature gets distorted as the Anglo-
centric model promotes monolingualism and restricts the flow of world 
literature to a province. The practice of receiving world literature into 
English is self-contradictory as the literature circulated in one language 
cannot justify the term ‘world’ in ‘world literature.’ The practice relates 
to World literature in English and infers cosmopolitan provincialism. The 
English hegemony in the world literary circulation indicates the 
persisting colonialism in a modified noble form. The language has 
satisfied the colonizers’ commercial and legal interests and educational 
and linguistic needs. Mutual acceptance of the cultural and literary 
treasure from across the globe in diverse languages could compensate 
for this loss of linguistic identity. The proposed model revisited the 
trajectory of world literature and perceived the same in more 
democratic terms. It combated cosmopolitan provincialism and 
advocated for vernacular cosmopolitanism. Vernacular 
cosmopolitanism is a term that refers to the use of a vernacular 
language to express a cosmopolitan world and its literature. Without the 
assistance of English, world literature emerged and thrived in a local 
language. 

World literature is a step towards the unification of the world. The 
experts, scholars, academicians, translators, and publishers need to 
comply with the demand of the changing time and visualize literature in 
English and several world languages to retain the real essence of world 
literature.  
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विश्ि  साहित्य  में  अंगे्रजी  का आधिपत्य: अनुिाद  प्रिाि और  साहित्त्यक  प्रसार  का 
एक  अध्ययन 

 

बीसवीीं शताब्दी के बाद से कई अध्ययनों में अींगे्रजी के आधिपत्य का आलोचना ककया 
गया है। प्रमुख भाषाववदों के कायों पर ध्यान आकवषित करत ेहुए, हमने अपना ध्यान 

एक प्रमुख ववश्व भाषा के रूप में अींगे्रजी की स्थितत की ओर आकवषित ककया है जो 
दतुनया के पररिीय साहहत्य पर अपना प्रभाव डालती है। यह लेख साहहस्त्यक अध्ययनों 
में, और अधिक महत्वपूर्ि रूप से, ववश्व साहहत्य के सींचलन में अींगे्रजी भाषा के वचिथव 

की जाींच करने का प्रयास करता है। लेख में चचाि की गई है कक कैसे अींगे्रजी, साहहस्त्यक 

उत्पादन और प्रसार के कें द्र में, 'सीमाहीन ववश्व साहहत्य' के वाथतववक सार और 

अविारर्ा को ववकृत करती है। लेखक आधिपत्य की ग्रास्ससयन अविारर्ा और 

साहहस्त्यक कृततयों के ववश्व प्रसार पर इसके प्रभाव और पररर्ामों के बारे में एक 

सींक्षिप्त चचाि के साि आलोचना का प्रारसभ करती है। यह लेख अींतरराष्ट्रीय पुथतक 

बाजार में अनुवाद प्रवाह के मौजूदा मॉडल का अन्वेषर् करने के ललए आगे बढ़ता है और 

तनष्ट्कषि के बाद अींगे्रजी आधिपत्य का ववरोि करने के ललए एक वैकस्पपक दृस्ष्ट्िकोर् का 
प्रथताव करता है। 

 

मुख्य शब्द: नायकत्व, भाषाई साम्राज्यवाद, अनुवाद, ववश्व साहहत्य, प्रसार 
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Abstract: The article analyzes the peculiarities of aphorisms functioning in 

linguistic scientific discourse. Linguistic aphorisms have been identified as 

individual authorial utterances that reflect subjective interpretation of linguistic 

terms.  Over seven hundred aphoristic utterances were taken from scientific, 

academic, reference and fiction books, as well as from collections of aphorisms, 

where the linguistic terms have been presented. They serve as the material for 

research. Applied here are methods of targeted sampling, cognitive analysis and 

quantitative analysis, as well as descriptive method. A primary aim was to 

differentiate between two types of definitions of linguistic terms: scientific ones 

(i.e. the utterances of the primary nomination) and fictional ones, which serve 

the purpose of secondary nomination.  

The scientific definitions render the essential and core features of linguistic 

terms, while the fictional ones focus on the indirect and peripheral term 

characteristics determined by author’s communicative and pragmatic goal. 

Defining of linguistic terms through aphoristic utterances has been viewed as a 

unity of semantic, pragmatic and cognitive aspects. The research findings 

distinguish between aphoristic definitions-elucidations and definitions-

interpretations, depending on either objective-logical or expressive-stylistic 

information dominance. Aphoristic utterances created by linguists have been 

viewed as the definitions-elucidations characterized by high level of reference 

and frequent use of linguistic terminology that bring them closer to the logical 

designations or scientific definitions. Associative and metaphorical thinking 

forms the background of definitions-interpretations, typical for writers’ 

discourse. Therefore, their utterances have been considered as artistic definitions 

of linguistic terms, that are the means of additional semantization of 

corresponding notions. Such aphorisms illustrate anthropological approach to 

the analysis of linguistic phenomena.  

The secondary aim was to trace the ways of rendering the meaning of 

linguistic terms through aphoristic utterances. The following types of aphoristic 

definitions have been singled out considering the modes of explaining linguistic 

terms: descriptive definitions, comparative definitions (simile), definitions based 

on either semantic opposition or similarity.   
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1. Introduction 

Aphorism as a linguistic phenomenon has always aroused interest of 
researchers in various fields of study, including psychology, philosophy, 
literary studies and linguistics (Fedorenko and Sokolskaya 1990; Geary 
2005; Hui 2019 et al.). The wide scope of interpretations of essential 
features of this phenomenon explains different approaches to its study: 
structural-functional, linguistic-stylistic, pragmatic, cognitive, 
intertextual etc.  

However, nowadays the lingual status of aphorisms, their 
categorical features, selection criteria and classification as well as other 
aspects remain debatable. Some scientists view them as phraseological 
units (Gavrin 1971; Kunin 1996), others regard aphorisms as 
paremiology elements (Sharmanova 2002), but the vast majority 
consider aphorism studies to be a separate branch of linguistics 
(Fedorenko and Sokolskaya 1990; Ivanov 2019; Plotnikav 1994; 
Vereshchagin and Kostomarov 2005 and others). 

Aphorisms as a writer’s idiolect units have been widely researched 
as well. In this context, the phrase “linguistic aphorism” is used to define 
the author’s individually formulated term definitions, which conveys 
subjective vision of a linguistic notion figuratively and supplies 
additional information about its usual meaning.  

Despite the volatile status of aphorisms, researchers agree on 
genre requirements: informative conciseness, thought generalization, 
didacticism, expressiveness, precision, communicative clearness, 
completeness and memorability. 

While studying linguistic aphorisms, special emphasis is given to 
semantic, grammatical, structural and stylistic peculiarities of these 
language units from the viewpoint of their function in fiction, mass-
media, political and epistolary discourses. However, the problem with 
using aphoristic utterances in scientific paradigm requires special 
attention.  Davis, an outstanding American sociologist of culture, traces 
the origin of aphorism back to Antique times when it was first used in a 
scientific context as the title of Hippocrates’s book of medical 
observations. “Later aphorism eventually expanded to include principles 
of morality and philosophy. Finally, philosophers disconnected it from 
its scientific origins, distinguishing between aphorism […], axiom […], 
theorem […] and hypothesis […]” (247).    
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Nowadays, as a Belarusian linguist Ivanov states, formulation of 

scientific truths in any area of knowledge still may be regarded as 
aphorism (11). However, Russian language researchers Fedorenko and 
Sokolskaya view aphorisms as the intermediary units between literature 
and science, emphasizing, that “expressiveness and imagery bring 
aphorisms closer to fiction, while their capacity to synthesize thoughts 
and establish connection between phenomena, along with accuracy and 
conciseness affiliate them with science” (75).1  

Scholars have studied the application of aphorisms, though 
partially (Onishchenko 2010; Trusov 2008 etc.). Meanwhile the 
investigation of peculiarities of representing linguistic terms by means 
of aphorisms leaves much to be desired. 

Therefore, the purpose of this research is to study the theoretical 
background of the problem in question and single out the peculiarities 
of interpreting linguistic terms by separate authors through analysis of 
corpus of aphorisms. We also want to trace the most frequently used 
terms and the means of rendering linguistic information. 

 
2. Theoretical framework 

It is important to establish the correlation between term and 
notion and their definition. Undoubtedly, the scientific terminology is 
definitional by nature, meaning that every term as a special word or 
word combination has its definition. Thus, the specific content of a 
notion, designated by a term, becomes clear through its definition – 
short description of the essential features of the notion. Accordingly, 
“definition refers both to the notion and the word-term which denotes 
it” (Superanskaya 1976: 75).  

Aphorisms are nominative units. However, Vereshchagin and 
Kostomarov, representatives of the Russian school of linguistics, suggest 
differentiating between nominal and non-nominal information within 
an aphoristic utterance. Nominal information is responsible for 
revealing the denotative meaning of an aphoristic utterance. Non-
nominal semantics of aphorism includes meanings of component words 
that, by their turn, involve whole complexes of background knowledge. 
Scientists define the information irrelevant to nominative semantics of 
an aphorism as aphoristic background. It includes different associations 
with a language unit: time and circumstances of its appearance, its 
author and background knowledge etc. (194).  

                                                 
1     The translations from Ukrainian, Russian and Belorussian literature and 
specialist literature are our own throughout the article. 
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Depending on the aim and means of defining, the scientific corpus 

of linguistics is represented by various types of definitions (real and 
nominal, verbal and visual, semantic and syntactic, analytical and 
synthetic, genetic, contextual, operational etc.). In this context, 
aphoristic definitions also may refer to the linguistic terminological 
system. 

Scientific definitions and corresponding aphoristic definitions can 
be viewed as correlative pairs. By nominative feature, they correlate as 
units of primary and secondary nomination; by the degree of sematic 
dominant expression – as logical and figurative; by correspondence to 
language norm – as usual and occasional; by stylistic affiliation – as 
scientific and fictional: 

 A dictionary definition: Orthography is a set of commonly 
recognized and compulsory rules that establish the ways of representing 
language in writing (Ukrainian Language. Encyclopedia 410) – (This 
aphorism renders primary nomination and is logical, usual and scientific 
by character); 

Aphoristic definition: Orthography is, basically, the language 
legislation (Khomiak) (This aphorism reveals secondary nomination and 
is figurative, occasional and fictional by character). 

Defining is a logical process by its nature. Scientific elucidations are 
the examples of logical definitions where the semantics of terms is 
revealed from the viewpoint of factual knowledge and displays 
generalized scientific experience. They represent denotational meaning 
of a notion, highlighting its essential and central features, but do not 
render the complete information about it:  

Phoneme is the smallest phonic unit of speech that serves to create 
and differentiate words and their forms (Ukrainian Language. 
Encyclopedia 699). 

 Such definitions are typical for linguistic encyclopedias, philological 
thesauri and other reference books.  

Unlike scientific elucidations, the aphoristic utterances are 
individual authorial units, and reflect the subjective comprehension of a 
linguistic term by the author.  

Being an original thought, aphorism is opposed to a doxa, the 
common opinion. This explains somewhat paradoxical, unique or 
unusual nature of the aphorism. Often an aphorism is associated with 
its creator, who presented it either in written form or orally to a public 
(Baias  2015: 2268). 

By its logical and semantic content, this type of definitions is similar 
to reflection or opinion and renders subjective interpretation of already 
known linguistic notion, but realized, recognized and reconsidered 
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anew. This enables to treat aphorism from the perspective of 
anthropological approach to analysis of linguistic phenomena, which is 
being actively discussed in modern scientific research. Thus, it is 
important to take into account the pragmatic intention of the author 
while analyzing an aphoristic utterance. We agree with Shabat-Savka, 
who stated that the category of communicative intention is 
characterized by duality: it includes both the content level (i.e. speaker’s 
intention to inform, retell, emotionally respond to something, evaluate 
etc.) and level of form (i.e. verbalized content) rendered by lexical, 
morphological and syntactic constructions (194).   

Some scientists suggest that certain linguistic terms do not have a 
generally approved way of application and are used in different contexts 
(Golovin and  Kobrin 1987: 138). Their key intention purpose is not the 
definition itself, but rather the reflection from the perspective of 
author’s intention.  It is often determined by various factors, e.g. 
experience, scientific background, ideology and personal/ social/ 
cultural/ expressive etc. components. 

The category and value of intention has been characterized in 
Shabat-Savka’s research as well. The scholar describes this phenomenon 
as the direction of consciousness and the target at which thinking 
process is aimed. In the linguistic discourse communicative intention is 
viewed as “the illocitionary power of expression”, being an integral 
feature of human life. It also serves as motivation for speech activity 
(194). 

Aphoristic definitions in scientific texts differ considerably from 
interpretations of linguistic notions in writers’ fiction works, in their 
speeches and interviews. Trusov suggests that defining in fiction is just 
an imitation of logical definition and is the result of synthesizing logical-
analytical and associative-metaphorical thinking. Defining in fiction is 
produced applying mental operation diametrically opposite to the 
scientific language compression (19). Davis claims that “the humanities 
have increasingly diverged from the sciences over the question of 
whether to focus on what text asserts about the objective world or 
suggests about the subjective world viewer” (256). Gray defines 
aphorism as a prose genre, “in which in a strictly compressed textual 
space, metaphorical and metonymical drives of a language and thought 
enter into an exaggerated dialectical interplay”. It reveals “the 
dialectical relationship between creative association and logical order” 
(50).  

Franko stated (as cited in Hotsynets 2013: 77), that aphorism 
accompanies the process of associative thinking, when the semantic 
field broadens and covers primary notional meaning with secondary 
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expressive one. In this way, logical perception comes into play 
simultaneously with intuitional and sensitive one. 

 Davis claims, “aphorisms refer not only forward and outward to 
the world they ostensibly concern but also backward and inward to their 
creator” (Davis 1999: 256). 

Authors use imagery vocabulary as outer style “inclusions”, which 
proves “the unity of emotional and sensitive perception of reality and 
logical cognition” (Grishechkina 2011: 98). 

Taranenko explains the process of association applied while putting 
linguistic terms into words, as follows: during the process of semantic 
composing one base joins another as a result of a certain association in 
the speakers’ consciousness with the help of familiar notions. Moreover, 
these bases are not necessarily in contact syntagmatic position (53). 

As Kulishkina suggests, “imaginative thinking based on the 
associative connections, which determines peculiar “aphoristic 
reception” i.e. individual “further-thinking”, is the background for 
aphoristic utterances” (25). 

A person’s cognitive activity is not limited by exploration of 
primary, main features of objects and phenomena, but also requires 
connecting “differentiated, externally unrelated factors into united 
system and content” (Sazbandian 2008: 8). Baias  even singles out an 
aphoristic function of a language, stating that “a brilliant aphorism is not 
intended to describe or explain reality, but to inspire human hearts and 
minds” (2270). 

To sum up, we should distinguish between two major groups of 
definitions of linguistic terms: scientific and aphoristic ones, which differ 
considerably in terms of peculiarities of defining process. Scientific 
definitions present generalized experience in a logical way using factual 
information. Aphoristic ones have individual authorial character, are 
unique by nature and present information through author’s subjective 
perspective. Therefore, aphoristic definitions resemble intellectual 
reflection, unlike scientific ones, which aim to render essential, central 
features of a term focusing on denotational meaning. Aphoristic 
utterances render the pragmatic intention of the author to respond 
emotionally and evaluate a defined phenomenon.  

In individually authorial utterances, aphoristic background is 
employed, based on person’s associations, relative interpretations. 
Thus, the process of defining in fiction may be considered as an imitation 
of logical thinking or rather a synthesis of logical-analytic and associative 
metaphorical thinking, involving additional semantization. 

 As Hui emphasizes, aphorism has a discontinuous and reflective 
nature (20) also stating that “minimal syntax of an aphorism gives it a 
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maximal semantic force” (3). The accent is shifted from knowledge to 
image, from notional to expressive dominant. However, we may view 
these processes as mutually complementing, as authorial utterances 
render notions, rather than concepts and disclose various shades of 
meaning. A notion is the combination of essential features of an object. 
A concept is the combination of different knowledge about the object. 

 
Table 1. Features of definitions of linguistic terms 

 

№ 
Features of definitions of linguistic terms 

Scientific definitions Aphoristic definitions 

1. Logical Reflective 

2. 
Present factual objective 

information 
Present subjective interpretation of 

the information 

3. Render generalized experience 
Render author’s individual point of 

view 

4. 
Express denotational meaning 

of the term 
Express connotational meaning of 

the term 

5. 
Are the primary nomination 

units 
Are the secondary nomination units 

with additional semantisation 

 
3. Corpus design and research methods 

The research was prompted by the hypothesis that the 
interpretation of language terms by means of aphoristic definitions 
differs considerably from their definitions provided in the dictionaries. 
Respectively the following tasks have been set: 

- to trace and outline the peculiarities and differences between 

scientific and aphoristic definitions;  

- to ground the appropriateness of applying aphoristic definitions 

in scientific paradigm; 
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- to analyze the types of aphoristic definitions and means of 

presenting the linguistic information in individually authorial 

utterances using the corpus of aphorisms. 

The corpus of our research comprises 773 linguistic aphorisms 
taken from textbooks, scientific books, fiction texts, writer’s interviews, 
collections of aphorisms, which are used in the paper as examples and 
have been published as a separate collection (Author)2. The authors of 
these aphorisms are mostly scientists, writers, philosophers and other 
famous people.  

To solve the tasks of the research the descriptive method has been 
applied to present the essential characteristics of the definitions as a set 
of their immanent features. Targeted sampling method was applied to 
choose a substantial aphoristic corpus from various texts in order to 
enhance the objectivity of the research results. Comparative analysis of 
dictionary definitions with the aphoristic ones allowed to distinguish the 
core features of the linguistic terms and the background knowledge 
about them. The cognitive interpretation method was applied to 
actualized the connotative meanings of the analyzed units. The 
qualitative analysis, represented in the diagrams, provided for 
comparing frequency of usage of various types of the linguistic 
aphorisms. 

 
4. Results and discussion 

Within the meaning of every aphorism two levels of information 
representation can be distinguished: objective-logical and expressive-
stylistic. As has been observed in every particular case of the analyzed 
aphoristic units, only one of them may dominate, either notional or 
expressive one. Therefore, considering the peculiarities of rendering 
content information we suggest to use terms definitions-elucidations 
and definitions-interpretations to distinguish between two types of 
linguistic aphorisms. 

Aphoristic utterances are relative interpretations, as they explain 
terms through their relation to other words. As the authors of analyzed 
aphorisms are mostly linguists or writers, the aphoristic background of 
their definitions is considerably different. Here we provide the examples 
of definitions-elucidations of linguistic notions, found in scientific 
papers:  

                                                 
2 All detailed references to aphorisms used as illustrations in this paper are 
indicated in the book Author. 
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Language is a united spiritual energy of a nation, which is 

beautifully expressed in certain sounds, and in such configuration, 
through interconnection with its sounds, is understood by all speakers 
and provokes in them approximately the same energy (Humbolt); 

Orthography is the clothes of a written form of a literary language, 
built during centuries (Rusanivsky);  

Phraseology is a kind of a pantry, storing differentiated remnants of 
once productive word forms, already nonmotivated components of 
phraseological units, idioms and wide spread quotes (Shmelyov); 

Dialects are the real language of millions of people, they are the 
rivulets, that fill the rivers of literary languages with vital water (Dzuba); 

Morphemes are the atoms of semantic structure, while the words 
are the molecules (Rusanivsky). 

In every given definition the author’s attitude to the utterance is 
characterized by a high level of awareness and deep linguistic 
competence is marked by appropriate terminological vocabulary 
(sounds, speaker, literary language, written form, productive word 
forms, non-motivated components, set expressions, semantic structure). 
These definitions are targeted at a qualified recipient of scientific 
communication and have been created with particular pragmatic 
intention – to convey the essence of the described linguistic terms more 
clearly.  

Therefore, such aphoristic definitions generalize the scientific 
truths expressively. Although “nonlinguistic” lexemes (energy, clothes, 
pantry) serve as prototypes of several aphorisms, their contextual 
surrounding allows retention of the words or images within a 
corresponding semantic field. The usage of professional vocabulary in 
aphoristic utterances by linguists allows declaring, that, regardless of 
their imagery, these elucidations tend to resemble logical definitions, as 
the notional component here noticeably dominates over expressive 
one. Thus, such explanations of linguistic terms through aphorisms are 
identified as aphoristic definitions-elucidations. 

The following examples illustrate that aphoristic definitions-
elucidations of linguistic terms resemble correlative scientific definitions 
by logical presentation of factual information which renders the 
denotational meaning. 

Language is not meant to express a ready-made thought, but to 
generate it (Potebnia); 

A word is an echo of thought (Flober). 
The main idea in these two aphorisms can be verbalized as follows: 

Word is a means of communicating thoughts. The latter utterance is 
close in language register to scientific definitions. 
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The following aphorisms paraphrase the scientific definition of style 

as a particular system into which words and ideas are organized: 
Style is not only an order of words, but a certain order of thoughts 

(Bilodid); 
A clear and simple style is the best style (Ohienko); 
The scientific idea that dialects reflect the historical development 

of a language is presented through the following aphoristic elucidations: 
Dialects are the witnesses of nation’s history (Khaburgaiev); 
Dialects are the memory of epochs, the echo of bygone times, 

witnesses of high language culture and imagery thinking of our 
ancestors (Plachynda). 

As can be seen from above examples, these aphorisms can easily 
be correlated with scientific definitions. Though these utterance do 
employ some images, however, they are strictly structured and their 
components predominantly embody notional information. 

 On the other hand, the following group of aphoristic definitions  
demonstrates that in definitions-interpretations imagination is 
employed more vividly, incorporating metaphorical images for 
rendering the content, focusing more on connotational meaning 
presented trough author’s subjective and individual perception: 

Language is the home of spirit (Heidegger); 
Language is a picturesque belt, that has stretched from the past 

epochs into the future (Mushketyk); 
Language is the fabrics, on which a person embroiders the patterns 

of life (Panch). 
In these examples language is metaphorically associated with 

home, belt, fabrics and the essence of language as a phenomenon is 
rendered via a set of images and associations, which are intentionally 
used be the authors to reveal their individual perception and 
understanding of the term by employing the semantics of additional 
words. 

A letter is the spiritual atom of the language material (Zharov). 
Here “atom” is used metaphorically to interpret the meaning of 

letter as though tiny but powerful means of constructing words and 
further the language. 

A word is the weapon. As any weapon it requires cleaning and 
maintenance (Rulsky). 

By interpreting word via the image of weapon the author 
intentionally expresses his allusion with powerful tool, that might be in 
danger of useleness if not maintained properly. 

The observations prove that in such aphoristic utterances the 
accent is shifted from the knowledge about the notion marked by a 
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linguistic term to its image. Here are more examples to support our 
findings:  

Language is not only an important means of communication, 
though significant. It is a deep source of artistic and aesthetic values, 
continual and inexhaustible accumulator of spirituality, emotions and 
high morals (Bortnyak);  

Style is like a crystal; its purity is the warrant of a saying’s brilliance 
(Hugo);  

Speech is a river and language is its source (Skovoroda); 
Word is a gene of culture, the soul of nation, alive memory about 

everything that we have and had (Radchuk). 
A writer’s way of thinking and words applied provide space for 

imagination and creative interpretation of linguistic terms. Imaginative 
thinking based on associative relations serves as the background for 
such individually authorial aphoristic utterances. Image construction is 
based on associative semantic relations. 

The author of an aphoristic definition, using metaphoric language 
“covers” the semantic-logical identification, i.e. linguistic term, with 
connotational meaning of notion generated by creative imagination.  

This is how associative imaginary field is formed with a wide variety 
of micro images that go beyond inner language functions of a verbal 
sign, beyond purely linguistic terminology:  

Language is a song of soul expressed by words (Bilous);  
Vowels are women, consonants are men (Balmont);  
Words are coloured stones. It is not enough only to compile them, 

it is necessary to learn how to make ornaments with them (Vilde); 
Dictionary is a linguistic prison, that separates words behind well 

fixed bars with a little chance of parole (Koontz). 
The information provided in such definitions is occasional and 

predetermined by a communicatively pragmatic purpose to evoke 
corresponding associations in reader’s mind. This way potential semes 
in aphoristic definitions are brought to life. They emerge as a result of 
metaphorical reconsideration of the content of a linguistic notion. Thus, 
in aphoristic definitions of this group the expressive component 
dominates over notional one in the structure of linguistic terms. 

Unlike scientists’ aphorisms, that tend to resemble logical 
definitions, individually authorial fictional definitions acquire the form 
of linguistic terms interpretation (definitions-interpretations). Thus, the 
results of the research prove that elucidation of a word denoting a 
linguistic term simultaneously prompts its connection with a scientific 
notion and indicates its most common features, known by non-
specialists i.e. spans general features of a scientific notion, adjusted to 
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general usage of such notion, that is marked by the term in a 
corresponding field (Lozova 2015: 72, Yermolenko 2003: 162):  

Language is the most important marker of national self-
identification (Malkovych);  

Word is the clothes of all facts and thoughts (Rylsky);  
Dictionary is the world in alphabetic order (Frans). 
In the provided aphoristic utterances the peripheral semes are 

actualized, which are not paramount for conveying the meaning of a 
linguistic term. The common vocabulary is dominant here, as the texts 
are targeted at a wide circle of readers and their background knowledge. 
Therefore, these aphoristic definitions-interpretations may be viewed as 
means of additional semantization of linguistic notions.  Consequently, 
scientific and fiction definitions can be considered as mutually 
complementing. 

Another peculiarity of all aphoristic utterances is that the notion 
acquires features of a concept in the process of objectivizing the 
semantics of a linguistic term. A term “word” always has one notion, but 
it can have several meanings. A concept contains a complex of 
knowledge about a notion. For example, while interpreting the notional 
component of the term “language”, the aphoristic definitions display its 
versatile semantic content:  

Language is a genetic code of a nation (Ohienko);  
Language is the basis of culture (Tykhyi);  
Language is an interpretation of thought (Rylskyi); 
Language is the intellectual portrait of a person (Matsko). 
Every definition is true, though disclosing different sides of the 

same notion (language as indicator of national, cultural, cognitive and 
individual). Aphoristic definitions that verbalize the concept “Language” 
are the most common among the selected utterances. 

The second widely spread thematic group comprises linguistic 
aphorisms representing the concept “word”:  

Word is a cell of thought, an artery of spiritual power (Voronko);  
We comprehend world with word – it is a cognition tool, the most 

valuable gift of nature (Radchuk);  
Word is an endless world, each one has not only sound, but also 

taste, scent and colour (Romen); 
Word is a witness of history and times (Movchan);  
Word is a business card of age, profession, social status, country, 

citizenship and homeland (Radchuk). 
Concepts actualize the significant content of a notion i.e. its 

reflection in the mind as a result of a person’s cognitive activity. They 
are units of thinking while meaning is a unit of semantics. As it has been 
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already mentioned, meaning is a part of a concept. Provided examples 
of aphoristic definitions demonstrate that in every particular case one 
of a few meanings of concepts “word” and “language” is activated. Thus, 
aphoristic definitions can be viewed as units of cognitive semantics, as 
they most vividly display mutual dependence between language and 
thinking. As Hui A. states, “beyond the horizon of language thinking can 
go no further” (16). 

In the course of our research we have noticed, that aphorisms are 
used to interpret notions from various branches of linguistics: 

Morphemes – typical details of words (Panov);   
A sound is something extremely peculiar in a language, its live flesh 

and blood (Matvienko);  
We comprehend the world through a word – it is the tool of 

cognition, the most valuable gift of nature (Radchuk);  
Grammar is brevity, the strict rules…, which subordinate the 

“troops” of words and make them obedient executants of its will through 
the power of logic (Vykhovanets); 

Syntax is the eternal engine that moves the whole power of 
language (Vykhovanets);  

Stylistics is the “soul” of every developed language (Budagov);  
Style is not only the order of words but a peculiar order of thought 

(Bilodid);  
Thesaurus is an endless circulation of acquired and lost words 

(Symonenko). 
 

Figure 1. Spheres of application of aphoristic utterances to define 
linguistic terms. 
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We have also observed that while defining linguistic terms various 

modes of presenting the information have been used by the authors and 
we have come up with the following classification. Thus, analyzed 
aphoristic definitions can be divided into four types: 

- definitions based on comparison (comparative definitions or 
simile): 

A phraseological unit is like an ocean framed by native and foreign 
seas open to thousands of large rivers, small rivulets and life-giving 
springs of folk words, language detachments, professions, crafts, 
sciences, flows of apt utterances of writers (Tychyna); 

Language is like an instrument: the more you play it, the better it 
sounds (Chornohuz); 

- descriptive definitions that disclose the meaning of a term through 
its features: 

Language is a reservoir of everything essential, it has no 
parameters, its boundaries never coincide with geography. It never fits 
into any existing formula. It is large, sweet, deep, reverberant and 
odorous… It is indefinable like God. It mesmerizes you... (Movchan); 

Language is not only a means of communication, but something 
more important. Language consists of all the deep levels of a nation’s 
spiritual life, its historical memory and the most valuable 
accomplishment of centuries. Besides, it is a music, a melody, colours, 
existence and contemporary artistic intellectual and mental activity of a 
nation (Honchar). 

- definitions based on semantic opposition (antonymy): 
Language is not material, but always materialized.  Language is a 

live functioning of a nation’ spirit, not only liveless signs (Movchan);  
Language is not only the sounds produced by certain muscles of 

certain organs. It is the voice of a nation, with a unique timbre and 
intonation, which is one of hereditary mechanism factors… (Oliynyk); 

- definitions based on semantic similarity (synonymy): 
Writing as “one of the most delicate chapters in history of culture” 

is the reflection of aesthetic values in this or that epoch (Borysenko);  
Phraseological units are the sparkling treasures of language 

imagery, they convey the slightest shades of soul moves, add national 
colouring to the utterance (Uzchenko). 

These peculiarities can be explained by specific cognitive processes, 
which determine human comprehension.  
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Figure 2. Modes of presenting information in aphoristic utterances. 

 

 
5. Conclusions 

This study proved that within scientific discourse there is a wide 
range of aphoristic definitions dealing with linguistics. Having carried out 
the research into nature and peculiarities of the aphoristic utterances, 
which serve to define linguistic terms, we have come to the following 
conclusions. Linguistic aphorisms fall into two broad categories: 
definitions-elucidations and definitions-interpretations, which differ by 
their nature. Elucidations tend to have more logical and objective 
character, focusing on denotational meaning of a linguistic term.  

 
Considering the fact that linguistic terms belong to a domain of 

science, this type of aphoristic utterances can be applied in scientific 
paradigm, though they differ from lexicographical fixations of the same 
terms. They do reveal the essence of the term via logical formal notions, 
but at the same time incorporate additional semantisation by reference 
to images and other notions. However, the second type, definitions-
interpretations, prove to be more fictional by nature and do not carry 
any scientific discourse features. They contain more imagery and 
connotational information, which is predetermined by author’s 
subjective intentions and perception of the terms. 

Although the aphoristic definitions have been taken from various 
texts, they can be viewed as autonomous utterances, which cognitively 
demonstrate the comprehension of the essence of language 
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phenomena through personal perception, knowledge and experience, 
as well as axiological vectors. 

They vividly demonstrate the interaction between lingual and 
psychocognitive phenomena, while authorship influences greatly the 
originality of the definition of the linguistic term if compared to its 
lexicographical fixation. 

Judging from the results of the research, the following groups of 
aphoristic definitions related to the following categories tend to be most 
widely used:  

“Language as a mean of communication” (30%), “Lexicology. 
Phraseology” (24%) та “Orthoepy. Language Culture” (17%). These 
categories are socially determined and always topical. We may conclude 
that the popularity of terms “language” and “word” in aphoristic 
utterances is predetermined by their value aspect in the language 
picture of the world.  

Comparatively less popular (less than 10 %) aphoristic definitions 
describe the terms, characteristic of the discourse used by a narrower 
circle of language users, i.e. linguists and other specialists in the field of 
philology.  

Special attention should be paid to the modes of interpreting of the 
linguistic terms in aphoristic utterances. Here the descriptive definitions 
(40,9 %) dominate, which are mostly used for describing the linguistic 
terms in the majority of scientific papers on linguistics. 

Definitions based on comparison (30,4%) are more typical for 
fictional and popular science texts, as they stand out by their 
metaphorical nature and associational mode of thinking. 

Definitions based on semantic similarity (16%) and opposition 
(12,7%) are used less often in the analyzed structures and are mostly 
used as contextual language units.  
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АФОРИЗМЫ КАК СРЕДСТВА ИНТЕРПРЕТАЦИИ 
ЛИНГВИСТИЧЕСКИХ ТЕРМИНОВ: ОСОБЕННОСТИ ДЕФИНИРОВАНИЯ 

 
В  статье рассмотрены особенности функционирования афоризмов в 
научном лингвистическом  дискурсе. Лингвистические афоризмы 
идентифицировано как индивидуально-авторские высказывания, в 
которых отражена субъективная интерпретация лингвистических 
терминов. Источниковой базой исследования послужили 773 
афористические высказывания, которые были взяты из научных, 
академических, справочных и художественных изданий, а также из 
сборников афоризмов, в которых представлены лингвистические 
термины. Применены методы сплошной выборки, качественного и 
количественного анализа. Основная цель состояла в том, чтобы провести 
различие между двумя типами дефиниций лингвистических терминов: 
научными, которые являются единицами первичной номинации, и 
художественными, которые выступают единицами вторичной номинации.  

Научные дефиниции передают существенные, ядерные признаки 
лингвистических понятий, а художественные акцентируют внимание на их 
косвенных, периферийных характеристиках, обусловленных 
коммуникативно-прагматической установкой автора. Определение 
лингвистических терминов через афористические высказывания 
рассматривается как единство семантического, прагматического и 
когнитивного аспектов. Результаты исследования побуждают различать 
дефиниции-определения и дефиниции-интерпретации в зависимости от 
доминирования объективно-логической или экспрессивно-
стилистической информации.  Афористические высказывания ученых-
лингвистов можно рассматривать как дефиниции-определения, которые 
характеризуются высокой степенью референции, частым употреблением 
лингвистической терминологии, что приближает их к логическим 
определениям (научным дефинициям). В основе дефиниций-
интерпретаций, свойственных писателям, лежит асcоциативно-
метафорическое мышление. Поэтому их высказывания можно 
рассматривать как художественные дефиниции лингвистических 
терминов, которые служат средством дополнительной семантизации 
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соответственных понятий. Такие афоризмы демонстрируют 
антропологический подход к анализу языковых явлений.  

Вторичной целью было проследить способы передачи значения 
лингвистических терминов через афористические высказывания. В связи с 
этим  выделены следующие типы афористических дефиниций: 
описательные дефиниции, сравнительные дефиниции, дефиниции, 
основанные на семантической оппозиции или семантическом сходстве. 
 
Ключевые слова: афоризм, афористический фон, дефиниция-
определение,  дефиниция-интерпретация, номинация, лингвистический 
термин. 
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Apstrakt: Istraživanje se fokusira na poređenje skraćenica u savremenom 

italijanskom i srpskom i crnogorskom jeziku kao tvorbenih osnova za derivaciju 

pomoću sufiksa. Pristup je kontrastivan a kao korpus poslužila je prvenstveno 

građa iz dnevne štampe, kao i rječnici neologizama u slučaju italijanskog 

korpusa. Za srpski i crnogorski korpus je bio zajednički. 

Rezultati istraživanja pokazali su da su tvorbeno produktivne skraćenice u 

ogromnoj većini nazivi raznih organizacija, udruženja, ustanova i slično (NATO, 

IRI, PMF, SPS). Izvedene imenice označavaju pripadnike ili sljedbenike tih 

organizacija, izvedeni pridjevi ukazuju na neku vrstu povezanosti s njima, dok 

samo u italijanskom skraćenice mogu da generišu i glagole. Najproduktivniji su 

u italijanskom sufiks -ino i za imenice i za pridjeve, a u srpskom i crnogorskom 

za imenice -ovac/-evac, a za pridjeve -ovski/-evski. Samo srpski i crnogorski 

imaju posebnu kategoriju sufiksa za prisvojne pridjeve. 

 

Ključne riječi: skraćenice, akronimi, italijanski, crnogorski, srpski,  tvorba 

riječi, sufiksacija 

 

                                                                 
 
Uvod 
Svakodnevne promjene na globalnom planu i sve ubrzaniji tempo života 
odražavaju se i na jezičku stvarnost u savremenim jezicima. Tako su u 
njima istaknutu ulogu dobile razne vrste skraćenica, koje sažimanjem 
višečlanih izraza čine iskaz sintetičnijim i ekonomičnijim, bez obzira da li 
se radi o usmenom ili pisanom vidu izražavanja. Ovaj rad će se baviti 
ulogom skraćenica u tvorbi izvedenica sufiksacijom u italijanskom i 
crnogorskom, odnosno srpskom jeziku, u nastojanju da prikaže njihovo 
prisustvo u ovim jezicima i uporedi njihovu produktivnost kao tvorbenih 
osnova za imeničke, pridjevske i glagolske sufikse. Pristup je 
kontrastivan i sinhronijski, a prilikom analize korpusa od posebnog 
interesa bili su neologizmi dobijeni sufiksacijom, kao pokazatelj 
vitalnosti i produktivnosti ovakvog načina tvorbe u savremenom jeziku. 
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Definicija i terminologija skraćenica 
Ni u jednom od posmatranih jezika terminologija i podjela ove vrste 

tvorenica nije besprijekorno dosljedna i ujednačena, tako da smo se 
odlučili za terminologiju i klasifikaciju oko koje se usaglasilo najviše 
autora u konsultovanoj literaturi1. U fokusu istraživanja su isključivo one 
vrste skraćenica koje mogu biti produktivne za derivaciju. 

U italijanskoj lingvistici sve vrste skraćivanja obuhvaćene su 
terminom riduzione, a one se dalje dijele na nekoliko vrsta (Thornton 
2004: 555-571): 1. abbreviazioni (Sig. za signor, Prof. za professore, S. za 
santo), 2. accorciamenti (auto za automobile, bici za bicicletta, foto za 
fotografia), 3. sigle (Fiat – Fabbrica italiana automobili Torino, BR/bierre 
– Brigate Rosse, CGIL – Confederazione Generale Italiana del Lavoro) i 4. 
tzv. acronimi, ili popularnije parole macedonia (Confindustria – 
Confederazione generale dell'industria italiana, Federcalcio – 
Federazione Italiana Giuoco Calcio, apericena – aperitivo + cena).  

Prva vrsta skraćenica (abbreviazioni) koristi se isključivo u pisanju, 
dok se moraju izgovarati kao cijele riječi, tako da zapravo predstavljaju 
grafičke simbole a ne morfološku kategoriju (Šubarić 2017, 270). Druga 
vrsta (accorciamenti) nastaje prostom eliminacijom drugog dijela 
skraćene riječi koja se potom u novom, skraćenom obliku leksikalizuje i 
kao punopravna riječ može dalje učestvovati u tvorbenim procesima kao 
element novih složenica, no kako je tu riječ o procesu kompozicije a ne 
derivacije sufiksacijom, ni tom vrstom skraćenica se u ovom istraživanju 
nećemo baviti. Tako nam za analizu preostaju 3. sigle i 4. parole 
macedonia ili acronimi. 

Najmanja saglasnost postoji oko ovog posljednjeg termina. 
Acronimo je termin koji je u italijansku lingvistiku uveden iz engleskog ali 
se nikada nije u potpunosti “primio”, iako se u novijim studijama koristi 
češće (Dardano 2009, Adamo e Della Valle 2009, 2017, 2018). Migliorini 
je 1949. uveo termin parole macedonia za vrstu složenica koja nastaje 
skraćivanjem dužih sintagmi tako što se iz njih kombinuju pojedini 

                                                 
1  Za italijanski: Grossmann e Rainer: La formazione delle parole in italiano 
(2004), Dardano: Costruire parole: la morfologia derivativa dell’italiano (2009), 
Adamo e Della Valle: Che cos’è un neologismo (2017), Le parole del lessico 
italiano (2018) kao i uvod za rječnik Neologismi: Parole nuove dai giornali 
(2009). Za srpski: Pravopis srpskoga jezika (2010), Piper i Klajn: Normativna 
gramatika srpskoga jezika (2014), Klajn: Tvorba reči u savremenom srpskom 
jeziku I: slaganje i prefiksacija (2002); Tvorba reči u savremenom srpskom jeziku 
II: sufiksacija i konverzija (2003). Za crnogorski: Čirgić et al., Gramatika 
crnogorskoga jezika (2010) i Pravopis crnogorskoga jezika (2010). Ostali 
korišćeni radovi biće navedeni u daljem tekstu. 
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glasovi, slogovi ili i cijele riječi. U rjeđim slučajevima koristi se i termin 
tamponamento, koji je međutim zaživio još manje tako da ga rječnici 
uglavnom ne bilježe u ovom, lingvističkom značenju, a u novijim 
istraživanjima pojavljuju se i termini blend, fusione i incrocio (Adamo e 
Della Valle 2018, 49). 

Zabuna se bar djelimično može objasniti time što se originalno 
značenje akronima2 u većini slučajeva poklapa sa postojećim italijanskim 
terminom sigla3: skraćenice nastale najčešće kombinacijom početnih 
slova višečlane sintagme. Ta definicija akronima dopušta međutim i 
kombinaciju početnih slogova, a ne samo slova, što bi moglo biti izvor 
nesporazuma, jer ni sama kategorija sigle nije stopostotno dosljedna, 
odnosno postoje primjeri sastavljeni i od početnih slogova a ne samo 
slova (Thornton 2004, 560): Udeur – Unione dei democratici europei, 
Istat – Istituto centrale di statistica, Enel – Ente nazionale per l'energia 
elettrica. U ovoj kategoriji takvi primjeri nisu česti, ali se o institucijama 
na koje se odnose i te kako često govori. Razjašnjenju pojmova ne 
pogoduje ni činjenica da italijanski rječnici termine acronimo i sigla 
smatraju sinonimima (Thornton, 558). 

Možemo dakle zaključiti da je osnovna razlika između kategorija 3 i 
4 u tome što u kategoriju 3 spadaju prije svega skraćenice sačinjene od 
inicijala, dok kategoriju 4 čine složenije kombinacije inicijala, slogova i u 
nekim slučajevima i cijelih riječi iz prvobitne sintagme (colf – 
collaboratrice familiare, Palasport – Palazzo dello sport). Uz to, u 
kategoriji 4 kombinacije su manje ograničene nego u kategoriji 3, u 
smislu da dio parole macedonia može postati i posljednji slog ili sam kraj, 
odnosno drugi dio neke od obuhvaćenih riječi (bancomat – banca + 
automatica). Sa stanovišta načina tvorbe, parole macedonia pripadaju 
složenicama. 

Ponekada se za sve četiri kategorije uopšteno koristi termin 
abbreviazione (Thornton 557). 

Gramatike i pravopisi srpskog i crnogorskog jezika skraćenicama ne 
posvećuju jednaku pažnju, a svakako ih obrađuju manje detaljno nego 
što je slučaj sa italijanskom literaturom.  

                                                 
2 “A word (such as NATO, radar, or laser) formed from the initial letter or letters 
of each of the successive parts or major parts of a compound term” 
(https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/acronym); “Skraćenica 
sastavljena od početnih slova ili slogova nekog višečlanog naziva” (Klajn i Šipka, 
2008). 
3  “...nella tradizione italiana vengono considerate sigle le abbreviazioni che 
riducono una sequenza di parole alle sue lettere iniziali” (Thornton 2004, 558). 
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Normativna gramatika srpskoga jezika iznosi podjelu na proste i 

složene skraćenice (252-253), pri čemu se pod prostim podrazumijeva 
odbacivanje drugog dijela riječi (kilo za kilogram, Amer za Amerikanac), 
ali obuhvataju i grafičke simbole (kg, prof., dr, itd.). Vidimo da se ovi 
primjeri prostih skraćenica poklapaju sa prve dvije kategorije u 
italijanskoj klasifikaciji, te ćemo ih u ovoj analizi zanemariti iz istih 
razloga. Složene skraćenice prema ovoj gramatici mogu biti 1. slovne 
(SAD, EU, DVD), 2. morfemske (Kosmet, Interpol, Bregzit) i 3. 
kombinovane (Tanjug, Bemus). 

Za razliku od ove podjele, Pravopis srpskoga jezika donosi 
drugačiju, koja istovremeno obuhvata etimološku i morfološku 
dimenziju (144-151), na 1. opšte (domaće: g. za gospodin ili godina, a. 
d. za akcionarsko društvo, br. za broj i slično), 2.  internacionalne i 
prilagođene opšte i mjerne skraćenice (g, kg, l, kWh, P. S. i slično); ove 
prve dvije kategorije se poklapaju sa gorenavedenim prostim 
skraćenicama; 3. verzalne skraćenice (akronimi: NATO, MMF, 
SANU/CANU) i tzv. 4. verbalizovane skraćenice, koje imaju oblik 
kompletnih riječi, a po porijeklu mogu ali ne moraju biti i verzalne 
(UNESKO, CIA, NASA). 

Treba pomenuti i termin slivenice4, koji nije usvojio nijedan od 
pomenutih izvora, vjerovatno zato što su u srpskoj leksikologiji tek 
relativno skoro prepoznate kao poseban oblik kompozicije. Slivenice bi 
odgovarale srpskim terminima kombinovane ili verbalizovane 
skraćenice, odnosno italijanskom parole macedonia. 

Gramatika crnogorskoga jezika samo konstatuje da se skraćenice 
mijenjaju po padežima, s umetanjem crtice (74) i primjerom CNP-a, dok 
je Pravopis crnogorskoga jezika skraćenicama posvetio V poglavlje (25-
29) i ne bavi se njihovom klasifikacijom već samo načinom pisanja (s 
tačkom ili bez tačke, sa crticom ili bez nje), a u uputstvu za izgovor (25) 
napominje da se skraćenice mogu sastojati od skraćenih početnih 
djelova riječi ili skupova riječi (prof., god., ž. r., itd.), da mogu obuhvatiti 
početni i završni dio riječi (dr, mr) ili da mogu biti sastavljene od početnih 
slova ili slogova nekog višečlanog naziva (CANU, MINA, BiH, DNK). 
Budući da se crnogorska lingvistika zasad nije podrobnije bavila ovom 
temom, za klasifikaciju i terminologiju ćemo se u nastavku osloniti na 
srpske izvore za oba jezika, budući da u praksi značajnijih razlika na ovom 
polju nema. 

Kao tvorbeno produktivne možemo isključiti proste skraćenice, 
odnosno sve one koje postoje samo u pisanju a izgovaraju se kao pune 

                                                 
4 Termin je predložio Ranko Bugarski, najprije u članku iz 2001. u Jeziku danas, 
a zatim i u djelu Nova lica jezika (2002), str. 217. 
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riječi. To znači da ćemo se baviti prije svega složenim skraćenicama, a 
kako se po strukturi podjela iz Pravopisa bolje uklapa i lakše poredi s 
italijanskom klasifikacijom i terminologijom nego podjela iz Normativne 
gramatike, fokusiraćemo se na kategorije verzalnih i verbalizovanih 
skraćenica, gdje verzalne uslovno rečeno mogu da odgovaraju 
italijanskoj kategoriji sigle, dok sa verbalizovanim skraćenicama mogu da 
se djelimično porede parole macedonia. 

Verzalne skraćenice se sastoje od početnih slova višečlanih naziva, 
domaćih i stranih, i pišu se bez razmaka i tačaka (USB, PC, UCG), a 
izgovaraju se ili slovo po slovo ili kao pune riječi ako imaju za to pogodan 
oblik (PIN, CANU, OEBS). Verbalizovane skraćenice nastaju pretvaranjem 
verzalnih skraćenica u cjelovite riječi ili kombinovanjem formanata 
dvočlanih ili višečlanih izraza (Fifa, Fijat, Tanjug, Beneluks itd.). “Ovim 
postupkom, kome se inače pribegava ako imaju duži vek i širu upotrebu, 
akronimi u stvari gube status skraćenica (takav njihov status i inače je 
napred označen kao relativan) i podležu morfološkim pravilima običnih 
reči” (2010: 149). 

Indikativno je i da u srpskoj terminologiji, koja termin akronim 
mnogo češće koristi od italijanske, nije napravljena jasna razlika između 
akronima kao podvrste skraćenica i kao sinonima sa složenim 
skraćenicama generalno. Ta razlika nije vidljiva ni u ovom objašnjenju u 
Pravopisu, gdje se najprije akronimi izjednačavaju sa verzalnim 
skraćenicama, a odmah zatim se uvrštavaju i u verbalizovane skraćenice 
(Šubarić 2017, 271). 

Najveći dio i normativne i deskriptivne literature za srpski i 
crnogorski jezik skraćenicama pristupa u pokušaju da pruži odgovor na 
praktične probleme u pisanju, izgovoru, promjeni po padežima i ostale 
poteškoće koje nastaju u svakodnevnoj komunikaciji. Sveobuhvatan i 
iscrpan pregled ove problematike u oba pomenuta jezika, uključujući i 
dijahronijsku dimenziju, dala je studija Sanje Šubarić Status skraćenica – 
u istorijskoj i savremenoj perspektivi (2017), koja je bila od izuzetne 
pomoći i prilikom ovog istraživanja. No neki od tih još uvijek 
problematičnih aspekata, kao što je izgovor skraćenica, samo su 
djelimično od značaja za njihove mogućnosti derivacije, pa ćemo se u 
nastavku na njih osvrnuti isključivo u tom kontekstu. 

Od svih skraćenica nabrojanih i klasifikovanih u lingvističkoj 
literaturi, ovo istraživanje se fokusira na potencijalno produktivne za 
derivaciju sufiksacijom, a to su za italijanski sigle i parole macedonia, a 
za srpski i crnogorski verzalne i verbalizovane skraćenice. U grubim 
crtama možemo povući paralele između ovih kategorija u jezicima koje 
poredimo (sigle = verzalne skraćenice, parole macedonia = 
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verbalizovane skraćenice) ali to ne znači da su upoređene kategorije 
potpuno međusobno ekvivalentne. 

U italijanskoj literaturi i takve skraćenice imaju morfološki status 
izvorne višečlane lekseme, što su u ogromnoj većini slučajeva imenice, 
ali nailazi se i na pridjeve (LGBT), te se tako i navode u rječnicima (uz 
oznake s. m., s. f., agg.) uz napomenu da su sigle uglavnom 
nepromjenljive, kao i ostale italijanske imenice i pridjevi ukoliko se 
završavaju suglasnikom. Za razliku od italijanske, srpska norma se usteže 
da verzalnim skraćenicama prizna status „pravih“ riječi čak i kada se 
izgovaraju po slogovima („speluju“: CD – ce-de, DPS – de-pe-es) i uprkos 
činjenici da se veliki broj njih mijenja po padežima i ponekad čak koristi 
u množini (cedea, cede(ov)i), pri čemu nije jasno ustanovljeno pravilo 
koje određuje koje su verzalne skraćenice promjenljive a koje ne 
(Šubarić 2017). Samo kategorija verbalizovanih skraćenica će podlijegati 
„morfološkim pravilima običnih riječi“, jer su to po definiciji Pravopisa 
akronimi koji gube status skraćenica (149), koje dakle u većini nisu 
„prave“ riječi. Kao što se vidi i u istorijskom pregledu Sanje Šubarić, Klajn 
nije jedini srpski lingvista koji skraćenice smatra „marginalnim i 
anomalnim pojavama“ koje se „mogu porediti s uobičajenim 
morfološkim i sintaktičkim kategorijama, ali se ne mogu potpuno 
uključiti ni u jednu od njih“, jer skraćenica „nema fonetske ni morfološke 
osobine imenica u srpskom jeziku“ (Klajn 2002, 169). U svakom slučaju, 
ako se izuzme morfološki status verzalnih skraćenica, u praksi je 
potvrđeno da su „gotovo sve po značenju između zajedničkih i vlastitih 
imenica“ (Klajn 2002, 166)5. 

 
Rezultati analize korpusa 
Treba istaći da je ova leksička oblast u italijanskoj lingvistici do 

danas mnogo iscrpnije obrađena, a na raspolaganju su pored 
standardnih jednojezičkih rječnika i različiti rječnici neologizama, 
štampani i onlajn, tako da je građa za analizu dosta obimnija nego što je 
slučaj sa srpskim i crnogorskim jezikom. Kao korpus za italijanski 
korišćeni su rječnik Instituta Treccani Neologismi: Parole nuove dai 
giornali (2009), ažurirana onlajn verzija istog rječnika na adresi 
https://www.treccani.it/magazine/lingua_italiana/neologismi/ , kao i 
baza podataka ONLI: Osservatorio Neologico della Lingua Italiana 
(https://www.iliesi.cnr.it/ONLI/), gdje se svakodnevno prikuplja 

                                                 
5 Ovdje možemo napomenuti da isto važi i za hrvatski jezik, štaviše Babić u 
svojoj Tvorbi riječi u hrvatskome književnome jeziku izričito naglašava da je 
tvorba složenih skraćenica tipa Nama, Hina, Ina i sl. „ograničena samo na tvorbu 
vlastitih imenica“ (Babić 2002, 50). 
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materijal prije svega iz dnevne i nedjeljne štampe. Uz to su iskorišćeni i 
primjeri iz pojedinačnih istraživanja na ovu temu6. 

Pošto u ovoj oblasti razlika između srpskog i crnogorskog praktično 
i nema, za oba jezika formiran je jedinstven korpus za srpski i crnogorski, 
koji se, pored primjera datih u konsultovanoj literaturi, oslanja najviše 
na onlajn verzije srpske i crnogorske dnevne štampe (Vijesti, Pobjeda, 
Dan, Novosti, Telegraf, Politika itd.), uz pojedine primjere i sa društvenih 
mreža, portala i blogova, uglavnom preko sajta Kontekst.io 
(https://www.kontekst.io/) koji se za srpski korpus oslanja na bazu 
podataka srWaC (Serbian Web, 
https://www.clarin.si/noske/run.cgi/corp_info?corpname=srwac&stru
ct_attr_stats=1&subcorpora=1). U štampanoj literaturi se, razumljivo, 
nailazi samo na primjere starijeg porijekla, pa je stoga bilo neophodno 
dopuniti korpus novijom i aktuelnijom građom. 

Semantički gledano, i iz primjera navedenih u prethodnom odjeljku 
prilikom njihove klasifikacije, i u italijanskom7 i u srpskom/crnogorskom8 
jeziku, možemo zaključiti da se pretežno radi o skraćenicama višečlanih 
vlastitih imenica koje predstavljaju nazive različitih organizacija, grupa i 
udruženja, a u pojedinim slučajevima i država, uz nešto rjeđe zabilježene 
primjere iz različitih stručnih terminologija. To je potvrđeno i analizom 
primjera iz oba korpusa. 

Naredne tabele bilježe primjere izvedenica na koje smo naišli 
prema sufiksima pomoću kojih su izvedene, a ne prema klasifikaciji vrsta 
skraćenica, tako da su u prvoj tabeli zajedno navedene i sigle i parole 
macedonia, odnosno u drugoj verzalne i verbalizovane skraćenice. 
Primjeri su poređani po abecednom redu skraćenica. 

Italijanska lingvistika izvedenice iz skraćenica naziva derivati 
deacronimici (Adamo e Della Valle 2009, Lazarević 2021), a u ovom 
slučaju, pošto se istraživanje fokusira na sufiksaciju, to će biti tzv. 
suffissati deacronimici. Uz rijetke izuzetke (SUV, PACS, IT) potvrđeno je 
da u oba korpusa osnovu za sufiksaciju predstavljaju nazivi organizacija, 
ustanova i preduzeća, pri čemu preovlađuju skraćenice od imena 
političkih partija. 

 
  

                                                 
6 Migliorini (1949); Brocca (2008); Lazarević (2021). 
7 “Dal punto di vista semantico, le sigle sono per lo più varianti (in genere assai 
più frequenti della forma estesa) di nomi di partiti politici, enti, associazioni e 
gruppi vari, o nomi di ditte” (Thornton 560). 
8 Klajn 2002, 166. 
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skraćenica sufiks izvedenica 

AN (Alleanza Nazionale) 
Ccd9 (Centro cristiano democratico) 
CDL (Casa delle libertà) 
DS (Democratici di Sinistra) 
Gad (Grande alleanza democratica) 
MSI (Movimento Sociale Italiano) 
PD (Partito Democratico) 
Trambus (tramway + autobus) 
Udc (Unione dei Democratici 
Cristiani) 
UDEUR (Unione Democratici per 
l’Europa) 

-ino  
 (s. m., agg.) 

aennino  
cicidino 
cidiellino  
diessino  
gaddino 
missino  
piddino 
trambussino 
udeurrino 
udiccino 

Confindustria (Confederazione 
generale dell'industria italiana) 

-ale 
(agg. m., f.) 

confindustriale  

Acli (Associazioni Cristiane 
Lavoratori Italiani) 
AN 
Confindustria 
IRI (Istituto per la Ricostruzione 
Industriale)  
P2 (Propaganda 2, masonska loža) 
SUV (Sport Utility Vehicle)  

-ista  
(s. m., f.) 

aclista 
aennista 
confindustrialista 
irista  
piduista 
suvista 

CGIL (Confederazione Generale 
Italiana del Lavoro) 
Confindustria 

-ismo (s. m.) cigiellismo 
 
confindustrialismo 

PACS (PAtto Civile di Solidarietà) -are (v.) pacsare, pacsarsi 

Cobas (Comitato di base) 
Confindustria  
IRI  

-izzare (v.) cobasizzare 
confindustrializzare10  
irizzare 

IRI -izzazione (s. f.) irizzazione 

Tabela 1. – italijanske izvedenice iz skraćenica (suffissati deacronimici) 

 
Ustaljena je praksa da se suffissati deacronimici pišu kao obične 

riječi, prema izgovoru skraćeničke osnove, iako je ona pisana velikim 
slovima ili velikim početnim slovom. Iako su izvedene iz vlastitih, 
imeničke izvedenice pripadaju zajedničkim imenicama te se više ne pišu 
velikim slovom. 

Očigledno je najproduktivniji sufiks -ino, kojim se iz skraćenica 
izvode imenice i pridjevi. Imenice označavaju pripadnike organizacija iz 
čijeg su naziva izvedene, dok pridjevi na -ino označavaju sve što je 
vezano za te organizacije, a mogu imati i prisvojno značenje. Ostali 
sufiksi pokazuju mnogo manju produktivnost. Od isključivo pridjevskih 

                                                 
9 Italijanski pravopis dopušta da se akronimi pišu i samo s velikim početnim 
slovom, kao i druge vlastite imenice. Svi primjeri su navedeni u obliku u kome 
su se našli u korpusu. 
10  http://www.lavocedellevoci.it/2021/07/03/confindustrializzare-voce-di-
verbo-irregolare/ pristupljeno 15. septembra 2021. 
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sufiksa zabilježen je samo -ale u izvedenici confindustriale, a u ovom 
slučaju radi se o standardnoj derivaciji pridjeva iz imenice industria, tako 
da ne možemo govoriti o sufiksaciji „prave“ skraćenice.  Pripadnike ili 
sljedbenike organizacija označavaju i izvedenice sa sufiksom -ista, uz 
pojedinačne izuzetke kao što je suvista (vozač džipa SUV). Ipak, 
imeničkih izvedenica na -ista je zabilježeno daleko manje nego onih s 
istim značenjem na -ino. Povezan po značenju sa -ista je i imenički sufiks 
-ismo, koji označava ponašanje ili politiku svojstvenu organizaciji u 
korijenu izvedenice. Ipak, ovaj sufiks nije posebno produktivan kad je 
riječ o skraćenicama. 

Glagoli su rijetko rezultat derivacije skraćenica, te ni u ovom 
korpusu nije zabilježeno mnogo primjera, ali tipičan i najčešći glagolski 
sufiks koji se dodaje na vlastite imenice je -izzare. Glagoli na -izzare su 
prelazni i znače „učiniti nešto onakvim kao što je imenica/skraćenica u 
korijenu riječi“. Marginalan slučaj je jedini nađeni primjer na -are, 
pacsar(si), koji se razlikuje od ostalih i po tome što osnova nije ime 
organizacije nego pravnog akta (tzv. Patto di solidarietà civile, kojim se 
sklapa ugovor o vanbračnoj zajednici), tako da pacsarsi znači potpisati 
takav ugovor. 

Najzad, imamo i složeni imenički sufiks -izzazione, koji potiče od 
glagola na -izzare i predstavlja korak dalje u akumulaciji sufiksa, tvoreći 
glagolske imenice (IRI>irizzare>irizzazione). 

Iz tabele 1 je primjetno i da pojedine riječi generišu veći broj 
primjera (IRI, Confindustria, AN), što zavisi najviše od prisustva 
pomenutih organizacija u aktuelnim događajima. Takođe, ponekad se 
pojavi skraćenica koja je izuzetno pogodna za derivaciju, nevezano za 
njeno porijeklo i značenje koje ne mora imati veze s organizacijama niti 
udruženjima; tako poseban slučaj po izuzetnoj produktivnosti derivata 
(ne samo pomoću sufiksacije) predstavlja skraćenica VIP (engl. Very 
Important Person)>vipparo, non-vip, pseudo-vip, anti-vip, vipparolo, 
vipperia, vippismo, vippame itd. 
 

skraćenica sufiks izvedenica 

DB (Državna bezbjednost) 
DIF (nekada Državni institut za 
fiskulturu – danas Fakultet za 
sport i fizičko vaspitanje) 
DPS (Demokratska partija 
socijalista) 
ETF (Elektrotehnički fakultet) 

-ovac, -evac, (i. m. r.),  
-ovka, -evka (i. ž. r.). 

debeovac 
difovac 
 
depeesovac/DPS-ovac 
ETF-ovac 
ibeovac 
IT-evac, IT-jevac11 

                                                 
11 Primjeri novijeg porijekla zabilježeni su u onlajn korpusima, ali nisu potvrđeni 
u stručnoj literaturi niti zabilježeni u rječnicima, što je i razumljivo s obzirom da 
su usko vezani prije svega za političke partije i aktuelne događaje. 
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IB (Informbiro) 
IT (informacione tehnologije, od 
engl. information technology) 
JUL (Jugoslovenska levica) 
KGB (Комите́т Госуда́рственной 
Безопа́сности – Komitet državne 
sigurnosti) 
MANS (Mreža za afirmaciju 
nevladinog sektora) 
NKVD (Народный комиссариат 
внутренних дел – Narodni 
komesarijat unutrašnjih poslova) 
PMF (Prirodno-matematički 
fakultet) 
SKOJ (Savez komunističke 
omldine Jugoslavije) 
SNS (Srpska narodna stranka) 
SPS (Socijalistička partija Srbije) 
SS (Schutz-Staffel) 
Tanjug (Telegrafska agencija nove 
Jugoslavije) 

 
julovac 
kagebeovac 
 
mansovac 
 
enkavedeovac  
 
 
PMF-ovac 
skojevac 
 
esenesovac/SNS-ovac 
espeesovac 
esesovac 
Tanjugovac 

DOS (Demokratska opozicija 
Srbije) 
DPS 
HDZ (Hrvatska demokratska 
zajednica) 
NATO (North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization) 
RTS (Radio Televizija Srbije) 
SNS  
SPS 

-ovski, -evski (pr. m. r.) 
 

dosovski 
DPS-ovski 
hadezeovski 
natovski, natoovski 
RTS-ovski  
SNS-ovski 
espeesovski 

BBC (British Broadcasting 
Corporation) 
FIAT, Fijat (Fabbrica Italiana 
Automobili Torino) 
FIFA, Fifa (Fédération 
Internationale de Football 
Association) 
MMF (Međunarodni monetarni 
fond) 
NASA, Nasa (National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration) 
UNICEF (United Nations 
International Children's 
Emergency Fund) 

prisvojni pridjevi: 
-ov, -ev, (m. r. )  
-in (ž. r.) 

BBC-ev, Bi-Bi-Sijev  
Fijatov 
Fifin 
 
MMF-ov 
 
Nasin 
 
UNICEF-ov 

DPS 
SNS 

-ovština (i. ž. r.) DPS-ovština 
esenesovština 

Tabela 2. – srpske i crnogorske izvedenice iz skraćenica 

 
U srpskom korpusu najproduktivniji su sufiksi -ovac i -evac, koji 

takođe označavaju pripadnike raznih grupa kao i italijansko -ino, ali su za 
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razliku od njega samo imenički sufiksi. Paralelu bi kao pridjevski sufiks 
predstavljao sufiks -ovski, odnosno njegova varijanta12 -evski.  

Za razliku od italijanskog korpusa, nisu zabilježeni primjeri 
imeničkih izvedenica na -izam, -ist, niti glagolske izvedenice. Sufiks -
ovština bi po svom apstraktnom značenju mogao djelimično odgovarati 
italijanskom obliku -ismo, s tim što mnogo češće ima negativnu 
konotaciju. 

Posebnu kategoriju čine sufiksi za izvođenje prisvojnih pridjeva, 
značenje koje u italijanskom pokrivaju „regularni“ pridjevski sufiksi. 
Pošto prisvojni pridjevi označavaju samo pripadnost organizaciji u 
osnovi, sufiksi -ov, -ev i -in se mogu dodati na mnogo veći broj skraćenica 
nego -ovac/-evac i -ovski/-evski. Takođe za razliku od ostalih pridjeva 
izvedenih iz vlastitih imenica, prisvojni pridjevi zadržavaju veliko 
početno slovo.  

Iz tabele 2 se zapaža da su verzalne skraćenice u korpusu mnogo 
zastupljenije od verbalizovanih kad je u pitanju sufiksacija, uključujući i 
derivaciju prisvojnih pridjeva, što znači da na njihovu produktivnost ne 
utiču toliko sintaktička i morfološka ograničenja koliko učestalost 
upotrebe. Za strane verzalne skraćenice izgovor varira, neke se čitaju 
(„speluju“) po pravilima izvornog jezika (BBC – Bi-bi-si, FBI – Ef-bi-aj, BCG 
– Be-se-že) a neke su prilagođene (CIA/Cija, UNICEF, FIAT/Fijat). Taj 
izgovor se prenosi i na izvedenice. Takođe, primjetno je da su starije, 
etablirane izvedenice prilagođene i pišu se kao „obične“ riječi bez obzira 
na dužinu (esesovac, skojevac, enkavedeovac) dok se u novijem korpusu, 
pretežno iz onlajn štampe, nailazi na kolebanja u pisanju pa se često 
zadržava akronim s eventualnim dodavanjem nastavka iza crtice, ili su 
pak u opticaju i prilagođeni (verbalizovani) i verzalni oblik.  

Broj imeničkih i pridjevskih sufiksa je manji nego u italijanskom, 
zapravo samo jedan za derivaciju imenica i dva za pridjeve, ako 
uključujemo standardnu derivaciju prisvojnih pridjeva na -ov, -ev i -in. 
Izvedenih glagola uopšte nema. 

Semantički, u italijanskom korpusu skraćeničke osnove su pretežno 
vezane za političke partije, ali ima i sindikalnih i privrednih udruženja, pa 
čak i marki automobila. 13  U svakom slučaju potvrđeno je da su 
produktivne skraćenice one koje označavaju organizacije, te da su 

                                                 
12 I -evac i -evski su zapravo varijante sufiksa -ovac i -ovski, a koja se varijanta 
koristi zavisi od završetka skraćeničke osnove; -evac i -evski su rjeđi jer se koriste 
poslije mekih suglasnika, a ukoliko se naziv završava na -i onda -jevac i -jevski 
(Klajn 2003, 55). 
13 Korpus bilježi SUV, ali van korpusa na internetu nailazimo i na izvedenicu 
biemmevuista, koja označava vozača BMW-a. 
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izvedenice sufiksacijom ili pridjevi koji se na njih odnose, ili imenice koje 
označavaju njihove pripadnike ili sljedbenike, uz sporadičnu pojavu 
glagolskih izvedenica. 

U srpskom/crnogorskom korpusu, zapažamo da ogromnu većinu 
osnova čine imena političkih partija i uopšte organizacija povezanih s 
politikom. Tu je paralela s italijanskim korpusom dosljedna, ali značajno 
odudaranje u srpskom/crnogorskom korpusu predstavljaju izvedenice 
koje označavaju studente pojedinih fakulteta čiji se skraćeni nazivi u 
govoru češće koriste od zvaničnih (DIF, PMF, ETF), što u italijanskom nije 
uobičajeno. Takođe, za razliku od italijanskog gdje se izvedenice ni 
grafički ne razlikuju od ostalih riječi, u srpskom/crnogorskom jeziku za 
njih i dalje postoje dva načina pisanja – prilagođeno pisanje, ali i 
ostavljanje tvorbene osnove u izvornom verzalnom obliku, uz dodavanje 
nastavka iza crtice po potrebi. 

 
Zaključak 
Ukoliko je prije više decenija dominantni stav srpskih lingvista bio 

da su „skraćenice marginalna i anomalna pojava u jeziku“, danas je 
vrijeme da se takav pristup revidira, prije svega zbog broja skraćenica s 
kojim se svakodnevno susrijećemo a koji nikako ne može opravdati 
marginalizovanje te jezičke kategorije. Osim što je neophodno ustanoviti 
dosljedna pravila pisanja i izgovora različitih vrsta skraćenica, potrebno 
je i riješiti probleme koji se javljaju u upotrebi usljed njihove ograničene 
promjenljivosti i sintaktičke i morfološke „anomalnosti“. Koliko god 
skraćenice po obliku odudarale od ostatka jezičkog sistema, njihova 
upotreba je sve češća i sveobuhvatnija, a sve više raste i broj izvedenica 
od najaktuelnijih skraćenica.  

Nisu sve vrste skraćenica pogodne za derivaciju, te smo i iz 
italijanskog i iz srpskog/crnogorskog korpusa izdvojili po dvije 
međusobno uporedive kategorije. Međutim, te kategorije su rezultat 
teorijske podjele skraćenica oko koje u literaturi nijednog od analiziranih 
jezika ne postoji potpuna saglasnost. Stoga je za klasifikaciju rezultata 
analize korpusa poslužio morfološko-tvorbeni kriterijum, odnosno vrsta 
sufiksa pomoću kojih su izvedeni analizirani primjeri.   

Skraćenice su produktivna osnova za derivaciju u oba analizirana 
korpusa, ali italijanski je u tom pogledu raznovrsniji kako po broju sufiksa 
tako i semantički, mada se u oba korpusa radi pretežno o nazivima 
organizacija, grupa i udruženja, od kojih se sufiksacijom dobijaju imenice 
koje označavaju njihove članove ili pridjevi koji ukazuju na neku vrstu 
povezanosti s njima. Samo u italijanskom jeziku iz skraćenica se mogu 
izvoditi i glagoli. 
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Skraćenice mogu biti domaćeg ili stranog porijekla, što može uticati 

na njihov izgovor i pisanje, ali ne i na njihovu produktivnost u derivaciji, 
za šta je prema analizi oba korpusa presudna njihova aktuelnost i 
učestalost upotrebe. S obzirom da se uglavnom odnose na političke 
organizacije, dosta skraćenica spada u okazionalizme koji poslije nekog 
vremena izgube aktuelnost, ali bivaju nadomješteni novim.  

Mada terminologija i dalje nije sasvim usaglašena, italijanska 
lingvistika se ovim problemom dosada produbljenije bavila, a napredak 
u proučavanju neologizama posljednjih decenija i formiranje sve 
obimnijih baza podataka (‟repertori neologici“) doveli su i do novih 
saznanja o sufiksaciji italijanskih skraćenica, što je umnogome olakšalo 
ovo istraživanje. S druge strane, u srpskoj i crnogorskoj lingvistici 
možemo reći da smo tek „zagrebli površinu“ na ovom polju, iako su 
razna izdanja Pravopisa nastojala da ponude rješenja za teškoće koje 
proizlaze iz svakodnevne upotrebe skraćenica. Stoga ova problematika i 
dalje nudi velike mogućnosti za dalja istraživanja, a posebno ukoliko 
posmatramo svakodnevni uticaj aktuelnog vanjezičkog konteksta na 
promjene u jeziku.  
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WORD-FORMATION PRODUCTIVITY OF ABBREVIATIONS IN ITALIAN 
AND SERBIAN / MONTENEGRIN: DERIVATION BY SUFFIXATION 

 
Everyday changes on a global level, with the more and more accelerated 
rhythm of life, are reflecting themselves on the linguistic reality of modern 
languages too. Among their consequences is also the more prominent role of 
abbreviations, which make a sentence more synthetic by shortening multiword 
expressions, no matter if the communication is verbal or written. 

The research is focused on the comparison between the abbreviations in 
modern Italian and those in Serbian and Montenegrin language, as stems for 
derivation by nominal, adjectival, and verbal suffixes. The approach is 
contrastive, and for the corpora were used mostly materials extracted from the 
daily press, as well as dictionaries of neologisms in the case of Italian corpus. 
For the Italian corpus, the dictionaries used were Neologismi: Parole nuove dai 
giornali (2009) by Istituto Treccani, with an updated online version of that 
dictionary on the publisher’s site 
https://www.treccani.it/magazine/lingua_italiana/neologismi/, as well as the 
database ONLI: Osservatorio Neologico della Lingua Italiana 
(https://www.iliesi.cnr.it/ONLI/), which collects materials mostly from daily 
and weekly press. Several studies on abbreviations were also very helpful as the 
source for examples of suffixation. Serbian and Montenegrin press was 
analyzed as one corpus, as there are virtually no differences between these 
languages as far as abbreviations are concerned. The latter corpus relies mostly 
on online versions of Serbian and Montenegrin daily press (Vijesti, Pobjeda, 
Dan, Novosti, Telegraf, Politika, and so on), with several examples taken from 
social media, blogs and web portals, for the most part through the web site 
Kontekst.io (https://www.kontekst.io/) which for Serbian corpus uses database 
srWaC (Serbian Web, 
https://www.clarin.si/noske/run.cgi/corp_info?corpname=srwac&struct_attr_
stats=1&subcorpora=1). As in printed Serbian and Montenegrin literature were 
found only older and, in some cases, outdated examples, it was necessary to 
complement this corpus with newer and more up-to-date materials. In the 
corpora analysis, neologisms derived from acronyms by suffixation were of 
particular interest, as an indicator of vitality and productivity of these lexical 
items in modern language. 

In neither of the observed languages nomenclature and classification of 
this type of lexical items are unanimous and coherent, so we opted for the 
terminology and classification agreed on by most of the consulted sources. Not 
all types of abbreviations can be used as stems for derivation, therefore the 
research was focused exclusively on the types which can be productive for 
suffixation.  

As for the discrepancies in terminologies and possible ambiguations in 
Italian and Serbian linguistics (Montenegrin sources make almost no mention 
of abbreviations), they require some clarification. 

In Italian linguistics all kinds of abbreviations are encompassed by the 
term riduzione, which is further classified in several types: 1. abbreviazioni (Sig. 

https://www.treccani.it/magazine/lingua_italiana/neologismi/
https://www.iliesi.cnr.it/ONLI/
https://www.kontekst.io/
https://www.clarin.si/noske/run.cgi/corp_info?corpname=srwac&struct_attr_stats=1&subcorpora=1
https://www.clarin.si/noske/run.cgi/corp_info?corpname=srwac&struct_attr_stats=1&subcorpora=1
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– signor, Prof. – professor, S. – santo), 2. accorciamenti (auto – automobile, bici 
– bicicletta, foto – fotografia), 3. sigle (Fiat – Fabbrica italiana automobili 
Torino, BR/bierre – Brigate Rosse, CGIL – Confederazione Generale Italiana del 
Lavoro) and 4. acronimi, or in a more popular term, parole macedonia 
(Confindustria – Confederazione generale dell'industria italiana, Federcalcio – 
Federazione Italiana Giuoco Calcio, apericena – aperitivo + cena).  

The first type (abbreviazioni) is used exclusively in the written language, 
and such abbreviations must be pronounced as full words, which means that 
they actually represent graphical symbols and not a morphological category. 
The second type (accorciamenti) is generated by simply eliminating the second 
part of an abbreviated word which afterward is lexicalized in its new, 
abbreviated form (cinematografo > cinema), and can take part in further word-
formation processes as a component of newly-formed compounds. However, 
as it involves the process of composition and not derivation, this research did 
not cover this type of abbreviations. That leaves categories 3. and 4. for 
analysis. 

The basic difference between categories 3. (sigle) and 4. (parole 
macedonia) is in the fact that category 3. contains mostly initialisms, while 
category 4. consists of more complex combinations of initials, syllables, and 
sometimes even whole words from the original syntagms (colf – collaboratrice 
familiare, Palasport – Palazzo dello sport). Parole macedonia also involve less 
limited combinations than sigle, as a parola macedonia can contain the final 
syllable, second part, or any other fragment of some of the words from the 
original syntagms (bancomat – banca + automatica). From the aspect of word-
formation processes, parole macedonia belong to the compounds. 

The term abbreviazione is sometimes used for all four categories, instead 
of riduzione. 

The Serbian sources contain two ways of classification, one in the 
Normative Grammar of Serbian Language (Normativna gramatika srpskog 
jezika, 2014), and another in the Orthography of Serbian Language (Pravopis 
srpskoga jezika, 2010). 

The Normative Grammar of Serbian Language classifies the abbreviations 
in proste (simple) and složene (complex), where the simple abbreviations 
imply eliminating the second part of a word (kilo for kilogram, Amer for 
Amerikanac), but also contain graphical symbols (kg, prof., dr, and so on). We 
can observe that these examples of simple abbreviations correspond to the first 
two categories in the Italian classification. Therefore, our research will 
disregard them, for the same reasons. According to this grammar, the complex 
abbreviations can be 1. slovne – initialisms (SAD, EU, DVD), 2. morfemske – 
morphemic or syllabic abbreviations (Kosmet, Interpol, Brexit), and 3. 
kombinovane – combined abbreviations (Tanjug, Bemus). 

The Orthography of the Serbian Language has a different classification, 
that includes etymological and morphological dimensions at the same time. 
There are four categories of abbreviations: 1. opšte –general  (domaće – 
indigenous: g. for gospodin, a. d. for akcionarsko društvo, br. for broj and so 
on), 2.  internacionalne i prilagođene opšte i mjerne skraćenice – international 
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and adapted general and measurement abbreviations (g, kg, l, kWh, P. S. and 
so on); these two categories correspond to the simple abbreviations in the 
Normative Grammar; 3. verzalne skraćenice – initialisms (acronyms: NATO, 
MMF, SANU / CANU) and 4. so-called verbalizovane skraćenice – verbalized 
(lexicalized) abbreviations, with the form of complete words (UNESKO, CIA, 
NASA). Verzalne skraćenice (initialisms) consist of first initials of multi-word 
terms, indigenous and foreign; they are written without spaces and full points 
(USB, PC, UCG), and are pronounced either spelling out letter by letter or as full 
words if their form is suitable (PIN, CANU, OEBS). Verbalized abbreviations are 
made by transforming initialisms into full words or by combining fragments of 
two-word or multi-word expressions (Fifa, Fijat, Tanjug, Beneluks, and so on). 
This second classification was deemed easier to compare to the Italian 
nomenclature, as both are structured in four potentially equivalent categories. 

In this classification too, we can eliminate the first two categories as 
irrelevant for our research. 

The term slivenice (portmanteaus) should also be mentioned, although 
none of the consulted sources adopted it, probably because the Serbian 
lexicology only recently has recognized them as a type of composition. Slivenice 
would correspond to the Serbian terms combined or verbalized abbreviations 
(kombinovane ili verbalizovane skraćenice), or to the Italian term parole 
macedonia. 

Neither Italian nor Serbian nomenclature makes a clear distinction 
between the term acronym as a type of abbreviations, and acronym as a 
synonym for the complex abbreviations generally. In Italian linguistics, an 
acronym (acronimo) by definition should be synonymous with the term parola 
macedonia, but is more widely used as a synonym for sigla, and as such is also 
recognized by Italian dictionaries. In Serbian linguistics, the term akronim is 
used more frequently, and usually as a synonym for the so-called verzalne 
skraćenice (initialisms), although the Orthography sometimes puts them in 
both categories of the complex abbreviations (initialisms and verbalized 
abbreviations). 

To sum it up, in all the analyzed sources (Italian and Serbian / 
Montenegrin) two types of abbreviations were found to be productive, and 
they can mutually correspond: Italian sigle can be equivalent to Serbian / 
Montenegrin category of verzalne skraćenice (initialisms: CGIL – 
Confederazione Generale Italiana del Lavoro, OUN – Organizacija ujedinjenih 
nacija), while Italian term parole macedonia corresponds at least partially to 
Serbian / Montenegrin verbalizovane skraćenice (acronyms: Confindustria – 
Confederazione generale dell'industria italiana, Tanjug – Telegrafska agencija 
nove Jugoslavije). Morphological criterion served to classify the results of 
corpora analysis, i. e. type of suffix used to derive analyzed examples.   

The research results show that in both corpora derivationally productive 
abbreviations consist predominantly in shortened proper nouns of 
organizations, institutions, and various kinds of associations (IRI – Istituto per la 
Ricostruzione Industriale, DS – Democratici di Sinistra, Cobas – Comitato di base, 
PMF – Prirodno-matematički fakultet, NATO – North Atlantic Treaty 
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Organization) with few examples of specific technical terms (IT – information 
technology, SUV – Sport Utility Vehicle, PACS – Patto Civile di Solidarietà). The 
most frequent stems are acronyms of various political parties. Derived nouns 
indicate members or adherents of these organizations (irista, PMF-ovac), and 
derived adjectives express a kind of connection with them (diessino, natovski). 
Only in Italian, acronyms can produce verbs (cobasizzare, irizzare), which by an 
accumulation of suffixes can further generate verbal nouns (irizzazione). One 
notable semantic difference between the corpora is that in Serbian / 
Montenegrin corpus there are nominal derivations denoting students of several 
faculties for which shortened versions are usually used in informal 
communications, even more frequently than their official names: DIF – Fakultet 
za sport i fizičko vaspitanje (Faculty for Sport and Physical Education), PMF – 
Prirodno-matematički fakultet (Faculty of Science and Mathematics), ETF – 
Elektrotehnički fakultet (Faculty of Electrical Engineering). From this type of 
acronyms are derived nouns such as difovac, ETF-ovac, PMF-ovac, and so on, 
while in the Italian corpus such nominal derivations were not registered. 
Another difference between Italian and Serbian / Montenegrin is that Italian 
derivations are not graphically distinguishable from other words, i. e. not 
capitalized even if the stems consist of initialisms (DS > diessino, PACS > 
pacsarsi), while in Serbian / Montenegrin they can be written in two manners – 
adapting them (uncapitalized writing – SS > esesovac, NKVD > enkavedeovac), 
or leaving the stem, even initialism, in original capitalized form, and adding a 
suffix after the hyphen, with desinence if necessary (IT > IT-evac).  

In Italian, the most productive suffix is -ino, deriving both nouns and 
adjectives, and in Serbian and Montenegrin the productive nominal suffix is -
ovac / -evac, while the suffix -ovski / -evski generates adjectives. Also, only 
Serbian and Montenegrin use particular suffixes (-ov, -ev, -in) to derive 
possessive adjectives from proper nouns; in Italian that possessive meaning is 
covered by the adjectival suffix -ino. 

Abbreviations make for the derivationally productive stems in both 
analyzed corpora, but Italian corpus is more diverse semantically and also by 
the number of suffixes (five: -ino, -ismo, -ista, -izzare, -izzazione), while in 
Serbian / Montenegrin corpus exist only two actually productive suffixes (-ovac 
/ -evac and -ovski / -evski). 

Abbreviations can be of local or foreign origin, which can affect their 
pronunciation or writing, but not their derivational productivity. The research 
results show that in both corpora crucial criterion for an abbreviation to 
become a stem for derivation is not its origin, but the frequency of use, as well 
as its presence in current events. Being mostly related to political organizations, 
many abbreviations are limited to occasional use and quickly lose their novelty 
status, but get regularly replaced with new ones. 

Although their terminology is still not unanimously established, Italian 
linguistics have studied this problem more accurately and in detail. The 
progress in neology studies, as well as the creation of more and more complex 
databases (“repertori neologici”), have also brought up new information on the 
suffixation of Italian abbreviations. On the other hand, during the past decades, 
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the opinion of most Serbian linguists has been that abbreviations are a linguistic 
anomaly with marginal importance in the structure of language, and they were 
analyzed mostly in order to solve some practical problems in their everyday use.  

As they become more and more present in modern languages, this 
traditional approach to abbreviations as a marginal anomaly should be revised. 
It is necessary to establish consistent rules of writing and pronouncing for some 
acronyms, as well as to meet the requirements of everyday use which their 
limited inflection and morphosyntactic irregularity can complicate. Although 
their form does not conform to the rest of the language system, their use is 
becoming more frequent and encompassing, and the number of derivations 
from the most used and present abbreviations keeps growing. In both Serbian 
and Montenegrin linguistics, the research of abbreviations has merely started 
as far as word formation is concerned. Therefore, this field offers a lot of 
potential for further research, especially if one observes the daily influence of 
extralinguistic context on the changes in modern language. 

 
Keywords: abbreviations, acronyms, derivation, derivational productivity, 
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Résumé : L’article analyse les caractéristiques lexico-sémantiques et 

grammaticales de la langue et du style du roman La Consolante d’Anna Gavalda, 

et leur restitution dans les traductions espagnole et ukrainienne. Ayant pour objet 

d’étudier les traductions du roman français dans des langues proches et 

éloignées, notamment l’espagnol et l’ukrainien, et de prendre en compte leurs 

différentes structures grammaticales, nous mettons l’accent sur les fragments qui 

présentent des difficultés pour le traducteur et nous proposons des variantes 

d’une traduction adéquate. Dans cet article, nous exposons les résultats d’une 

étude exploratoire (contextuelle, contrastive, qualitative et descriptive) réalisée 

en confrontant le roman La Consolante d’Anna Gavalda et deux de ses 

traductions, en ukrainien faite par Petro Tarashchuk, et en espagnol par Isabel 

González-Gallarza. 

L’étude envisage les tactiques de préservation de la couleur nationale et du 

style  de l’auteur de la version originale, grâce à la reproduction des realia et la 

pertinence d’une expressivité excessive ou insuffisante dans la reproduction des 

phraséologismes. Petro Tarashchuk a utilisé les ressources lexicales et 

stylistiques de la langue ukrainienne et a appliqué la stratégie de domestication 

dans la traduction. Une attention particulière est accordée aux emprunts 

étrangers, principalement à l’anglais, fréquents dans le texte source, car ils n’ont 

pas de notes conjointes, de références ou de traductions dans le texte original. La 

question de l’équivalence et de l’adéquation des traductions du roman français 

se pose. L’étude de la traduction est effectuée non seulement au niveau 

linguistique, mais en prenant en compte les différences culturelles, la perception 

du monde des lecteurs ukrainiens et espagnols.  

Les résultats obtenus montrent que dans les langues proches (français-espagnol), 

le traducteur rencontre des difficultés lexicales. Pour le couple de langues 

éloignées français-ukrainien, des difficultés surgissent  aux niveaux syntaxique 

et morphologique, car les particularités de la grammaire française ne 

correspondent pas toujours à celles du système de la grammaire ukrainienne. 

Nous étudions les  procédés et les transformations opérées par la traduction, à 
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partir de langues proches et lointaines, pour montrer comment surmonter les 

difficultés de la traduction, de façon à obtenir le même effet pragmatique du texte 

de traduction par rapport au texte original. 

 

Mots-clés: traductologie, style individuel, stratégies de traduction, différences 

interculturelles, langues proches, langues éloignées. 

 

  
Introduction 
Au stade actuel du développement de la linguistique, il est urgent 
d’étudier divers phénomènes linguistiques, sur la base d’une analyse 
comparative des langues proches et éloignées, afin d’identifier les traits 
communs et distinctifs, ce qui aide à trouver des équivalents de 
traduction adéquats et à identifier des modèles de transformation de la 
traduction, dans la reproduction des caractéristiques lexicales, 
structures syntaxiques de l’original par les moyens de la langue cible. Le 
but essentiel de la traduction est de transmettre le contenu et la forme 
de la version originale d’une manière précise au moyen d’une autre 
langue, afin de préserver ses caractéristiques expressives et 
stylistiques.  

Les langues proches partagent des caractéristiques lexicales, 
morphologiques et syntaxiques. Les origines du français et de l’espagnol 
ont beaucoup en commun, les deux langues étant dérivées du latin. 
Après la chute de l’Empire romain, de nombreuses variantes de la langue 
latine ont commencé à apparaître selon les régions. Le français et 
l’espagnol sont devenus des langues distinctes entre les VIe siècle et IXe 
siècle. Ces langues ont beaucoup en commun sur le plan lexical, les 
emprunts lexicaux ont commencé avec le développement de ces deux 
langues, comme des formes historiques du latin. 

La traduction des langues apparentées présente aussi beaucoup de 
difficultés ; malgré la proximité des structures linguistiques, la précision 
de la reproduction des caractéristiques lexicales et syntaxiques de la 
version originale s’accompagne d’une perte de nuances, et le transfert 
littéral de la phraséologie entraîne une dépréciation et un changement 
de couleur du texte original.  

La linguistique contrastive peut prendre pour objet non seulement 
des langues historiquement liées, telles que (français et espagnol, 
ukrainien et biélorusse), mais aussi des langues éloignées (français et 
ukrainien). Le français appartient au groupe des langues romanes, unies 
par leur origine latine commune, tandis que l’ukrainien appartient au 
groupe slave, bien que toutes ces langues appartiennent à une famille 
commune de langues indo-européennes. En outre, l’ukrainien est une 
langue synthétique, où la signification grammaticale s’exprime à travers 
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des inflexions et des affixes formatifs, une alternance de sons et de 
suplétivisme ; le français quant à lui se caractérise par une tendance à 
l’expression analytique des significations lexicales et grammaticales, 
c’est-à-dire des significations lexicales exprimées par des mots complets 
et des significations grammaticales exprimées par des mots 
fonctionnels, l’ordre des mots, l’intonation. 

Compte tenu des particularités de la structure des langues 
ukrainienne et française, il convient de souligner que le problème de la 
reproduction en traduction aux niveaux morphologique et syntaxique, 
des particularités du texte source nécessite une recherche particulière.  

La nouveauté scientifique consiste en une analyse de la traduction 
du roman La Consolante d’Anna Gavalda et de ses traductions 
ukrainienne et espagnole dans le contexte de la traduction littéraire. 
L’article analyse les particularités de la reproduction aux niveaux lexico-
sémantique et grammatical de la langue et du style du roman La 
Consolante d’Anna Gavalda en ukrainien traduit par Petro Tarashchuk, 
et en espagnol par Isabel González-Gallarza. Les traductions de langues 
apparentées et éloignées diffèrent.  

 
Cadre théorique de la recherche  
L’approche scientifique et théorique de la justification du concept 

de la proximité linguistique et des correspondances entre langues 
voisines a été proposée par l’éminent chercheur Jan Niecislaw Baudouin 
de Courtenay. Les premiers exemples de typologie des langues 
apparentées ont été démontrés par Baudouin de Courtenay 
dans  l'ouvrage sur la grammaire comparée des langues slaves (92-115). 
Charles Bally a été aussi l’un des premiers à mener de telles études 
contrastives (1950). Le linguiste français Antoine Meillet a noté que 
“deux langues sont dites liées si elles sont le résultat de deux évolutions 
différentes d’une langue, qui était auparavant utilisée par les locuteurs” 
(2010).  

L’interférence linguistique est une conséquence directe de 
l’intervention culturelle, une grande partie de l’influence française sur 
l’espagnol confirme que l’intensité et la continuité de l’influence de la 
civilisation française sur l’espagnol persistent et que les relations non-
linguistiques entre les deux pays continuent d’être privilégiées, la langue 
ne fait que le démontrer (Curell 2006, 791). Nous avons illustré cela à la 
Figure 1. Un certain nombre de monographies et de mémoires est 
conscaré à la recherche de contacts linguistiques (J. Baudouin de 
Courtenay 2017;  L. Chtcherba 1974; V. Rozencvejg 1972; U. Weinreich 
1970; Y. Zhluktenko 1966; S. Semchinskiy 1974; E. Vereshchagin 1969). 
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Les théoriciens et les praticiens ukrainiens de la traduction des 

langues proches et éloignées (V. Koptilov 1972 ; V. Pidmohylny, 
M. Strikha 2006 ; M. Rylski 1958 ; O. Kundzich 1973 ; M. Tereshchenko, 
G. Kochur 2008 ; M. Zerov 2002) insistent sur le fait que l’art de la 
traduction à partir d’une langue proche est spécifique, elle diffère 
grandement de la traduction des langues éloignées. Ainsi, M. Rylski a 
estimé : “On a depuis longtemps avancé l’idée erronée qu’il est plus 
facile de traduire à partir de langues proches que de langues éloignées. 
La traduction en ukrainien, par exemple, vers le russe ou le biélorusse, 
présente des difficultés spécifiques qui ne sont pas toujours faciles à 
surmonter” (Rylski 1958, 84). 

Étant donné que le sens pragmatique ou le contexte d’information 
du public d’origine et du public cible peuvent être différents, le 
traducteur utilise généralement une adaptation pragmatique dans la 
traduction. L’adaptation pragmatique du texte est réalisée en tenant 
compte des informations de base (bagage culturel) du public cible à 
l’aide de stratégies de traduction. Dans le dictionnaire explicatif de 
traduction de L. Nelyubin, l’adaptation est définie comme “une 
méthode pour créer des équivalents, en modifiant la situation décrite, 
afin d’obtenir le même effet sur le récepteur” (Nelyubin 2008, 12). Les 
raisons du recours à l’adaptation ne se situent souvent pas dans le 
domaine linguistique proprement dit, mais dans le domaine culturel. Les 
phénomènes d’asymétrie des cultures sont décrits en détail par Eugène 
Nida. E. Nida a distingué deux types d’équivalences: l’équivalence 
formelle et l’équivalence dynamique; selon le chercheur, l’équivalence 
formelle est orientée vers la traduction et repose sur la conformité du 
contenu et des plans d’expression des unités de l’original et de la 
traduction. L’équivalence dynamique est basée sur le principe de 
l’équivalence d’effet, la correspondance de la réaction des lecteurs à 
l’original et à la traduction. Ce type d’équivalence subordonne toutes les 
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transformations du signe d’orientation au récepteur, ce qui implique 
l’adaptation du vocabulaire et de la grammaire du texte de départ et du 
texte d’arrivée (Nida, 159-168).  

J. Vinay et J. Darbelnet dans leur ouvrage Stylistique comparée du 
français et de l’anglais (1966) ont donné la définition de l’adaptation. 
Selon eux, l’adaptation prétend que le texte d’arrivée peut atteindre les 
mêmes effets que le texte original sur les lecteurs cibles 
(Vinay&Darbelnet 1966). 

R. Rabadan définit l’équivalence comme un concept de base en 
science de la traduction, comme un concept dynamique, qui est présent 
dans tous les textes bilingues et est soumis à des normes de nature 
socio-historique. Pour R. Rabadan, l’équivalence est un indicateur de 
l’existence d’un lien entre la traduction et le texte original (Rabadan 
1991, 73-84). 

Par conséquent, sur la base des résultats mentionnés ci-dessus, 
pour garantir une équivalence dynamique entre les textes original et 
traduit il y a lieu d’appliquer l’adaptation pragmatique, ce qui peut 
amener au remplacement d’information socioculturelle, ainsi que des 
transformations sémantiques, et сela doit être prise en compte dans le 
processus de traduction à partir des langues proches et lointaines.  

 
Méthodologie de recherche 
Une analyse comparative complète de la traduction comprendrait 

les méthodes suivantes : l’analyse contextuelle de l’œuvre originale 
(consistant à déterminer les caractéristiques lexicales, sémantiques et 
grammaticales de la langue et du style du roman La Consolante d’Anna 
Gavalda), la méthode quantitative (pour déterminer la fréquence des 
outils pratiques, c’est-à-dire les méthodes et les procédés de la 
traduction), une méthode d’analyse descriptive (donnant des 
éclaircissements quant aux solutions proposées et une explication 
détaillée des défauts de traduction). L’analyse contrastive est employée 
comme méthode principale pour comparer le texte de départ et ses 
traductions en espagnol et en ukrainien). L’analyse contrastive aide à 
identifier des similitudes et des différences entre les éléments des 
systèmes des langues proches et éloignées, et cela permet d’établir 
l’équivalence, qui est un critère intégral pour comparer les langues. 
Cette méthode est nécessaire pour déterminer le degré d’adéquation 
des traductions. Nous avons reproduit à la figure 2 des liens réciproques 
entre les principales méthodes d’analyse du texte de départ et des 
textes traduits. 
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Il est à noter que, dans l’article Linguistique contrastée. Problèmes 
et perspectives les savants ukrainiens Yu. Zhluktenko et V. Bublyk ont 
donné une définition de l’équivalence : l’équivalence est l’adéquation 
du contenu de deux structures avec des déviations éventuelles dans les 
structures elles-mêmes (Zhluktenko & Bublyk, 9). Georges Mounin, dans 
son livre Les Problèmes théoriques de la traduction, analyse les limites 
imposées à la reproduction intégrale du contenu de la version originale 
en traduction par la différence des systèmes des deux langues. Georges 
Mounin montre de manière convaincante que la traduction n’est pas 
une simple substitution de mots d’une langue à des mots d’une autre 
langue ; elle est toujours associée à certaines transformations qui 
dépendent du rapport des langues (Mounin 1963). 

Beaucoup de théoriciens de la traduction ont fait des recherches 
dans le demaine des stratégies de traduction : J.-P. Vinay et J. Darbelnet 
(1966), E. Nida (1964), J. Catford (1965), A. Chesterman (1997), M. Snell-
Hornby (1995); L.Venuti (2001); V.Karaban (2004); O.Rebrii (2009).  

La figure 3 montre le cadre théorique et méthodologique de 
recherche des particularités de la reproduction aux niveaux lexico-
sémantique et grammatical de la langue et du style du roman La 
Consolante d’Anna Gavalda dans ses traductions ukrainienne et 
espagnole. 

La restitution du sens pragmatique de la version originale, au 
moyen duquel l'auteur de l'œuvre obtient un effet communicatif, peut 
présenter quelques difficultés. Les transformations de traduction 
peuvent aider le traducteur dans le processus d'adaptation pragmatique 
du texte cible. La traduction adéquate produit sur le destinataire le 
même effet pragmatique que celui de la version originale. L'adaptation 
pragmatique fait partie des procédés de traduction garantissant le 
niveau d'équivalence nécessaire. Le traducteur choisit les stratégies de 
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traduction pour restituer l’information pragmatique de départ par les 
moyens de la langue de traduction.  

 

 
Afin d’analyser les opinions des chercheurs, des traductologues, 

nous avons réalisé une étude comparative entre le texte littéraire 
source et des textes traduits. 

 
Exposé de la matière essentielle et justification des résultats de 

recherche.  
Anna Gavalda est une romancière française contemporaine bien 

connue, née en 1970, lauréate de plusieurs prix. Elle a fait ses débuts en 
1999, faisant paraître son premier livre, un recueil de nouvelles Je 
souhaite que quelqu’un m’attende quelque part, pour lequel lui a été 
décerné en 2000 le Grand Prix RTL-Lire. Ce recueil a été traduit en plus 
de trente langues. En 2002, le monde litéraire a découvert son premier 
roman Je l’aimais. Mais la véritable reconnaissance et le succès d’Anna 
Gavalda sont venus après la publication de son livre Ensemble, c’est tout 
en 2004, roman traduit subséquemment en trente-six langues. Je 
voudrais que quelqu’un m’attende quelque part (1999), Je l’aimais 
(2003) et Ensemble, c’est tout (2004) sont devenus des best-sellers. 

Après la parution de ces succès, Anna Gavalda donne de la joie à 
ses lecteurs avec la parution de divers romans et nouvelles, qui lui ont 
valu une popularité encore plus grande non seulement auprès de ses 
fervents lecteurs mais aussi parmi les critiques. Ces derniers ont assez 
souvent exprimé et expriment encore des opinions ambiguës, tout 
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d’abord quant à la langue  et au style des œuvres d’Anna Gavalda. Ce 
qui caractérise les œuvres d’Anna Gavalda sont des thèmes récurrents, 
mais aussi  leur simplicité de style, leur langage vivant et familier et leur 
extraordinaire talent d’observation. Par exemple, selon le chercheur 
ukrainien M. Venhrenivska, dans son roman L’échappée belle, Anna 
Gavalda “reproduit l’image linguistique du monde de la jeunesse 
française au début du XXIe siècle” (Venhrenivska, 34). Bien sûr, l’écrivain 
français s’abstient d’utiliser “un vocabulaire juvénile étiqueté” (Ibid, 36), 
mais comme le note la chercheuse ukrainienne, Anna Gavalda trouve 
d’autres moyens lexicaux plus normatifs et expressifs, de transmettre 
aux lecteurs des émotions et sentiments des personnages de roman. 
Néanmoins, le vocabulaire familier est présent, car sinon il n’y 
aurait  aucun moyen de transmettre les émotions qui étreignent la jeune 
héroïne, mais cela ne rend pas le langage des personnages vulgaire (Ibid, 
36). 

Cependant, le niveau d’exactitude du texte et la simplicité 
d’expression, le niveau de sentimentalité, d’humour et d’ironie, voire de 
vulgarité évidente, diffèrent sensiblement d’une œuvre à l’autre, de 
même que l’écriture de la romancière évolue au fil de ses œuvres. Par 
exemple, alors que son roman le plus réussi, Ensemble, c’est tout, se 
distingue par sa simplicité et sa clarté de style, les lecteurs du roman 
suivant, La Consolante, peuvent être surpris par le style ambigu et 
complexe de l’auteure.  

Une explication possible de cette “évolution stylistique” est 
donnée  par Anna Gavalda elle-même, qui a admis dans une interview 
au journal français Le Parisien le 19 septembre 2013: 

 “Pour moi, le style n’existe pas. Seule compte la justesse du ton. 
Dans mes livres, mon seul boulot est d’inventer le personnage. Une fois 
qu’il existe et me parle à l’oreille, je n’ai plus qu’à écrire ce qu’il me dit. Il 
n’y a pas de style Anna Gavalda, il n’y a que des voix dont je suis le 
diapason” (Spaak 2013). 

Le roman d’Anna Gavalda La Consolante est devenu un best-seller 
français en termes de ventes de plus d’un demi-million d’exemplaires en 
2008 et a été traduit en trente-deux langues.  

Comme les héros principaux de la plupart des œuvres d’Anna 
Gavalda (Je l’aimais, L’Échappée belle, Ensemble, c’est tout, Billie), le 
personnage du roman La Consolante, Charles Balanda, malgré sa vie 
apparemment insouciante, est à la recherche du bonheur. Dans ce 
roman, l’écriture d’Anna Gavalda recourt à la forme de la confusion 
textuelle, induite  par des phrases incomplètes et vagues ; elle décrit 
dépressions constantes, expériences émotionnelles, anxiété et solitude 
du protagoniste, qui sont accompagnées de souvenirs périodiques et 
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fragmentaires de son enfance, et l’auteur mène un roman à la première 
personne (au nom de Charles) ou bien la troisième personne du singulier 
(non identifiée). A. Gavalda utilise différents procédés stylistiques. En 
général, la narration est menée par le protagoniste du roman. De plus, 
le héros change souvent de rôle. Les disputes de Charles avec lui-même 
sont souvent décrites dans le roman. Cependant, lorsque le héros 
identifie l’essence de son bonheur, la transformation de son état 
d’esprit s’accompagne d’une transformation du style de l’auteur: le 
texte littéraire passe de la concision à l’acquisition d’une éloquence 
raffinée grâce à des descriptions vives. 

À notre avis, le style d’Anna Gavalda dans le roman La Consolante 
peut être défini comme un “écrit noir sur blanc” de l’existence humaine, 
dont les caractéristiques doivent être prises en compte dans le choix des 
stratégies de traduction pour reproduire adéquatement le style de 
l’auteure française. Afin de déterminer les spécificités du style de 
l’auteure et les particularités de sa reproduction en traduction, nous 
avons mené une analyse approfondie aux niveaux lexical, grammatical 
et stylistique. Il a été traduit en ukrainien par un traducteur renommé, 
lauréat du prix Hryhoriy Skovoroda et Maksym Rylskiy, Petro 
Tarashchuk. Le Prix Skovoroda est un prix de l'Ambassade de France en 
Ukraine pour la meilleure traduction du français vers l'ukrainien, créé en 
2001 dans le cadre du Programme d’aide à la publication de 
l’Ambassade de France en Ukraine. Ce prix est décerné dans deux 
catégories : la littérature et les sciences humaines et sociales. Le Prix 
Skovoroda 2018 a été attribué à Petro Tarashchuk pour « le choix d’un 
style essayistique de la traduction ukrainienne de l’ouvrage Traverser 
Tchernobyl de Galia Ackerman, paru aux éditions Lybid, un style en 
adéquation complète avec l’original français » (Ambassade de France en 
Ukraine). Le prix Maksym Rylsky est un prix littéraire en Ukraine, fondé 
en 1972. Il est récompensé pour les plus hautes réalisations dans le 
domaine de la traduction en ukrainien d'œuvres de la littérature 
mondiale, qui enrichissent le trésor de la culture nationale, favorisent 
son intégration plus active dans le processus spirituel universel. Petro 
Tarachchuk a reçu le Prix Maksym Rylsky en 2012 pour la traduction du 
livre français d'Antoine de Saint-Exupéry Citadelle, paru en 2010 dans 
Maison d'édition Zhupansky. 

La Consolante a été publié par la maison d’édition Kharkiv Folio en 
2015. Сe roman, traduit en espagnol, a été publié en 2008 par la maison 
d’édition Seix Barral à Barcelone. La traductrice espagnole Isabel 
González-Gallarza a traduit du français vers l’espagnol des auteurs fort 
différents de différentes époques : Alexandre Dumas, Victor Hugo, Jean-
Jacques Rousseau, Françoise Sagan, Anna Gavalda, Marc Levy et bien 
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d’autres. Ses traductions se distinguent par l’exactitude de la restitution 
des intentions et de l’humeur de l’écrivain; la traductrice tout à la fois 
transfère les nuances stylistiques de l’original et se concentre sur la 
correspondance entre le texte créé et l’original. 

Le roman La Consolante, comme la plupart des œuvres d’Anna 
Gavalda, est riche en dialogues basés sur : la compression syntaxique 
(constructions elliptiques et infinitives, phrases incomplètes, ordre des 
mots libre, utilisation prédominante de phrases simples, souvent 
exprimées par un seul mot) et l’utilisation de vocabulaire riche en mots 
et expressions anglaises extrêmement nombreuses, comportant 
beaucoup de realia se rapportant à la vie quotidienne des Français. 
Cependant, La Consolante se distingue par l’imbrication qu’opère 
l’auteure de dialogues mentionnés ci-dessus avec les monologues du 
personnage principal, Charles, qui reflètent très fidèlement son état 
psychologique et mental.  

En termes de langage et de style, ces monologues ont aussi leurs 
propres caractéristique qui sont l’expérience et la tourmente de Charles. 
Anna Gavalda les transmet en mêlant souvent et de façon inattendue 
des souvenirs et des réflexions sur les problèmes actuels du héros, 
Charles. 

En analysant les monologues du roman qui évoquent les souvenirs 
d’enfance de Charles, on peut dire que, tout comme les dialogues, ils se 
caractérisent par des constructions elliptiques, alternant avec de 
longues phrases, exprimant  principalement un flux de pensées et de 
souvenirs et leur lecture procure une sensation de rythme particulier. 
Un rythme similaire se ressent, par exemple, lorsque Charles mentionne 
une personne particulière de son enfance, Nunu, qui a laissé une 
marque indélébile dans ses souvenirs et est décédée tragiquement. 
Après avoir analysé le texte original et ses traductions, une tendance a 
été observée à recourir à la simplification syntaxique et à découper une 
phrase en plusieurs en raison des différences grammaticales entre 
langues éloignées : 

(1) “Il ne devait rien rester. Rien. Jamais. Nada. Des bouches 
amères, plissées, cassées, tordues, des lits, de la cendre, des visages 
défaits, des heures à pleurer, des années et des années de solitude, 
mais pas de souvenirs. Surtout pas. Les souvenirs, c’était pour les 
autres”(Gavalda 2008, 12); 
 
“No debía quedar nada. Nada. Nunca. Niente. Bocas amargas, 
contraídas, rotas, torcidas; camas, ceniza, rostros deshechos, horas 
llorando, años y años de soledad, pero nada de recuerdos. Sobre 
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todo nada de recuerdos. Los recuerdos eran para los otros, para la 
demás gente” (Gavalda 2008, 12); 
 
“Не повинно було нічого лишитися. Нічого. Ніколи. Ніц. Вуста 
гіркот скривлені, зморщені, розбиті. Ліжка, попіл, перекошені 
обличчя, години плачу, роки і роки самотності, але немає 
спогадів. Надто у них. Спогади – це для інших”(Gavalda 2015, 
7).  
 
Dans la traduction espagnole le rythme de l’auteur est préservé et 

la division structurelle des phrases aussi. La décision du traducteur 
d’utiliser le mot italien “niente” pour reproduire l’emprunt espagnol 
“nada” dans l’original est intéressante. La phrase “Surtout pas” a été 
élargie lorsqu’elle est reproduite en espagnol, le traducteur a mis 
l’accent de nouveau sur les souvenirs, et dans la phrase suivante “… 
c’était pour les autres”,  a utilisé la spécification élargie “para los otros, 
para la demás gente”. 

Dans la traduction ci-dessus, on peut voir que Petro Taraschuk 
interrompt le rythme de l’auteur, divisant la phrase originale en deux 
lors de la simplification syntaxique. Ce procédé syntaxico-grammatical 
consiste à remplacer dans la traduction d'une phrase source par deux 
phrases cibles. Décrivant les lèvres de l’héroïne, Anna Gavalda met du 
rythme avec l’énumération des adjectifs: amères, plissées, cassées, 
tordues. PetroTaraschuk pourrait reproduire dans une certaine mesure 
le rythme de l’auteur, à notre avis, s’il présentait la version suivante de 
la traduction : Вуста гіркотні, скривлені, зморщені, розбиті (Les 
lèvres sont amères, tordues, ridées, cassées). 

De plus, l’expression française “mais pas de souvenirs”, à notre avis, 
pourrait être traduite par l’expression impersonnelle “але без 
спогадів” (“mais sans souvenirs”), qui refléterait plus fidèlement 
l’intention de l’auteur. 

Quant à ce passage, il convient également de noter que Petro 
Taraschuk a traduit avec succès l’énumération de mots-phrases 
exprimés par un seul mot, qui surviennent comme un flux, comme une 
clarification d’un auteur, après la phrase que rien n’aurait dû rester: “Il 
ne devait rien rester. Rien. Jamais. Nada.” – “Не повинно було нічого 
лишитися. Нічого. Ніколи. Ніц.”. Malgré le fait que le mot “nada” soit 
un adverbe espagnol signifiant “rien”, Petro Taraschuk utilise avec 
succès le mot populaire ukrainien occidental “Ніц”, qui est utilisé dans 
le dialecte galicien, emprunté à la langue polonaise pour reproduire la 
couleur du discours d’auteur et avec le même sens de “rien” (Slovnyk 
1996, vol.2, 567).  
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En analysant les dialogues de l’auteur, on peut immédiatement 

noter la caractéristique la plus notable peut-être du français familier 
moderne : c’est l’omission du pronom personnel dans la conversation 
des héros du roman. En comparant les textes source et cible nous avons 
constaté qu’au cours de la traduction en ukrainien, Petro Taraschuk 
rend les phrases françaises en utilisant des pronoms personnels, au 
moins nécessairement dans la première phrase; dans la traduction 
espagnole, les pronoms personnels ne sont pas utilisés en raison des 
caractéristiques grammaticales de la langue, la personne étant 
exprimée par la terminaison verbale. En espagnol, l'utilisation des 
pronoms personnels n'est pas obligatoire si la personne comprend la 
conjugaison du verbe : 

(2) “Nous bravait tous, mais ne regardait personne. Cherchait la 
silhouette…”(Gavalda 2008, 9) ; 
“Con la mirada nos desafiaba a todos pero no miraba a nadie. 
Buscaba la silueta…”(Gavalda 2008, 9); 
 
“Silencio. 
Lo tiré a la alcantarilla” (Gavalda 2008, 27) ; 
 
 “Мовчанка. 
Я кинув чек у риштак”(Gavalda 2015, 17 ) ; 
 
 “Він боявся нас і не дививсь ні на кого. Шукав очима постать 
… (Gavalda 2015, 5).  
 
(3) “Silence. 
Le jetai dans le caniveau” (Gavalda 2008, 28) . 
 

Une situation semblable avec impossibilité de reproduction dans 
la traduction ukrainienne s’observe lorsqu’il y a omission en français 
moderne familier de la négation “ne”, ainsi que l’utilisation de la 
troncature fréquente du pronom de la deuxième personne du singulier 
“tu” en “t” ; c’est pourquoi certaines nuances rendues par l’omission de 
la négation “ne” et de la troncature du pronom  dans le texte français 
passent inaperçues dans la version ukrainienne : 

 
(4) “Oui. Elle nous rejoindra chez Mamie... Oh, nooon... Me dis pas 
que t’as oublié... Tu sais bien que c’est son anniv ce soir... 
” (Gavalda 2008, 23); 
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“Sí. Irá directamente a casa de la abuela… Oh, nooooooo… No me 
digas que se te ha olvidado… Pero si sabes que esta noche es su 
cumple…” (Gavalda 2008, 22); 
 
“Так. Вона поїде відразу до матусі… Ой, ні!.. Тільки не кажи, що 
ти забув… Ти ж добре пам’ятаєш, що сьогодні її 
річниця…”(Gavalda 2015, 13). 

 
Un autre problème de traduction, sur le plan lexical, apparaît dans 

ce passage. L’image de Mathilde, la fille adolescente de Laurence, qui 
est l’épouse civile de Charles, est la personnification de la jeunesse 
française moderne ; c’est de ses lèvres que nous entendons le langage 
le plus familier et le plus argotique. Par conséquent, il n’est pas 
surprenant que le mot “anniv” sorte de la bouche de Mathilde; ce mot 
est une troncature (notamment: apocope) du mot “anniversaire”. Une 
fois traduit en espagnol, il sonne comme “cumple”, qui est une 
troncature du mot “cumpleaños”, qui signifie anniversaire, et non jubilé, 
comme dans le texte original. Il n’existe pas de tels mots tronqués dans 
la langue ukrainienne, il est donc impossible de transmettre le ton 
argotique de ce mot, ainsi que d’autres mots semblables, Petro 
Taraschuk l’a traduit par un mot neutre correspondant 
“річниця”(“anniversaire”). Un autre élément de la traduction peut être 
imputé à l’inattention du traducteur. Le texte original utilise le mot 
“Mamie”, or dans la traduction espagnole figure “abuela” (“la grand-
mère”). Une unité lexicale “Mamie” est reproduite par le mot “матуся” 
(mère) dans la traduction ukrainienne. 

Analysons plus en détail la composante lexicale et sémantique de 
la langue d’Anna Gavalda dans le roman La Consolante ; ce roman n’est 
pas seulement riche en argot et en mots et expressions familiers. Le 
texte du roman est rempli d'informations liées aux domaines d'activité 
professionnelle d'un personnage particulier (Charles Balanda, Mathilde, 
Kate, Laurence). Il s’agit de mots étrangers, d’expressions, de phrases 
entières et d’emprunts, surtout à l’anglais. Il y a beaucoup d’emprunts 
du russe (Charles Balanda a visité plusieurs fois la Russie, où il 
construisait une grande usine), du latin (le père de Charles est un 
professeur de latin) ; de l’italien (pour faire référence au projet de 
construction d’un ami italien), ainsi que de l’espagnol : dans le texte 
français apparait le mot espagnol “nada” que nous avons déjà 
mentionné et le mot italien “niente” dans le texte espagnol. 

Cependant, nous relevons que, dans son roman, Anna Gavalda ne 
donne que deux fois une note conjointe ; la première fois elle traduit en 
français, des titres de chansons anglaises : 
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(5) “In A Sentimental Mood”, “My Old Flame”, “These Foolish 
Thigs”, “My Foolish Heart”…  
“D’humeur sentimentale”, “Mon ancien amour”, “Ces choses 
insensées”, “Mon idiot de coeur…” (Gavalda  2008, 95); 
 
la deuxième fois, elle traduit un extrait d’un poème du célèbre 

poète, dramaturge et critique littéraire Américain, Thomas Eliot “The 
Waste Land”: 

(6)“I will show you something different from either  
Your shadow at morning striding before you…”   
“Je te montrerai quelque chose qui n’est  
Ni ton ombre le soir qui s’étire à ta rencontre... ” (Gavalda 2008, 
399).  
 
Dans d’autres cas, sont absents du texte français original les mots 

ou les notes conjointes de l’auteur. Ces dernières permettraient au 
lecteur de comprendre la signification des mots et des expressions 
étrangères employés dans l’oeuvre. Les traducteurs Isabel González-
Gallarza et Petro Taraschuk ont reproduit presque intégralement 
l’œuvre originale, traduisant les notes conjointes de l’auteur déjà 
mentionnées. La traduction espagnole contient plusieurs notes 
conjointes avec des explications concernant des mots français ou anglais 
(Gavalda, 2008, 87, 296, 355, 400, 501), mais la plupart des emprunts 
anglais du texte sont en italique et n’ont pas de  traduction. La 
traduction ukrainienne ne donne pas de traduction ou d’explication de 
mots étrangers, à l’exception de la note Petro Tarashchuk en bas de 
page, où il traduit une expression tirée de l'œuvre de Virgile les 
Bucoliques, Eclogue I. Dans la traduction espagnole, la phrase reste en 
latin, mais sans référence à la source originale : 

(7) “Mon pére qui lisait sous le grand robinier et lui déclamait: 
Tytire, tu patulae recubans sub tegmine fagi en lui apprenant á 
chanter le nom de la belle Amaryllis…” (Gavalda 2008, 473); 
 
"Mi padre leía bajo la gran robinia, y le declamaba: Tytire, tu 
patulae recubans sub tegmine fagi, enseñándole a cantar el nombre 
de la bella Amaryllis..." (Gavalda 2008, 418); 
 
“Батько читав під великою акацією й декламував йому: 
“Tytire, tu patulae recubans sub tegmine fagi”, навчаючи 
виспівувати ім’я прегарного Амариліса…” (Gavalda 2015, 315); 
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“Тітіре, ти спочиваєш у затінку крислатого бука” (лат.). 
Вергілій, Буколіки, еклога І). – Прим. перекладача” (Gavalda 
2015, 315). 
 
Dans la traduction, figurent les inclusions en russe de l’auteur, 

compréhensibles par le lecteur ukrainien. La translittération de mots 
russes est utilisée dans la version espagnole, la traductrice en change 
l’accent (goladyén). Le traducteur ukrainien a transcrit phonétiquement 
en cyrillique les inclusions russes. Petro Tarashchuk  transmet ses 
composantes sémantiques préservant l’effet étranger du texte source. 
Dans ce passage il y a des moments particuliers de perception des 
lectureurs, car les lecteurs ukrainiens comprendront parfaitement les 
russismes dans ce fragment, mais pour les lecteurs espagnols, ils 
resteront incompréhensibles en raison du manque de notes de bas de 
page : 

(8) “Quand enfin Victor lui souhaita bonne nuit devant les malabars 
de l’hôtel, il fut incapable de réagir. 
“Bla bla chto jalouyiétiéss? 
Son passager baissa la tête. 
- Bla bla bla goladyen? 
Relâcha le loquet de la poignée. 
- Moui s taboye bla bla bla vodki! décida-t-il en déboîtant de 
nouveau” (Gavalda 2008, 244); 
 
“Cuando por fin Viktor le deseó buenas noches delante de las 
seguratas cachas que hacían guardia en la puerta del hotel, Charles 
fue incapaz de reaccionar. 
-Bla bla chto yaluietiess? 
Su pasajero bajó la cabeza.  
- Bla bla bla goladyén? 
Soltó el abridor de la puerta. 
- Mui staboye bla bla bla vodki! -declaró Viktor, arrancando otra 
vez el motor” (Gavalda 2008, 218); 
 
“Коли перед охоронцями готелю Віктор побажав йому 
добраніч, Шарль був нездатен відповісти. 
- Бла-бла, што, жалуєтесь? 
Пасажир опустив голову. 
- Бла-бла-бла, голадєн? 
Відкрив замок на дверцятах. 
- Ми с табой, бла-бла-бла, водкі! – вирішив він, знову 
від’їжджаючи” (Gavalda 2008, 162). 
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Il en va sans traduction avec le reste des emprunts étrangers. Pour 

une grande partie des lecteurs francophones, à notre avis, ainsi que 
pour les lecteurs espagnols et ukrainiens, il serait assez problématique, 
sans autre explication, de comprendre, par exemple, la situation 
tragique dans laquelle se trouvait l’héroïne du roman, Kate, après de la 
mort de sa sœur et du mari de celle-ci dans un accident de voiture. Ainsi 
nous pouvons encore nous rappeler tous les fragments de chansons qui 
sont mentionnés en anglais telles que les paroles qui ne sont parfois 
pas si simples et compréhensibles : 

(9) “Alors vous vous enfuyez sur le balcon et vous vous demandez 
où sont les alcools forts dans cette maison. Vous allez prendre le 
téléphone sur son socle et, toujours depuis le balcon vous 
commencez par appeler votre amoureux. Vous avez l’impression 
de l’avoir réveillé, vous lui exposez froidement la situation et au 
bout d’un silence long comme... l’océan Atlantique, le voilà aussi 
désespérant que les petits : Oh honey... I feel so terribly sorry for 
you but... when are you coming back? Vous raccrochez et là, vous 
vous mettez enfin à pleurer” (Gavalda 2008, 429); 
 
“Entonces te escapas corriendo a la terazza y te preguntas dónde 
guardarán en esta casa el alcohol de verdad. Te sacas el teléfono 
a la terazza y, desde allí, empiezas por llamar a tu novio. Te da la 
impresión de haberlo despertado, le expones fríamente la 
situación y, al cabo de un silencio tan largo como… el océano que 
te separa de él, resulta que es tan desesperante como los propios 
niños: Oh, honey… I feel so terribly sorry for you…when are you 
coming back? Cuelgas el teléfono y por fin te echas a 
llorar” (Gavalda 2008, 381); 
 
“Тоді ви ховаєтесь на балконі й запитуєте себе, де в цьому 
домі міцні напої. Йдете й берете телефонний апарат і, 
знову-таки з балкона, починаєте дзвонити своєму 
коханому. У вас таке враження, ніби ви розбудили його, ви 
холодно пояснюєте йому ситуацію, і в кінці паузи, довгої, 
як… Атлантичний океан, озивається голос, який доводить 
до відчаю не менше, ніж діти: Oh honey... I feel so terribly 
sorry for you but... when are you coming back? Ви кладете 
слухавку і нарешті починаєте плакати” (Gavalda 2015, 285). 
  
De notre point de vue, le contexte étranger à savoir le français du 

roman est évoqué, avec la reproduction de realia divers et nombreux, 
qui sont tirés de la vie française moderne. Presque dès les premières 
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pages du roman, l’écrivain utilise les realia afin de faire comprendre au 
lecteur à quelle classe sociale appartiennent les héros du roman, quels 
sont leurs passe-temps et leurs intérêts. S’appuyant sur de petits 
détails, qui contribuent notamment à situer son roman dans un 
contexte français, Anna Gavalda décrit l’aspect social de la vie des gens 
en France. Pour cela, l’auteure utilise des realia tels que des noms de 
théâtres, cinémas, musées, chaînes de télévision, émissions de 
télévision, bandes dessinées, magasins, supermarchés, marques, 
entreprises, grandes firmes françaises et étrangères: 

(10) “Il y a quelques années, c'était l’Opéra Bastille ou la BNF, eh 
bien on prend les mêmes et on recommence” (Gavalda 2008, 55); 
“Hace algunos años se hablaba del edificio de la Ópera o de la 
Biblioteca François Mitterand y ahora, pues nada…” (Gavalda 
2008, 51);  
 
“Кілька років тому говорили про оперний театр “Бастилію” 
або Французьку національну бібліотеку, а тепер знову 
згадують їх” (Gavalda 2015, 36).  
 
Dans la traduction espagnole, le nom “Bastille” de l’opéra disparaît, 

et le nom de la bibliothèque, abrégé dans le texte français, est donné 
presque complètement. Dans la traduction ukrainienne, les realia-
toponymes sont reproduits avec leurs noms complets, ce qui favorise 
une meilleure compréhension par le lecteur ukrainien. Le traducteur 
reproduit aussi certains realia par la méthode du calque ou en donne un 
équivalent transcrit : 

(11)“Nous étions devant chez Gibert” (Gavalda 2008, 27); 
“Estábamos delante de la tienda de libros y discos Gibert” (Gavalda 
2008, 26); 
 
“Ми стояли перед крамницею Жибера” (Gavalda 2015, 16).  
 
Gibert est le nom d’une librairie que Charles Baland connaît bien. 

En se promenant avec sa belle-fille, Charles mentionne le nom de ce 
magasin, dont l’emploi reflète la différence de goûts entre Charles et sa 
belle-fille Mathilde (elle ne s’intéresse pas aux livres). Isabel González-
Gallarza transmet ce nom en le transcrivant et le clarifie avec l’extension 
“de la tienda de libros y discos”, tout comme Petro Tarashchuk le 
transcrit et le clarifie indiquant qu’il s’agit d’un “magasin”. Parfois, peut-
on remarque que Petro Tarashchuk utilise également une traduction 
descriptive pour transmettre l’idée de l’auteur au lecteur ukrainien: 

(12)“Je n’ai pas de cadeau. 
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- Je sais... C’est pour ça que je ne suis pas allé dormir chez Léa. Je 
savais que t’aurais besoin de moi... 
L’adolescence... Quel yoyo épuisant” (Gavalda 2008, 23); 
 
“No tengo regalo. 
- Ya lo sé…Por eso no me he ido a dormir a casa de Léa. Sabía que 
me ibas a necesitar… 
La adolescencia… Qué yoyó más agotador” (Gavalda 2008, 22);  
 
“Я не маю подарунка. 
- Знаю… Саме тому я не пішла спати до Леї. Я знала, що буду 
потрібна тобі… 
Підлітковий вік… Як утомлюють оці перепади…” (Gavalda, 
2008, 13-14). 
 
Dans ce cas, Petro Taraschuk a choisi une correspondance 

situationnelle et a décrit avec succès l’attitude de Mathilde, soulignant 
un trait adolescent majeur de son caractère, son imprévisibilité. Dans la 
traduction espagnole, il y a une reproduction d'équivalent direct.  

Dans son roman Anna Gavalda utilise délibérément un vocabulaire 
familier et stylistiquement marqué pour transmettre pleinement au 
lecteur les états d’âme, les expériences et les sentiments de ses 
personnages. Les deux traducteurs, dans la grande majorité des cas, 
reproduisent fidèlement dans leur traduction l’idée de l’auteur et tout 
le discours et la couleur stylistique, grâce à l’utilisation du vocabulaire 
expressif et émotionnellement coloré des langues espagnole et 
ukrainienne. Il n'y a pas d'expression établie en espagnol qu'en français, 
ce n'est donc qu'une traduction littérale : 

(13)“Alexis, avec son extraterrestre en talonnettes, son monstre de 
foire, son bouffon des primaires, se sentait plus en sécurité que moi, 
et était mieux aimé”(Gavalda 2008, 10); 
 
“Alexis, con su extraterrestre con alzas, su monstruo de feria, su 
bufón de patio de recreo, se senía más seguro que yo, y era más 
querido” (Gavalda 2008, 10);  
 
“Алексіс із отим чоловіком - позаземною істотою на високих 
підборах, отим страхопудалом, ярмарковим блазнем, - 
почувався у більшій безпеці, ніж я, і отримував більше 
любові” (Gavalda 2015, 6). 
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Le traducteur Petro Taraschuk utilise un vocabulaire expressif, 

tandis qu’Isabel González-Gallarza est plus distante dans la sélection des 
mots et sa traduction se calque sur la version originale. 

(14)“Et ton affaire de barrage, là ? ajoutai-je. 
- C’est plié. Ils l’ont dans l’os” (Gavalda 2008, 57); 
 
“¿Y esa historia en la que andabas metida, la del embalse? 
- Está resuelta. Les he jodido pero bien” (Gavalda 2008, 52-53); 
 
“А твоя справа із заставою? – докинув я. 
- Скінчилася. Вхопили шилом патоки” (Gavalda 2015, 32). 
 
Traduisant le dialogue de Charles avec sa sœur, une avocate bien 

connue du tout Paris, Petro Taraschuk reproduit l’expression française 
“l’avoir dans l’os” (échouer) par la phraséologie “ухопити шилом 
патоки”, d’après le dictionnaire phraséologique de la langue 
ukrainienne: “невдало зробити що-небудь, не досягти нічого” (faire 
quelque chose sans succès, ne rien réaliser) (Frazeolohichnyi slovnyk, 
1993 p. 738). Il ne s'agit pas seulement d'une adaptation pragmatique, 
mais d'une domestication avec l'utilisation d'un dialecte local. 
Cependant, dans la traduction espagnole, la phrase est reproduite par 
une expression familière “les he jodido”. Comme on le voit, les 
traducteurs ont restitué cette phrase de manière plus expressive, mais 
cela assure une réaction émotionnelle adéquate au texte, traduit 
conformément aux exigences de l’équivalence dynamique. 

Selon les critiques littéraires, le langage d’Anna Gavalda se 
caractérise par une sorte de simplicité et de facilité d’appréhension par 
le lecteur. Cependant, la romancière utilise tout un éventail de moyens 
stylistiques (épithètes, comparaisons, métaphores, etc.) pour faire 
résonner chaque dialogue, phrase et expression comme correspondant 
à une langue vivante et moderne, à différents types de lecteurs français. 
Par conséquent, l’une de nos tâches était d’analyser les particularités de 
la reproduction des moyens stylistiques de l’auteur lors de la traduction 
en ukrainien et espagnol. Donc, Isabel González-Gallarza et Petro 
Taraschuk ont reproduit avec succès des moyens stylistiques, s’efforçant 
de transmettre l’idée de l’auteur et, dans certains cas, d’ajouter la 
couleur du discours de leur langue. Par l’intermédiaire de Charles, Anna 
Gavalda raconte en détail au lecteur les circonstances de la vie du 
personnage avec sa femme Laurence : 

(15)“C’est à cause de ce genre d’incise que j’étais tombé amoureux 
d’elle, il y a des années... ” (Gavalda 2008, 44);  
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“Fue precisamente por ese tipo de inciso por lo que me había 
enamorado de ella, hace años…” (Gavalda 2008, 41);  
 
“Саме через оці шпильки я й закохався в неї багато років 
тому…” (Gavalda 2015, 28). 
 
Isabel González-Gallarza a choisi un lexème équivalent pour la 

reproduction, qui a presque la même orthographe, tandis que Petro 
Taraschuk restitue l’expression “ce genre d’incise” par une sorte de 
périphrase, les mots “оці шпильки” (“ces broches”). Mais ce lexème est 
polysémantique, et comme il n’y a pas d’autre explication, l’équivalent 
n’est pas assez bien choisi. “Оці шпильки” (“ces broches”) ont le sens 
de talons ou des mots à connotation sarcastique en Ukrainien. 

Ce qui est intéressant et révélateur du point de vue de la traduction 
est, par exemple, le passage suivant : 

(16)“Non pas que cela m’enchantât, mais comme je l’ai déjà dit, je 
m’étais jeté dans la gueule du loup en flattant l’animal au 
passage” (Gavalda 2008, 52) ; 
 
“No es que me hiciera feliz, como ya he dicho, me había metido en 
la boca del lobo acariciando de paso al animal” (Gavalda 2008,.48) 
; 
“Не те щоб це подобалось мені, але, як я вже казав, я кинувся 
в пащу вовка, по дорозі ще й лестячи цій звірині” (Gavalda 
2008, 32).  
 
Dans l’exemple proposé, Anna Gavalda utilise l’expression 

phraséologique “se jeter dans la gueule du loup”, qui signifie “courir 
imprudemment au devant d’un danger certain” (Larousse). Cependant, 
l’auteur utilise cette expression pour ironiser, rapportant comment 
Charles Balanda “кинувся в пащу вовка” (“s’est jeté dans la gueule d’un 
loup”) et, de plus, “лестив йому” (“l’a flatté”). Toute l’idée de l’auteur 
a été reproduite en traduction par les deux traducteurs, grâce à la 
technique du calque de la métaphore. Le calque assure la transmission 
de l’image originale et garde l’expressivité initiale d’une œuvre littéraire 
dans les traductions espagnole et ukrainienne. Lors de la traduction du 
texte, la préservation et la reproduction d'éléments esthétiquement 
importants permettent d'atteindre sa perception adéquate, les 
traducteurs ont préservé dans les traductions les caractéristiques de 
genre du texte de départ. 

Au cours de la recherche, nous avons constaté que l’auteur se 
tourne vers des comparaisons figuratives : 
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(17)“Elle va mourir... Elle était blanche comme un linge” (Gavalda 
2008, 69) ; 
 
“Se…se va a morir…Estaba pálida como una sábana” (Gavalda 
2008, 63) ;  
 
“Вона помирає… І була біла мов полотно” (Gavalda 2008, 46). 
 
La traductrice Isabel González-Gallarza a reproduit la phrase 

surlignée dans l’illustration de la traduction avec l’équivalent habituel 
(blanco como un papael, blanco como una sábana), mais a remplacé 
blanca (blanche) par pálida (pale; dans la traduction ukrainienne, une 
unité phraséologique est rendue par un équivalent relatif qui diffère par 
sa composition lexicale, car dans les langues d’arrivée il y a des 
correspondances partielles. Les traducteurs ont reproduit  le texte de 
départ de façon à obtenir le texte d’arrivée le plus naturel possible. La 
tâche des traducteurs est d'atteindre l'impact souhaité sur les 
destinataires. 

Dans certains cas, Petro Taraschuk lors de la reproduction de 
comparaisons métaphoriques ajoute trop d’expressivité à la traduction 
: 

(18)“Tu es là, à te vautrer dans le passé comme un cochon dans sa 
soue alors que c’est le présent qui devrait t’accabler” (Gavalda 
2008, 207) ; 
 
 “Estás ahí, revolviéndote en el pasado como un cerdo en su 
cochiquera cuando lo que debería preocuparte es el 
presente” (Gavalda 2008, 186) ; 
 
“Ти тут качаєшся у своєму минулому, наче свиня в гнояці, 
тоді як тебе мало б пригнічувати теперішнє” (Gavalda 2008, 
138).  
 
Comme vous pouvez le voir, la comparaison de l’auteur “comme un 

cochon dans sa soue” (ukrainien “як свиня у свинарнику” ou espagnol 
“como un cerdo en su cochiquera”) est renforcée par Petro Tarashchuk 
dans le texte cible. Le traducteur a ajouté une connotation plus négative 
et remplacé une image d'unité phraséologique, en traduisant le 
phraséologisme en ukrainien “наче свиня в гнояці” (“comme un 
cochon dans le pus”). 
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Conclusions.  
L’étude est concentrée sur le genre et les caractéristiques 

stylistiques du roman La Consolante d’Anna Gavalda et la variabilité de 
sa traduction dans deux langues, une proche et une éloignée, aux 
niveaux lexical, grammatical, stylistique et pragmatique. 

Le problème de l'adéquation de la traduction réside dans deux 
plans : linguistique et conceptuel. Il y a des différences entre les deux 
langages au niveau du système grammatical, de la norme et de l'usage, 
des problèmes de particularités lexico-sémantiques et de recherche de 
correspondances aux certains éléments de l'œuvre littéraire au cours de 
la traduction, des problèmes liés aux transformations lexico-
sémantiques par la voie de l’utilisation des unités de la langue de la 
traduction qui ne coїncident pas par leur signification avec ceux de la 
version d’origine. 

L’analyse du roman La Consolante d’Anna Gavalda a montré la 
singularité de ce roman principalement par son intrigue et sa 
composition. Au cours de ce travail, des approches linguistique et 
littéraire sont essentielles. En effet, au fur et à mesure que l’intrigue se 
développe non seulement les états d’âme et le vécu des personnages 
changent, mais également leur langage. Bien sûr, tout cela est l’œuvre 
d’un auteur qui, traduit en espagnol et en ukrainien, devait être 
reproduit dans la mesure du possible, de telle façon que le lecteur puisse 
ressentir et imaginer la même chose que le lecteur du texte français. 

En résumant les exemples analysés d’omission du pronom 
personnel dans l’original, on peut souligner que les traducteurs ont 
réussi, dans la plupart des cas, à transmettre le contenu des messages 
originaux, en utilisant d’autres éléments de structure grammaticale et 
des moyens lexicaux. Dans un souci d’adéquation, le traducteur du texte 
ukrainien a compensé l’absence de pronoms personnels en utilisant 
dans la traduction du verbe-sujet à la troisième personne, des phrases 
singulières ou impersonnelles. Pour l’espagnol, l’omission du pronom 
personnel est la norme grammaticale, sauf dans certains cas. 

On notera, en particulier, le travail de traduction portant sur la 
sémantique de mots et d’expressions ayant parfois un caractère voilé. 
En outre, il est à noter que le traducteur Petro Tarashchuk a essayé 
d’employer une approche ciblée de la traduction donnant de la couleur 
ukrainienne à la traduction, par l’utilisation de mots et d’expressions 
ukrainiens avérés et d’une phraséologie marquée. Le traducteur a 
recours à des substitutions d’éléments du texte source, qui revêtent une 
forme différente dans le texte cible recourant ainsi à une traduction 
cibliste. Au lieu de cela, la traductrice Isabel González-Gallarza évite les 
expressions idiomatiques étiquetées en langue vernaculaire ; elle 
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s’efforce d’utiliser des équivalents neutres. En comparant la 
reproduction d’unités phraséologiques, on peut noter que le traducteur 
ukrainien Petro Taraschuk emploie parfois des correspondances plus 
expressives, qui n’ont pas toujours la même couleur stylistique que le 
texte original. Pour cette raison, dans le texte ukrainien, il y a une 
adaptation de la traduction, alors que dans le texte espagnol, il y a 
équivalence. Cependant, cette adaptation est basée sur le 
rapprochement de deux réalités linguistiques et culturelles différentes 
au cours de la traduction. 

Il est à souligner qu’Anna Gavalda utilise tout un éventail de realia. 
Le matériel analysé témoigne de ce que les méthodes les plus utilisées, 
pour rendre les realia du roman La Consolante d’Anna Gavalda ont été : 
la transcription, le calque, l’utilisation d’explications des significations à 
connotation nationale ou implicites des realia. Cependant, à notre avis, 
la traduction manque de gloses accompagnant le texte dans lesquelles 
le traducteur expliquerait les realia les plus significatifs et ceux 
incompréhensibles pour le lecteur.  

Le matériel de recherche montre que les traducteurs ont utilisé des 
mots isolés, des expressions, des phrases entières et même des parties 
de dialogues en langues étrangères, principalement en anglais. Comme 
l’analyse l’a montré, ces mots et expressions en langues étrangères 
contiennent souvent des informations importantes sur les états d’âme, 
les émotions et les actions des héros du roman, informations qui, sans 
traduction, deviendraient inaccessibles au lecteur. En conséquence, le 
lecteur ne pourrait déchiffrer la conduite des héros du roman dans son 
intégrité. 

Dans le roman étudié, se trouve nombre de figures stylistiques, 
telles que des métaphores, des adjectifs épithètes, des comparaisons. 
Les principaux moyens de la reproduction en traduction ont été 
analysés. La méthode de calque de la métaphore a été employée dans 
la traduction, lorsque les connotations figuratives des cultures originale 
et cible coïncident ; il y a restitution d’une métaphore avec changement 
d’image lorsque le traducteur veut transmettre l’idée de l’auteure à 
l’aide d’une image plus compréhensible aux lecteurs de la culture 
d’arrivée.  

En général, on peut ajouter que les traductions du roman La 
Consolante par Petro Taraschuk et Isabel González-Gallarza sont perçues 
comme des œuvres à part entière qui transmettent la culture française 
et les réalités de la vie française, en les reproduisant correctement dans 
la traduction. 

Dans les langues proches comme le français et l’espagnol, par 
exemple, le nombre des différences est bien moindre ; mais dans ce cas 
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aussi, le traducteur peut rencontrer des difficultés, d’un autre caractère. 
Une analyse du texte original et de sa traduction espagnole le démontre. 
Les difficultés les plus courantes consistent à surmonter des problèmes 
linguoculturels, à restituer des realia, des unités phraséologiques. Il faut 
se rappeler que les formes diverses de la proximité linguistique ne sont 
pas absolues, mais relatives. L’ignorance des caractéristiques nationales 
et linguistiques de la traduction peut provoquer des pertes graves: 
altération du contenu, distorsion du concept idéologique et artistique 
de l’œuvre, modification de la couleur stylistique et tension 
émotionnelle de l’original.  

Dans les langues apparentées, se rencontrent moins de difficultés 
grammaticales; pour le couple de langues éloignées français-ukrainien, 
sont présentes des difficultés aux niveaux syntaxique et morphologique. 
Il y a plus de transformations dans les traductions à partir de langues 
lointaines, et ces transformations ne concernent pas seulement le 
niveau grammatical, mais elles doivent aussi parfois être accompagnées 
de notes conjointes, car les connaissances de base des lecteurs français 
et ukrainiens diffèrent. Une immersion dans le contexte linguistique et 
culturel est nécessaire, en prenant en compte le facteur pragmatique et 
les connaissances de base du public cible. Avec un certain nombre de 
stratégies pragmatiques, l'œuvre littéraire est adaptée pour une 
perception efficace par le récepteur. Il est à noter que l'adaptation 
pragmatique est le processus consistant à apporter certaines 
explications aux différences socioculturelles, psychologiques etc entre 
les destinataires du texte original et de la traduction. 

Par rapport à la traduction espagnole, on note que le traducteur 
ukrainien donne une description plus détaillée pour reproduire les 
composants nationaux et culturels de texte français. L’adaptation 
pragmatique est indispensable pour bien traduire les réalités 
associatives nationales françaises pour les lecteurs ukrainiens. Ce n'est 
pas le cas dans la traduction espagnole, en raison de la plus grande 
proximité de la culture et de la meilleure connaissance par les Espagnols 
de la culture française ou des chansons anglaises, qui sont également 
souvent mentionnées dans le texte du roman. Néanmoins, les 
caractéristiques socio-culturelles de chaque cas sont toujours marquées 
par le rôle du traducteur dans chaque système, comme l'influence de la 
version originale sur la traduction et l'influence de la traduction sur le 
texte original. 

Il nous faut encore préciser, qu’il est impossible d’analyser la 
traduction seulement au niveau de la langue, il est nécessaire d’en 
prendre en compte les caractéristiques cognitives, car elles pourraient 
garantir d’une manière identique la réaction émotionnelle que l’on veut 
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susciter chez le receveur de la traduction. La comparaison des solutions 
apportées par plusieurs traducteurs, surtout dans la traduction de 
langues éloignées, et même s’agissant des langues apparentées, permet 
de voir des différences dans l’image linguistique et culturelle du monde. 
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THE PECULIARITIES OF LANGUAGE AND STYLE OF ANNA GAVALDA’S NOVEL 
“LA CONSOLANTE” AND THEIR REPRODUCTION IN SPANISH AND UKRAINIAN 

TRANSLATIONS 
 

The article investigates lexical, semantic and grammatical peculiarities of 
the language and style of Anna Gavalda’s novel “La Consolante” and their 
reproduction in the Spanish and Ukrainian translations. The objective of the 
research focuses on the translation of the French novel into Spanish and 
Ukrainian, taking into account that French and Spanish are closely related 
languages from the group of Romance languages, and French and Ukrainian 
are distant languages that belong to a different language group, having 
different grammatical structures. The paper identifies the fragments, which 
present difficulties for the translation, and provides options for correct and 
adequate translation. In this article, the results of an exploratory study 
(contextual, contrastive, qualitative, and descriptive) carried out on the novel 
“La Consolante” by Anna Gavalda and two translations into Ukrainian and 
Spanish. Famous translator, winner of Hryhoriy Skovoroda and Maksym Rylskiy 
Prices, Petro Tarashchuk, translated it into Ukrainian. “La Consolante” was 
edited by the Kharkiv publishing house “Folio” in 2015. This novel, in Spanish 
translation, was translated by Isabel González-Gallarza and published in 2008 
by the publishing house “Seix Barral” in Barcelona. 

 It should be noted that Anna Gavalda is a well-known contemporary 
French novelist, born in 1970, winner of several awards. In 1999, she published 
her first collection of short stories "I wish someone were waiting for me 
somewhere..." awarded in 2000 "Grand Prix RTL ". This collection has been 
translated into over 30 languages. In 2002, the literary world discovered her 
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first novel "I loved her / I loved him". However, the real recognition and success 
of Anna Gavalda came after the publication of her book “Just together" in 2004, 
a novel subsequently translated into 36 languages. "I wish someone were 
waiting for me somewhere..."  (1999), "I loved her / I loved him" (2003) and 
“Just together" (2004) have become bestsellers. In 2009, Anna Gavalda 
presented her new novel "Consolation" (“La Consolante”). It became a French 
bestseller with over half a million copies sold and has been translated into 
thirty-two languages. 

Anna Gavalda defines the genre of “La Consolante” as a novel, which fully 
meets the characteristics of the genre mentioned by the author herself. “La 
Consolante” is a large, complex structured work (used various composition 
methods: monologue, dialogue, inner reflection), which widely covers life 
events over a long period and deeply reveals the stories of character formation. 
In particular, the novel highlights the multifaceted character of the main hero 
Charles Balanda. The character manifests itself in difficult life situations. The 
emphasis on the inner world of the hero shows that "Consolation" can be 
defined as a psychological novel. 

The article provides an overview of the novel's main protagonist Charles 
Balanda, 46 years old architect by profession, but who became a successful 
engineer. He works a lot, rarely stays at home, lives in Paris with his wife 
Lawrence and her daughter Matilda. However, he does not feel as happy as he 
seems. He mentions how it has been too long since his wife has betrayed him. 
He describes his family with indifference as a stranger; everyone from his family 
seems too boring.  Charles Balanda’s parents were too preoccupied with their 
own problems and his children's interests and hobbies were not taken into 
account. This is one of the reasons for the emergence of the hero's internal 
conflict. The composition of the novel is rotating events from the present life of 
Charles and his memories of different periods associated with the image of the 
mother of his childhood friend, nurse Anouk, a figure who represents the values 
of freedom and fighting inequality. 

The study is concerned with the problem of the adequacy of the 
translation that lies in two aspects: linguistic and conceptual. There are 
differences between two languages in terms of grammatical systems, standard 
and usage, problems of lexical and semantic particularities and finding 
correspondences to certain elements of the literary work in translation, 
problems linked to lexical and semantic transformations through the use of 
units in the language of translation which do not coincide by their meaning with 
the original ones. 

The study was conducted not only on a linguistic level but also considering 
the cultural differences, the perception of the worlds and concepts by Ukrainian 
and Spanish readers. The study examines the strategies of preserving the 
national color and individual author’s style of the original through the 
reproduction of realia or cultural components. The novel contains a large 
number of descriptions of buildings and interior of buildings from Charles’s 
point of view as a designer, names of many famous architects are mentioned. 
The writer uses the language of medicine in the story about Anouk. In addition, 
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Anna Gavalda shows deep awareness in the field of music, literature and 
cinematography. The whole novel is full of quotes from songs and references 
to musicians and composers of different styles, also the names of various actors 
are cited. All these cultural components make complicate the translation 
process and the analyzed material testifies that the most used methods to 
render the realia of the novel “La Consolante” by Anna Gavalda were: the 
transcription, the transcoding, the use of descriptive translation to explain the 
meaning of a specific notion or implicit connotation of the realia. However, in 
our opinion, the translation lacks glosses accompanying the text in which the 
translator would explain the most significant realia and provide the faithful 
expression of the specific sense of the source language unit in the target one. 

The relevance of excessive or insufficient expression in 
the reproduction of phraseological units is also investigated. Petro Tarashchuk 
used lexical and stylistic resources of the Ukrainian language thus applying the 
strategy of domestication in translation that gives another cultural 
connotation. Spanish and French are close in vocabulary and similar in syntax 
due to their Latin origin. The number of differences is less in closely related 
languages (French-Spanish, for example); but in this case too, the translator 
may face several other challenges in translation. The analysis of the original text 
and its Spanish translation demonstrates this. These problems are mostly 
related to cultural issues. This study aims investigating the problems that Isabel 
González-Gallarza faced when translating culture-bound expressions and 
phraseological units. The authors state that languages like Spanish and French 
are typologically close, but it is obvious that there is no absolute linguistic 
proximity.  It has been substantiated that the ignorance of the cultural and 
linguistic peculiarities can cause serious losses in the translation: deforming of 
the artistic and ideological concept, the content of the literary work, modifying 
the stylistic coloring and emotional tension of the original. 

When analyzing the translations, it should be mentioned that there are 
many words and expressions that sometimes have a veiled meaning. P. 
Tarashchuk tried to employ a targeted-oriented translation, using nationally-
colored words and marked phraseological units. The elements of domestication 
are typical for P. Tarashchuk’s translation of Anna Gavalda’s “La Consolante”. 
Instead, translator Isabel González-Gallarza avoided the use of Spanish 
figurative phraseology; she tried to use a full equivalent with a similar structure 
and imagery, lexical composition and stylistic characteristics. By comparing the 
reproduction of phraseological units, it can be noted that the Ukrainian 
translator P. Taraschuk sometimes uses more expressive equivalents, which do 
not always have the same stylistic coloring as the original text does. 
Consequently, the Ukrainian translator applies adaptation of the text, with the 
help of pragmatic translation strategies, among which are omission, the 
replacement of cultural concepts, and expressiveness. While in the Spanish 
text, there is pragmatic equivalence.  

Particular attention is paid to frequent borrowings, mainly English, 
inclusions of foreign words in the source text, as they do not have footnotes or 
references in the original text. This study has shown that translators used single 
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words, phrases, whole sentences and even parts of dialogues in foreign 
languages, mostly in English. The analyzed material contains examples where 
these words and expressions in foreign languages often contain important 
information about the heroes’ mood, emotions and actions of the novel, 
information that, without translation, would become inaccessible to the 
reader. Consequently, the reader cannot decipher the behavior of the heroes 
of the novel in its completeness. 

It was noted that the Ukrainian translator gives a more detailed 
description to reproduce the national and cultural components of French text 
compared to the Spanish translation. Pragmatic adaptation is essential to 
properly translate the French national associative realities for Ukrainian 
readers. This is not the case in the Spanish translation, due to the closer culture 
and the better knowledge by the Spanish readers of French culture and English 
songs as well, that are also often mentioned in the novel. Nevertheless, the 
socio-cultural characteristics of each case are always marked by the role of the 
translator in each system, such as the effect of the original on the translation 
and vice versa. 

Through the whole text of the novel lots of examples of stylistic figures, 
such as metaphors, adjectives, epithets, comparisons were discovered. All of 
the stylistic devices mentioned above are used to produce their peculiar literary 
effect. The main ways of the figures of speech reproduction in translation have 
been analyzed. Many examples of metaphor were found during analyzing the 
novel. Moreover, the most common way of translating the metaphor is loan 
translation, when the figurative connotations of the original and target cultures 
coincide; a metaphor with a replacement of image is used when the translator 
wants to convey the author's idea using an image that is more understandable 
to readers of the target culture. 

The results of this research demonstrate that the translator faces lexical 
difficulties in closely related languages (French-Spanish). For the distant 
languages (French-Ukrainian), there are syntactic and morphological difficulties 
because the peculiarities of French grammar do not always correspond to those 
of the Ukrainian grammar system.  

Summarizing the analyzed examples of the personal pronoun omission in 
the original, it can be emphasized that the translators have succeeded, in most 
cases, in conveying the content of the original text, using other elements of 
grammatical structure and lexical means. For preserving translation adequacy, 
the Ukrainian translator compensated for the absence of personal pronouns by 
using of the third-person singular subject verb or impersonal sentences in the 
translation. For Spanish, omitting the personal pronoun is the grammatical 
norm, except in certain cases. 

We studied the procedures and transformations of translation 
from related and distant languages, to demonstrate how to overcome the 
difficulties of translation and to achieve the equal pragmatic effect of translated 
text as that of the original. 

The analysis clearly indicates that the translations of Anna Gavalda’s novel 
“La Consolante” by Petro Taraschuk and Isabel González-Gallarza are perceived 
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as holistic works that convey French culture and the realities of French life and 
reproduce them adequately in the Spanish and Ukrainian translations. 

 
Keywords: translation studies, individual style, translation strategies, 

intercultural differences, closely related languages, distant languages. 
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Abstract: This paper discusses travel blogs as informative textual genres that 

convey to the reader a range of attitudes, feelings, impressions, and actions of 

the author in the author's own words. The analysis of travel blogs as a text genre 

offers insight into the schema and structure of texts that reproduce tourist 

experiences by reconstructing their stories for their readers. The study presents 

a brief text linguistic analysis of 10 travel blogs classified into the text type 

Assertive, sub-type Informative. As an introduction to the schema and structure 

of travel blogs, a very brief analysis is conducted at the communicative-

pragmatic and thematic levels. The main aim of this research is to identify and 

investigate the role of metonymy in the textual genre of travel blogs. The analysis 

of the examples is based on the definitions of contemporary cognitive linguistics 

research. 

The examples of metonymy were extracted from the selected corpus of 10 

travel blogs in English about the travel destination Dubrovnik 

(https://alittleadrift.com) and the metonymic situation part -for-part metonymy 

in the action domain- tense for a particular action was analyzed and described by 

the following occurrences: a) Present perfect for a perfective action; b) Present 

simple for a factual state; c) Past simple for a completed action. The results show 

that predicative adjectives in travel blogs perform the function of a predicate or 

relative clause. Metonymy Part-for-part relations in the tense system lead to 

conventionalized use of tenses. The metonymic use of tenses in the travel blog 

text genre is based on conventions, syntagms and lexical units used in tourism 

communication. The role of metonymy in the cases described was to activate the 

aspect of an action represented by predicates, thus enabling a more accurate 

understanding of the actions described in the travel blogs. 

 

Keywords: Text genre travel blog, text type assertive, subtype informative, 

tourist destination, predicative metonymy. 
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1. Introduction 
Communication is a necessity for the survival of the human species and 
the basis for the normal functioning of each individual within society. It 
is the means of realising intentions (emotional and social), business 
objectives, business profits, individual goals and individual forms of daily 
life. In this sense, tourism is a way of living and a way of communicating. 
In modern tourism communication, the phenomenon of blogging has 
become a platform for self-expression and self-expression, social 
interaction and an important source of information. 

A travel blog is an information website published on the World 
Wide Web that provides a platform for consumers to describe their 
attitudes, feelings, impressions, and actions in their own words. The 
analysis of travel blogs as a text genre provides an insight into the 
schema and structure of texts that reproduce tourist experiences by 
reconstructing their stories for their readers. 

The aim of this paper is to conduct a text linguistic analysis of 10 
travel blogs in order to classify this text genre into the text type 
assertives, subtype informatives. As an introduction to the schema and 
structure of travel blogs, a very brief analysis is carried out at the 
communicative-pragmatic and thematic levels. The main aim of this 
paper is to identify and investigate the role of predicative metonymy 
(Panther and Thornburg, 1999) in the textual genre of travel blogs. 
Predicative metonymies mostly represent relations in events and occur 
as an interaction of relations and participants. The analysis of the 
examples is based on the definition of metonymy proposed by 
Barcelona (2003). The source of metonymy activates the target 
meaning, which is highlighted in the communicative situation using 
travel blogs. 

The textual analysis is conducted on the selected corpus of 10 travel 
blogs with presentations about the Croatian destination Dubrovnik from 
the website A Little Adrift, set up by Shannon O'Donnell 
(https://alittleadrift.com). The qualitative analysis of these travel blogs 
focuses on the linguistic devices and communicative strategies used to 
promote Dubrovnik. The discovered examples of metonymy were 
extracted and classified into three groups representing metonymic 
situations: 1. predicative adjective for a verbal construction, 2. tense for 
a specific action, and 3. an action for another action (representing the 
whole-part relationship in the action domain). Since each of these 
metonymic situations is specific and comprehensive in terms of theory 
and corpus analysis, it was decided to present only one perspective of 
the metonymic situation, namely the group tense for a particular action 
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as a variant of the conceptual metonymy part for part in the action 
domain. 

The text linguistic analysis will provide data on the role and 
meaning of metonymy in the selected texts of the blogs, which is of 
great importance for mood perception in order to provide potential 
tourists with the information they need and expect when choosing a 
suitable holiday destination. 

 
2. Blog as communicational phenomenon 
In this age of new technologies, the electronic medium of global 

communication on the World Wide Web has become an important place 
where consumers can make their voices heard. Businesses also have the 
opportunity to respond to their satisfied or dissatisfied customers, and 
the latter can provide additional feedback on how their complaints have 
been handled (Bosnar-Valković and Jurin 38). 

A blog as a text genre is always dynamic, unlike a website which is 
static. Posts on blogs are always displayed in reverse chronological order 
- the most recent posts are at the top. Different blogs publish different 
types of posts and rely on the power of the written word. Blogs express 
specific intentions and present opinions from customers and 
consumers, but sometimes they also function as news stories with eye-
catching headlines that grab attention. One of the main characteristics 
of a blog is its relevance. A blog is based on a personal touch - and this 
is still their defining characteristic today (Bosnar-Valković and Jurin 38). 
Blogs generally encourage debate - the ability to provoke a reaction and 
encourage interaction is highly valued by all readers of blogs. A blog is a 
text genre that encourages communication through open debate. Very 
often, specific products or services are advertised, while at the same 
time a dialogue is opened that hopefully convinces readers to buy what 
the advertiser or blog author is selling. Sometimes a blog is not about 
sales or advertising at all, it's just about spreading information. Blogs 
and blogging disseminate knowledge, offer solutions or simply 
entertain, because they are a smart way to reach and communicate with 
the world, with consumers or customers, readers or tourists. 

 
2.1. Travel blog as text genre  
In text linguistic theory, every text exists in the form of a text genre. 

Text genres are constructed as linguistic manifestations of textual units 
linked by cognitive schemas and used to achieve specific interactive 
goals (Jurin and Krišković 23). A travel blog is a specific text genre used 
in tourism communication and marketing to provide tourists with 
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information, advice, explanations, orientations and instructions about 
tourist destinations. 

Travel blogs mainly belong to the assertive text type, subtype 
informative texts with the main text function of transmitting and sharing 
information about the destination with the prospective tourist. Some 
travel blogs (depending on the text function) not only provide 
information about the destination, but also explain some processes 
during the journey or stay at the destination, and therefore can be 
classified as texts of the explicative and orientative subtype. The text 
genre of travel blogs can also have the function of giving suggestions, 
hints and instructions about different areas of a travel destination, and 
therefore we classify their function as texts of the text type directive 
texts, subtype instructive texts. The analysis of travel blogs as a specific 
text genre used in tourism communication and belonging to the 
assertive text type shows a high degree of informativeness, i.e. the 
amount of information they can convey. This means that the main 
function of assertive text in all text segments is to provide enough data 
about internal and external information as well as the tourist's 
emotional attitude towards the destination. From the linguistic point of 
view, the aim of using the travel blog text genre is to store or present as 
much information and data encoded in personal experiences. These 
texts are characterized by a significant reduction of specialized linguistic 
devices from the field of tourism (e.g. specialized terminology, reduced 
content), therefore the use of metaphors, figurative and literal as well 
as colloquial expressions is quite frequent. Considering the coherence 
that these texts require, both the text producer (the tourist who wrote 
the blog) and the text recipient (the tourist who reads the blog) should 
have a common general and technical knowledge in order to understand 
reduced content (either metaphorical or colloquial). The reasons for 
classifying a travel blog as assertive text type, subtypes informative, 
explicative and orientative texts (in some text examples also directive 
text type, subtype instructive texts) are as follows (Hoffmann 538): 1. 
The first communicator is the text producer (the tourist who wrote the 
blog) who has given basic information about the travel destination 
through the announced text on the Internet or has already enticed the 
text recipient through directive and instructive statements. Thus, both 
the text creator and the text recipient have access to basic information 
about the destination. Then, the recipient confirms his interest by 
reading the travel blog and very often liking, commenting and sharing it 
on the social networks, 2. The main purpose of communication through 
a travel blog is to establish a binding relationship of the text recipient 
with the text producer and vice versa (comments, likes, shares); it is 
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expected that the instructions, suggestions and explanations contained 
in the travel blog will be fulfilled, 3. The basic communication process of 
travel blog is the information, instruction and commitment, 4. The 
communication situation with travel blog is to establish the arrival and 
consumption of the destination and give feedback to recommend it for 
future tourists and future consumption of travel blog, and 5. The 
communication situation is to get the most important information about 
the destination. Travel blogs are very important for the communication 
between the destination and a future tourist, as well as for the 
operational activities of the whole tourism concept, as they regulate the 
future activities in tourism by providing information about the past, 
present and future state of affairs in the destination (Bosnar-Valković 
and Jurin 41). 

 
3. About metonymy 
Metonymy has been defined in language theory as a figure of 

speech and has been studied mainly in the context of literature and 
rhetoric (Nerlich, Clarke and Todd, 1999; Koch, 1999). It is a lexical 
phenomenon involving the substitution of one linguistic expression for 
another that is linked to it by a relationship of contiguity. Metonymy in 
the traditional sense is expressions used for reference purposes. For 
cognitive linguists, however, metonymy is much more than a 
relationship between words. It is a cognitive process that plays an 
important role in human thought and language (Jurin and Krišković 76). 
The basis for understanding metonymic concepts is our knowledge and 
experience, both physical and mental (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; Lakoff, 
1987; Langacker, 1999). 

There are several definitions and typologies of metonymy in the 
literature of cognitive linguistics, but the definitions have evolved over 
the decades as studies of metonymy have increased. Metonymy has 
been considered a proxy relationship at the level of reference (Lakoff 
and Johnson, 1980; Lakoff and Turner 100), i.e., it refers to a substitution 
relationship in which one entity stands for or provides mental access to 
another entity (Radden and Koevecses, 1999). Langacker (1999) explains 
metonymy as a reference point phenomenon. Radden and Koevecses 
(1999) also provide a comprehensive typology of conceptual 
metonymies in which they elaborate on the relationships between 
conceptual domains (Langacker 147; Taylor 84) that lead to metonymic 
mappings. Traditional cognitive accounts of metonymy are based on the 
two-domain approach to metaphor and metonymy, or the conceptual 
theory of metaphor and metonymy. According to this theory, 
metonymic assignments occur within a conceptual domain (Lakoff and 
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Turner 103; Lakoff, 1987) or within a domain matrix (Langacker, 1987). 
One interpretation of this principle is that metonymic mapping leads to 
domain shifting within a domain matrix. A domain that is secondary in 
literal meaning becomes primary in a metonymic sentence (Croft 179) 
and this conceptual effect is called domain highlighting (Cruse 53). 

Defining the boundaries between domains remains a problem in 
cognitive linguistics, since the conceptual material belonging to a 
domain may vary from person to person. The function of a domain is a 
criterion for distinguishing between conceptual domains. Applied to 
metonymy, this means that in metonymic mapping, the source domain 
and the target domain are in the same functional domain. Conceptual 
mapping can be used as a projection of knowledge in the sense that the 
source domain is connected to the target domain by imposing a 
perspective on it. Thus, it is a light analysis as there is no clear 
relationship between the source and the target. The main characteristic 
of metonymy is that a source activates the target domain only from a 
certain perspective (Barcelona 83). This thesis can be explained by the 
following example: 

Dubrovnik's peek in high season is melting under tourists.  
This is a realization of the conceptual metonymy condition for a 

person or entity affected by the condition. The source domain is a 
condition of the city of Dubrovnik, and it is mapped onto the target 
domain - a city that is under too much infrastructural pressure due to 
the large number of tourists. Metonymy is possible here because source 
and target are connected by a pragmatic function, namely context, i.e. 
the high season environment. The meanings of the source remain active 
to some extent, so that both the source and the destination are 
conceptually present when metonymy is used (Panther and Thornburg 
334). 

 
3.1. Referential function of metonymy 
The referential function of metonymy was originally part of its 

description. Lakoff (ch5) notes that metonymy is not necessarily used 
for reference, but also for judgement . Croft (179) posits the referential 
function of metonymy as a necessary and sufficient condition for 
metonymicity, but metonymy is not limited to the act of reference 
(Taylor 325). Moreover, the referential quality of metonymy should not 
be considered as part of its definition, since there are cases of referential 
use of metaphors (Mendoza and Diez 494). Metonymy need not have a 
referential function, but in some cases it has a predicative function, 
although metonymies are more suitable for referential than for 
predicative use. Predicative use of metonymy is possible only when the 
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metonymic relation allows the transfer of a salient feature of the source 
to the target (Mendoza 114). This often happens in cases where the 
source is obviously a subdomain of the target (part for whole), since only 
a subdomain can reflect a relevant feature - which becomes the focus - 
of the domain to which it belongs, but not vice versa (Jurin and Krišković, 
2017). Notwithstanding the different arguments on the definition and 
typology of metonymy, research in cognitive linguistics has shown that 
metonymy occurs at all linguistic levels, including syntax and discourse 
(e.g. Goossens, 1999; Waltereit, 1999; Brdar, 2000, 2007; Panther & 
Thornburg, 2000; Brdar et al., 2001). 

 
3.2. Predicative metonymy in tourism communication  
This research was conducted after analysing metonymic 

phenomena that have a predicative function (Panther and Thornburg 
335), taking into account some of their occurrences in the textual genre 
of travel blogs. Communication in tourism through impressions and 
representations of tourists involves exploring a limited part of reality 
and making referential statements about the destination. The content 
of a travel blog does not focus on a person, but on the destination, the 
experience, the emotion or the impression of the impulse, and therefore 
the figurative use of language is explicit or implicit. A travel blog is a text 
genre used for self-promotion (Bosangit, 2012) and is always 
dynamically displayed in a reverse chronological order - the most recent 
posts are at the top. Depending on the author's intent, a travel blog is 
typically an opinion piece, a guide, or a news article. The language of 
travel blogs serves the purpose of tourism communication through the 
use of specific tourism lexis, especially the presentation of destination 
features (e.g., attractions, expected services, etc.). However, this 
language is only a "back-up" for the language used for the actual 
purpose of travel blogs, namely the personal impression and emotions 
about the destination, its sights, service quality, etc., which are part of 
the general language use. Therefore, the cognitive processes that 
determine the production and understanding of language are also 
present in travel blogs. Metaphor and metonymy occur in this text 
genre. Moreover, they form the basis for understanding the processes 
of travel, leisure, emotional charging and conceptualization of facts 
about tourist destinations. 

As mentioned earlier, predicative metonymies mostly represent 
relations in events and occur as an interaction of relations and 
participants. The examples for this study were extracted from the 
selected corpus of 10 travel blogs in English with representative 
presentations about the Croatian destination Dubrovnik from the 
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website A Little Adrift (https://alittleadrift.com) and classified into three 
groups: 1. part-for-whole metonymy in the action domain: predicative 
adjectives for verbal constructions, 2. Part-for-part metonymy in the 
action domain - tense for a particular action: a) Present perfect for a 
perfective action; b) Present simple for a factual state; c) Past simple for 
a completed action; 3. Whole-for-part metonymy in the action domain: 
one action for another action.  
The interpretation of the cases is based on Barcelona's (2003) schematic 
definition of metonymy, but for this study only the metonymic situation 
is 2. Part for part metonymy in the action domain - tense for a specific 
action as: a) Present perfect for a perfective action; b) Present simple 
for a factual state; c) Past simple for a completed action. The context of 
the language of travel blogs becomes the pragmatic function linking the 
source and target meanings. 

 
4. Corpus analysis: Metonymy tense for a specific action 
After analysing 10 texts of the travel blog text genre, we found 25 

examples of metonymy. The metonymic situation that caught our 
attention is one tense for a specific action which is a variant of the 
conceptual metonymy part for part in the action domain, meaning that 
actions and time are closely related in our conceptual structures, since 
actions are performed in time. 

 
4.1. Present perfect for a perfective action 
Travel blogs report consumption, experiences, feelings, and events 

that occurred at a specific time in the past, i.e., the date or year or any 
time continuum of the content of a travel blog is usually not mentioned, 
but by providing some context, it is obvious that the experience 
occurred in the past. Consequently, one would expect the Simple Past 
Tense and Past Perfect Tense to be common tenses denoting past, 
completed actions. However, in English-language travel blogs, a 
distribution of tenses can be observed that is not based on temporal 
aspects but on other factors such as relevance to the present or state of 
affairs. The experiences, feelings and events quoted in the travel blog 
are rendered in the present simple tense or present perfect tense. The 
present simple is used to describe present impressions, feelings, and 
opinions that are considered relevant to the representation of the travel 
destination, while the present perfect denotes a perfective aspect of the 
actions and events during the time in which the experiences about the 
travel destination occurred. The mapping is between a conceptual 
domain of the tense (perfect) as a source domain and a target domain 
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of a perfective action in the common functional domain of the action as 
a part for part relation. 

The category and aspect of tense are one of the unresolved 
controversies in linguistics, as is the value of the English Present Perfect 
through its functions and meanings. The Present Perfect has been 
studied as a tense, as an aspect, or as a combination of both, but a 
definition covering all situations has not been proposed yet (Jurin and 
Krišković, 2017). In general, we can distinguish four meanings of the 
present perfect: Perfect of result, Perfect of experience, Perfect of 
continuing situation, Perfect of recent past. The perfect of result omits 
adverbs of time because of its characteristic features. The action is not 
continued now, but its result is present (Žic Fuchs, 2009). According to 
this classification, the present perfect used in travel blogs has the 
meaning of perfect of experience. Here are some examples of the use of 
the present perfect when reflecting the nature of the experience and 
the opinion or feelings of the destination consumed:  

(1) Some investigations of the area have shown low prices of boat 
excursions but those excursion programmes have been of inconsistent 
quality depending on the boat size and name of the boat owner.  

(2) It has been demonstrated previously that Dubrovnik is a cruise 
ship port and that can cause crowded restaurants, bars and streets 
during docking times of cruisers. 

 
4.2. Present simple for a factual state 
When analysing the linguistic-stylistic level of the text genre travel 

blog, it is noticeable that the present tense denotes the factual state of 
the travel destination, when the facts and assertions from previous 
experiences and advice are presented in other text sources (travel 
guides, brochures, etc.) or frequently recommended by the author of 
the travel blog:  

(3) Sometimes I prefer to have a guidebook for day trips and long 
drives. The guides, like the Lonely Planet or Rick Steves, offer a 
description of the highlights among the tiny towns you could visit. 

(4) My recommendation is to stop by the Korta Katarina Winery in 
Orebić if you are a wine lover.  

The metonymy in motivating certain operations in the system of 
tense-aspect mood of English verbs shows consistency in metonymic 
assignments and the use of Present Simple Tense for a repeated and 
timeless action means that the situation is embedded in reality or 
possibility and includes metonymy state for a possible activity (Brdar 
44). 
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4.3. Past simple for a finished action 
The Simple Past Tense is used to represent the design of tourist 

services, behaviours, and products, as well as the results of the blog 
author's current emotional state and customer satisfaction. Using the 
simple past tense only means that the destination and all of its services 
and products have been consumed and have produced the results 
(information, data) presented. Thus, the use of the simple past tense 
refers to a temporary, finished action. Metonymic motivation is thus 
based on the past tense for a finished action for the actual results. 

The Present Perfect Tense or the Present Simple are not used for 
this purpose, in the sense of a fact recognized by the community of 
tourists, although the travel blog was accepted and published on the 
website www.alittleadrift.com. In (5,6,7), for example, the Simple Past 
Tense is used to represent the current state of the services and products 
offered by the tourist destination:  

(5) I backpacked through here with two female friends and we all 
agree it was one of the prettiest places we visited.  

(6) Added to that is a hotspot of music culture, with festivals 
throughout the year and across many musical styles. Which has created 
a bit of a year-round party scene too (many backpackers I met in the 
region raved about the party scene). 

(7) I launched A little Adrift as a way to share my journey. 
Blogging as a process is fragmented and certain stages are 

presented in the past tense. In contrast to the use of the present perfect, 
which reflects the results and impressions of the destination's 
experience as a whole and especially in comparison to other 
destinations, the simple past is used to represent the current state of 
the destination's services and products. The process of visiting, 
presenting and understanding a destination is considered complete. In 
(8,9), the Simple Past Tense is used to represent the current state of the 
destination's services and products  

(8) Croatia's tourism surge over the past decade created a bit of a 
land rush. 

(9) …That said, here is a starting point for day trips into the nearby 
beaches, countries, and the best coastal drives around Dubrovnik.  

The use of tenses in travel blogs is conventionalized. In this 
research, it is proposed that the metonymic use of tenses in the textual 
genre of travel blogs in English is based on conventions, syntagms and 
lexical units used in tourist communication, implying that published and 
quoted personal opinions and impressions of a destination have the 
value of confirmed facts. The author's actual experience is in the past 
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simple tense as a completed action with no additional meaning in terms 
of the significance of the study of the tourist destination. 

 
5. Conclusions 
The travel blog text genre is used in the communication process of 

tourism advertising and consumption. Travel blogs are promotional 
texts whose goal is to spread the word and attract tourists or open a 
dialogue that convinces future tourists to visit destinations and consume 
products and services related to that destination. Whether a travel blog 
imparts knowledge, offers solutions, or simply entertains, blogging in 
tourism communications is a great way to reach and communicate with 
the world. Travel blogs, as a specific text genre used in tourism 
communication and belonging to the assertive text type, have a high 
degree of informativeness. This means that the main function of a travel 
blog is to provide sufficient data about internal and external processes 
of a destination as well as about the emotional attitude of tourists 
towards the tourist destination. 

Metonymy is a fairly common occurrence in the travel blog text 
genre. In this study, some predicates and verbs that have been used 
metonymically in travel blogs have been presented. It is shown that 
predicative adjectives in travel blogs can assume the function of a 
predicate or a relative clause. The role of this metonymy was to activate 
the salient part of the predicate and contribute to a concise expression. 
The metonymy- part-for-part relationships in the tense system led to a 
conventionalized use of tenses in travel blogs. The analysis of travel 
blogs shows that the present simple tense denotes the factual state of 
the travel destination when the facts and assertions from previous 
experiences and advice are presented in other text sources or 
recommended by the author of the travel blog. The use of present 
simple tense for a repeated and timeless action means that the situation 
is embedded in reality or possibility. Past simple tense is used to 
represent the design of tourism services, behavioural and product 
consumption methods, and results of the author's current emotional 
state and customer satisfaction. Past simple tense is also used for 
presenting the current state of services and products offered by the 
destination. The process of visiting, presenting and understanding a 
destination is understood to be complete. The metonymic use of tenses 
in the text genre travel blog in English is based on conventions, syntagms 
and lexical units used in tourism communication, which implies that 
published and quoted personal opinions and impressions of a 
destination have the value of confirmed facts. The author's experience 
is in the past tense as a completed action with no additional meaning in 
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relation to the significance of the study of the destination. The role of 
metonymy in the cases described was to activate the aspect of an action 
that stood out in a predicate and thus enabled a more accurate 
understanding of an action. 
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À L'ENVERS D'UN BLOG DE VOYAGE : LE RÔLE DE LA MÉTONYMIE À TRAVERS 

DE  L'ASPECT PARTIE-POUR-PARTIE DANS LE GENRE DU TEXTE BLOG DE 
VOYAGE 

 
Cette étude traite des blogs de voyage en tant que genres de textes informatifs 
qui permettent au lecteur de mieux comprendre le choix de voyage, les 
sentiments et les impressions de l'auteur ainsi que son comportement pendant 
ce voyage a travers ses propres mots. L'analyse des blogs de voyage en tant que 
genre de texte présente un aperçu du schéma et de la structure des textes qui 
reflètent les expériences touristiques à travers la reconstruction de leurs 
histoires à leurs lecteurs. La recherche montre une brève analyse linguistique 
de texte de 10 blogs de voyage qui ont été insérés dans les types de texte 
assertifs, informatifs et de sous-type.  

En guise d'introduction au schéma et à la structure des blogs de voyage, 
une très brève analyse est menée au niveau communication pragmatique et 
thématique. L'objectif principal de cette recherche est de détecter et d'étudier 
le rôle de la métonymie dans les blogs de voyage de genre texte. L'analyse des 
exemples est basée sur les définitions de la recherche contemporaine en 
linguistique cognitive. Les exemples de métonymie ont été extraits puis 
sélectionné de 10 blogs de voyage en anglais sur la destination touristique 
Dubrovnik (https://alittleadrift.com) et classés en trois groupes, mais 
uniquement la situation métonymique Partie- pour-partie dans le domaine de 
l'action- Temps pour une action spécifique à travers les temps suivants: a) le 
passé composé pour une action au passé; b) le présent simple pour un état 
factuel; c) Le passé simple pour une action terminée a été analysé et décrit.  

Les résultats montrent que les adjectifs expressifs dans les blogs de 
voyage remplissent une fonction d’expression ou de clause relative à quelque 
chose. La métonymie partie-pour-partie dans le système des temps résultent 
en une utilisation conventionnelle des temps. L'utilisation métonymique des 
temps dans les blogs de voyage de genre textuel est basée sur les conventions, 
les syntagmes et les unités lexicales utilisées dans la communication 
touristique. Le rôle de la métonymie dans les cas décrits était d'activer l'aspect 
d'une action qui était présentée à travers des expressions et permet ainsi une 
compréhension plus précise des actions décrites dans les blogs de voyage.  

 
Mots clés: Blog de voyage de genre texte, type de texte assertif, sous-type 
informatif, destination touristique, métonymie expressive. 
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Abstract: The paper focuses on means of the expression containing a chromatic 

element in their structure. These kinds of expressions are both figurative and 

denominative names (including occasional names) occurring in the language of 

politicians themselves or, in general, in the language related to politics in any 

political context. The aim is to find out, which colours are the most used in 

political discourse in Spain and Spanish-speaking countries, and how they are 

used; what the individual colours express and in what connections they occur 

(collocations, comparisons, metaphorical constructions, terms, etc.). The naming 

units are excerpted from the web corpora Araneum and CREA so that in the 

research sample, only one meaning from each usage is included. The lexical units 

with a chromatic element are analysed throughout lexical-semantic analysis – 

their use in context, their meanings, and connotations are studied. The study 

reveals the most and the least used colours in the political context, as well as the 

most frequent types of naming units in which they appear.  

 

Keywords: chromatisms, language, politics, professional Spanish, intercultural    

 

 

Introduction 
We know, language, culture, humans, society are factors inextricably 
linked, in constant interaction, and are inseparable. Without language, 
there would be no culture, thus language develops in society and is 
represented by humans. The emergence of language would not be 
possible without the cultural potency of humans, i. e. their ability to 
physically transform and mentally process nature around them. On the 
other hand, further development of civilization and culture would not 
be possible without adequate means of communication. The 
development of language under the influence of various socio-cultural 
factors lead to the differentiation of linguistic and cultural communities 
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(Vodáková 2000)1. Idiomatic expressions, therefore, create a different 
map of colour meanings in each language, modifying our perception (de 
Bortoli and Maroto 2008). 

Colour is the fundamental building block of visual symbols and 
serves as a method of communication for humans. However, they can 
generate another level of meaning in the mind. The symbolism of olours 
stems from cultural, mythical, historical, religious, political and linguistic 
associations. The symbolic meanings of words with a chromatic element 
reveal far-reaching connotations across cultures, including positive and 
negative meanings. Particular colours have been found to be highly 
preferred regardless of age, racial group or culture. Moreover, colours 
affect us before we realize it and deliver important messages 
(Chathurika 2019).  

Every situation in our life is characterized by a certain chromatic 
symbol. Colours are the essence of life and evoke different connotations 
and are associated with a wide range of emotions. Their perception 
reflects the mentality of individual nations revealing their history, 
culture and philosophy. Therefore, nations, cultures and languages 
differ from each other depending on several factors causing that 
different cultural communities perceive the same phenomena in a 
different way. The same can be said also about the perception of 
colours. This means that the same colours may not be percieved by 
different cultures in the same way and may not stand as a symbol for 
expressing the same facts. The fact that our perception of colours is 
biologically determined is generally accepted, but more important 
seems the fact that colour perception is also culturally determined 
(Démuth 2005). Colours are often related to culture; so green is related 
to Islam (the Prophet wore a green robe), but also to money (the 
American bill is often called greenback/green) or political movements 
and parties in the Western world (Greenpeace) (Vukićević Đorđević 
2009). For example, while in European and Western cultures black is the 
color of sorrow, in Eastern countries such as India, China and Japan, 
sorrow is symbolysed with white. On the contrary, in Europe, black 
evokes negative associations and is a symbol of sadness, pessimism or 
impurity, but in Asia it symbolyses wisdom. Innocence is expressed with 
red in India, while in European culture red is a symbol of passion or 
struggle, and the symbol of innocence is white. Green is the colour of 

                                                 
1 In the context of the Spanish language, it is possible to speak about one 
language community (using a common language – Spanish), but culturally 
different, because different socio-cultural events had influenced the 
communities in Spain, Mexico, Peru, Argentina, etc. 
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nature and in most cultural communities it expresses hope, 
encouragement, youth. Blue represents security, which is why it is often 
the colour of police officers, firefighters or international organizations 
(UNESCO, ONU), but in Iran it symbolyses sadness. In a similar way, we 
could name more cases like these depending on the specific cultural 
communities of the users of a particular language. The different 
perceptions and attitudes of the different language communities to 
individual colours naturally have an impact on the lexical fund of their 
languages. 

Already in the 17th century, the English physicist and mathematician 
Issac Newton proved, through an experiment with a glass prism, that 
light that appears white is in fact a synthesis of several colours. His 
research showed that an object that reflects all colour waves is white. 
On the contrary, a black object will absorb most of the light (Skuza 2018). 
The foundations of modern research in chromatic terminology were laid 
by Berlin and Kay, who developed a scheme of eleven basic colours that 
are present in the languages of all nations. The chromatic counterparts 
of white and black have a special position because they are contained in 
every language. Their specific nature was often the subject of 
controversy on the part of experts. Both colours are considered 
achromatic and according to several sources they are the so-called no-
colours (Petrilli 2007). Due to their special nature, they become part of 
a large group of lexicalized connections, idioms, comparisons, or 
proverbs and sayings, and their number is constantly growing along with 
the emergence of new phenomena and facts. 

 
Aim and hypothesis 
The paper aims to find out, based on lexical-semantic analysis, 

which colours are most used in political discourse in Spain and in 
Spanish-speaking countries, what these colours express, and in what 
connections they occur (collocations, comparisons, metaphorical 
constructions, terms, etc.). At the same time, we would like to 
demonstrate how the results of our research can be applied in the 
process of teaching the Spanish language to professional-level university 
students of international relations, diplomacy, and intercultural 
communication. Based on the set goal and the chosen methodology, we 
assume the following hypothesis:  

1. By previous research in this area, we suppose white and black 
will be the most common colours, as they are the most frequent 
ones in constructions with a chromatic element in general 
(Spišiaková 2016) and (Mocková 2017). We do not assume the 
occurrence of pink and purple.  
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2. Of the naming constructions, collocations with “adjective + 

noun” structure will be the most represented, based on 
Štefančík´s statement: “From the linguistic point of view, 
“adjective + noun” constructions and metaphors are 
characteristic for persuasion” (2016:40). 

3. From a semantic point of view, there will be more figurative 
constructions than denominative ones, since political language 
is a language that appeals to the broad masses, it must be an 
intelligible language and at the same time expressive. Emotions 
are best expressed through figurative constructions, which is 
confirmed by Ološtiak´s statement about phraseological units: 
“The connotative and pragmatic component of the phrase 
saturates categories such as evaluation, emotionality, 
fragrance, juiciness, earthiness, liveliness, imagination, 
hyperbolism, etc. That means such categories through which a 
human being is inserted into a phraseological sign” (2015:732). 

 
Methodology 
We analysed naming units from our corpus, which we created by 

excerption from the electronic corpus Araneum and the corpus CREA 
(Corpus de referencia del español actual2). Araneum is an electronic 
corpus that was created in Slovakia, specifically at the Slovak Academy 
of Sciences and, in addition to Slovak, currently contains another 31 
languages, including their geographical variants. CREA is a corpus of the 
Real Academia Española3 (RAE), containing texts of various origins of a 
written or colloquial nature from all Spanish-speaking countries. Written 
texts come from books, newspapers, magazines of various kinds. The 
spoken language is transcribed, and the texts come mostly from radio or 
television. The annotated version of CREA was published in 2015 and 
can be searched in it according to criteria such as topic, geographical 
area, written or spoken text, and one-word or multi-word expressions 
can be searched.  

We analysed a corpus consisting of 222 naming units with a 
chromatic element in their structure. Using the selection method and 
text analysis, we searched for all expressions with a chromatic element 
employed in political contexts. We included only one meaning from each 
usage in our research sample, we studied the lexical units in context, 
analysed them, looked for their meanings, uses and connotations, and 
drew conclusions from the processed analysis. 

                                                 
2 the Refferential Corpus of Current Spanish language  
3 the Spanish Royal Academy   
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Colours and politics 
Colours also have an important place in politics. Political actors 

identify themselves with different colours according to their 
characteristic universal symbolism. A good example common to several 
cultures is e. g. red as a symbol of revolution (bloodshed), communism, 
as a left-wing political ideology. In the national flags of many states, 
there is a red color interpreted as a symbol of shed blood in the fight for 
the freedom of the nation. In this sense, even the the most important 
current political parties in Spain are identified by their colours: PP 
(Partido Popular – People´s Party), the right-wing party, is presented in 
blue, the PSOE (Partido Socialista Obrero Español – Spanish Socialist 
Workers´ Party) is red, Ciudadanos (Citizens) center-right orientated 
party is orange and Podemos (We can), a strongly left-leaning side, has 
adopted a purple colour. Even in Hispanic America, many political 
parties identify themselves by the color they have adopted. We can 
mention, for instance, PN (Partido Nacional – National party) in Uruguay 
identifies itself with white, PM (Partido Morado – Violet Party) in Peru is 
violet, PANAH (Partido Naranja de Honduras – Honduras Orange Party) 
addopted the orange colour and, for example, in Chile PC (Partido 
Comunista – Communist party) or PDC (Partido Demócrata Cristiano – 
Democratic Christian Party) are characterized by the red colour. 

Political language is a term by which, according to Štefančík (2008), 
we understand not only the language of political actors but also the 
language of legal regulations, communication of state and other 
institutions. Its main goal is to convince and manipulate the broad 
masses. For this purpose, it uses all available means of expressions, such 
as expressive nominative and expressive means of professional, 
journalistic, and colloquial style (Dulebová 2016). It uses professional 
terminology typical of the field of politics, but also means of journalistic 
and colloquial style, to approach the broad masses and impress an 
unprofessional audience (numerous figurative expressions, 
metaphorical collocations, expressive and emotional vocabulary, etc.) 
(Spišiaková 2019). Thus, we can say that political language is at the 
interface of these three styles. Related to this intention is the function 
of such a language, which is, chiefly, communicative, as it is used by 
politicians to speak to the public. But, at the same time, it pursues the 
achievement of its own goals. In addition to its primary communicative 
function, it also fulfills an appellative-agitational function to influence or 
manipulate the wide audience (Seresová 2017). In connection with the 
linguistic expression of political actors, colours are one of the lexical 
elements that often take part of various figurative constructions, 
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forming collocations, which make that such expressions also get into the 
rhetoric of politicians themselves. 

 
Analysis  
For colours ocurring frequently, as white, black, green or red, we 

have not listed all their uses in the text. We have selected only the most 
interesting ones from a linguistic or translation point of view. Of course, 
in the statistics we included them all. 
 
WHITE 
(36 lexemes, 15 of them as political names, terms or uses) 
Political terms/names:  

- votar en blanco (to throw an unfilled ballot into the ballot box, 
neither of the options is suitable) 

- papeletas en blanco (unfilled ballots)  
- Libro Blanco (White Book, a document published by the 

government in certain cases to informs the legislature or the 
public) 

- Ejército Blanco (White Army, in Russia) 
- el Régimen blanco (White regime, in Rhodesia4) 
- Partido Blanco (White party, in Uruguay) 
- cascos blancos (white helmets): 1. Civil defense in Syria, made 

up of volunteers from Europe, NGOs, etc., 2. The Argentine 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, whose role is to offer international 
humanitarian aid  

Political denominations:  
- terror/terrorismo blanco (white terror/terrorism, repression by 

the monarchy or conservatives as part of a counter-revolution)  
- gobierno blanco (white government, in a country where the 

black population predominates, e.g. Jamaica) 
- línea blanca (white line, in Catalonia, the successors of the white 

group, representatives of the right-wing faction of the PSUC5, 
existed until 1987) 

- militantes blancos (white party liners,  party members of the 
white line) 

- líder blanco (white leader) 
 Symbols: 

- paloma blanca (white dove) 

                                                 
4 Rhodesia existed until 1895, consisting of the states of Zimbabwe, Zambia and 
part of Malawi. 
5 Partido Socialista Unificado de Cataluña (United Socialist Party of Catalonia) 
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- bandera blanca (white flag) 
- humo blanco (white smoke) 

Symbols in figurative sense:  
- bandera blanca: “Viendo a Mariano rajoy agitar la bandera 

blanca...“ (“Seeing Mariano Rajoy waving a white flag...“ ) 
- humo blanco: “La declaración conjunta no dio el humo blanco...“ 

(The collectively signed declaration did not reach an agreement) 
Economics terms: 

- elefante blanco (white elephant, assets that have higher 
maintenance costs than revenues from them): “El elefante 
blanco más grande de la historia es de Ecopetrol y está en el 
Meta.“ (The biggest white elephant in the history is that one of 
Ecopetrol and it is in the Meta.) 

Other terms: 
- trata de blancas (peddling) 
- arma blanca (white weapon, stabbing weapon) 

General names/denominations: 
- raza blanca/ sociedad blanca (white rase/white society) 

Figurative expressions: 
- mirlo blanco (white crow, an extraordinary person): “Nos ha 

salido un mirlo blanco.“ (A white crow was found.) 
- dar carta blanca/pedir la carta blanca (give/ask (for) white card, 

to give somebody free choice of something):  “...además daba 
carta blanca a los alcaldes para...“ (...he gave as well mayors free 
choice to decide...) 

- delito/ladrón de guante blanco (offence/thief in white gloves, 
a smart thief who does not use violence): “Estamos rodeados de 
ladrones de guante blanco.“ (We are surrounded by thieves in 
white gloves – about politicians). 

General terms used in figurative sense: 
- dejar (espacios) en blanco (to leave white, to leave empty 

columns in a printed form) “Han dejado en blanco un municipio  
importante.“ (one village was left without solution.) 

- cheque en blanco/ firmar en blanco (to sign a blank bill): 
“Preguntó por qué tendría que firmar su país un cheque en 
blanco.“ (He asked why his country sohould sign a blank bill.)  

- hormigas blancas (white ants – termites): “Son ellos, hormigas 
blancas que causan graves daños a la patria.“ (They are the 
white ants harming their own country.) 

 
BLACK 
(28 lexemes, 3 of them as political names, terms or uses) 
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Political terms/names: 

- el poder negro (black power, in the USA) 
- Monje negro (Black monk, Fujimori) 

Political denominations:  
- terrorismo negro (black terrorism, acts of the extreme right) 

Economics terms:  
- oro negro (black gold) 
- economía negra (black economy) 
- mercado negro (black market)  
- trabajo en negro (black work/illegal work) 
- números negros (black numbers) 

Other terms: 
- lista negra (black list) 

General names/denominations: 
- continente negro (čierny kontinent) 
- raza negra (black race)  

Figurative expressions: 
- oveja negra/garbanzo negro (black sheep/black chickpeas): 

“Chile aparece hoy día como la oveja negra.“ (Chile appears 
today as a black sheep.) 

- dinero negro (black money): “Los cobros en dinero negro de 
Rajoy.“ (Rajoy´s illegal incomes.) 

- la merienda de negros (snack of the black): „...en el que PSOE y 
PP son los que agitan cubilete y dado y mandamás en la 
merienda de negros.“ (...in which PSOE and PP are the ones who 
roll the dice and command and everything is one big mess.) 

- ver blanco lo que es negro (to see white what is black, decieve, 
persuade otherwise): “Intenta hacernos ver blanco lo que es 
negro.“ (He tries to persuade otherwise.) 

- negro como el carbón asturiano (black as Asturian coal – 
cultureme) 

General denominations/terms used in figurative sense: 
- magia negra (black magic): “Si los senadores no ensayan otro 

paso de magia negra.“ (Unless senators practice the next step in 
black magic.) 

-  caja negra (black box): “El presupuesto municipal era como la 
caja negra de un avión, nadie sabía cómo se ejecutaba y de qué 
manera.“ (The city budget was like a black box of an airplane, no 
one knew how it was applied.) 

- agujero negro (black hole): “Sigue creando agujeros negros 
como en sus tiempos de Ministro de Economía.“ (He creates 
black holes as he did when he was Minister of Economy.) 
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Collocations: 

- fuentes negras (black sources), bilancias negras (black balance), 
perspectivas negras (black prospects), la más negra de las 
imputaciones (the blackest accusation) 

 
RED 
(44 lexemes, 27 of them as political names, terms or uses )  
Political terms/names: 

- teléfono rojo (red telephone) 
- Halcones rojos (Red Falcons): a group of young socialists during 

the 70. in Spain   
- Kmer rojo (Red Khmer) 
- el Ejército rojo (Red Army) 
- el Libro rojo (Red Book of Mao Ce-tung)  
- Gorila rojo (Red gorilla, Hugo Chávez)  
- Monstruo rojo (Red monster, Russia) 

Political denominations: 
- los rojos (the red ones) 
- los rojillos (the very red ones) 
- terror rojo (red terror)  
- marea roja (red torrential wave) 
- brigadas rojas (red brigades) 

Symbols:  
- bandera roja (red flag)  
- claveles rojos (red French marigolds, flowers for people/heroes 

who died in the struggle for freedom, justice, by 
demonstrations, etc.)  

- faja roja/fajín rojo (red belt of generals) 
- casacas rojas (red jerkin, honour guard of the royal police) 
- flecha roja (red arrow, a symbol of the Democratic Christian 

party in Chile) 
- estrella roja (red star refferring to the Russian star and the star 

of Che Guevara) 
Economics terms: 

- números rojos (red numbers) 
General names/denominations: 

- raya/línea roja (red line, limit)  
- lápiz rojo (red pencil, in contrast with the blue one) 
- botón rojo (red button) 
- piel roja (red skin) 

Figurative expressions: 
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- al rojo vivo (red-hot): “Encuentra ahora al rojo vivo un nuevo 

tema...“ (Finds now red-hot a new topic...) 
- rojo como (red as): como las banderas sindicalistas (as trade 

union flags)/más rojo que Lenin (more red than Lenin)  
- antes muertos que rojos (better dead than red, modification of 

the phrase antes muerta que sencilla – better dead than simple) 
General denominations/terms used in figurative sense: 

- alerta roja (red alert): “Entonces se encendería la alerta roja de 
los partidos.“ (Then the red alert of the parties was activated.) 

-  tarjeta roja (red card, in sport): “La tarjeta roja que la 
superestructura del oficialismo le sacó el viernes al 
gobernador...“ (The red card that the superstructure of the 
officialism drew on Friday to the chairman...)  

- alfombra roja (red carpet): “...para mantenerle a usted y al resto 
de burócratas en la alfombra roja.“ (...to mantain you and the 
other bureaucrats at the red carpet.)  

- poner luz roja (to give red light, stop): “...puso luz roja a Manuel 
Sanhueza.“ (...gave stop to Manuel Sanhueza.) 

Collocations: 
- el concilio rojo (red council), Robin Hood rojo (red Robin Hood), 

política roja (red politics), sindical roja (red trade union), 
pancartas rojas (red catchwords), pañuelo rojo (red scarf), 
Navidad roja (red Christmas), camisas rojas (red shirts), ponchos 
rojos (red ponchos), obispo rojo (red bishop), príncipe rojo (red 
prince), millonarios rojos (red millionaires) 

 
GREEN 
(29 lexemes, 7 of them as political names, terms or uses) 
Political terms/names:  

- boinas verdes (green berets, special military units) 
- la Marcha Verde (Green march, Moroccan invasy into the 

Spanish Sahara in 1975) 
- línea verde (green line, a line dividing the Christian and the 

Muslim sector within the Arab-Israeli truce in 1949) 
- agujero verde (green hole, in Hungary in 1989, transition of the 

Oriental Germans to the West.): “A partir de hoy comenzará un 
éxodo masivo de refugiados de Alemania oriental que han 
aprovechado el agujero verde de Hungría para fugarse a 
Occidente.“ (From today, a massive outflow of East German 
refugees who have used a green hole in Hungary to flee west 
will begin.) 

Political denominations: 
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- voto verde (green vote) 
- diputado verde (green deputy) 

Symbols: 
- bandera verde (islamic) (green flag of the islamists) 

Economics terms: 
- Libro Verde (Green Book, published in 2001, about social 

responsibility of companies in EU)  
- oro verde (green gold, olives) 

Other terms: 
- cinturón/anillo verde (green belt/ring, green circuit in a city) 
- reforma fiscal verde (green tax reform) 
- tarjeta verde (green card)  

Figurative expressions: 
- estar verde (to be green/immature): “El Til no está maduro, 

sigue estando verde.“ (Til is not yet mature, he is still immature.) 
- dar luz verde (to give green light): “Dar luz verde para que los 

tribunales condenen a Pinochet.“ (To give permission to the 
tribunals to condemn Pinochet.) 

- viejo verde (green old man, pervert): “Me toca defender a 
Berlusconi. Y todo, porque esa mezcla de Mussolini de góndola, 
Alvaro Vitalli y viejo verde....“ (I have to defend Berlusconi. 
That's because the mixture of the gondola Mussolini with Alvaro 
Vitalli and the old pervert.) 

- tapete verde (green/player´s table): “...sobre el tapete verde de 
la mesa del Gobierno.“ (...on the player´s table of the 
government.) 

- el dólar/billete verde (green dollar) 
Collocations: 

- ola verde (green wave), movimiento verde (green movement), 
pulmón verde (green lungs), zona/espacio verde (green 
zone/space), revolución verde (green revolution), impuesto 
verde (green tax), turismo verde (green tourism) 

 
BLUE 
(19 lexemes, 14 of them as political names, terms or uses) 
Political terms/names: 

- banco azul (blue chair, in the Spanish Parliament seats for 
ministers) 

- Divisón Azul (Blue Division, Franco´s volunteers, in the 2nd World 
War they battled together with Germans) 

- gorra azul (blue cap, member of the royal army) 
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- Libro azul (Blue Book, document written by the political party 

Forza Italiana, offering solutions for actual problems in Italy) 
- tarjeta azul (blue card, work permit in the EU) 
- cascos azuels (blue helmets, OSN) 

Political denominations: 
- azules (the blue ones, soldiers in opposition to the red ones)  
- azul (blue, Franco´s adherent) 

Symbols: 
- lazo azul (blue ribbon, symbol of rejection and protest against 

the ETA kidnapping, a symbol of solidarity with the families of 
the victims  

- bandera azul de la UE (blue flag of the EU) 
- azul (blue, symbol of the EU) 

General names/denominations: 
- Libro azul (Blue Book, an ecological document about protection 

of seas and oceans)  
Figurative constructions: 

- sangre azul (blue blood): “...para que al menos en eso todos 
seamos iguales ante la ley y no haya un honor de primera para 
la sangre azul y un honor de segunda.“ (...that we may all be the 
same in front of the law, and that we may not have a special 
status just because of blue blood...) 

Collocations: 
- candidatos azulísimos (the very blue candidates), hombre azul 

(blue man), familia azul (blue family), carrera azul (blue career), 
biografía azul (blue biography), origen azul (blue origin) 

 
YELLOW 
(26 lexemes, 20 of them as political names, terms or uses) 
Political terms/denominations: 

- sindicato amarillo (yellow trade union) 
- Gigante amarillo (Yellow giant, China) 
- Emperador Amarillo (Yellow Emperor, mythic founder of China) 
- invasión amarilla (yellow invasion, chinese) 
- La Casa Amarilla de Caracas (Yellow house, in Caracas, 

Government Palace) 
Political denominations: 

- amarillos (the yellow ones, trade union/liberal members) 
- uniformes amarillos (yellow uniforms, of the Guantánamo 

prisoners) 
- voto amarillo (yellow vote, for liberals) 
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- chalecos amarillos (yellow waistcoats)6 

Symbols: 
- estrella amarilla (yellow star, Vietnam) 
- cinta amarilla (yellow ribbon, a ribbon of hope for families 

whose relatives went to war, e.g. to Vietnam, or currently in 
school shootings in the USA.) 

Figurative expressions: 
- ungüento amarillo (yellos/magic salve): “Venga, venga el 

ungüento amarillo de la INEPE que lo arregla todo.“ (Let´s go, 
the yellow salve of INEPE7  solves it all.) 

General denominations/terms used in figurative sense: 
- amenaza amarilla (yellow threat, increased danger). “...la 

amenaza amarilla del sector industrial.“ (...increased danger of 
the industry sector.) 

- tarjeta amarilla (yellow card): “Si la persona sorprendida con 
drogas no es definida por la autoridad médica como adicta, sólo 
se llevará la tarjeta amarilla.“ (If a person who is caught with 
drugs and is not defined by a medical authority as an addict, 
he/she will only take a yellow card.)  

- túnica amarilla (yellow tunic, symbol of regret and returning to 
the Christian faith): “...o que le deformen las posiciones para 
conseguir con facilidad que le cuelguen la túnica amarilla y la 
cruz roja de San Benito. ¿Estamos o no estamos en un sistema 
democrático?“  (...or to deform positions and easily reach 
someone into a yellow tunic or hang him the cross of St. Bendict. 
Are we in a democracy or not?) 

Collocations: 
- fiesta amarilla (yellow celebration), opción amarilla (yellow 

option), peligro amarillo (yellow danger), huelga amarilla 
(yellow strike), sector amarillo (yellow sector), televisión 
amarilla (yellow television), basura amarilla (yellow tresh), 
poder amarillo (yellow power), socialismo amarillo (yellow 
socialism) 

 
BROWN 
(6 lexemes, 2 of them as political names, terms or uses) 
Political denominations: 

                                                 
6 A social movement in France against Macron´s reformas in October 2018, 
spread also to neighbouring countries, mainly Belgium, the Netherlands, 
Germany, Italy and Spain.  
7 Research Educational and Support Institute in Ecuador 
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- camisas pardas (brown shirts) 
- la bestia parda (brown beast): “Rutskoi es hoy por hoy la bestia 

parda de Boris Yeltsin.“ (Ruckoi is today the brown beast of 
Yeltzin.) 

General names/denominations: 
- los pardos (the brown ones, people of mixed race in colonies) 

Figurative expressions: 
- tener un marrón (to have brown, big problem): “La 

responsabilidad es un fardo, un marrón, una molestia.“ 
(Responsibility is difficult, it is a big problem.) 

- cargar con el marrón (carry with brown, everything bad/fault): 
“Son aguas internacionales, y por suspuesto nadie quiere cargar 
con el marrón.“ (Those are international waters and, of course, 
nobody wants to carry the can.) 

- comerse el marrón (to eat brown, carry the can): “...y su afán por 
que otros se coman el marrón del caso.“ (...and it is his desire to 
let the others carry the can.) 

 
PINK 
(3 lexemes, 1 of them as political name, term or use) 
Political denominations:  

- el socialismo rosa (pink socialism): “La salida del PCF terminó, 
según algunos observadores, con el socialismo rojo de Mauroy 
e inauguró un tipo de “socialismo rosa“. (According to some 
observers, with the departure of PCF8, Mauroy´s red socialism 
ended and a kind of pink socialism began.) 

Figurative expressions: 
- camino de rosas (walk in the park): “Pero todo lo anterior no 

significa que nos hallemos ante un camino de rosas.“  (But all 
that has happened does not mean that now it will be a walk in 
the park.)  

- ver la vida de color rosa (look at the world through rose-coloured 
glasses): “Cuando el gobernante Carlos Salinas estuvo en el 
poder, todo  fue visto color de rosa.“  (When Carlos Salinas was 
in power, everything was looked through through pink glasses.)  
 

GREY 
(23 lexemes, 14 of them as political names, terms or uses) 
Political terms/denominations: 

                                                 
8 Communist party in Chile 
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- Lobos grises (Grey wolves, paramilitarist group of the extreme 

right in Turkey) 
- los grises (the grey ones, former state police in Spain) 
- Zorros grises (Grey foxes, former city traffic police in Argentina) 

Political denominations: 
- los grises descendientes de los enterradores de la revolución 

(grey descendants of buried revolutionaries)  
- la carrera militar gris (grey military career): “La carrera militar 

de Haig había sido más bien gris.“ (Haiga´s military career was 
more or less nothing.) 

- zonas grises (grey zones, in war, in conflict situations zones 
without boundaries, zones of nobody, unclear situation) 

- banda gris (grey band, on no one´s side): “...haberme 
mantenido en la banda gris.“ (I should have stayed in grey band.) 

Economics terms: 
- mercado gris (grey market, a market where the distribution of 

goods takes place through informal channels but not illegal 
ones): “En efecto, toda Checoslovaquia es un solo mercado 
gris.“  (Indeed, the whole of Czechoslovakia is one gray market.) 

Figurative expressions: 
- eminencia gris (grey eminence) 
- persona gris (grey person, indistinctive, insignificant): “...ha 

convertido en un héroe a una persona gris e inculta como es 
Bush.“ (...made a hero out of such an insignificant and 
uneducated man as Bush.)  

- materia gris (grey matter, brain, clever person): “La materia gris 
española está trabajando en empresas extranjeras.“ (Spanish 
brains are working in foreign companies.)  

Collocations: 
- perfil gris (grey profile), opositor gris (grey rival), documento gris 

(grey document), político gris (grey politician), carrera política 
gris (grey political career), puritanos grises (grey puritans), 
gobierno gris (grey government) desempeño gris (grey effort), la 
historia gris (grey history), ideas grises (grey ideas) 

 
VIOLET 
(5 lexemes, 5 of them as political names, terms or uses) 
Political terms/denominations:  

- Partido Morado (Violet Party, political party Peru) 
- Coalición violeta (Violet coalition, government coalition in the 

Netherlands in 1994) 
Political denominations: 
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- voto morado (violet vote) 
- filas moradas (violet queque) 

Symbols: 
- bandera violeta (violet flag of the islamists): “Los islamistas se 

presentan como independientes y bajo banderas de color 
violeta.“ (The islamists present themselves as independent and 
under a violet flag.)  

 
ORANGE 
(4 lexemes, 3 of them as political names, terms or uses) 
Political terms/denominations: 

- Reforma naranja (Orange reform, constitutional reform in 
Uruguay) 

- partido naranja (orange party, civic movement in Mexico) 
- formación naranja (orange formation, political party 

Ciudadanos in Spain) 
- revolución naranja (orange revolution, protests in Ukraine in 

2004-2005) 
 

Results 
According to previous studies published by Mocková (2017) and 

Spišiaková (2016), as we can see in diagram 1, white and black are the 
most common colours in the Spanish language in this corpus, whereas 
purple and orange are the less common colours. 
 

 
Diagram 1. Distribution of the chromatic lexical units according to colours 

 
The corpus showed us that all the phrases are repeated in the same 

contexts. To the best of our knowledge, the topic of colours in politics in 
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the Spanish language has yet not been investigated, so we divided these 
expressions from the corpus according to the criterion we defined: used 
in a certain context (politics, econonomy, etc.) and with a certain 
purpose (symbol, term, etc.). Based on this, we classified them into:  

1. political terms and names (terms used only in politics and names 
of political events, parties, movements, etc., e. g. votar en 
blanco – vote for nobody, cascos blancos – white helmets, 
Halcones rojos – Red Falcons, Kmer rojo – Khmer Rouge),  

2. political denominations (various names in politics that can be 
occasional or used in a certain period, e. g. banco azul – blue 
bench, diputado verde – green deputy, los rojos – the red ones),  

3. political symbols (mostly international, but can also be a symbol 
of only one nation, party, movement (paloma blanca – white 
dove, estrella roja – red star, claveles rojos – red clove pink 
plants, lazo azul – blue ribbon),  

4. economic terms often appearing in political speeches (números 
rojos – red numbers, oro verde – green gold),  

5. other terms, e. g. ecological, technical, sociological, legal (lista 
negra – blacklist, cinturón/anillo verde – green zone in the city),  

6. commonly used lexicalized units (continente negro – black 
continent, raza blanca/negra – white/black race),  

7. lexicalized figurative constructions (poner luz roja/verde – 
stop/approve somebody or something),  

8. technical terms and general names used figuratively (Sigue 
creando agujeros negros como en sus tiempos de Ministro de 
Economía – He continues creating black holes, as in his times as 
Minister of Economy),  

9. not lexicalized collocations (Robin Hood rojo – the red Robin 
Hood, candidatos azulísimos – the bluest candidates). 

By the analysis, we found out that the most used colour in Spanish 
politics is red. It appeared in the corpus 44 times and was used 27 times 
explicitly as a political name or a political symbol (categories 1, 2, 3). This 
frequent use of red is the result of the fact that it is the colour of 
revolution, socialism, communism. Red was followed by white, which 
was used 36 times in all 9 categories and as a political name 15 times. 
The third is green with 29 occurrences, as a political lexeme was used 7 
times. This high incidence of green is since it is the colour of ecology and 
seems to be the most productive one in forming new expressions. Black 
occurred 28 times but was used only 3 times as a political lexeme. In all 
other cases, other colours have appeared either as part of other 
technical terms used by politicians in their speeches or as part of 
lexicalized figurative expressions used as a stylistic means of expression. 
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Regarding their appearance in political contexts, yellow is the fifth 
colour with 26 occurrences, but up to 20 times it was used as a political 
lexeme. In this category, yellow ranks second, just behind the red. The 
surprising result is the frequency of the use of gray, which occurred in 
our corpus up to 23 times, resulting in sixth place, but up to 14 times 
was used as a political name, so in this case, it is in fourth place. It is also 
surprising that blue, despite being the colour of the United Nations and 
the European Union, appeared only 19 times and as a political name 14 
times, as well as gray. Of the less frequent colours, brown occurred 6 
times, but only twice as a political lexeme. The purple colour was found 
in five connections and all five were political, corresponding to the 
categories 1, 2, and 3. This fact is due to the existence of the Purple Party 
in Uruguay. The pink colour occurred 3 times and once as the political 
name “pink socialism”. The orange colour was mentioned 3 times and in 
all three cases as a political name. It is also related to the existence of 
those parties which chose it as their symbol. 

The results of our analysis show that the first hypothesis, where we 
assumed the highest occurrence of white and black and no occurrence 
of pink and purple, was not confirmed. The complete results are shown 
in diagrams 2 and 3.  
 

 
Diagram 2. The occurrence of colours in the political context 

 
The biggest difference compared to the results reached in the previous 
studies carried out by Mocková (2017) and Spišiaková (2016) can be 
seen in gray and black. In political language, gray is used much more (4th 
place) than in everyday language (9th place). Black, on the contrary, one 
of the most widely used colours in general, in political names appeared 
only 3 times. 
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Diagram 3. The occurrence of colours in political denominations 

 
According to Štefančík (2016) and similarly Spišiaková (2019), 

political language is also characterised by the use of metaphors and 
other figurative linguistic means of expression and it was also proved by 
our analysis. From figurative constructions and rhetorical figures 
appeared in our corpus, for instance: oxymoron (millonarios rojos – red 
millionaires, príncipe rojo – red prince, obispo rojo – red bishop), 
synekdoche (cascos blancos/azules – white/blue helmets, boinas verdes 
– green berets, La materia gris española está trabajando en empresas 
extranjeras – The Spanish grey matter is working in foreign companies), 
hyperbole achieved by using diminutives (rojillos – diminutive of red) or 
superlatives (azulísimos – the very blue/the bluest, la más negra de las 
imputaciones – the blackest of the accusations), metaphors (Al ver a 
Mariano Rajoy agitando la bandera blanca – Seeing Mariano Rajoy 
agitating the white flag, Estamos rodeados de ladrones de guante blanco 
– We are surrounded by intelligent thieves), comparisons (negro como 
el carbón asturiano – blacker than Asturian coal; a cultureme, El 
presupuesto municipal era como la caja negra de un avión, nadie sabía 
cómo se ejecutaba y de qué manera – The municipal budget was as the 
black box of a plane, nobody knew neither its handling neither the way 
how it was used, más rojo que Lenin – redder than Lenin, rojo como las 
banderas sindicalistas – red as the sindicalist flags, antes muertos que 
rojos – better dead than red). In all four cases, these are occasionalisms 
and are not lexicalized. 

Similarly, interesting are also the oppositions of the individual 
colours. Red stands in opposition with blue in cases like red/blue blood, 
red/blue pen, Red Army/Blue Division. But it also contrasts with the 
black: red/black numbers, although this is an explicitly economic term 
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and in contrast to the white: White Army/Red Army. No economic term 
was found to be used figuratively, so they were used only in their naming 
function. Other interesting facts that arose during the analysis were 
nicknames or names of politicians or countries containing a chromatic 
element: red gorilla – Hugo Chávez, brown beast – Alexander Rutskoy, 
black monk – Fujimori, yellow ruler – the mythical founder of China, red 
monster – Russia, yellow giant – China. Also, sports terminology appears 
in political language: to give a yellow/red card, an orange formation. We 
found two cultures: black as Asturian coal and red ponchos. Currently, 
the most productive colour shows up to be green in terms of ecology, as 
almost anything can be green. 

The first hypothesis, where we assumed the highest occurrence of 
white and black and no occurrence of pink and purple, was not 
confirmed. 

The second hypothesis was confirmed, as out of the total number 
of 222 analysed units, up to 171 lexemes had an adjective-nominal 
structure.  

The third hypothesis was confirmed as well, although with a small 
difference. 115 analysed units were used figuratively in order to 
emphasize, to say something ironically, with ridicule, to be expressive 
and 107 lexemes were used only in a denominative function.  

 
Conclusions 
By analysing the corpus, we verified that the most used colour in 

the Spanish political context is red. Red was followed by white, then 
green and black appeared only 3 times in a political context. In other 
cases, these colours were mentioned either as part of other technical 
terms used by politicians in their speeches or as part of figurative 
lexicalized expressions used as a stylistic tool. When used in a political 
context, the next colour is yellow. The surprising result is the frequent 
occurrence of gray and, on the contrary, a lower occurrence of blue. Less 
frequent colours are brown, purple, pink, and orange.  

Finally, as we have been able to demonstrate, the analysed lexical 
units with a chromatic element in their structure can be a good material 
in teaching Spanish as a foreign language, in particular, in teaching 
professional Spanish at universities. The proposed activities are 
arranged and planned in the didactic process proceeding from the more 
general to the specific ones, from the simpler to the more complex ones, 
and following the fulfillment of a wider range of didactic goals (oral and 
written expression, communicative skill, and intercultural aspect). 
Thanks to work with theoretical and practical material (a series of 
proposed activities), the student acquires a new professional vocabulary 
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in Spanish, learns to perceive and apply it in specific contexts, and, at 
the same time, acquires deeper knowledge of the current realities of 
Spain or countries of Hispanic America. 

The results we reached in the analysis of the presented study have 
their justified significance not only in the framework of linguistic 
research, but we can see the influence of the social, political, and 
cultural situation on language. Ignorance of these conditions can lead to 
misunderstanding of a particular language, which will not be 
understood. This confirms the fact that nowadays it is not enough to 
know only the language, but it is important to study and know all the 
contexts of a given country, to gain intercultural competence. It is, 
therefore, necessary to apply our research results to the didactic 
process –in our specific context– to teach professional Spanish. 
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LOS COLORES EN LA POLÍTICA DE LOS PAÍSES DE HABLA HISPANA 
 

El artículo se centra en los medios de expresión que contienen un elemento 
cromático en su estructura. Estas expresiones son tanto denominaciones 
figurativas como denominativas (incluyendo los ocasionalismos) que se dan en 
el lenguaje de los políticos o, en general, en el lenguaje relacionado con la 
política en cualquier contexto político. El objetivo es averiguar qué colores son 
los más utilizados en el discurso político en España y en los países de habla 
hispana y cómo se emplean; qué expresan cada uno de los colores y en qué tipo 
de expresiones se emplean (colocaciones, comparaciones, construcciones 
metafóricas, términos, etc.). Las unidades léxicas se extraen de los corpus web 
Araneum y CREA, de modo que en la muestra de la investigación sólo se incluye 
una acepción de cada uso. Las unidades léxicas con un elemento cromático se 
analizan a través del análisis léxico-semántico: se estudia su uso en contexto, 
sus significados y sus connotaciones. El estudio revela los colores más y menos 
utilizados en el contexto político, así como los tipos de unidades de 
denominación más frecuentes en los que aparecen.  
 
Palabras clave: cromatismos, lenguaje, política, español para fines específicos, 
intercultural 
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Apstrakt: U radu se razmatra upotreba evaluativnih jezičkih sredstava u jednom 

formalnom pisanom registru kakav je policijski izvještaj. Osnovna uloga ovih 

izvještaja je predstavljanje i objašnjenje određenih činjenica publici koja se 

sastoji uglavnom od pravnih stručnjaka. Policajac koji piše izvještaj ima cilj da 

jednim strogo informativnim tekstom uvjeri takvu publiku u ispravnost svojih 

postupaka i da nikako ne dozvoli preispitivanje vlastite objektivnosti. Stoga se 

potiskuje subjektivna procjena i stav samog autora iako je i sam bio uključen u 

događaj o kojem izvještava. Međutim, glas autora se evidento javlja kroz 

indirektno evaluiranje situacija, učesnika i izjava. U ovom radu se takav upliv 

evaluacije razmatra prema izabranom modelu evaluativnih parametara. 

Nedostatak evaluativnih sredstava koji pripadaju nekom od ovih parametara 

govori o težnji da se evaluacija izbjegne po svaku cijenu, a istovremeno bliže 

upoznaje istraživača sa jezičkim osobenostima ovog tipa pisanog diskursa. 

 

Ključne riječi: policijski izvještaj, evaluacija, evaluativni parametri 

 

 
Uvod  
Evaluacija kao fenomen izražavanja mišljenja i vrijednosnih sudova o 
ljudima, događajima, situacijama i sl. poznat je u anglo-saksonskoj 
literaturi pod različitim nazivima – kao evaluation, appraisal ili stance. 
Tomson i Hanston definišu evaluaciju kao “the broad cover term for the 
expression of the speaker’s or writer’s attitude or stance towards, 
viewpoint on, or feelings about the entities or propositions that he or 
she is talking about” (5).  

Kada se radi o policijskim pisanim izvještajima, čiji je jezik predmet 
ovog istraživanja, očekuje se da autor-policajac iskaže maksimalnu 
objektivnost i emotivno se distancira bez obzira na to što je i sam jednim 
dijelom bio učesnik u događaju koji opisuje, kao i to kakve je posljedice 
događaj imao na njega lično. Ova analiza trebalo bi da doprinese sticanju 
uvida u načine na koje policajci učestvuju u kreiranju slike koju 
prezentuju publici koristeći pritom “all those locutions which provide 
the means for the authorial voice to position itself with respect to, and 
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hence to 'engage' with, the other voices and alternative positions 
construed as being in play in the current communicative context" 
(Martin i White 94). 

 
Evaluacija u dosadašnjim lingvističkim istraživanjima 
Hunston i Thompson (2000) prave podjelu između stavova o 

enititetima i stavova o propozicijama i tvrde da prva uključuju 
izražavanje pozitivnih i negativnih emocija dok su druga po prirodi 
epistemička i obuhvataju iskazivanje stepena vjerovatnoće. Stavovi o 
entitetima se iskazuju leksičkim, a stavovi o propozicijama gramatičkim 
sredstvima. Različiti autori bavili su se u svojim istraživanjima uglavnom 
i jednima i drugima (Ochs i Schiefflen 1989; Biber i Finnegan 1989; Bybee 
i Fleischman 1995; Conrad i Biber 2000; Hunston i Thompson 2000), dok 
su se neki fokusirali na propozicije (Chafe i Nichols 1986), a neki na 
entitete (Wierzbicka 1990b; Niemeier i Dirven 1997). 

Evaluacija je bila predmet brojnih istraživanja u kontekstu 
proučavanja engleskog jezika za akademske potrebe (npr. Bondi and 
Mauranen, 2003), a pod nazivom appraisal, njome su se bavili Martin i 
Vajt, (Appraisal Theory, 2005), u okviru funkcionalne lingvistike. 
Nekoliko istraživanja na velikim korpusima bavilo se evaluativnim 
markerima u različitim registrima (npr. Biber i autori, 1999).  Manji broj 
radova istraživao je ovu pojavu koristeći se različitim modelima 
evaluativnih parametara (Lemke 1992, 1998, Thetela 1997; Francis 
1995). Bendarek (2006) razvija novi pristup zasnovan na parametrima 
kojim proučava diskurs medija. 

 
Korpus i metodologija 
Korpus se sastoji od 75 policijskih izvještaja na engleskom jeziku 

koja su napisali britanski policajci u periodu od 2001. do 2008. godine. 
Svi izvještaji su anonimizirani, pa su imena učesnika, mjesta i svi ostali 
povjerljivi podaci u tekstovima zaštićeni upotebom riječi NAME, 
ACCUSED, TOWN i slično. U svim ostalim aspektima, izvještaji su 
originalni. 

Tekstovi su napisani u skladu sa propisanom formom. Radi se o 
narativnim tekstovima u kojima su najprije dati podaci o policajcu koji je 
napisao izvještaj a zatim slijedi pripovijedanje o događaju o kojem 
izvještava. U svakom od tih događaja policajac je i sam djelimično 
učestvovao, obavljajući svoju dužnost, razgovarajući sa svjedocima, 
učesnicima, hapšenjem osumnjičenih, sprečavanjem eskalacije nekog 
incidenta ili na neki drugi način. Ukupan broj riječi u korpusu je 49 389. 
Izvještaji variraju u pogledu dužine, ali u prosjeku sadrže od 450 do 640 
riječi. 
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Evaluacija se može razumjeti, analizirati i tumačiti isključivo u 

kontekstu. Analiza diskursne semantike evaluacije pokazuje da se ona 
“poput talasa” širi na cijeli tekst dajući mu određenu “evaluativnu 
prozodiju” (Hunston, 1994: 200). Martin potvrđuje ovu tezu i tvrdi da 
“we will never understand the function of evaluation in a culture if our 
studies are based, however quantitatively, on the analysis of “deco-
textualized” examples” (Martin 2003 177). Stoga se evaluativna moć 
nekog lingvističkog sredstva ne mora obavezno prepoznati u jednom 
isključivo automatizovanom istraživanju korpusa (Stotesbury 331). 
Takođe, jedno takvo istraživanje uzelo bi u obzir razmatranje ne samo 
evaluacije koju daje autor već i one primjere koji su dati pod znakovima 
navoda a koji ne pripadaju autoru. 

Precizan spisak svih jezičkih evaluativnih sredstava nije definisan, 
pa je time kompjutersko istraživanje korpusa znatno otežano, jer je broj 
leksičkih ii gramatičkih sredstava koji mogu biti upotrijebljeni u ovu 
svrhu praktično neograničen. Stoga, u ovom radu analiza počiva 
istovremeno na kvantitativnom istraživanju korusa koje podrazumijeva 
automatsko računanje distribucije pojedinih evaluatora ali i na analizi 
diskursa koja će se bazirati na kvalitativnoj analizi primjera u datom 
korpusu. 

 
Evalucija prema evaluativnim parametrima u policijskim 

izvještajima 
Bendarek je 2006. godine predložila novi teorijski okvir za 

izučavanje evaluacije koji se zasnovan na tzv. evaluativnim parametrima. 
Ovaj model predstavlja svojevrsnu sintezu nekih ranijih pristupa 
(Thompson and Hunston 2000, Biber i Finegan 1988, Conrad i Biber 
2000; Francis 1995; Lemke 1992, 1998). Prema ovom modelu, govornik 
ili pisac može vrednovati propozicije ali i učesnike, situacije, događaje i 
sl., na sljedeće načine: 

- kao razumljive ili nerazumljive (parametar razumljivosti) 

- kao dobre ili loše (parametar emotivnosti) 

- kao očekivane ili neočekivane (parametar očekivanosti) 

- kao važne ili nevažne (parametar značaja) 

- kao (ne)moguće ili (bes)potrebne (parametar 
mogućnosti/potrebe)  

- kao istinite ili lažne (parametar pouzdanosti) 
Takođe, po njenom mišljenju, neophodno je izdvojiti parametar 

stila kojim se evaluira nečiji jezik, zatim parametar psihičkog stanja, 
kojim se evaluira psihičko stanje učesnika, kao i parametar evidentnosti 
kojim se evaluira izvor koji pruža podatake na osnovu kojih se izvode 
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određeni zaključci (Bendarek, 2005: 3-4). Prvih šest parametara se 
smatraju osnovnim (core evaluative parameters), a preostala tri – 
perifernim (peripheral evaluative parmeters). Ovakvu podjelu autorka 
smatra otvorenom za dopune u zavisnosti od registra koji se izučava. 

 
a) Evaluacija razumljivosti 
Evaluacija razumljivosti odnosi se na način na koji autor procjenjuje 

ponašanje, situacije ili radnje o kojima govori kao takve koje ljudsko biće 
ili on sam može ili ne može da razumije. Ona predstavlja širok pojam koji 
obuhvata različite koncepte nejasnoće ili eksplicitnosti. U našem 
korpusu nisu pronađeni tipični predstavnici evaluativnih sredstava koji 
pripadaju ovom parametru, poput pridjeva/priloga ambiguous(ly), 
vague(ly), plain, definite i sl. Međutim, ova evaluacija je ipak prisutna u 
korpusu: 
1) Upon recommencing duty on DATE. I attended at the home address 

of witness NAME in order to clarify with him certain aspects of his 
initial statement. 
Glagol clarify u gornjem primjeru, međutim, nije lako klasifikovati. 

Ono što se evaluira u prethodnom primjeru jesu određeni aspekti nečije 
prvobitne izjave (koji su, dakle, nejasni), ali samim činom pojašnjavanja 
oni postaju jasni. Tako clarify izražava u isto vrijeme značenja jasnog i 
nejasnog, ekvivalentno glagolu explain u sljedećem primjeru: 
2) I explained fully to her the reasons for our wishing to speak to her, 

what her status was and asked her if she would be agreeable to 
having her statement noted at NAME Police Station. 
Glagol explain se u prethodnom primjeru koristi u značenju 

―pojasniti, učiniti razumljivijim (u ovom primjeru pojačan prilogom 
fully), jer dalji kontekst ukazuje na to da je nešto sa čim se treća osoba 
već donekle upoznala trebalo učiniti jasnijim. U našem korpusu je 
mnogo zastupljeniji glagol explain (25 citata), dok se clarify javlja samo 
jedan put. 

Neka evaluativna sredstva koja nose u sebi značenje nerazumljivog 
mogu doprinijeti izražavanju negativne evaluacije u određenom 
kontekstu. Takav je slučaj sa izrazima offer no explanation i raise doubts 
u sljedećim primjerima: 
3) All 3 males could offer no explanation for them running from the 

premises, but confirmed that they had just left there. 
4) 4) It was put to NAME that due to the locus having been visited by 

Police, and with the 'difficulty' in seeing the carpark from outside 
the PLACE that there had been doubts raised with regard to his 
version of events. 
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Evaluativna sredstva prisutna u navedenim primjerima proizvode 

negativnu evaluaciju učesnika ili situacija u kontekstu. Ocjenjujući radnju 
ili situaciju nerazumljivom, policajac iskazuje svoj stav da nema 
racionalnih razloga ili objašnjenja za ponašanje učesnika u određenoj 
situaciji, što čini takvo ponašanje sumnjivijim ili pogrešnim. 

Evaluacija prema parametru razumljivosti može se kombinovati sa 
parametrom pouzdanosti u slučajevima kada autori ocjenjuju aspekte 
događaja o kojem govore kao razumljive, pa time i vrlo pouzdane ili, 
suprotno tome, nerazumljive, pa time i slabo pouzdane. To se u korpusu 
javlja upotrebom sljedećih evaluativnih sredstava: clear (that), obvious, 
clearly, undoubtedly. Prilog clearly, kao i pridjev clear, se u savremenoj 
literaturi često identifikuju sa onim što je istinito i sigurno (Hoye, 1997: 
157). Međutim, za razliku od priloga surely ili certainly, oni ipak 
zadržavaju značenje i onoga što je razumljivo pored toga što je i sigurno, 
te ćemo ih svrstati u kategoriju evaluativnih sredstava prema parametru 
razumljivosti, uzimajući u obzir njihovo prožimanje sa parametrom 
pouzdanosti. Sljedećim primjerima iz korpusa pokazaćemo diskurzivne 
funkcije evaluatora clear i clearly: 
5) I knocked on the door, which was opened by a female (witness 

NAME), who was clearly upset and distressed. 
6) RANK NAME has met with the residents and it is clear that their 

quality of life is being adversely affected by these persons. 
7) When he opened the window I could clearly smell alcohol, and as 

such I asked him to step out of the car and speak to us. 
U navedenim primjerima, evaluatori clear i clearly upotrebljavaju 

se prevashodno sa cijem da ojačaju pouzdanost autorove interpretacije 
psihičkog stanja učesnika (upset, distressed), teškoća u kojima su se oni 
nalazili (there quality of life is being adversely affected) ili snagu 
autorovog uvjerenja u ispravnost vlastitog mišljenja (I could clearly smell 
alcohol). Tako je funkcija ovih evaluatora usredsređena na pojačanje 
uvjerljivositi subjektivnih interpretacija, a ne na iznošenje činjenica, 
odnosno na naglašavanje propozicija na koje se odnose i pojačanje 
njihove pouzdanosti.  

 
b) Evaluacija emotivnosti 
Parametar emotivnosti tiče se evaluacije određenih propozicija kao 

dobrih ili loših, kao i odobravanja ili neodobravanja nečijih postupaka. 
Aspekti koji se evaluiraju na ovaj način mogu biti ljudi, događaji, 
ponašanje, stavovi i radnje (Bendarek 74). 
8) The male appeared to be very agitated and aggressive in his 

behaviour, and I immediately requested via personal radio that 
additional officers join us at the address. Witness NAME became 
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almost hysterical at this time, obviously in fear of what ACCUSED 
was going to do. 

9) The accused NAME was hostile and abusive at that time, despite 
showing the effects of having been sprayed with CS incapacitant 
spray… 
Često se emotivni evaluatori kombinuju sa nekim drugim 

parametrom. U prethodnim primjerima imali smo kombinovanje sa 
parametrom psihičkog stanja (very agitated, genuinely frightened, 
almost hysterical, in fear of, hostile and abusive).  

 
c) Evaluacija očekivanosti 
U okviru parametra očekivanosti, prema pomenutom modelu, 

možemo razlikovati evaluaciju neočekivanog, očekivanog, kontrasta i 
kontrasta/poređenja (Bendarek, 2006: 79). Kada se radi o evaluiranju 
neke propozicije kao neočekivane, treba naglasiti činjenicu da se u 
našem korpusu uopšte ne mogu naći primjeri tipičnih predstavnika 
pridjeva i priloga ovog tipa, kakvi su: amazing(ly), astonishing(ly), 
curious(ly), sensational(ly), striking(ly), stunning ili unexpected(ly). 
Jednostavno, policajci u svom svakodnevnom službenom diskursu ne 
izražavaju svoje emocije na tako direktan i živopisan način.  

Kada je u pitanju evaluiranje nečega kao očekivanog, u korpusu 
nalazimo više primjera nego u prethodnom slučaju. Takvi evaluatori su: 
be expected, little to be wondered, usual, routine, common, i njihovi 
priloški parovi, kao i would u svom značenju iskazivanja uobičajenog 
postupka. Pridjevi kao familiar, ordinary, conventional i mnogi drugi 
predstavnici ove kategorije ne mogu se naći u korpusu, pa možemo 
zaključiti da nijesu sastavni dio policijskog službenog vokabulara. Slijede 
neki od primjera ovakve vrste evaluacije koje smo pronašli u našem 
korpusu: 
10) It is little to be wondered at that Halifax is full of survivors of 

torpedoes and sabotaged ships, and it is a matter which presents no 
difficulty whatever… 

11) It is not uncommon for missing persons or juveniles in Social Work 
care who come into Police hands to remain at a police station for 
several hours awaiting Social Work involvement. 

12) I explained that the first sample would be discarded and the second 
sample would be split into two parts, one part would be retained for 
analysis and the other part would be offered to him to allow himself 
the option of having have the sample analysed. 
U nekim od ovih primjera evaluatori očekivanosti javljaju se ispred 

pojava koje se smatraju negativnim (da se u Halifaksu nalazi mnogo 
povrijeđenih usljed gađanja torpedom i sabotaža na brodovima (10) da 
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pronađene osobe i maloljetnici ostaju satima u policijskoj stanici prije 
nego po njih dođu radnici iz Socijalne službe (11). U slučajevima kada 
would označava radnju koja se ponavlja, kao u primjeru 12, uglavnom se 
radi o objašnjavanju neke standardne policijske procedure. 

Evaluatori kontrasta su najčešće veznici kao although, but, yet, 
despite, however, as opposed to i slični i obično ukazuju na pojam 
neočekivanog u nekoj propoziciji. Njihova uloga je da se na suptilan 
način izrazi implicitna evaluacija situacija i događaja. Najčešće prisutan 
u ovoj funkciji u našem korpusu je veznik but (81 citat): 
13) She stated that she had seen witness NAME in the premises during 

the course of the evening, but had not actually witnessed the assault 
on him. 
Pojam neočekivanog koji izražava veznik but zavisi u najvećoj mjeri 

od naših pretpostavki i iskustva (Quirk i autori 935). U najvećem broju 
primjera u našem korpusu uloga veznika but jeste da kontrastira dvije 
propozicije, od kojih je jedna konvencionalno očekivana. Druga 
propozicija, koju policajac često negativno evaluira, označava kontrast u 
vidu drugačijeg činjeničnog stanja koje se smatra izuzetno neočekivanim 
u određenim okolnostima. Takva negativna evaluacija u našim 
primjerima obično se nalazi na kraju rečenice, pa na taj način dobija na 
težini. Ponekad je evaluacija takva da se aspekti događaja predstavljaju 
kao takvi da su u suprotnosti sa nekom normom, a nekada se 
kontrastiraju propozicije dva autora, pri čemu se prema istinitosti jedne 
od njih može iskazati veća vjerovatnoća. Pored veznika but, u našem 
korpusu se kao signal kontrasta najčešće javlja veznik however (46 
citata), a zatim although (10 citata). 

Evaluacija koja uključuje kontrast i poređenje odnosi se na negaciju 
izraženu putem odrečne morfeme no, priloga not, negativnih afiksa ili 
riječi koje mogu biti različitih vrsta (prilozi: seldom, rarely, only, hardly, 
barely; determinatori: litlle, few; imenice: reluctance, predlozi: without, 
kao i no u kratkim odgovorima. U našem korpusu postoje primjeri za oba 
tipa negacije. Odrična morfema no u funkciji pridjeva javlja se u korpusu 
u 145 citata (no evidence, no difficulty, no reply, no explanation), a oblik 
koji je u korespondenciji sa no negacijom - not any javlja se u 87 citata 
(he did not believe there to be any of his property missing; had not 
consumed any alcohol in the previous 60 minutes; did not appear to be 
any items missing from within the locus). Negacija not može se smatrati 
neutralnijim izborom u odnosu na no + imenica negaciju i može se 
koristiti i za izražavanje neutralne konstatacije kao i za izražavanje 
negativnog stava, dok je za no + imenica negaciju karakteristično ovo 
drugo, dakle neka vrsta kritike i negativne ocjene koju iznosi govornik 
(Biber i autori 169). Pogledajmo primjer iz naših policijskih izvještaja: 
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14) He was informed by myself to desist from his abusive language 

however he paid no heed to the warning and repeatedly shouted. 
U ovom primjeru osjetan je negativan stav pripovjedača prema 

ponašanju osumnjičenog koji „nije hajao” za upozorenja koja mu je ovaj 
više puta upućivao nastavljajući da ga vrijeđa. Međutim, mnogo je češći 
slučaj da se no + imenica negacija koristi emfatički, jer imenice koje su 
na taj način negirane dobijaju na težini. Takvo djelovanje naročito je 
snažno kada se javlja uzastopno i kada bi parafraziranje rečenica 
korišćenjem not any ili any bilo manje ekspresivno (Biber i autori 169). 
U našem korpusu smo pronašli primjere upotrebe no + imenica negacije 
u kontekstu više uzastopnih rečenica: 
15) There are no other lines of enquiry open to Police at this time. If this 

request is rejected then there are no further lines of enquiry open to 
Police, to enable the owner of the phone/caller to be identified. 
No + imenica negacija je istorijski starija i mnogo češća u pisanim 

registrima nego u konverzaciji. Sam prilog not javlja se u 158 citata (not 
life threatening, not possible, not functioning properly, not uncommon). 
Posmatrajući ove statističke podatke primjećujemo približno 
podjednaku distribuciju no + imenica i not negacija u pisanom 
policijskom diskursu. Za razliku od prethodno pomenutih oblika 
negacije, prilozi seldom, rarely, barely, hardly ne mogu se naći ni u 
jednom primjeru u našem korpusu, za razliku od priloga only koji se 
može pronaći u 30 citata, a prilog just (u značenju only) u 22 citata.  
16) There is little or no check upon persons going aboard ships in Halifax 

while loading. NAME and others who are presumed to be officials 
but whom no one questions are permitted to wander at their leisure 
about the ships. 

17) The damage to each vehicle appeared to be minimal, although my 
observations were based only on a brief visual inspection. 

18) Indeed had the officers not been present there is little doubt that the 
fight would have continued… The suspect was just minutes away 
from possibly driving the car home. 
Ovaj tip evaluacije može biti, i vrlo često u našem korpusu jeste, 

negativan. Kao što vidimo u prvom primjeru, policajac ima jasno 
negativan stav prema činjenici da „se rijetko ili nikada ne provjeravaju 
osobe koje se ukrcavaju na brodove u Halifaksu”, kao i da „niko ne 
provjerava službenike kojima je dopušteno da se slobodno kreću po 
brodovima”, što je u oba slučaja u suprotnosti od onoga što bi autor ali 
i čitalac očekivao ili želio da se dešava. U drugom primjeru, evaluator 
only implicitno evaluira i pouzdanost date propozicije jer policajac 
naglašava da su njegova zapažanja zasnovana na kratkom posmatranju, 
te je tako moguće da nijesu sasvim ispravna. Drugi efekti upotrebe ovih 
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evaluatora mogu biti dramatizacija pojačana kontekstom, kao u 
posljednjem primjeru (had the officers not be present there is little doubt 
that the fight would have continued) ili dalje u tekstu (the suspect was 
just minutes away). 

 
d) Evaluacija značaja 
Najmanje evaluacije u našem korpusu postoji kada je u pitanju 

parametar značaja. Ovdje smo naišli na primjere upotrebe pridjeva 
significant (we can make significant improvements), important (It is 
important to point out); relevant (relevant details), life-threatening, 
emergency (emergency situation), imenice priority (a matter of priority; 
any calls received should be dealt with on a 'higher priority' basis), zatim 
pridjeva substantial (in possession of a substantial amount of heroin), 
minor (a minor inconvenience), major (major disruption; major firearms 
incident), ali su ovakvi primjeri rijetki. U sljedećem primjeru imamo, s 
druge strane, kombinovanje emotivnosti i značaja: 
19) The MPS takes all allegations of sexual assault extremely seriously 

and has a duty to investigate them as thoroughly as possible. 
U ovom primjeru možemo vidjeti upotrebu najčešće prisutnog 

evaluatora značaja u našem korpusu: serious(ly) (15 citata). Ovim 
evaluatorom postiže se i određena dramatizacija događaja i stanja o 
kojima se govori. Većina evaluacija značaja u našem korpusu ograničava 
se na kvalifikaciju nekih ,,negativnih” situacija (wounds, injuries, 
damage). 

 
e) Evaluacija mogućnosti ili potrebe 
Parameter mogućnosti (odnosno potrebe) pruža evaluaciju o tome 

šta je moguće ili nemoguće, odnosno potrebno ili nepotrebno. Različiti 
modalni glagoli mogu izraziti manji ili veći stupanj pomenute evaluacije. 
Ona može iskazati pozitivne ili negativne procjene, naglasiti neke 
aspekte određene situacije, prebaciti krivicu na nekoga ili nešto ili izraziti 
autorovo sažaljenje, odnosno osuđivanje (Bendarek 109): 
20) I was further aware that the male in question could not provide any 

details at this time due to his state of intoxication and obvious 
discomfort at speaking. 

21) The solicitor told him to be quiet or he would end up in bother, and 
was trying to get him out of the court room. 

22) A possible solution to this regular "misuse" of police resources 
would be a policy, if one exists already it is not readily used, for 
Social Services to have a call out system for staff and or drivers who 
could be utilised at reasonable notice to deal with the transportation 
issue. 
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Osnovno evaluativno oruđe u ovom slučaju čine modalni glagoli ali 

i sam kontekst. U primjeru 20 imamo negativnu evaluaciju ponašanja 
učesnika koji je bio u ozbiljno alkoholisanom stanju tako da nije mogao 
dati izjavu. U primjeru 21 naglašavaju se moguće negativne posljedice 
neprihvatljivog ponašanja učesnika (he would end up in bother). U 
primjeru 22 govori se o potrebi rješavanja određenog problema koji 
otežava policijski posao (regular misuse of police resources). 

 
f) Evaluacija pouzdanosti 
Parameter pouzdanosti rangira evaluaciju propozicija na 

slabo/srednje/visoko pouzdane i entiteta na istinite i lažne. Kada je u 
pitanju evaluacija propozicija u našem korpusu, radi se o evaluaciji 
pouzdanosti onoga što su izgovorili učesnici u događaju. Evo nekoliko 
primjera: 
23) It was put to NAME that due to the locus having been visited by 

Police, and with the 'difficulty' in seeing the carpark from outside 
the PLACE that there had been doubts raised with regard to his 
version of events. 

24) We have already established that my memory has been unaffected 
by the years of trauma police service inflicts therefore I suggest that 
this is a figment of Mrs NAME imagination designed to add some 
sort of believability to her malicious allegation. 
Ovakvi primjeri ukazuju na negativnu evaluaciju i kritički stav autora 

prema vjerodostojnosti izjava koje su dali drugi učesnici, naročito u 
drugom primjeru, gdje policajac vrlo otvoreno i sarkastično ispoljava 
svoj stav da riječima gospođe koja ga je optužila za nedolično ponašanje 
prilikom ispitivanja ne treba vjerovati. 

Podtip evaluacije pouzdanosti predstavljaju oni slučajevi u kojima 
autor predviđa buduće negativne i neprijatne posljedice neke situacije 
ili radnje, koji mogu ali i ne moraju biti negativni i po same učesnike: 
25) Inflammatory behaviour like burning flags is likely only to bring 

discredit upon people who wish peacefully to make a point. 
26) It was pointed out that the process could be lengthy, however Mrs 

NAME, after consultation with her solicitor, agreed to my request. 
27) You do not have to say anything but it may harm your defence if you 

do not mention when questioned something which you later rely on 
in court. Anything you do say may be used as evidence. 
Kao što vidimo iz navedenih primjera, nije samo evaluator taj koji 

doprinosi stvaranju evaluacije pouzdanosti, već je u velikoj mjeri za to 
zadužen širi kontekst. U prvom primjeru (25), autorova formulacija 
ponašanja protestanata kao huškačkog (inflammatory behavior) kreira 
negativnu evaluaciju. U primjerima 26 i 27 ukazuje se na činjenicu da je 
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određeni učesnik bio upozoren na moguću neprijatnost neke procedure 
ili, prilikom hapšenja, na posljedice koje mogu da prate njegovu odluku 
da prilikom ispitivanja kaže ili izostavi da kaže ono što će biti od značaja 
kasnije na sudu. 

 
g) Evaluacija evidentnosti 
Na početku smo naglasili da, pored glavnih parametara, prema 

podjeli koju je napravila Bendarek, postoje i tzv. sporedni u koje ona 
ubraja parametre evidentnosti, psihičkog stanja i stila. Za sporedne 
parametre karakteristično je njihovo prožimanje sa evaluacijama nekog 
drugog tipa. Takav je slučaj i sa prvim od pomenutih sporednih 
parametara – parametrom evidentnosti. Slučajevi u kojima se ovakva 
evaluacija samostalno javlja jesu oni koji su dati pod znacima navoda ili 
primjeri jezika koji odstupa od određenog žanra, kao u sljedećem 
primjeru iz korpusa u kojem su prisutni nabrojani signali evaluacije po 
ovom parametru, uz dodatak velikih slova koja označavaju riječi trećeg 
lica u policiskim izvještajima: 
28) This male (ACCUSED) immediately started to shout and swear at 

Police witness NAME and I "GET THE FUCK OUT OF MY HOUSE!" 
"FUCK OFF, [EXPLETIVE]!" 
Direktan govor daje dodatnu autentičnost predstavljenim 

informacijama i omogućava uvid u izbor jezičkih sredstava govornika. 
Može se koristiti u cilju dramatizacije ili isticanja važnih elemenata u 
pripovjedanju (Fairclough 125-139). Stoga je navođenje tuđeg govora od 
velike važnosti u policijskim izvještajima i predstavlja rado korišćenu 
policijsku strategiju jer pruža realističniji prikaz situacije o kojoj je riječ, 
a prikazani događaji dobijaju dodatno uporište u pogledu svoje 
vjerodostojnosti. Policajac koji piše izvještaj najčešće ne evaluira riječi 
trećeg lica, dakle ne izražava sopstveni stav prema njegovoj tvrdnji, ali 
ih navodi upravo zbog toga što ih implicitno smatra važnim. S druge 
strane, u korpusu nalazimo primjere evaluacije ranijih tvrdnji trećeg lica 
kao takvih da im se može ili ne može vjerovati, odnosno da se mogu 
prihvatiti kao istinite ili odbaciti kao neistinite: 
29) Enquiries with the relevant agencies and interrogation of available 

databases have proved negative ACCUSED is the holder of a full 
driving licence number XXX. 

30) Officers are satisfied that there is no evidence to link the Hamiltons 
to this case and they have been released from their bail conditions. 
U navedenim primjerima postojanje ili nepostojanje dokaza 

ukazuje na stepen autorove uvjerenosti u validnost određene 
propozicije. U prvom primjeru imamo sintagmu proved negative,  koja 
pokazuje da je nečija tvrdnja provjerena u dovoljnoj mjeri da se zaključak 
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koji je nakon toga izveden može sasvim pouzdano smatrati istinitim. U 
drugom primjeru javlja se sintagma no evidence koja ukazuje na 
nepostojanje dokaza za raniju pretpostavku o nečijoj krivici.  

Među evaluatorima evidentnosti nalaze se i glagoli show, reveal, 
look, demonstrate čijom se primjenom autor oslanja na perceptivni tip 
dokaza, te tako modifikuje svoju tvrdnju i osigurava njenu uvjerljivost.  
31) At 03:56 hours following the CT scan Hospital doctors confirmed that 

the scan had revealed nothing life threatening. 
32) A check of Police databases was carried out, which showed that a 

complaint had been made by witness NAME to Police witness NAME 
on DATE at POLICE STATION regarding this, and that NAME (now 
ACCUSED) was shown as a named suspect. 

33) She looked as if she might be heading for the main entrance to the 
school. 
U primjeru 31 nalazimo modifikovanu evaluaciju treće osobe koja 

eliminiše moguću subjektivnost autorovog ranijeg uvjerenja. U primjeru 
32 autor se poziva na kompjuterske baze podataka i njihovu tačnost kao 
pokazatelja validnosti i objektivnosti svoje procjene. U primjeru 33 
imamo nešto više tentativan stav autora prema svojoj tvrdnji i 
spekulisanje dato u kontekstu. U određenom boju primjera iz korpusa 
evaluira se psihičko stanje ljudi o kojima se govori (voice their 
disapproval, show signs of being in shock, show empathy, appeared to 
become more lucid, appeared to be genuinely frightened, appeared to 
be under the influence of alcohol, it appeared to enrage the ACCUSED, 
appeared calm and unnerved, appeared to hesitate, seemed to have a 
mental block). Pošto je psihičko stanje osobe nešto što može biti u 
potpunosti poznato samo onoj osobi koje se ono neposredno tiče, 
neophodno je, na neki način, pružiti uvjerljivost takvoj tvrdnji 
pripovjedača. To se čini tako što se takva stanja posmatraju kao vidljive 
pojave, odnosno napominjanjem da je za takvu procjenu postojao vidljiv 
dokaz. Upotreba glagola seem ili appear u značajnoj mjeri ublažava 
modifikovanu propoziciju, u odnosu na upotrebu jačih glagola look, 
demonstrate ili show. 

 
h) Evaluacija psihičkog stanja 
Evaluacija psihičkog stanja razlikuje, prevashodno, evaluacije 

pozitivnih i negativnih emocija, tj. emotivnih iskustava koja se smatraju 
prijatnim odnosno neprijatnim. Tako u negativne emocije možemo 
svrstati bijes, strah, tugu ili mržnju, a u pozitivne sreću ili radost. Evo 
nekoliko primjera iz korpusa, uz napomenu da smo neke od ilustrativnih 
primjera ovog parametra pomenuli u kontekstu njegovog kombinovanja 
sa nekim drugim: 
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34) The male was very agitated throughout speaking to Police, and he 

was very anxious for the officers not to enter the livingroom. 
35) Again the complainer was upset and distressed at the nature of the 

call. 
U našem korpusu više je nego upadljivo namjerno izbjegavanje 

evaluiranja psihičkog stanja treće osobe ali i samog autora u pogledu 
izražavanja emocija bilo koje vrste. Vokabular je u ovom pogledu vrlo 
ograničen i štur, sa samo nekoliko dominantnih pridjeva koji se uglavno 
odnose na negativnu emociju – strah (i to uvijek kod treće osobe a ne 
kod samog autora), a koji se i sami rijetko nalaze, pa tako imamo pridjeve 
poput frightened, distressed, upset, agitated, concerned i alarmed. Za 
izražavanje emocija kakve su bijes, ljutnja ili tuga, u našem korpusu ne 
nalazimo nijedan primjer prisustva tipičnih evaluatora. Iskazivanja 
pozitivnih emocija nije prisutno u izvještajima, kada su u pitanju 
osjećanja drugih učesnika ali i samog autora. Osnovna funkcija 
evaluatora ovog tipa jeste izazivanje određene željene emotivne reakcije 
kod čitaoca/slušaoca, odnosno njegove pozitivne ili negativne 
evaluacije, što se, sudeći po njihovom odsustvu iz našeg korpusa, u 
policijskom pisanom jeziku ne čini upotrebom specifičnih evaluatora. 
Umjesto toga, evaluacija se može dati kontekstom i zavisi od čitaočeve 
pozicije: 
36) ACCUSED NAME at this shouted "FUCK YOU'S!" and made to run off 

from the Police witnesses. He was taken hold of to the left arm by 
Police witness NAME in order to prevent him from making off, which 
appeared to enrage the ACCUSED as he started to violently struggle 
by throwing his arms about whilst shouting and swearing 
"[EXPLETIVE] LET ME GO!" 
Iz ovog primjera jasno je da je psihičko stanje osumnjičenog u 

trenutku hapšenja bilo takvo da su policajci sa velikom mukom uspjeli 
da savladaju njegov bijes, žestok i nasilnički otpor koji je pri tome pružao. 
Na ovaj način, policajac pruža uvjerljivu sliku stanja i ponašanja 
optuženog, a njihovim detaljnim opisom ostvaruje građenje evaluacije 
koja postiže isti cilj kakav bi se postigao upotrebom eksplicitnih jezičkih 
sredstava. 

U okviru ovog parametra razmatrani su i evaluatori koji ukazuju na 
voljnost ili nevoljnost vršenja neke radnje. U našem korpusu nailazimo 
na mnogo više primjera za iskazivanje nevoljnosti, odnosno takvih 
situacija u kojima je učesnik bio pod pritiskom da učini nešto protiv svoje 
volje. Sljedeći primjer ukazuje na situaciju u kojoj policajac nije bio voljan 
da nešto učini ali je na to bio primoran, jer nije imao drugog izbora: 
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37) However due to the device not functioning properly we were forced 

to adopt a second procedure, which took the form of a blood 
sample. 
Upotrebom evaluatora be forced to pripovjedač – policajac, između 

ostalog, budi kod čitaoca izvjesnu simpatiju zbog toga što je bio 
primoran da sprovede komplikovaniju proceduru za utvrđivanje 
prisustva alkohola u krvi osumnjičnog.  

Sjedeću grupu evaluatora iz ove kategorije čine oni koji se tiču 
odbijanja da se izvrši neka nevoljna radnja. Ovdje možemo razlikovati 
one slučajeve u kojima se odbija da se nešto kaže (jezičko ponašanje), 
one u kojima se odbija ispunjavanje neke mentalne radnje (mentalno 
ponašanje) i, konačno, odbijanje da se nešto učini (opšte ponašanje) 
(Bendarek 176). Ilustovaćemo njihovu primjenu sljedećim primjerima iz 
korpusa: 
38) No reason for the fall out between the accused has been made 

known to Police, both claim to have been attacked for no reason by 
the other accused but refused to give statements to that effect. 

39) Accused refused to comply with this request, and continued to move 
towards RANK NUMBER NAME continuing to shout and swear. 

40) The officers attempted to speak to accused and to calm him down, 
however he refused to listen to them and started shouting and 
swearing at the other persons in the vicinity, threatening them with 
violence. 

41) NAME declined to sign the consent form but consented orally to 
having them taken. 
Ovakve evaluacije u sebi nose potencijal za kreiranje negativnih 

evaluacija kod čitaoca, bilo da se radi o jezičkom (38), mentalnom (39) 
ili opštem ponašanju (40, 41). U prvom primjeru jasno je da se učesnici 
nijesu izjasnili o tome šta bi mogao biti razlog svađe koja je dovela do 
tuče (no reason has been made known to Police). Kada uporedimo efekat 
koji daje glagol refuse u odnosu na glagol decline (41), primjećujemo da 
refuse ima nešto jači uticaj na stvaranje negativne evaluacije, mada je, 
naravno, kontekst taj koji će imati presudnu ulogu. Glagoli refuse i 
decline mogu da izazovu i pozitivnu evaluaciju u zavisnosti od onoga što 
se odbija da bude učinjeno (a to može da zavisi i od čitaočeve pozicije), 
ali u našem korpusu nijesmo našli primjere u kojima učesnik odbija da 
učini nešto što se smatra društveno prihvatljivim ili poželjnim. 

 
i) Evaluacija stila 
Evaluacija prema parametru stila javlja se uglavnom u kombinaciji 

sa drugim parametrima, pa smo imali priliku da se susretnemo sa njom 
u nekim od prethodnih primjera. Takva evaluacija često se kombinuje sa 
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parametrom evidentnosti, tako da u našem korpusu susrećemo najčešće 
riječi trećeg lica date pod znakovima navoda ili wh-konstrukcije (pr. what 
X call(s) Y): 
42) I asked her where the knife was that she used to stab Mr. NAME and 

she stated that she was ‘unsure’ as during the assault she lost 
control of it. 

43) I have been contacted by people reporting what they believe is a 
'deception', as they have paid money and either not received their 
order or not received a refund they requested. 

44) She stated at this time that she felt she was not being taken seriously 
by the Police with regard to her allegation, and that in her own 
words she was ‘fucked up’. 
Ovakvi načini evaluacije u korpusu mogu da variraju po značenju: 

od onoga što naratoru iz nekog razloga nije blisko i čime on eksplicitno 
prenosi odgovornost za takvu tvrdnju na neko treće lice, preko 
izražavanja skepticizma ili sarkazma, do neodobravanja. Prema Stabsu 
(13), ovakvi evaluatori pokazuju da je značenje modifikovanog dijela na 
neki način problematično. U poslednjem primjeru imamo i povremeno 
odstupanje od opšteg policijskog registra u vidu ubacivanja u tekst 
izvještaja psovki ili vulgarnih izraza koje su izgovorili osumnjičeni u 
procesu hapšenja, tj. onoga što Bendarek naziva genre-deviant 
language. Takav je jezik uvijek dat pod znakovima navoda, a ukoliko se 
radi o detaljnom i doslovnom prenošenju pitanja i odgovora u toku 
saslušavanja svjedoka ili osumnjičenog, onda se njihovi odgovori pišu 
velikim slovima. 

 
Zaključak  
U ovom poglavlju pokušali smo analizirati načine i sredstva kojima 

se u policijskim pisanim izvještajima vrši evaluacija propozicija, učesnika, 
događaja i situacija. Na osnovu analize prema parametrima koju 
predlaže Bendarek, mogli smo zaključiti da su policajci vrlo oprezni u 
pogledu iskazivanja vlastitih doživljaja pojedinih situacija i u pogledu 
interpretacije stvari, događaja ili tvrdnji. Oni vrlo brižljivo izbjegavaju 
spekulisanje i izricanje definitivnih sudova bez čvrstog dokaznog 
materijala. U svojim konstatacijama oslanjaju se često na perceptivni tip 
dokaza (I could clearly see, hear, smell, observe), smatrajući takve čulne 
doživljaje najvažnijim. U svojim direktnim ili indirektnim evaluacijama 
skloniji su negativnim nego pozitivnim sudovima, osuđivanju i 
negodovanju češće nego afirmisanju nečijeg ponašanja i djelovanja. 
Često takva evaluacija prožima kontekst i nije data eksplicitno, kao što 
bi to bio slučaj sa nekim drugim pisanim registrima. 
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Ferklaf tvrdi da tokom opštenja, govornik odnosno pisac ulazi u 

neku vrstu pregovora sa idealnim slušaocem/čitaocem (Fairclough 49). 
Policajac teži da prikaže sebe i svoje postupke u najboljem svjetlu, kao 
moralno savršeno ispravne i jedine moguće u datoj situaciji. Sve to on 
čini različitim stilskim i retoričkim oruđem koje mu stoji na raspolaganju, 
trudeći se da istovremeno ne naruši dominantni kalup formalnosti i 
implicitnu objektivnost jednog takvog dokumenta kakav je policijski 
izvještaj. 
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EVALUATION IN POLICE WRITTEN REPORTS IN ENGLISH 
 

This paper deals with the use of evaluative devices in police written reports.  A 
police officer, as a representative of an institution, bears in mind the main goal 
of a report, i.e. presenting and explaining facts to the legal audience and 
convincing them of the propriety of the decisions s/he made in execution of his 
duties. As far as his actions and decisions are concerned, s/he expects as low 
input of contradictory opinions as possible. Police reports ought to be strictly 
informative. This fact defines their language in terms of impersonality and 
objective reference to sources of information. In this respect, direct 
assessments of facts and authorial voice are highly suppressed in the texts, 
although the reports inevitably reflect personal involvement. Objectivity and 
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distancing are expected and presumed by both the author and the audience. 
However, this stereotype often confronts with indirect or covert means by 
which the author positions himself/herself with regard to the information given 
in the reports. 

The phenomenon of speaker opinion is understood in linguistics as 
evaluation, appraisal or stance. When police official reports are concerned, 
readers expect maximum objectivity and distancing on the part of the author, 
regardless of the degree of his personal involvement in the event itself.  I shall 
try to shed some light on the lexical and grammatical choices for evaluating 
different aspects of events and witness’ statements made by police officers as 
active participants in the events themselves. 

The corpus-based approach is adopted in this paper to examine the effect 
of the specific register on the choice of evaluative forms and types. Police 
written reports were chosen first because of my keen interest in police written 
mode of communication. The corpus consists of 75 police reports in English 
written by the British police officers between 2001 and 2008. All the reports are 
fully anonymized in order to maintain confidentiality, so that the names of the 
participants, places and other confidential data are hidden, usually by using 
capitalized words such as NAME, ACCUSED, TOWN etc. The texts are in all other 
respects genuine and unedited. 

The police reports examined in this paper follow a fixed format. They are 
all narratives which contain basic information about the particular police officer 
who made the report and the events occurred during his/her shift when a 
certain offense was committed. The total number of words in the corpus is 
49,389. The reports vary in length, but a typical report between 450 and 640 
words. 

I explore the evaluative dimensions in police reports drawing primarily on 
the framework of evaluative parameters developed by Bendrek, 2006. She 
recognizes nine evaluative parameters, six of which she considers to be 'core' 
and the remaining three are peripheral. The core evaluative parameters are 
comprehensibility, emotivity, expectedness, importance, possibility/necessity 
and reliability. The peripheral parameters are style, mental state and 
evidentiality. 

Comprehensibility refers to the extent to which writers evaluate entities, 
situations or propositions as 'being within or beyond the grasp of human 
understanding', It encompasses various degrees of vagueness and explicitness 
presuming that what is vague is less easily comprehensible and what is explicit 
is more easily comprehensible (Bendarek 45). Our corpus provides examples of 
evaluation of situations or behaviour as being incomprehensible rather than 
the opposite (e.g. offer no explanation) emphasizing the lack of rational 
explanations of propositions or behaviour. Comprehensibility is mostly 
reflected in frequent use of the adjective clear and adverb clearly (it is clear that 
their quality of life is being adversely affected; he was clearly upset; I could 
clearly smell alcohol), combining this parameter with the parameter of 
reliability aimed at reinforcing the credibility of subjective observations. 
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The parameter of emotivity involves evaluating entities as being good or 

bad, as well as demonstrating writer's approval or disapproval of behaviour, 
situations etc. This type of evaluation is not easily verifiable or recognizable and 
its analysis is often highly subjective and crucially dependent on the context 
regarding decision about what is considered to be good or bed in specific 
circumstances (Bendarek 46-47). The examples of such evaluation in police 
reports are sometimes combined with the parameter of mental state (the male 
appeared to be very agitated and aggressive in his behaviour/ became almost 
hysterical at this time/ was hostile and abusive at that time) or with the 
parameter of importance (takes all allegations of sexual assault extremely 
seriously). 

As far as the parameter of expectedness is concerned, I have found 
evaluating different aspects of events, behavior, propositions etc. to be more 
or less (un)expected and included two additional values of expectedness, 
namely, contrast and contrast/comparison. I have observed that there are no 
typical representatives of evaluative devices of unexpectedness in my corpus, 
such as adjectives/adverbs amazing(ly), astonishing(ly), curious(ly), 
sensational(ly), spectacular(ly), striking(ly) or stunning(ly). These linguistic 
devices belong to less formal registers. Instead, I have found that evaluation of 
expectedness is given by less colourful devices such as phrases it is (not 
un)common, it is little to be wondered at, adjectives usual, routine and their 
adverbial pairs or the modal would for explaining what witnesses or suspects 
can expect in regular police/legal procedures.  

However, contrast evaluators such as but, although, however are 
extremely common in these reports. Their purpose is to express implicit 
evaluations by contrasting two propositions, one of which is conventionally 
expected. They tend to create negative evaluations by putting the unexpected 
information at the end of a sentence, giving it 'end-weight'. But/however 
evaluators introduce facts that are contrary to a norm or, in some cases, 
present some kind of undesirable/unacceptable behaviour which was 
unexpected in certain circumstances. Evaluation involving contrast and 
comparison refers to a negation given by the morpheme no, the adverb not, 
negative affixes, adverbs such as seldom, rarely, only, hardly, barely; 
determinants: little, few; nouns, e.g. reluctance, prepositions, e.g. without etc. 
Negative morpheme no functioning as an adjective appears in the corpus in 145 
citations (no evidence, no reply, no explanation), while the phrase not any 
appears in 87 citations (did not believe there to be any of his property missing; 
had not consumed any alcohol in the previous 60 minutes; did not appear to be 
any items missing from within the locus). It can be argued that negation not any 
is used for emphatic purposes so as to reinforce the assumption that the police 
officer did his job correctly. The no + noun negation often expresses a negative 
attitude in the police reports, i.e. criticism and negative assessment given by 
the author (Biber et al. 169). This type of evaluation often indicates that things 
are contrary to what the author and the reader would expect them to be. 

The use of standard evaluation devices of importance is almost non-
existing in the corpus, apart from the rare instances of using adjectives such as 
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significant, (we can make significant improvements), important (It is important 
to point out), relevant (relevant details), emergency (emergency situation), 
substantial (in possession of a substantial amount of heroin), minor (a minor 
inconvenience), major (major disruption; major firearms incident) or the noun 
priority (a matter of priority). However, this type of evaluation is often 
combined with some other type or given implicitly by the context. 

Evaluation of possibility (or necessity) provides the narrator's evaluation 
of what is possible or impossible or necessary or unnecessary. In this case, 
usually by using different modal verbs, an author can give positive or negative 
assessment (the male in question could not provide any details at this time due 
to his state of intoxication and obvious discomfort at speaking), trigger 
emphasis, shift responsibility (the solicitor told him to be quiet or he would end 
up in bother), or express sympathy or criticism (Bendarek 109). 

Evaluation of reliability is used both to refer to evaluations of propositions 
(low/medium/high), and evaluations of entities (genuine/fake). The police 
reports provide examples of evaluations of statements made by other 
participants (there had been doubts raised with regard to his version of events; 
this is a figment of Mrs NAME imagination). Such evaluations are usually 
negative with respect to the reliability of a person who made a statement.  An 
important sub-class of this type refers to predictions of future states of affairs 
that might be unpleasant for the people involved (is likely only to bring discredit 
upon people; the process could be lengthy; it may harm your defence). Again, 
the context is crucial for both positive and negative interpretation. 

Evaluation of evidentiality often occurs with other evaluative parameters. 
Bendarek (125) states that occurrences of pure evidentials are mainly restricted 
to signals that indicate that (part of) a proposition is attributed, i.e. square 
brackets, tense shift, genre-deviant language (swearing) and, most importantly, 
quotation marks, as in this example from my corpus (which includes another 
signal – capital letters): This male (ACCUSED) immediately started to shout and 
swear at Police witness NAME and I "GET THE FUCK OUT OF MY HOUSE!" "FUCK 
OFF, [EXPLETIVE]!" Direct speech ensures authenticity of information. It is often 
used in police reports for highlighting important elements so that the events 
presented gain additional support in terms of their credibility. The verbs show, 
reveal, look etc. as evaluators of evidentiality are commonly used to rely on the 
perceptual type of evidence for modifying the author's proposition. Police 
officers use them to evaluate mental state of participants (showed signs of 
being in shock, appeared to become more lucid, appeared to be under the 
influence of alcohol, it appeared to enrage the ACCUSED, appeared to hesitate, 
seemed to have a mental block). Since a person's mental state is something that 
can be fully recognizable only to the person concerned, it is necessary to 
provide credibility to such evaluation. This is done by viewing such conditions 
as visible phenomena, i.e. by noting that there was visible evidence for such an 
assessment. 

Evaluation of mental state involves positive and negative emotions or 
emotional experiences regarded as pleasant/unpleasant. The most dominant 
mental state evaluated in our corpus is fear felt by a third party. Consequently, 
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adjectives such as frightened, distressed, upset, agitated, concerned and 
alarmed are found in the corpus. However, emotions such as anger, resentment 
or sorrow are not evaluated by using any particular evaluative device. Instead, 
the evaluation is abundantly provided by the context.  

A sub-type of this kind of evaluation refers to (non)volition. I have 
identified two types of such behavior: (1) instances where participants do 
something against their will (2) instances where participants are unwilling to do 
something (and consequently do not do it). The latter differentiates between 
unwillingness to say something (language behavior – e.g. both claim to have 
been attacked for no reason by the other accused but refused to give statements 
to that effect), unwillingness to perform some kind of mental action (mental 
behavior – e.g. accused refused to comply with this request) and unwillingness 
to do something in general (general behavior – e.g. he declined to sign). Such 
evaluations are generally negative in police reports. 

Evaluation of style occurs mainly in combination with other evaluative 
parameters. They are commonly intertwined with evidentiality, given in third 
person’s words under quotation marks or wh-structures (e.g. what X calls Y) as 
in:  she stated that she was ‘unsure’; people are reporting what they believe is 
a 'deception'; that in her own words she was ‘fucked up’). Such evaluation varies 
in meaning, describing something which is for some reason unfamiliar to the 
author or the author wishes to shift the responsibility for some statement to a 
third party, sometimes expressing sarcasm or disapproval. 

This short analysis has found that police officers are very careful when it 
comes to expressing their own interpretation of events, other people’s 
behavior or propositions. They avoid speculating, making subjective judgments 
without the support of solid evidence. Police officers often rely on perceptual 
type of evidence for their claims (I could clearly see, hear, smell, observe) and 
consider such sensory experience more substantial. Also, they are prone to 
making negative rather than positive evaluations, criticizing rather than 
affirming other people’s behavior and actions. Such evaluation is rarely given 
explicitly, but frequently permeates the context. 
 
Keywords: police reports, evaluation, evaluative parameters  
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Abstract: The paper strives to introduce terminology tools in creating a German-

Slovak terminology database of the relevant specialized terms used in hunting in 

the context of the diversity of available resources and verification tools such as 

the German and Slovak national corpora. The focus will be on corpora as 

verification tools and their role in creating a terminology database. In addition, 

we will consider the principle of the diversity of existing sources. The theoretical 

basis is grounded in corpus linguistics, technical language, terminology work, 

and semantics.  The authors of the study being presented have explored corpora 

as a relevant tool in terms of quantity and quality. The German and Slovak 

national corpus serves as an indicator of rare terms – with a low occurrence 

presupposing a higher professional level of specialized lexemes. The approach 

of common or zero occurrence in national corpora needs to be implemented into 

terminology work and creating terminology databases. Thus, the authors of the 

study use, compare, and analyze the German federal corpus – DWDS (Digitales 

Wörterbuch der Deutschen Sprache) and the Slovak national corpus (SNK). In 

the process of terminological search in the canons, they have applied 

homogenous search criteria. As a result of the analysis underpinned with 

concrete examples from the hunting field, they demonstrate a procedure for 

creating a terminological database of a specialized domain. Overall, they attempt 

to deliver an innovative approach combining the latest knowledge in linguistics 

and terminology work. 
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Introduction 
In the following pages, we aim to introduce a terminology project that 
attempts to bring together concepts, methods, and procedures for 
elaborating a specialized terminology of hunting in a combination of two 
languages – German and Slovak. Also, the objective of the presented 
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terminology project is to demonstrate the efficient use of corpora tools 
that we can apply in the terminological project based on the German 
and Slovak corpora. Furthermore, the project tries to question efficient 
approaches in terminology work while using standard and disruptive 
language technologies. 

The terminology of hunting opens a few questions of how to 
explore, define and unify the concepts and designations in language 
variants and the dynamic professional environment of hunters. 
Moreover, bilingual-, or multilingual terminology faces various problems 
on conceptual and language levels due to differences in technical and 
communicational paradigms. In the case of our terminology project, 
aimed at creating a bilingual terminology database in German and 
Slovak, the problem was to determine which terms should be included 
on conceptual and language levels due to differences in technical and 
communicational paradigms. Our terminology project also focuses on 
the problem of how to determine which terms should be included in a 
termbase and which could be left as standard lexemes in a legal 
dictionary. Also, several historical, cultural, and linguistic distinctions in 
both languages, German and language of hunting, and geographical 
nuances in the language of hunting, have been a real issue in elaborating 
the terminology database. 

German as a pluricentric language offering multiple linguistic and 
terminology variations, which is a challenging task for a terminologist, 
who must consider the purpose of the termbase being worked on: Does 
it have to include all terms from the area of Austria or multidialectal 
geographic regions in Germany or Switzerland? There are two options 
of how to proceed and work with the data: 

- Extracting and combining the terminology from existing 
databases, 

- Ad hoc creating terminology by researching the available 
lexicographic works. 

Since there is a lack of specialized multilingual terminology 
databases available for hunting, we have decided to start creating an ad 
hoc database, based not on geographical occurrence, but on their 
prevalence in accessible corpora sources we work with. Knowing that 
the terminology of hunting includes a unique vocabulary used by a small 
group of speakers, we will build up terminological entries of words 
based on the hypothesis that the web corpora offer a low to zero 
frequency occurrence of specialized terms. The results should clarify 
whether the national canons might be applied as a secondary tool for 
terminology work. 
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1.  The importance and relevance of designing/studying 
specialized terminological datasets 

Terminological databases are (or certainly should be) a relevant, 
reliable source of information and a valuable tool in the work of a 
translator. Their reliability is based on the standard structure of the 
terminology database, and the information included: the expression in 
the source language; definition from a specialized source; bibliographic 
details on the technical source; the context from the natural head in 
which we can find the word; bibliographic information about the source. 

There are diverse terminology databases publicly available in 
several languages, and narrowly specialized terminology databases 
focused on a specific language pair are seldom developed at such a level 
that they can serve translators as an additional tool in their work. The 
lack of specialized databases in the field of hunting in the 
German/Slovak language pair is the main incentive to start a 
terminology project, which would fill the gap in the domain of a hunting-
based repository as a reference tool for translators and experts. There 
are several reasons why a terminology database for hunting does not 
exist. In the case of the language of hunting, it is a narrowly specialized 
area, which we do not necessarily see as commercially attractive, unlike 
other domains such as marketing, banking, as well as sports or 
information technology. Hunting terminology is a specific area tied to a 
country or a region, making adjusting the target equivalents difficult. 
Moreover, as a language of limited diffusion, Slovak does not have so 
many users as, e.g., German. 

The field of translating specialized texts is known for its lack of 
narrowly specialized bilingual or multilingual terminological databases. 
Regarding the benefits that these databases offer (see chapter 5 - 
Research material), the main ambition of the project is to create a 
bilingual German-Slovak terminological database of terms in the field of 
hunting. One of the critical steps is to select the relevant words to be 
included in such a database. The study´s primary goal is to present a 
strategy for choosing technical terms forming a terminological database 
for hunting language. As far as the authors know, the issue of choosing 
words for such a terminological database has not been given much 
attention in the relevant resources. The principal, innovative feature of 
the presented procedure is corpus resources while using specific 
corpora to illustrate our system - the German DWDS corpus and the 
Slovak national corpus. 
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2. Specifics of the language of hunting 

The specialized language on which the study focuses is the 
technical language of hunting. Therefore, before we clarify the 
theoretical background and principles of terminological work relevant 
to the presented topic, we need to outline the specifics of the hunting 
language. When looking at the language of hunting as a specialized 
language, it is possible to apply the generally valid principles of the 
division of technical languages - horizontal and vertical division (cf. 
Hoffmann 1985, 58 ff.). 

The field of hunting is divided into several sub-areas - e.g.hunting 
biology, hunting cynology, game care, game diseases, hunting shooting, 
legislation.  Therefore, it is possible to see internal horizontal division 
within the hunting domain. Such a diversification, to some extent, 
conditions the occurrence of internal polysemia as a phenomenon 
where one expression can acquire different meanings related to specific 
sub-areas of one field (hunting). In hunting shooting, the importance of 
securing a weapon is to set the safety. The word setzen - about the 
particular game species, meaning to hatch or give birth to the young, 
kindle - about the hare, rabbit; to fawn (to calve) – about deer. In the 
field of hunting cynology, to put a dog on the scent (to lay a dog on the 
trail). The German word Blatt, which in the field of hunting shooting, is 
associated with the meaning of knife blade. In the area of hunting 
biology, it indicates shoulder-blade or shoulder. At the same time, there 
is a transfer from/to common language on a linguistic level (Ger. 
Gemeinsprache). The word Blatt is associated with the meaning of 
letters in everyday language. Another characteristic feature of the 
specialized vocabulary of hunting is imagery or the symbolic nature of 
linguistic means. 

The vertical division of specialized languages by hunting users can 
point to various means of expression associated with different 
communication situations linked to the pragmatic aspect. Depending on 
the particular communication framework, other means of expression 
may indicate the same facts. Such differences can be observed, for 
example, in the distinction of communication strategies in 
communication between scientists, experts (typically in written 
language, in specialized publications) on the one hand and on the other 
hand in a communication situation linked to the practical use of the 
language, e.g., during the act of hunting (typically spoken language). 
Expressions of spoken language often take on a non-standard character. 
In lexicographic works, they are marked as symptomatic, e.g., with the 
definition of a colloquial expression (call.) or with a note “incorrectly”- 
etc. An example of an idiomatic expression is the connection to mark / 
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for links to mark after intervention established in the specialized 
literature. The term front deer is marked as incorrect in dictionaries (cf. 
Ferjentsik 1999, 194); in the technical literature (c.f. also Hell 1988, 445), 
the term head deer stands for it. /EN: leading animal, leader /. One of 
the consequences of such a parallel use of linguistic expressions is 
another feature of the specialized language of hunting - the frequent 
occurrence of synonymous expressions.  Their origin may not only be 
conditioned by the above facts, but may also reflect the existence of 
dialectal expressions or – mainly with animal biology of hunting   – a sub-
specification of species. 
 

3. Theoretical basis 
The intention to create a German-Slovak terminology database is 

grounded on corpus linguistics, professional languages, terminology 
work, and semantics (specifically the contextualism theory). Working 
with a corpus (for the term corpus, see Lemnitzer; Zinsmeister (2006), 
Perkuhn; Keibel; Kupietz (2012) in the literature of German provenance 
and Šimková; Gajdošová; Kmeťová; Debnár (2017) or Šimková; 
Gajdošová (2020) in Slovak sources) offers several advantages, which 
include the authenticity of corpus resources, but also the speed and 
accuracy of electronic data processing. The analysis of authentic 
language material aims to achieve valuable information reflecting actual 
language practice. Electronic data processing is implicitly associated 
with the possibility of the fast and reliable processing of extensive data 
through relevant software developed for a corpus analysis, which 
enables users to obtain a different type of information and open a new 
perspective when looking at the material being analyzed for a smaller 
amount of data (usually from print sources). At the same time, however, 
it is necessary to mention the disadvantages, which include, among 
others, corpus error rates reflecting authentic (and thus, to a certain 
extent erroneous) speech. 

The term professional languages (Fachsprachen) is often used in 
the technical literature (e.g., Roelcke (2010) with an emphasis on the 
form of the plural, to point out the wide range of differences between 
specific professional areas within the level of an expression. The most 
striking differences are related to the linguistic level, represented using 
the phrase. In this context, regarding the language of hunting, it is 
desirable to point out the difficulty of defining a term that is linked to 
looking at the language of hunting (Jägersprache) as a means of 
communication between professional language (Fachsprache) and 
jargon (Sondersprache). While the term professional language is 
determined by the technical definition of a specific field, the 
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terminology is related to a social definition. When choosing the 
language of hunting, the social or a sociolinguistic perspective 
associated with a historically and socially established community of 
communicators, i.e., producers and recipients, comes into play (socio-
historical aspects of hunting, see, e.g., Šomek (2019), Červený; Hell; 
Slamečka (2019: 15 ff.). Therefore, the terms processed in the database 
may not be terms par excellence, but may be linked to jargon and 
professional language. For other characteristics of the language of 
hunting, see chapter 2.  specifics of the language of hunting. 

In addition to the principles of terminology work (see chap. 4) on 
the elementary level, we briefly mention the theory of contextualism 
(see Preyer; Peter (2005) which offers a broader understanding of 
semantics. The inclusion of this perspective stems from the importance 
of the co-text (i.e., the linguistic environment) for determining the 
meaning of a particular (technical) linguistic expression. The idea of why 
we choose the definition of a word based on its specific use in the text 
has been evidenced by Wittgenstein in his statement, "The meaning of 
a word is its use in the language." (Wittgenstein, 1977: § 43). Especially 
for hunting language, which is characterized by a high proportion of 
symbolic names that often have a metaphorical or metonymic basis 
(Vyhnáliková, 2014:240 ff.), it is essential to distinguish between the 
meaning of expressively identical forms on their use in the co-text, 
because this is a prerequisite for the correct categorization of a 
particular word as an expression of a professional or common language. 
 

4. Terminology work 
4.1. Current state of research based on the field of hunting 
One of many challenges[1] in examining specialized language 

(linguistic forms used by a linguistic community only by some of the 
members) is related to the process and management of terminology in 
the field of hunting. Conceptually, the notion of terminology and 
terminology work (management) is critical to researchers and 
practitioners in translation, linguistics, lexicography, specialized 
languages, language planning, and machine translation (Munková; 
Wrede; Absolon, 2019). Since terminology work is a team and 
interdisciplinary-based activity, it comprises dozens of planned steps to 
identify, extract, and analyze the concepts which have a firm place in the 
system of the professional field as validated (and validatable) 
designations-terms. Concerning the terminology principles according to 
ISO standard 704, in compliance with Wüster's structural semantics and 
“four dimensions of terminology work “(1969: 1-16), we must consider 
the fact that hunting terminology must be examined in the light of its 
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limited usage because the language of hunting is communicated by a 
smaller number of users on a professional level. Communicating or 
understanding this sort of special language may bring difficulties for 
laypeople since the formal side of the language of hunting noticeably 
resembles the standard lexicon (e.g., Nachsuche - ‘search/ing (for small 
game’), Blume - ‘flower’ vs. ‘tag,’ Löffel - ‘spoon’ vs. ‘ear’ etc.), even if 
their semantics differ on the conceptual level. Due to users, termbase 
creators struggle with accessible resources with equal value and 
credibility in all languages. Unlike more frequent and “visible” 
terminology such as online marketing, the vocabulary of highly 
specialized domains in the online space is the exception rather than the 
rule. 

The most relevant approach would be to choose the process of 
term proposal and change suggested by Weilandt’s following model 
(2015: 269-301): 

1. Term existence verification – Yes/No 
2. Concept correctness – A. Yes, B. No 
A. Term/concept exists, 
B. New concept needed. 
3. Concept existence – C. Yes, D. No 
C. Revision of term needed, 
D. New concept needed. 
  
4.2. Our approach towards terminology work 
We process the bilingual termbase of hunting in the German 

(source) and Slovak (target) language pair in line with ISO standards 
(704) and the term autonomy principles set by ISO 26162.  The term 
autonomy suggests providing an equal degree of information and 
description for each term included in a term entry (Sauberer, 2017). 
The elaborated terminology project in the domain of hunting follows 
several principles that are based on relevant research literature (Wrede; 
Štefčík; Drlík, 2016: 92-99): The native speaker principle - the original 
text is written by a native speaker. The professional competence 
principle – the author of the publication - must be an expert in the field. 
The topicality principle - the source should reflect the current state of 
scientific research. 

In the first stage, a glossary frame of term entries with German 
metadata we seek for the designed equivalents and based on a 
conceptual level (see ISO 1087), i.e., we structure the concepts 
according to their relations. We apply the same procedure to the Slovak 
equivalents compared to their German source terms compiled from the 
sources mentioned with the same structural questions mentioned 
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above by adding a fundamental question on comparing the concepts of 
the source and target languages: What is the degree of equivalence 
between the designations? 

We input terminological records directly into MS Excel (see Tab. 1) 
according to the STN ISO 10241 standard because 

a. Excel offers functionalities that are necessary for a uniform and 
clear structure of terminological records, 

b. terminological records can be exported from Excel to the 
terminology databases of the mentioned software platforms, although 
not all platforms are compatible with Excel formats. 

 

  
Tab. 1: Example of terminological record 

  
The terminological record (see Tab. 1) should contain the following 

information: code of relevant domain (e.g., cynology, game biology, 
etc.), term in German, part of speech, abbreviation, synonym, definition, 
source of meaning, context, the origin of context, note, plus all the same 
information categories for the excellent term in Slovak.  
  

5. Research material 
Considering the existence of different types of available sources of 

information, their thoughtful selection and the right combination are 
prerequisites for creating language material in the diversity of sources.  
Making a wise selection combined with a suitable variety are 
prerequisites for building a solid basis of information sources to develop 
terminological databases. The combination of the inclusion of different 
types of sources in the selection of research material usually results in a 
more comprehensive view of the field, resulting from the interweaving 
of several specific perspectives, each to a particular type of source 
(translation dictionaries offer foreign language equivalents, context, 
electronic publications guarantee fast operability, e.g., regarding 
obtaining data on the frequency of the term occurrence (or other 
specific phenomena) in the examined corpus, etc.). Comparing partial 
information from various sources makes it possible to supplement, 
verify, and critically reassess the findings (in translation dictionaries, 
there are usually several equivalents. The corpus may contain errors 
resulting from natural, authentic use of language, etc.), which 
significantly increases the credibility in the value of information. 

In our terminological research, we have been using: 
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I. Print dictionaries and textbooks (e.g., Šomek (2019), Červený; 

Hell; Slamečka (2019), Ferjentsik (1999), Hell (1988), Seibt (2017), 
Schulte (2019)) 

Advantages: higher reliability of verified and used terms 
Presence of all information about assignments needed for the term 

bank: 
a. definitions or concept information, b. abbreviations, c. 

synonyms, d. context 
Disadvantage: lower accessibility 
II. Electronic dictionaries and online texts (e.g., Jahresbericht. Jagd 

und Artenschutz) 
Advantage: higher operability (accessibility) 
Disadvantages: lower reliability and incomplete or missing some 

information on term entries, such as abbreviations, sources 
  
III. Existing national corpora as verification tools  
Digitales Wörterbuch der deutschen Sprache (DWDS) 
Slovenský národný korpus (SNK) - Slovak National Corpus 
 
5.1. Print dictionaries and textbooks 
In reality, translators who deal with hunting for the German-Slovak 

language pair currently can make use of a few specialized translation 
and interpretation dictionaries, which are briefly listed below: 

1. The six-language translation dictionary by Koloman Ferjentsik, 
published in 1999, includes Czech, English, French, Hungarian, German, 
and Slovak. It contains more than 3,700 technical source terms from all 
hunting areas, their translation into the relevant languages with 
synonyms. 

2. The German-Slovak and Slovak-German Hunting Dictionary by 
Ivan Krenčey was published in 2007. It contains 20,000 Slovak-German 
and German-Slovak entries and Latin equivalents of animals, diseases, 
etc.  

3. German-Slovak and Slovak-German translation dictionary of 
hunting - “Jagdwörterbuch. Deutsch-slowakisch und slowakisch-
deutsch" is a more concise lexicographic work compiled by Aurelia 
Česneková. It was published in 1995. 

4. A traditional dictionary in the category of monolingual 
dictionaries is “Poľovnícky náučný slovník” from 1988, authored by Pavel 
Hell in the Slovak language. It is a relatively large publication in which 
many entries and detailed explanations are available. 

5. A more concise monolingual dictionary in Slovak by the authors 
Herz – Ciberej (2000) is the  Slovenské poľovnícke názvoslovie (Slovak 
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nomenclature of hunting). This dictionary provides a brief explanation 
of basic terms in hunting. It is a good reference for the translator as a 
starting tool for clarifying the meaning of basic terms in hunting and 
their brief interpretation. However, the translator may not find less 
frequent terms or clarification of deeper meanings here.  

6. From the perspective of the German language, an extensive 
lexicon of hunting with the name “Das große Jagdlexikon” by the authors 
Stinglwagner - Haseder (2012) can be perceived as very beneficial. It 
includes relatively detailed interpretations of terms in all areas of 
hunting. 

7. Specialized publications as a complementary aid in the 
translation process can also help prepare for  exams in hunting, such as 
the publication “Grundwissen Jägerprüfung” (2017), authored by 
Siegfried Seibt. 

8. From the point of view of the Slovak language, publications as a 
primary tool for exams in hunting or as an information source for those 
who want to learn more about hunting include, for example, 
publications by the authors Červený, Hell, Slamečka entitled Poľovníctvo 
(2019), which are publicly available. 

Although specialized translation and monolingual dictionaries or 
publications of a specific professional field represent an indispensable 
tool in the context of translation work aimed at a narrow and technical 
domain, generally, they are not a good source of information. The 
translation practice shows that it is occasionally possible to find different 
translation equivalents, and it's hard to find details among these 
translation equivalents. Likewise, monolingual dictionaries may not 
always provide all the information relevant to a translator. Searching for 
specific necessary information in specialized publications is usually time-
consuming, with no guarantee of finding the essential information. 
Thus, we are taking a newer path by applying the text corpora and 
existing specialized datasets in the terminology search to make the 
terminology database and build new terminology datasets of minor 
languages in the field of hunting, which do not exist in electronic formats 
yet. Thus, the terminology platform of hunting will be the first complex 
online termbase that can be a build-on platform as a search and 
operational tool that one can easily access in line with the FAIR 
principles: interoperable, reusable, findable, and accessible1. 

                                                 
1 Wilkinson, Mark D.; Dumontier, Michel; Aalbersberg, IJsbrand Jan; Appleton, 
Gabrielle; et al. (15 March 2016). "The FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data 
management and stewardship". ~ Scientific Data. Kučiš and Seljan (2014, 322) 
also refer to similar challenges in the following context: „With high expectations 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4792175
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4792175
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5.2. Electronic dictionaries and online texts 
Electronic dictionaries and Internet texts can also serve as a source 

of information in the translation process. However, it may not always be 
easy to obtain readers developed comprehensively or that contain the 
required helpful information for a particular translation process due to 
specific domains. In the case of Internet texts and dictionaries, it is also 
essential to pay attention to credibility, I.e., to the relevant expertise of 
the source. The advantage of such readers is the possibility of their 
operative processing, e.g., through corpus linguistics tools. The 
disadvantage is the temporary availability of Internet text sources, e.g., 
updating or canceling the source website. 

 
5.3. Existing national corpora as verification tools 
In the following section, we will pay closer attention to selected 

finished national canons. When speaking about national corpora as a 
source of information that we can use to create terminology databases, 
we mean existing (finished) corpora made up of several subcorpora, 
characterized by their genre and type diversity and consisting of a large 
amount of data (tokens). 

One of the corpora included in the set of DWDS is the DWDS-
Kernkorpus (1900-1999). The suitability of its use as an information 
source in creating a terminology database of a particular field is 
strengthened by several of its characteristics: it is a balanced corpus 
consisting of German scientific, factual, newspaper, and fiction texts 
from a period of one hundred years (1900-1999) and 121,397,601 
tokens. We use this corpus because of the content (scientific and factual 
texts), the operability in term search, and the volume parameters, which 
became a perfect referential source to elaborate a terminology 
database. The DWDS-Kernkorpus 21 (2000-2010) corpus, which 
contains scientific, factual, newspaper, and fictional texts from 2000 to 
2006, is a complementary source of information. However, it is a smaller 
corpus (15,469,00 tokens) that is not fully balanced yet. 

The Slovak National Corpus (SNK) also consists of several corpora 
(see Structure of the Slovak National Corpus). All the publicly accessible 
SNK texts are available in the current version of the prim-9.0-public-all 
corpus with a range of 1,652,197,242 tokens. Its balanced version prim-
9.0-public-eye consists of specialized, journalistic, and fictional texts and 
has a range of 453,594,173 tokens (see Corpus structure prim-9.0). Such 

                                                 
regarding translation quality, time constraints and the demand for increased 
productivity, translators are faced with new challenges in education and in 
business. “ 
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parameters are a good precondition for the suitability of its use as an 
information source for the sake of terminology database compilation. 
From the point of view of the Slovak-German language combination, the 
Slovak-German parallel corpus (par-side-all-2.0), which is one of the 
components of the SNK, turns out to be an excellent additional source. 
It consists of 219.8 mils. Tokens in Slovak and 226.4 mils. Tokens in 
German (see Slovak-German Parallel Corpus). 
  

6. Possibilities of using finished corpora to compile a terminology 
database 

The German DWDS corpus was used in our terminology project as 
a confirmation tool 

- to verify the existence of terms regarding several search results: 
and 

- to check the searched term as it relates to hunting. 
Despite the problem related to the shallow text coverage of the 

subject in the corpora, while trying to use ready-made corpora as 
sources of information in specialized professional domains, the absence 
of the marginal occurrence of technical terms may indicate the need to 
include terms that have been verified in other subject-relevant sources 
(e.g., relevant specialized publications), in the terminology database. 
The terminology database should serve as a reliable source of 
information in which the meaning of a particular term from the relevant 
field of application is accurately defined. Sources have proved 
appropriate, including such terms in the database based on examining 
technical professional information. However, one cannot obtain more 
information from other commonly available sources (e.g., finished 
corpora). Therefore, their inclusion suits the purpose because they 
increase the information value of the terminology database, which in 
turn underlines its primary function as a reliable source of highly 
technical information. 

To demonstrate such use of information from the finished corpora, 
we present a list of selected specialized terms from the field of hunting, 
such as cynology and game biology (see Tab. 2). Despite their 
significance in this field (evidenced by an analysis of specialized 
publications in print), they have minimal or even zero coverage in the 
DWDS corpus. The finished corpora are not technical enough to serve as 
an information source for narrowly focused professional texts. We used 
the DWDS-Kernkorpus (1900-1999) in our research. The selection 
parameters were restricted to filters, with search results from science 
and functional literature domains since the fields of fiction and 
journalism may include words and phrases with connotative meanings. 
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 Order Word in German  
Search 
results 
In DWDS  

Context/Relation 
to cynology of 
hunting and game 
biology in DWDS 

1. Apfelkopf  0  0  

2. Anschneider  0  0  

3. Beihirsch 0 0 

4. Belton  0  0  

5. Erdhund  0  0  

6. Finderwille  0  0  

7. Führigkeit  0  0  

8. Halsung  0  0  

9. Kahlwild 0 0 

10. Nasenschwamm  0  0  

11. Quersuche  0  0  

12. Saufinder  0  0  

13. Schleppfährte  0  0  

14. Totsuche  0  0  

15. Wasserarbeit  0  0  

16. Grandel 1 1 

17. Schmalspießer 1 1 

18. Schusszeichen  1  1  

19. Platzhirsch 2 1 

20. Schmaltier 2 2 

21. Welpe  2  2  

22. Fallwild 3 3 

23. Blender  9  0  

24. Grind 9 0 

25. Lecker 10 1 

26. Rüde  11  2  

27. Lauscher 12 1 

28. Petschaft 18 0 

29. Behang 22  2   

30. Jagdhund 29 11 

31. Drossel 36 1 

32. Rosenstock 37 4 

33. Abwurf 45 2 

34. Totengräber  47  0  

35. Blinker  71  0  

36. Bast 104 3 

37. Appell  405  0  
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 Order Word in German  
Search 
results 
In DWDS  

Context/Relation 
to cynology of 
hunting and game 
biology in DWDS 

38. Härte  575  0  

39. Fahne  822  1  

40. Mönch  959  0  

Tab. 2.: Corpus DWDS – selected specialized terms of hunting. 

  
In the SNK (https://bonito.korpus.sk/), we were looking for Slovak 

equivalents, which confirmed a zero occurrence in the German DWDS 
corpus (DWDS-Kernkorpus (1900-1999) (see Tab. 3). 
 

  
Word in German 

Slovak 
equivalent 

Search 
results  
in SNK 

Context/Re
lation to 
cynology of 
hunting 
and game 
biology in 
SNK 

Apfelkopf jablková hlava 0 0 

Anschneider načínač 1 1 

Beihrisch bočný jeleň 0 10 

Belton belton 11 0 

Erdhund brlohár 24 24 

Finderwille snaha hľadať 70 0 

Führigkeit poslušnosť psa 6 2 

Halsung obojok 1051 30 

Kahlwild bezparohá zver 0 2 

Nasenschwamm rhinárium 0 0 

Quersuche prehľadávanie 
terénu 

2 0 

Saufinder diviačiar 4 4 

Schleppfährte práca na stope 0 0 

Totsuche dohľadávanie 
zveri 

2 2 

Wasserarbeit práca na vode 4 1 

Tab. 3: Corpus SNK – selected specialized terms of hunting. 

  
The results confirmed that the occurrence of the term about the 

relevant context of hunting is shallow, which should theoretically 
suggest that those searched terms should be included in the termbase 
being processed. 

https://bonito.korpus.sk/
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Overall, our findings in hunting terminology show an imbalance in 

the number of relevant terms of hunting compared to German and 
Slovak professional hunting language. From this point of view, however, 
the problem seems to be simplified. The inclusion of a particular German 
term in the termbase should be based on the frequency of its use and 
the users´ preference. Hunting terminology contains several synonyms 
which might be used in relevant contexts because the specialized 
vocabulary of hunting is not codified or extensively applied in oral form. 
The other problem is the pluricentric character of German. Slovak 
terminology has fewer terms and synonyms. 

For example, the hunting dog (boar hunting dog) – Sauhund is used 
synonymously as Saurüde –     used for pig hunting or catching wild 
boars. By searching other texts and documents in German, we stumbled 
across other semasiologically and onomasiological-related terms of 
Sauhund, such as Saupacker, Saufinder, Sauenvorsteher, which are 
characterized by additional semantic features with more predicates of 
the concept. We can find the distinctive parts of the dog’s body and its 
use (function) in hunting. Those features give the original term of 
Sauhund several designations. However, there are no equivalent 
designations for Saupacker, Saufinder or Sauvorsteher in Slovak. 
  

7. Proposed procedure for creating a terminology database 
Based on the above (theoretical) assumptions, we propose the 

following method for creating a terminology database that will be 
verified in the process of dealing with specific language material and 
updated, if necessary: 

 Creating a conceptual apparatus of the relevant partial 
professional field (e.g., cynology, falconry, the biology of game, 
etc.).  

 Searching for and extracting relevant technical terms and their 
definitions in German in reliable and available print sources. 

 Searching for equivalents in Slovak, in available dictionaries. 

 Searching for and extracting relevant technical terms and their 
definitions in Slovak in reliable and available print sources. 

 Comparing the definitions of the source term in German to the 
assumed equivalent term in German. 

 In the case of non-existing definitions, proposing their creation 
according to the standard and with approval by a professional 
authority. 

 Verifying the meaning and frequency of the technical term in 
German through electronic sources.  
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 Verifying the meaning and frequency of the technical term in 
Slovak through electronic sources.  

 Comparing the meaning of technical terms in German and 
Slovak.  

 Searching and documenting proper contexts for a given 
technical term from authentic sources in German and Slovak. 

 Consulting on the terminological record with a professional 
authority and updating it, if necessary. 

  
In the final stage, the user should be able to directly export 

terminological records for term extraction, including CAT tools, e.g., SDL 
Trados Multiterm, MemoQ, with translation memory software, 
translation memory editors, terminology management software, review 
software, etc., used by translators. There are several other possibilities. 
Additionally, concerning the near future perspective, besides standard 
tools such as CAT or TMS, other disruptive technologies like blockchain 
(see How Blockchain Technology Can Reshape the Language Industry) 
may be considered in the following research stage of the terminology 
project with a focus on terminography. 
  

8. Conclusion 
The elaboration of a terminology database is a complex process in 

which we need to consider theoretical starting points and various 
(practical) procedures. While examining the possibilities of using 
existing national corpora as information sources in compiling the 
hunting language terminology database, we have ascertained that the 
finished corpora can serve as a verification tool for providing input data 
for working with terminology in a narrowly specialized area. The corpora 
constitute a suitable complement and a good source of information. 
Therefore, terminology users must respect the principle of the diversity 
of technical resources in the overall process of elaborating a terminology 
database. 

To sum up, the partial outcomes of the terminological project 
dedicated to the domain of hunting have shown us that using corpora 
may prove to be one of the ways how to determine the relevance of 
specific terms included in a database, used by a limited number of 
professionals. 

The outcomes of our study support the corpora-based terminology 
work of any terminology-related project. Hence, it needs to be 
mentioned that the corpus-based approach towards terminology is not 
a one-way street. Therefore, the corpora can give its users benefits only 
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if they are fully aware of all their advantages and constraints and actively 
contribute to filling them with relevant language material (specialized 
texts for the balanced corpora) to the maximum extent. Plus, the 
connection of terminological datasets to the electronic tools mentioned 
above is another precondition for combining automated, efficient, fast, 
and multilingual data-driven terminology work processes. Though, this 
is still a challenge for language research and industry. 
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AUFBAU EINER DEUTSCH-SLOWAKISCHEN DATENBANK DER 
JAGDTERMINOLOGIE 

 
Das Ziel des vorliegenden Artikels ist es, terminologische Instrumente im 
Prozess der Erstellung einer deutsch-slowakischen Terminologie-Datenbank für 
Fachbegriffe aus dem Bereich des Jagdwesens vorzustellen. Das Augenmerk 
wird dabei auf Korpora und ihre Rolle bei der Erstellung solch einer 
Terminologie-Datenbank gelenkt. Als Verifizierungsinstrumente dienen die 
Nationalkorpora des Deutschen und Slowakischen, zudem wird das Prinzip der 
Diversität von vorhandenen Quellen berücksichtigt. Theoretische 
Ausgangspunkte bilden die Bereiche der Korpuslinguistik, Fachsprache, 
Terminologiearbeit und Semantik. Die Korpora werden nicht nur quantitativ, 
sondern auch qualitativ als relevantes Instrument erkundet. Das deutsche und 
das slowakische Nationalkorpus dienen als Indikator für selten-vorkommende 
Begriffe, die ein höheres Fachniveau an spezialisierten Lexemen voraussetzt. 
Der Ansatz des geringen oder Nullvorkommens in nationalen Korpora soll daher 
in die Terminologiearbeit und den Aufbau von Terminologiedatenbanken 
umgesetzt werden. Dabei werden das Deutsche Nationalkorpus – DWDS und 
das Slowakische Nationalkorpus (SNK) angewendet, kompariert und analysiert. 
Als Ergebnis der Analyse, welche mit konkreten Beispielen aus dem Bereich des 
Jagdwesens untermauert ist, wird abschließend Schritt für Schritt eine konkrete 
Vorgehensweise zur Erstellung einer terminologischen Datenbank für ein 
spezialisiertes Fachgebiet präsentiert. Durch Einbeziehung der Korpora in den 
Prozess der Erstellung einer Terminologie-Datenbank soll eine innovative 
Zugangsweise dargelegt werden, welche aktuelle Kenntnisse aus den Bereichen 
der Linguistik und der Terminolgiearbeit verbindet. 
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Abstract: The circumstances of the Covid-19 pandemic have brought about drastic 

changes in all aspects of human activities, including education. The challenges faced by 

educators worldwide have been to arrange online classes and provide an effective and 

motivating learning environment. The research presented in this paper analyzes student 

motivation for learning English in the setting of online classes, compared to traditional 

(face-to-face) classes. The main aim of this paper is to identify the factors of both online 

and traditional classes that positively affect student motivation in order to integrate them 

into an effective learning environment in the future. The focus is on factors of motivation 

that have been significantly affected by the pandemic, including the factors of physical 

conditions, methods of teaching and affective and interpersonal factors. This research was 

conducted at the Faculty of Technology and Faculty of Agriculture, University of Novi 

Sad, and included 120 engineering students who attended online English language 

courses. A questionnaire, used as a research instrument, consisted of statements related to 

the impact of online vs. traditional classes on student motivation to learn English, graded 

on a 6-point Likert scale. The obtained results indicated that students find the use of 

modern technology and applications quite motivating for learning English and that a 

certain flexibility, referring to the physical factors, could also be integrated into traditional 

classes. Interpersonal factors, such as face-to-face interaction with the teacher and peers, 

proved to be very important for student motivation. The research also showed that online 

classes reduce students’ speaking anxiety, but that the issue of anxiety in both types of 

classes requires closer attention and should be addressed by raising student awareness of 

this issue and employing methods that would encourage students to participate in the 

classes more actively.  
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Introduction  
The factors that affect learning in general, as well as language learning, are 
numerous. Still, the most important factors relate to motivation and students’ 
attitudes towards language learning. A positive correlation between the rate and 
success in second language learning on one hand and a high degree of 
motivation on the other is found in many research studies (Dörnyei 1998, 117). 
Motivation at a psychological level “provides the primary impetus to initiate 
learning” and later it provides the learner with “the driving force to sustain the 
long and often tedious learning process” (Dörnyei 1998, 117). Where language 
learning is concerned, Gardner indicates that effort, desire to achieve a goal and 
positive attitudes towards language learning are the crucial elements in creating 
the right combination for learners to be highly motivated (Gardner 1985, 10). It 
appears that many aspects of human behavior need to be taken into 
consideration when discussing motivation, since it primarily refers to the part of 
the affective domain of human behavior, i.e. its emotional side as opposed to its 
cognitive side. Therefore, it is quite difficult to explain specific human behavior 
and the reasons for a high or low rate of motivation. 

This paper stresses the dynamic nature of motivation and assesses the 
impact of online classes, precipitated by the pandemic, on the student 
motivation to learn English as a foreign language at the tertiary level. Special 
attention in the research is placed on affective and interpersonal factors, 
perceived through the importance the students attach to interaction with the 
teacher and peers, as well as the effect of online learning on lowering speaking 
anxiety as one of the most intimidating aspects of foreign language learning 
(Horwitz et al. 1986). The main aim of the paper is to identify the factors of both 
online and traditional classes that positively affect student motivation in order 
to integrate them into a future successful learning environment, which would 
combine the elements of online and traditional classes, so as to increase student 
motivation.  
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Definition and classification of motivation in second language learning  
Jeremy Harmer defines motivation as “some kind of internal drive which 

pushes someone to do things in order to achieve something” (Harmer 2001, 98). 
A more elaborate definition is provided by Williams and Burden specifying 
motivation as “a state of cognitive and emotional arousal” which results in “a 
conscious decision to act”, resulting in “a period of sustained intellectual and/or 
physical effort” with the aim of accomplishing “a previously set goal (or goals)” 
(Williams and Burden 1997, 23). 

The most common classification of motivation was defined half a century 
ago by Gardner and Lambert (1972) who distinguished between instrumental 
motivation – learning for practical reasons, e.g. for purposes of a job or studies, 
and integrative motivation – when learners want to get to know the culture and 
the country where the language is spoken and the people who use the language 
in order to integrate themselves into the community of the second language 
(also Brown 2000, 162–164; Gardner 1985; Harmer 2001, 98-104; Ushioda and 
Dörnyei 2012, 396–397). Many authors noted that these types of motivation 
should be “more appropriately termed orientations” (Dörnyei 2001; Gardner, 
Day, and Maclntyre 1992). Brown explains further that both integrative and 
instrumental motivation can imply high or low motivational intensity, while 
integrative motivation might be socially or culturally oriented and instrumental 
motivation may have academic or career orientation (Brown 2000, 164). 
Furthermore, many empirical studies confirmed that integrative and 
instrumental orientations are not mutually exclusive and it rarely occurs that 
second language learning is organized in exclusively instrumental or exclusively 
integrative contexts, as they more often overlap (Brown 2000, 164).   

Another common classification distinguishes extrinsic and intrinsic 
motivation:  extrinsic motivation arises as a result of outside factors and the 
environment, whereas intrinsic motivation comes from inside an individual 
(Brown 2000, 164–166; Noels 2001). An intrinsically motivated activity is one 
that comes from personal satisfaction, curiosity, interest in learning rather than 
from some apparent reward. Such learning presents the reward itself in order to 
cause “certain internally rewarding consequences” such as “feelings of 
competence and self-determination” (Deci 1975, 23). On the other hand, 
extrinsic motivation presupposes the reward from the outside – beyond the self, 
such as: grades, prizes, money, higher degree, positive feedback. Punishment 
avoidance is also an activity that is extrinsically motivated (Balenović 2011; 
Đorđević 2013).  
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Although the mentioned classifications have a lot in common, Brown points 

out the importance of distinguishing the intrinsic–extrinsic construct from 
Gardner’s integrative–instrumental orientation. Namely, the author explains 
that a person with highly developed intrinsic motivation might wish to learn a 
second language aiming at career advancement or succeeding in an academic 
programme, which overlaps with instrumental motivation. On the other hand, 
another person might develop positive attitude towards a foreign language for 
extrinsic reasons, such as parental enforcement or teacher’s encouragement, 
meaning that integrative motivation can be extrinsically established (Brown 
2000, 166).   

 
Factors affecting motivation in second language learning   
In the literature dealing with factors that affect motivation in second 

language learning, one finds quite an extensive inventory of factors, including: 
parental influence, teacher influence, personal attitude, peer influence, 
methods of teaching, institutional assessment requirements, and even messages 
from society demanding an individual compete with others (Brown 2000, 162). 
As can be seen, the factors refer to various learner ages (e.g. young learners vs. 
students), being internal (e.g. personal, affective factors) and external (e.g. 
teacher / peer influence, methods of teaching, social factors). More specifically, 
Harmer (1991, 4) emphasizes the following factors which affect motivation in 
ESL: physical condition (i.e. condition of the classroom, hygiene and facilities), 
method of teaching, the teacher and success (i.e. the level of challenge designed 
by the teacher). These factors are very often connected with students and 
learners who are doing their degree at universities or colleges. Wong (2007) 
indicates in his study that there is a positive correlation and direct relationship 
between the teacher and students’ English attainment, while Combs (1965) 
observed that a positive teacher is an essential element in creating a supportive 
classroom. Considering methods of teaching as an affecting motivational factor, 
Burns noted that teachers who preferred student-centered methods of teaching 
rather than traditional approaches were more likely to create a more positive 
environment for studying (Burns 1982). Physical factors, also called 
environmental factors, can positively affect learners’ motivation, e.g. whether 
the classroom has enough lighting, good hygiene conditions, arrangement of 
desks, modern facilities such as visual aids, smart boards, projectors; useful 
materials (Trong Tuan 2012). On the other hand, if some of these conditions are 
not fulfilled, such as a crowded learning space, dark classrooms, old furniture 
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and obsolete technology devices, students become demotivated because such 
an environment “creates difficulty in studying due to troublesome conditions” 
(Ekiz and Kulmetov 2016, 22). 

 
Motivation in online English classes  
Dörnyei points out that until the 1990s motivation was seen as a relatively 

stable learner trait that covered: a) the learner’s social perceptions of the L2 and 
its speakers, as reflected by various language attitudes, (b) generalized attitudes 
toward the L2 learning situation, such as the appraisal of the course or the 
teacher, and (c) inter-ethnic contact and the resulting degree of linguistic self-
confidence. The 1990s extended this concept by adding a number of cognitive 
and situation-specific variables to the existing paradigm (e.g. attributions and 
group cohesiveness). There was a shift towards viewing motivation as a more 
dynamic factor in a continuous process of evolution and change according to 
various internal and external influences the learner is exposed to (Dörnyei 2001). 
Light and Spada (2013) also stress the dynamic nature of motivation, trying to 
explain the changes that happen over time and their impact.  

The year 2020 might be viewed as a situation-specific variable that 
significantly influenced teaching and learning process, especially at the tertiary 
level. Since the very first day, the Covid-19 pandemic has forced a global physical 
closure of businesses, sports activities, and schools pushing all institutions to 
switch to online platforms. Hence, the students of all universities in Serbia have 
faced a new, virtual way of learning, while teachers have had to convert their 
classes into virtual presentations and be well-prepared and highly skilled using 
digital tools for online teaching. From both points of view, such conditions have 
remarkably influenced the habits of traditional education, while student 
motivation, as a crucial factor in language learning, has certainly been affected 
(Holzer 2021, Ali 2020; Rizun and Strzelecki 2020; Ghazi-Saidi et al.  2020; 
Pokhreal and Chhetri 2021). 

A significant number of research studies have been conducted aiming at 
investigating motivation in online learning (Wighting et al. 2008; Park and Choi 
2009; Paulus and Scherff 2008; Hara and Kling 2003; Keller 1999; Artino 2008; 
Keller 2008). These studies have presented numerous findings and observations 
such as: higher dropout rates with online students, higher rate of intrinsic 
motivation with online students, feelings of isolation, frustration with the 
technology, time constraints due to other responsibilities, poor motivation as a 
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decisive factor contributing to high attrition as well as motivation as a crucial 
factor for successful online learning environments.  

Motivation for learning in technology-rich environments, as an aspect of 
online but also traditional classes, has been an important research topic 
(Hartnett 2016). Martinez-Lage (1997) observed that multimedia presentations 
allow for a more effective learning process among learners. In a study assessing 
the influence of using computers and digital media engagement on university 
student motivation to learn English, it was found that the use of computers in 
English language classes has a significant influence on students' internal 
motivation and creation of a more encouraging learning process (Đorđević 
2013). It has also been reported that university students express a higher level 
of integrative motivation when using digital media, as they are more motivated 
to learn English; “to enroll online English courses, listen to lyrics in English online, 
and read online in English for fun. They show a desire to learn the language in 
the setting and context in which the language is spoken” (Šafranj, Zivlak, and 
Bojanić 2019, 368). 

A number of studies have focused on motivation for learning English in 
online classes, examining different aspects and types of motivation in online 
learning environments, especially in the context of the Covid-19 pandemic. For 
example, Subakthiasih and Putri (2020) found that university students had 
higher intrinsic than extrinsic motivation for learning English in online classes. 
On the other hand, the results of a study conducted by Ikhwan and Andiyanti 
(2021) indicated that surveyed students had a low level of both integrative and 
instrumental motivation to acquire English in the virtual learning environment 
caused by the Covid-19 pandemic. 

As this paper deals with online classes in the specific conditions of the 
pandemic, the research focuses on those aspects of motivation which were 
significantly affected and altered compared to traditional (face-to-face) classes. 
These aspects include:  

- physical conditions,  
- methods of teaching, and 
- affective and interpersonal factors. 
The aspect of physical conditions refers to the fact that students were 

outside the classrooms, learning in their homes. These circumstances provided 
certain flexibility, which might have affected their learning process and learning 
outcomes either positively or negatively.  
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The method of teaching was affected through greater reliance on electronic 

devices and different applications instead of more communicative and 
interactive tasks and activities. 

Affective factors in this case refer to feelings of anxiety caused by the need 
to communicate in a foreign language in front of the teacher and peers. It is 
assumed that the factor of anxiety is affected by online classes where 
communication is significantly altered. Interpersonal factors, on the other hand, 
are related to the importance of direct interaction with the teacher and peers. 
The affective and interpersonal factors are analyzed together in the research, as 
they are thought to refer to two different aspects of the same situation – 
interaction with the teacher and peers. 

In accordance with the above aspects, we have defined the following 
research questions:  

(1) Do students find the use of modern technology and applications 
motivating for learning English compared to the methods used in traditional 
classes? 

(2) Do students find the flexibility of online English classes (in terms of space 
and time) stimulating compared to the fixed timetable of traditional classes?  

(3) Do online English classes affect the level of anxiety in students? And also, 
to what degree do students find direct interaction with the teacher and peers in 
traditional classroom important and motivating for learning? 

 
Research methodology   
This research was conducted at the Faculty of Technology and the Faculty 

of Agriculture, University of Novi Sad, during the spring and autumn semesters 
of 2020. The research included 120 engineering students (60 students from each 
faculty) who attended online English language courses in this period. The lessons 
were carried out using the Microsoft Teams platform, and could be attended 
either synchronously or asynchronously. 

Demographic data about the respondents of the survey were also obtained 
in order to better understand student background, including gender, the 
duration of learning English before university and student attendance at English 
lessons. Female students account for the majority of the surveyed participants 
(72.5%), whereas male students make up 27.5% of the sample. In regards to the 
length of learning English before enrolling at the faculty, the results show that 
60% of the students learned English throughout their primary and secondary 
education, i.e., for 12 years  The next largest, 29.16%, learned English 6 to 10 
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years and 5.83% learned it for less than 5 years. Only a very small percentage of 
the respondents had experience in English learning longer than 12 years (3.33%) 
and even less (1.66%) never studied it before the tertiary level. The data 
indicating student English lesson attendance show that 70% of the sample 
attended classes regularly, 22.5% of students attended classes occasionally and 
only 7.5% of the students attended classes rarely.  

The instrument used in the research was a questionnaire, which the 
students completed anonymously at the end of the semester. Since the surveyed 
students were at different levels of English language proficiency, the 
questionnaire was given in the Serbian language to eliminate potential obstacles 
related to language comprehension. The questionnaire consisted of 8 
statements related to the impact of online vs. traditional classes on the student’s 
motivation to learn English. The students assessed the statements on a 6-point 
Likert scale, from 1 – strongly disagree, to 6 – strongly agree, while the scale 
included 3 positive responses (strongly agree, agree, slightly agree) and 3 
negative responses (strongly disagree, disagree, slightly disagree). Statements 
1–4 referred to the impact of different aspects of online classes on student 
motivation, while statements 5–8 were related to aspects of traditional (face-to-
face) classes. Each of the 8 statements (S1–S8) addressed one of the above 
explained factors, marked as MT (method of teaching), PC (physical conditions) 
and AF (affective factors) and IF (interpersonal factors): 

Factors of motivation in online classes included: 
- S1: using modern technology and applications (MT) 
- S2: flexibility of online classes in terms of space and time (PC) 
- S3: arousing interest in additional online material (MT) 
- S4: lowering anxiety during classes (AF) 
Factors of motivation in traditional classes included: 

- S5: immediate feedback from the teacher during traditional classes (IF) 
- S6: effect of the fixed timetable of classes and regular in-person 

attendance (PC) 
- S7: interaction with peers through cooperative activities, e.g. group 

work (IF) 
- S8: direct interaction with the teacher in traditional classes (IF) 
The results were analyzed using various statistical methods. The answer 

distribution for each statement (1–8) for the Faculty of Technology and the 
Faculty of Agriculture was compared using a non-parametric chi-square test to 
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determine whether there were significant differences in motivation between the 
two groups of students. 

Also, the results for each statement were analyzed using the t-test by 
comparing mean values (related to a 6-point Likert scale) and percentages to 
identify factors strongly affecting the students’ motivation for learning English.  

In order to study students’ individual statements (S1–S8) an ANOVA 
(analysis of variance) method (Tuckey test) was applied to compare mean values 
and establish their classification. Such results were used for analysis of individual 
statements within each group of factors (MT – methods of teaching, PC – 
physical conditions and AF – affective factors and IF – interpersonal factors). For 
all statistical analyses, the value p<0.05 indicates a statistically significant 
difference between the observed parameters.  

 
Research results  
In order to determine whether the answers provided by the students from 

the two faculties significantly differ, the chi-square test was applied, followed by 
the t-test (Table 1 and Table 2).  
 

FT vs FA p 

1 0.36919 

2 0.10281 

3 0.1009 

4 0.2598 

5 0.75218 

6 0.387072 

7 0.064549 

8 0.538891 

Table 1. Chi-square test for Faculty of Technology (FT) and Faculty of Agriculture (FA) 

 

  Mean Mean p 

FT1 vs. FA1 4.216667 4.716667 0.047360 

FT2 vs. FA2 4.266667 4.066667 0.449060 

FT3 vs. FA3 3.883333 3.783333 0.703017 

FT4 vs. FA4 3.983333 3.433333 0.063743 
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FT5 vs. FA5 4.983333 5.166667 0.280714 

FT6 vs. FA6 4.500000 4.733333 0.197475 

FT7 vs. FA7 4.266667 4.583333 0.156211 

FT8 vs. FA8 4.650000 4.833333 0.412589 

Table 2. T-test for Faculty of Technology (FT) and Faculty of Agriculture (FA) 
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S1.  I find using modern technology and 
applications (Microsoft Teams, Moodle 
platform, You Tube contents, etc.) stimulating 
for English language learning.  

6% 4% 8% 27.5% 27.5% 27% 

S2.  I find online classes stimulating for 
learning English language because they do not 
have fixed timetable. 

6% 8% 15% 26% 24% 21% 

S3.   Online classes motivate me to search for 
additional material for learning English 
language on the internet.   

7.5% 9% 22.5% 30% 15% 16% 

S4.   Online classes decrease speaking anxiety 
and stress I experience during regular English 
language classes when I need to actively 
participate and communicate in English.  

11% 18% 12% 26% 15% 18% 

S5.  I consider useful to obtain immediate 
feedback from the teacher during regular 
classes.  

0% 2% 2% 22% 35% 39% 

S6.  Fixed timetable of regular classes 
motivates me to work regularly and to actively 
participate in classes.  

0% 1% 11% 37.5% 27.5% 23% 

S7.  Working in groups with peers during 
regular classes motivates me to acquire 
knowledge in a more efficient and easy way.  

2.5% 5% 11% 32% 29% 21% 

S8.   I find direct interaction with the teacher 
during regular classes important to make 
better progress in learning.  

2.5% 2% 9% 27.5% 24% 35% 

 
 

Table 3. Answer distribution for individual statements (S1–S8) presented in 
percentages
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By comparing the values between the statements referring to 

online classes (S1–S4) and traditional classes (S5–S8), it is interesting to 
observe that the students generally have positive attitudes to all 
investigated factors of motivation in both learning environments. For 
example, most of them state that online classes lower the anxiety 
experienced at traditional classes, but at the same time they also 
recognize the importance of the interaction with the teacher and peers.  

However, the values for S5–S8 are higher compared to S1–S4. For 
example, 96% of students (mean value 5.075) recognize the importance 
of having immediate feedback from the teacher during traditional 
classes (S5). This score is followed by 88% of the students (mean value 
4.6) who find the circumstances of fixed timetable and regular in-person 
attendance motivating (S6). The third highest score is also among the 
statements referring to traditional classes – 86.5% of students (mean 
value 4.74) find that direct interaction with the teacher stimulates their 
learning (S8). 

The lowest (although still positive) scores were determined for 
factors of online classes: 59% of the students (mean value 3.71) agree 
that online classes lower the anxiety experienced at traditional classes 
(S4). This statement has the most evenly distributed answers (11% of 
the students strongly disagree, 18% disagree and 12% slightly disagree, 
26% slightly agree, 15% agree and 18% strongly agree with this 
statement). This score is followed by the factor of arousing interest in 
additional online material owing to online classes (S3) with 61% of 
positive answers (mean value 3.86). The highest score among factors of 
motivation in online classes was for S1, referring to the stimulating 
effects of using modern technology and applications (Microsoft Teams, 
Moodle, YouTube, etc.) in learning English (82% of students agree, mean 
value 4.47). 

Factors of motivation are also analyzed within three groups 
(methods of teaching, physical conditions and affective and 
interpersonal factors). For this purpose, the data were also processed 
using an ANOVA. Mean values for each statement, calculated by using a 
6-point Likert scale, are listed in Table 4. In addition, Table 4 presents 
the ANOVA results, where belonging to the same group means that 
there is no statistically significant difference between mean values. 
Table 4 also shows the results of comparing mean values for each pair 
of statements (S1–S8), by means of p-values.  
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Table 4. Results of ANOVA test for statements S1–S8  
(Superscript indicates class groupings obtained by ANOVA) 

 
1. Methods of teaching: For both S1 (using modern technology and 

applications) and S3 (arousing interest in additional online material), the 
majority of students (82% and 61%, respectively) expressed general 
agreement regarding the benefits of using digital technologies in the 
learning process. However, there is a statistically significant difference 
(p=0.003942) between the answers for S1 and S3, indicating that 
although digital technologies are stimulating for English language 
learning, students are not as motivated to look for additional online 
resources and content related to learning the English language.   

2. Physical conditions: Considering physical conditions, we 
obtained seemingly contradictory results, as would be expected since 
students would assess only one of the two statements (S2 or S6) as 
motivating. However, S2 (referring to flexibility of distance learning) was 
assessed as motivating by 71% of students, while even more students 
(as many as 88%) considered attendance at traditional classes (S6) 
encourages them to participate in classes actively and successfully 
complete their tasks. These results show that although students find the 
flexibility of distance learning motivating, they are at the same time 
aware of the benefits of regular attendance at traditional (face-to-face) 
classes. These statements had similar scores and no statistically 
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significant difference was determined between them (p=0.1271). 
Therefore, both of the factors should be considered important. 

3. Affective and interpersonal factors: The statement which refers 
to the effect of online cases on speaking anxiety (S4) had the most 
evenly distributed answers and the lowest score. Namely, 59% of the 
students (mean value 3.705) agree that distance learning decreases 
anxiety caused by the presence of peers and the teacher in situations 
when students are expected to actively participate in classes, i.e. speak 
in English. However, although the majority students view online classes, 
to a certain extent, positively influence the anxiety factor, it seems that 
the interpersonal factors of traditional classes (face-to-face interaction 
with the teacher, working with peers, immediate feedback) are assessed 
as more beneficial for student motivation. The results of an ANOVA 
indicate a statistically significant difference between S4 and S5, S7 and 
S8 (p=0.000032, p=0.000523, p=0.000032, respectively), indicating that 
the interpersonal factors of traditional classes are considered as 
significantly more valuable to student. 

 
Conclusion and pedagogical implications 
The stated aim of the paper was to identify the factors of both 

online and traditional (face-to-face) classes that positively affect student 
motivation in order to integrate these modes into future learning 
environments. The idea is not to return to the previous form of 
traditional classes once the pandemic is over, but to try to apply aspects 
of both approaches which proved to be beneficial for student 
motivation.   

The results for the research question related to the use of modern 
technology and applications indicated that a great majority of the 
students find this factor motivating for learning English. It is in line with 
the findings of Šafranj, Zivlak, and Bojanić (2019) that students express 
higher level of integrative motivation when using digital media. Our 
results suggest that modern technology should be more integrated into 
traditional English classes. For instance, a part of input and exercises 
during traditional classes could be provided and performed via students’ 
personal devices through different applications, podcasts or learning 
platforms in order to make classes more dynamic and motivating.  

Considering the second research question, the flexibility of online 
classes was assessed as stimulating by the students, but at the same 
time the students find attendance at traditional classes even more 
important. Interestingly, these results are in contrast to the findings of 
Wighting et al. (2008), who determined a higher rate of intrinsic 
motivation in online students compared to on-campus students. In 
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order to take into account both factors of motivation from the current 
study, certain flexibility could be integrated into traditional classes by 
allowing students to choose to attend certain classes online, offering 
them thus more independence and creativity, as a means of enhancing 
motivation for learning.  

The third research question dealt with affective and interpersonal 
factors. The results show that the students are well aware of the 
beneficial aspects of traditional classes, including face-to-face 
interaction with the teacher and peers, for which there is still no good 
substitute in online classes. The research showed that these factors are 
significantly more important for student motivation than the effect of 
lowering speaking anxiety in online classes.  

The student anxiety factor, however, requires closer attention. 
Namely, although most students state that they experience reduced 
speaking anxiety during online classes, we should keep in mind that oral 
student–teacher interaction in online classes is frequently reduced and 
sometimes even missing (due to various reasons, e.g. technical 
problems, delayed viewing). Therefore, the learning environment of 
online classes seems to postpone rather than solve this problem for 
students in the future. As previously noted, speaking anxiety is one of 
the most intimidating aspects of foreign language learning. Horwitz et 
al. (1986) stress that the situations when students are required to 
actively participate in classes using a foreign language are frequently 
seen as a threat to student self-esteem and self-perception. This anxiety 
can greatly undermine the whole process of foreign language learning. 
These situations should be addressed by raising student awareness of 
the issue and by employing methods that would encourage students to 
more actively participate in classes. This may include providing more 
preparation time and prompts before speaking activities, equipping 
students with topics and target vocabulary in advance, arranging 
working in groups and conducting individual research, etc. Elaborating 
these methods should be the subject of further research, preferably 
qualitative analysis, focusing on potential online resources and inputs 
for the purpose of lowering student anxiety in new learning 
environments. 

The scope and applicability of the findings presented in this study 
are subject to certain limitations. As this study refers to the students of 
Serbian faculties, where online classes were generally not held until the 
pandemic outbreak, the results could be taken as useful indicators for 
universities where online classes have been newly introduced. 
Furthermore, it is important to note that student attitudes towards 
online classes could depend on the form of the classes, e.g. whether the 
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classes are synchronous or asynchronous, which tools or platforms are 
used, etc. Therefore, further studies on student motivation should take 
into consideration the impact of using different forms of online classes. 
This research could be further extended, also, by including other 
relevant sociological and psychological factors that could affect the 
students’ attitudes and responses, referring primarily to the conditions 
and resources that students have for online learning (e.g. adequate 
space for learning at home, support of the family, availability of digital 
devices and stable internet connection). In addition, in order to provide 
a more comprehensive picture of the studied issues, further research 
could also determine the correlation between the student motivation 
and academic achievement (acquired competences and grades) in 
traditional vs. online classes, together with the teacher observations of 
the student motivation, engagement and progress in different learning 
environments. 
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UTICAJ NASTAVE NA DALJINU NA MOTIVACIJU STUDENATA ZA UČENJE 
ENGLESKOG JEZIKA  

 
Okolnosti pandemije kovid-19 dovele su do značajnih promena u mnogim 
aspektima ljudskih delatnosti, uključujući i obrazovanje. Izazov sa kojim se 
suočavaju predavači širom sveta jeste organizacija nastave na daljinu i 
obezbeđivanje efikasnog i motivišućeg radnog okruženja. Istraživanje 
predstavljeno u ovom radu bavi se analizom motivacije studenata za učenje 
engleskog jezika tokom nastave na daljinu u poređenju sa klasičnom nastavom 
u učionici. Glavni cilj rada je određivanje faktora kako nastave na daljinu tako i 
klasične nastave koji pozitivno utiču na motivaciju studenata, da bi se izvršila 
njihova integracija u uspešniju buduću praksu. Akcenat u istraživanju je stavljen 
na one faktore motivacije na koje je pandemija imala značajan uticaj, uključujući 
faktore fizičkih uslova, metode podučavanja i afektivne i međuljudske faktore. 
Istraživanje je sprovedeno na Tehnološkom fakultetu i Poljoprivrednom 
fakultetu Univerziteta u Novom Sadu i obuhvatilo je  120 studenata inženjerstva 
koji su pohađali nastavu engleskog jezika na daljinu. Upitnik koji je korišćen 
sastojao se od tvrdnji koje su se odnosile na uticaj nastave na daljinu i klasične 
nastave na motivaciju studenata za učenje engleskog jezika, gradiranih na 
Likertovoj šestostepenoj skali.  Dobijeni rezultati pokazali su da upotreba 
modernih tehnologija i aplikacija motiviše studente za učenje engleskog jezika 
kao i da bi određena fleksibilnost, koja se odnosi na fizičke uslove, mogla biti 
integrisana i tokom klasične nastave. Međuljudski faktori, poput direktne 
interakcije (licem-u-lice) sa profesorima i vršnjacima, pokazali su se kao veoma 
važni za motivaciju studenata. Istraživanje je takođe pokazalo da studenti 
osećaju manju anksioznost tokom nastave na daljinu, ali i da ovaj problem u 
obe vrste nastave zahteva više pažnje i dublje bavljenje, pre svega podizanjem 
svesti kod studenata i primenom metoda koje bi podstakle studente da aktivnije 
učestvuju u nastavi.  

 
Ključne reči: motivacija, učenje na daljinu, klasična nastava, kovid-19, 
integrativna motivacija, instrumentalna motivacija 
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Abstract: The present study investigates to what extent the effect of context is 

responsible in facilitating L2 idiom comprehension. Forty students of Italian as 

a foreign language (L1 Croatian) completed comprehension tests consisting of 

unfamiliar L2 Italian metaphorical idioms, first presented with only general 

context and then with a specific context. To date, a large number of studies have 

described and analysed factors that influence the recognition and comprehension 

of idioms in one’s native language, and in the last twenty years the same topic 

has also been investigated for L2 idiom comprehension. However, many of these 

studies differ in terms of methodology (eye-tracking, control L1 groups, 

comprehension tests), the aim of the study, and ultimately, the corpus of the 

study (processing literal vs. metaphorical recognition, unfamiliar vs. familiar 

idioms, typology of idioms). Through a carefully designed questionnaire, in this 

study we exclude all possible factors that could influence idiom comprehension 

and isolate the context factor in the results. Given that in our previous research 

(2018) we collected highly unfamiliar Italian L2 opaque idioms and idioms 

without absolute and partial formal equivalents in Croatian, such as essere al 

verde, essere in gamba, and essere nato con la camicia, we can now 

psycholinguisticaly analyse to what extent the appropriate context can infer the 

correct comprehension of Italian L2 idioms.  

 

Keywords: Idioms, context, comprehension, L2 Italian learners 

 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As L2 learners1, we combine different strategies whenever we come 
across an unknown word/idiom or phrase. Which strategy is used more 
depends on various factors that affect L2 learners and native speakers 
differently? 

                                                 
1  Given the terminology in glotodidactics, L2 speakers are also considered 
foreign language speakers. The variety of individual linguistic and sociolinguistic 
backgrounds of participants clearly show how the strict categorisation in either 
second language learners or foreign language learners have several drawbacks.  
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Idioms are specific expressions with figurative meaning and sets of 

words with strong syntagmatic connection whose meaning usually 
cannot be or can hardly be derived by the meaning of its components. 
As native speakers, we constantly come across novel idioms, and as all 
other lexical items that are unknown to us, we acquire their meaning 
using different strategies, the main ones being exposure and context. 
We learn some of them while we are still in school, but nobody goes 
around explaining to others what each new idiom means. L2 learners, 
however, are in a different situation: independently of the didactic 
approach, they go through the process of learning meaning through an 
institutional environment.  

The most important studies in understanding and modelling the 
processing and comprehension of idioms in native language are those of 
Bobrow and Bell (1973), with their idiom-list hypothesis; Swinney and 
Cutler (1979), with the lexical representation theory; Gibbs (1980; 1984) 
and Schweigert (1986), with the direct access hypothesis; and Gibbs 
(1994) and Glucksberg (1993), who developed the composition model. 
Studies on early-age idiom comprehension are found in Cacciari and 
Levorato (2009). 

In the last fifty years, there have been different attempts to predict 
and compose an L2 comprehension model that would involve the 
interaction of different variables (factors); today, however, we still do 
not have a complete picture. Various studies involve specific variables, 
which suggest a different correlation and different degree of connection 
between them. As Cieślicka (2015) points out, many of these studies 
differ in methodology (eye tracking, control L1 groups, comprehension 
tests) or in the aim or the corpus used for the studies (literal vs. 
metaphorical recognition, familiar vs. unfamiliar, typology of idioms), 
and the results are often contradictory. For example, Suñer (2018) 
investigated sixty German foreign-language learners (L1 French) and 
tested the influence of context comprehension of metaphorical idioms 
in L2 (who differed from their L1 equivalents conceptually and formally). 
His results indicated that low performance in idiom comprehension 
tests are associated with a higher degree of conceptual and formal 
distance in correlation with the absence of context. However, the study 
also revealed that the presence of a context clearly increased the 
comprehension of conceptually different idioms. Liontas (2002) studied 
to what extent the context and the type of idiom increased L2 idiom 
comprehension in fifty-three L2 learners of Spanish, German, and 
French. Based on three different categories (identical, similar, and 
different) in relation to their syntactic, semantic, and conceptual 
similarity to the L1 equivalents, the idioms were presented with and 
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without context. The study revealed that the context increased the rate 
of correct answers in all three types of idioms, even though the identical 
ones were easiest to comprehend and the different ones more difficult. 
Türker (2016) investigated the influence and relation of context and L2 
(conceptual and linguistic) similarity to L1 on thirty-six L2 Korean 
learners (English L1). She concluded that context mainly facilitates 
comprehension in different (linguistic and conceptual) equivalents 
between L2 and L1. Cooper (1999) studied strategies used by eighteen 
L2 learners in idiom comprehension and concluded that using the 
context was the most frequent strategy in inferring the meaning of an 
idiom. In 28% of cases, the participants used context to comprehend 
their meaning. All the above-mentioned studies had very similar aims. 
However, we have narrowed down the possible factors/strategies to a 
minimum, trying to catch only context-aided idiom comprehension.   

  
1.1.  The difference between L1 and L2 idiom comprehension  

The comprehension of idioms in L1 has been studied for decades, 
and in that time four main theories have been developed: the idiom-list 
hypothesis (Bobrow and Bell 1973), the lexical representation theory 
(Swinney and Cutler 1979), the direct access hypothesis (Gibbs 1980, 
1984; Schweigert 1986), and the Gibbs composition model (1994). The 
first model suggests literal interpretation and comprehension of idioms 
prior to figurative, but was later rejected by Gibbs’s (1980) and 
Glucksberg’s (1993) experiments, which found that participants never 
understood the literal meaning more quickly than they understood the 
figurative meaning. The second model describes idioms as long words 
that are stored in the mental lexicon together with all other words. Their 
literal and figurative meaning appear to be processed simultaneously, 
and the context determines the more fitting interpretation. In the third 
model, Gibbs (1980) states that native speakers retrieve the figurative 
meaning directly from the mental lexicon while rarely considering the 
literal meaning. This can be explained by the fact that idiom figurative 
access is completed more quickly as it does not require semantic, lexical, 
and syntactic processing for a complete linguistic analysis. The fourth 
model considers the type of compositionality of idioms confirming that 
decomposable idioms (in which the figurative and literal meanings are 
close, e.g., hit the jackpot) are processed faster than the non-
decomposable idioms (which are non-transparent, e.g. essere al verde).  

Different studies have suggested that children under the age of 9 
rarely understand the figurative meaning of idioms in their native 
language. However, Cacciari and Levorato (2009) conclude from their 
study that a rich context can increase the correct comprehension of 
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idioms even from the age of 7. The frequency of exposure of children to 
idioms, which was considered the main factor in acquisition and 
production, has now been downplayed because it has been found to 
play only a minor role and only for children who are not yet able to use 
contextual information.  

On the other hand, the processing and comprehension of L2 idioms 
seems to include many more factors than L1 idiom comprehension. One 
L2 idiom comprehension model is the parasitic hypothesis (Hall 2002), 
in which the initial referent of a new L2 vocabulary item is the 
conceptual structure of the most closely corresponding L1 word. 
Gradually, these initial L1-based representations get replaced as the 
learner establishes L2 conceptual representations and direct 
connections develop between L2 words/forms and their corresponding 
L2 concepts. The same model could also apply for idioms because 
translating the idiom literally and trying to find its native language 
equivalent seems to be a natural strategy for the L2 learner.  

Another L2 idiom comprehension model is the dual idiom 
representation model, which divides the processing model into parts 
depending on the type of idiom and its (non)decompositionality 
(prendere una cotta) and familiarity (Abel 2003). For example, non-
decomposable idioms should have separate lexical entries while 
decomposable idioms (andare a letto con le galline) can be represented 
via lexical entries of their individual constituents (constituent entries).   

Other studies, such as those of Irujo (1986a), Kellermen (1983), 
Marković (2018), and Suñer (2018), also suggest that L1 plays a role in 
L2 idiom processing especially when the idioms are absolute or near 
equivalents in both languages. 

We assume that each L2 learner will adopt the most facilitating 
strategies to arrive as quickly as possible to the correct understanding 
of an idiom. Different strategies were also confirmed by Cooper (1999), 
who explains that L2 learners use a heuristic approach to L2 idiom 
comprehension through the trial and error strategy, with the context 
being used in 28% of all the cases (and in 57% of all correctly inferred 
idiom meanings).2 

 
1.2.  Factors that influence L2 idiom comprehension 

When an L2 speaker comes across to an idiom for the first time, 
different factors can influence its comprehension.  

                                                 
2 Even though the context is usually used in parallel with other strategies, its 
relevance in interpreting can be influenced by other factors (frequency of 
exposure, type of idiom, etc.) 
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We can start with the influence of L1 linguistic background on the 

comprehension of L2 idioms. Several studies suggest that a formal and 
conceptual similarity of idioms in L2 and L1 can increase the possibility 
of a correct comprehension of an L2 idiom. However, they are always 
connected to other factors (context, frequency of use, etc.) Studies done 
by Irujo (1986), Ferreira (2008), Liontas (2002), Chen and Lai (2013), and 
Türker (2016) suggest that the cross-linguistic aspects (similarity 
between L1 and L2) have an impact on L2 idiom comprehension. Recent 
studies have confirmed this thesis. Suñer (2018) concludes in his study 
that formal and conceptual distance of idioms in two languages lead to 
the performance in L2 idiom comprehension. However, he also showed 
that the presence of a context clearly increases the comprehension of 
conceptually different idioms. On the other hand, Marković (2018) has 
found that similarity (partial equivalents) between idioms in two 
languages helps L2 learners to correctly comprehend L2 idioms in 51% 
of cases, while their difference (when equivalent idioms are different or 
when there are no equivalents) in two languages leads participants to 
the correct answer in only 21% of the cases.  

The proficiency of L2 learners. Various studies suggest that a 
learner’s degree of L2 competence influences their access to the 
possible figurative meaning of idioms. This means that a lower degree 
of language competence is responsible for the accessing of a literal 
meaning (instead of a figurative one). Already in 1986, Gibbs concluded 
that the more proficient L2 learners are, the more they retrieve the 
idiomatic meaning like native speakers (holistically), generally by 
bypassing the literal meaning. L2 proficiency is clearly also responsible 
for the speaker’s ability to deduct the meaning of an idiom through 
better use of contextual understanding, or through possible connections 
with the meaning of each idiom unit.  

Another factor that can clearly influence the easier comprehension 
of idioms is the type of idiom, based on its compositionality. Gluckberg 
(1993) describes types of idioms based on their meaning. There are 
some idioms whose meaning is arbitrary and not motivated, and they 
are acquired/learnt and memorised as one unit. These idioms are not or 
are hardly decomposable (e.g., essere al verde, essere in gamba) and are 
less transparent and their meaning can hardly be deducted based on 
their constituents. On the other hand, there are other idioms that can 
be easily decomposed (e.g., acqua passata, she packed her bags); these 
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are usually more transparent to comprehend because each of the 
idiom’s units can be connected to the overall meaning of the idiom.3  

Frequency of exposure to L2 idioms should be the main factor for 
idiom comprehension. This variable should be equal for mother-tongue 
speakers as for second-language learners. However, we cannot exclude 
the impact that context has on comprehension through exposure 
(Levorato and Cacciari 2009). 

Individual factors in using different general cognitive strategies in 
idiom comprehension. These strategies are usually parallel and are 
combined with other variables that could affect the comprehension of 
idioms, such as generalisation, analogies, heuristic approach to 
processing, trial and error, or guessing strategies.  

We have already mentioned that the presence or absence of a 
supporting context can strongly affect L2 idiom comprehension. Sperber 
and Wilson (1995) state in their relevance theory that context helps 
learners of L2 to balance the cognitive effects with cognitive efforts to 
reach optimal results when inferring the meaning of an idiom. All the 
previously mentioned studies – Suñer (2018), Liontas (2002), Türker 
(2016), and Cooper (2019) – have affirmed context as a significant factor 
in facilitating L2 idiom comprehension.  

In this study, we investigate to what extent context is responsible 
for facilitating comprehension of unknown idioms in a second or foreign 
language. In our case, the subjects are Croatian native speakers who are 
students of Italian. Therefore, we adjusted the questionnaire by 
excluding all idioms that would be familiar to the participants, using only 
opaque non-decomposable Italian idioms with no structural or semantic 
similarity to their Croatian equivalents). Only in this way could we be 
sure that context was the main factor/strategy responsible in inferring 
the meaning of the L2 idiom). 

 
2. AIM OF THE STUDY AND METHODOLOGY 

The present study aims to answer the following research questions: 

                                                 
3 However, as Cieślicka (2015) also points out, these two dimensions are not 
always interchangeable, because some idioms can be transparent ‘mental 
picture motivated by the components of an idiom’ and nondecomposable 
‘none of the components literal meaning is used for overall meaning’ (e.g., jump 
the gun; levare le tende) while others can be opaque ‘mental picture is not 
clearly motivated by the idiom components’ and decomposable ‘some of the 
components literal meaning is close to the overall meaning’ (e.g., pop the 
question; un tempo da lupi).   
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1. What is the extent and impact of contextual information in inferring 

the unknown idiom comprehension (when no obvious factors are 
included)? 

2. What is the relationship between the context and level of language 
proficiency for correct idiom comprehension? 

3. Are other individual factors (strategies) involved in unknown L2 
idiom comprehension (literal interpretation of components, 
language proficiency, semantic and formal analogies, 
generalizations)? 

 
2.1.  Participants  

Forty-two learners of Italian as a foreign language with Croatian as 
L1 participated in the study. The participants were recruited from the 
student body of the University of Zadar’s program in Italian language 
and literature. They were divided into two groups based on their level 
of L2 Italian proficiency and year of study. Group 1 was in their second 
year of the bachelor’s degree program and had Italian proficiency levels 
ranging from A2 to B1 according to the Common European Framework 
of Reference (CEFR), while Group 2 was in their first year of the master’s 
degree program, with C1 Italian proficiency level according to the CEFR. 
Over the course of the year, the participants were receiving 6 hours of 
language instruction per week in addition to specialized courses 
(linguistics and literature), which were also taught in Italian. The 
participants in Group 1 had been studying Italian for 8,8 years (on 
average, ranging from 4 to 12 years) in a non-intensive schooling 
program, while those in Group 2 had been studying Italian for 12,5 years 
(on average, ranging from 7 to 20 years), with two participants being 
early bilinguals (from ages 2 and 4). There was no obvious connection 
between the number of correctly inferred idiom meanings and the 
participants Italian language exposure over the years 4  which can be 
explained by very moderate and not demanding courses of Italian prior 
to University level.   

 
2.2.  Instruments 

In order to investigate the effects of context on idiom 
comprehension, we created the idiom comprehension test (ICT), which 
consists of 15 idiomatic expressions. All of the idioms (items) were 

                                                 
4 The foreign language programs for primary and secondary elementary schools 
and colleges in Croatia usually include two hours of language lessons per week.  
On the other hand, the University Bachelor degree starts with the Italian 
proficiency level A1 and all the courses are taught in Italian language. 
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chosen according to their non-familiarity. Only idioms unknown to the 
participants in a previous study done by Marković (2018) were used.5 
The same idioms also had to meet further criteria in order to exclude all 
the possible factors that can help infer the correct meaning of unknown 
idioms. For example, we also selected only non-decomposable idioms 
(or the ones with very high levels of non-decomposability), so we could 
exclude possible idiom comprehension through their components. 6 In 
addition, only idioms that did not have similar equivalents (absolute or 
partial equivalents in their mother tongue – Croatian) were used. In that 
way, we could exclude the possible inference of an idiom’s meaning 
through the similar equivalent in L1. By using these criteria, we were 
able to ensure that the context is the main factor/strategy responsible 
in inferring the meaning of L2 idiom.  

We created two different versions of the test with the same 15 
idiomatic expressions. Both versions were presented with the context. 
However, the first version of the test was presented with a broad 
context (ICT1)7, while the second version (ICT2) was presented with a 
specific and appropriate context. For example:  

ICT1:  
Il ragazzo pensava che suo fratello fosse nato con la camicia.  
‘The boy thought his brother was born with a silver spoon in his 
mouth.’ 
 
ICT2:  
Giovanni: Sai che ieri Toni ha vinto il Jackpot? (‘Did you know that 
Toni won the Jackpot yesterday?’) 
Franco: Ma guarda, quello è proprio nato con la camicia. (‘O dear, 
he really was born with a silver spoon in his mouth.’) 
 

2.3.  Procedure 
Before we started the test, each participant completed a short 

questionnaire about their linguistic biography (their mother tongue, 

                                                 
5 Nevertheless, some idioms in this study were known to the participants. Such 
cases were excluded from the results. 
6 The degree of idiom nondecompositionality is not absolute and may vary. The 
data we researched are at the very top of the nondecompositionality scale. 
7  In ICT1 broad or general context was used mainly for the purpose of 
naturalness. The context was structured so it could not give any semantic clue 
in inferring the meaning of the investigated idiom.  
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other foreign languages, length of study, type of bilingual, stays abroad) 
and was explained the purpose of the study.  

The participants were first asked in ICT1 to indicate the meaning of 
each idiom when presented with a broader context. Once the first 
version was completed, the participants were asked in ICT2 to indicate 
the meaning of the same idioms after being presented with the specific 
context. We compared the two versions, looking for the correct answers 
in the ICT2 (after being checked for being unknown to the participants 
from the ICT1). All the correctly inferred idiom meanings from the first 
test were excluded from the results. To receive more detailed 
information about the strategies they used and the problems they 
encountered during the comprehension test, the participants were 
asked to answer to some of the qualitative questions, such us: Which 
lexical components of idioms were not known to you? Were any parts 
of context that were not understood? How did you arrive to a certain 
answer?   

 
2.4.  Data analysis 

The quantitative part of the study included the rates of correct and 
incorrect answers. After we excluded all the correctly answered 
questions from ICT1 we compared the remaining ones with the answers 
from ICT2. Every correct answer received 1 point, while no answer or an 
incorrect answer received 0 points. To achieve a better understanding 
of other possible remaining factors or strategies used in inferring the 
idioms’ meanings, we used information from a qualitative interview. 
Some of the answers were also hyperonyms of the correct meanings 
which were taken into account, and each analysed qualitatively. The 
expression essere in gamba can indicate variations in meaning 
depending on its context. For example, the meaning of the expression 
Marco è un idraulico in gamba refers to the competences and 
capabilities of a person in a working environment, while Marco è un tipo 
in gamba refers to general positive qualities that Marco has, which can 
stretch over a great range from being likable to being intelligent.  

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Three questions were addressed in the study. The first and the main 
question was, what is the extent and impact of contextual information 
in inferring an unknown idiom’s sense (when no obvious factors are 
included)? Out of 630 possible answers in the ICT1 (idioms with general 
context) only 12% were correct, a result which shows the participant’s 
familiarity with the idioms presented. On the other hand, when 
presented with more specific context (ICT2), the participants managed 
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to infer the correct idiom meaning in 48% of the cases (out of 551 possible 
answers). These results strongly confirm the correlation between context 
and L2 idiom comprehension (see Chart 1. and Table 1.) 
 

 
Chart 1. Percentage of correctly inferred idioms of ICT1 and ICT28 

 
 

Idiom ICT1 
correct 

ICT2 
possible 
answers 
(42 - ICT1 
correct) 

ICT2 
correct 

(without 
ICT1 

correct) 

% of 
correct 

ICT2 
answer

s 

essere al verde 8 34 20 58,82 

essere in gamba 8 34 23 67,64 

prendere in giro 34 8 5 62,5 

fare la pelle 0 42 3 7,14 

attacare un bottone 0 42 14 33,33 
essere nato con la 
camicia 11 31 29 93,55 

avere la luna storta 0 42 13 30,95 

perdere le staffe 0 42 30 71,42 

andare a gonfie vele 4 38 31 81,58 

prendersi una cotta 4 38 29 76,31 

ingoiare il rospo 0 42 9 21,42 

                                                 
8 42 participants * 15 idioms = 630 possible answers (ICT1) 
630 total possible answers - 79 ICT1 correct known answers = 551 possible 
answers (ICT2) 
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andare a monte 4 38 23 60,52 

sputare il rospo 1 41 12 29,26 

fare quattro passi 5 37 24 64,86 

prendere un granchio 0 42 3 7,14 

TOTAL 
79 (out of 

630) 551 
268 (out 
of 551)  

% 12,50%  48,63%  
Table 1. Total idiom comprehension through ICT1 and ICT2 

 
When these results are compared with those of Cooper’s (1999: 

246) study, in which 28% of the answers were inferred correctly through 
context (being the strategy most used by L2 learners), we can see how 
the percentage is much higher when we have no other obvious strategy 
(L1 formal equivalence, literal meaning, conceptual transparency of the 
components) to be used other than the context. Studies like Ferreira’s 
(2008), which have diminished the importance of context in L2 
comprehension arguing that learners use analogies and associations 
based on their embodied experience (like the concept of physical 
motion to understand the expression of time) rather than using the 
contextual clues have been mainly disproved by our study. This might 
be true for other types of idioms other than opaque ones.9 Even Suñer 
(2018: 509) indicates the possibility that the different contexts 
presented in the comprehension tests were not equally useful or 
supportive to inferring the meaning. This was also the case in Türker’s 
(2016) study, as he demonstrated that differences in the length of 
contextual information play an important role. Even though we took 
into consideration the appropriate and specific context for ICT2, trying 
to specify it with different contextual clues, we noticed that some of 
them were not specific enough. For example, fare la pelle, ingoiare il 
rospo, and prendere un granchio have all been very difficult to 
comprehend even within the appropriate context (inferred correctly 
from 0% to 25% especially in the lower language proficiency group). 

Regarding the second question, which concerned the relationship 
between context and level of language proficiency for correct idiom 
comprehension, the results show a correlation between L2 higher 
proficiency level and better performance at L2 idiom comprehension 
(see Table 2.). The difference between the two group’s proficiency levels 

                                                 
9 Few answers were indicative of using these types of strategies. However, the 
meaning inferred was incorrect because the analogy or association was usually 
connected only with one idiom component. 
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also has been indicated by the results of ICT1 (the test with general 
context). The results show that only 8.9% of idioms were correctly 
comprehended with broad context by the lower-proficiency L2 learners 
(G1) and 15% by the higher-level L2 learners (G2). Presented with ICT2 
(the test with appropriate context), the more proficient group (G2) 
inferred the meaning correctly in 57,5% of the cases, while the less 
proficient group (G1) in 40,44% of the cases. 

 

Column1 
G1 (lower prof. 
group) 

G2 (higher prof. 
group)  

No. of participants 23 19 
Mean length of stud. It. 
lan. 8,8 12,5 
ICT1 correct 31 (out of 345) 45 (out of 285) 
% of ICT1 correct 9% 15,80% 
ICT2 correct by context 127 (out of 314) 138 (out of 240) 
% of ICT2 correct by 
context 40,44% 57,50% 

Table 2. Correlation between language proficiency level and correctly inferred 
idiom comprehension10 

 
This difference of 17% can be explained by the lower language 

competence in understanding the meaning of some idiom components. 
The participants of Group 1 indicated that, when an idiom component – 
such as rospo ‘toad’ or granchio ‘crab’ etc. – was not known to them, 
they did not try to guess the meaning. On the other hand, there was no 
difference between the two groups in using the guessing strategy in 
general and presenting the incorrect answer in circa 17% of the cases. 
We can conclude that the more proficient language level brings students 
to use context more when inferring the meaning of an idiom. However, 
we must also agree with Azuma and Littlemore (2010), Azuma (2009), 
and Liontas (2002) when they state that L2 learners basically use pure 
guessing by context (at all levels), even though the strategy often leads 
to misinterpretation (Boers 2000), in our case in both groups in 17% of 

                                                 
10 Two groups ended having different no. of participants due to larger groups at 
Bachelor level. 
ICT1 (G1) had 23 participants * 15 = 345 possible answers 
ICT1 (G2) had 19 participants * 15 = 285 possible answers 
ICT2 (G1) 314 possible answers (345-31 ICT1 correct) 
ICT2 (G2) 240 possible answers (285-45 ICT1 correct) 
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cases. There is another indicator of difference between the two groups. 
In G1 we find at least 5 participants in ICT2 that haven't reached the 30% 
of correct idiom comprehension, while in G2 the minimum of correct 
answers in ICT2 was more than 30% for each participant and the max. 
were generally much higher.  

The third question concerned other possible individual factors 
(strategies) involved in unknown L2 idiom comprehension (literal 
interpretation of components, language proficiency, semantic and 
formal analogies, generalizations). We have found that Group 2 in 29% 
of the cases generalised the meaning, presenting answers with wider 
meaning or hyperonyms, while Group 1 used this strategy in only 7% of 
the cases. In this case, the results clearly support studies which indicate 
that general cognitive strategies are always involved and at all levels, but 
there is a tendency for them to be used differently depending on the L2 
proficiency level. For example, the idiom essere in gamba, which in 
general means ‘very capable, on top of things’ was interpreted very 
often as ‘good (girl)’ and andare a gonfie vele ‘full sail ahead’ was 
interpreted also often as ‘going well’ or ‘better’. We have also noticed 
that Group 1 used the literal meaning of components to infer the 
meaning in many cases (clearly inferring the wrong meaning, as the 
idioms were very opaque). For example, the idiom essere al verde ‘being 
broke’ was incorrectly interpreted as ‘being young’ by several 
participants who connected the component verde ‘green’ with the 
general figurative meaning of green ‘young, inexperienced’; or the idiom 
attaccare (un) bottone a qualcuno ‘to bore somebody’ was interpreted 
as ‘to hook up with somebody’ based on the component attaccare ‘to 
stick, to hook up’;  andare a monte ‘to ruin, to blow up’ was interpreted 
by some participants as ‘to go high’ due to the component monte 
‘mountain’; and fare quattro passi ‘to go for a little walk’ was interpreted 
as ‘to do four rounds’, again based on the component ‘four’ and 
passi,’steps’. In Group 2 this was never the case. 11  These results 
correspond to Gibbs’ (1986) research which indicate that lower degree 
of language competence is responsible for accessing the literal meaning 
(instead of a figurative one), while more proficient L2 learners try to 
retrieve the idiomatic meaning more like native speakers (holistically), 
generally by bypassing the literal meaning.  

                                                 
11 Gioria (1999) states that L2 learners first focus their attention on the literal 
meaning, and then make use of contextual clues. In our study, we have received 
the opposite results from G2. Even when contextual clues were not clear 
enough for them to interpret the meaning, the participants never used the 
literal meaning to infer the correct answer.  
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4. CONCLUSION 

What we tried to present is that, even though different strategies 
are used at the same time (as we stated before) when an L2 learner 
comes across a completely unknown idiom and when transparency and 
its decompositionality are at the lowest level, context plays a significant 
(if not the only) role in correct idiom comprehension. We can say that 
the L1 model of idiom comprehension should apply in these types of 
idioms of L2 – in contradiction to Cooper’s (1999) thesis that the L2 
idiom comprehension is different from L1 – because the strategies are 
much more restricted when idioms are opaque, not decomposable, and 
with no other language equivalent to refer to. Therefore, as with L1 
idiom comprehension in children, frequency of exposure and context 
play a significant role (Levorato and Cacciari 2009) in the second 
language as well, but when we tested unfamiliar L2 idioms, context 
turned out to be by far the main factor in their comprehension. 

The guessing strategy of trial and error is also present, but this is 
usually combined with generalization of the meaning in the higher 
proficiency level of L2 (often resulting in a broader but correct answer), 
while the lower-proficiency learners of L2 combine guessing with the 
literal meaning of components (arriving at the wrong answer).  

As L2 learners, we continuously come across different types of 
idioms, and the non-transparent ones are usually as frequent as the 
other types. Our study has shown that when a non-decomposable idiom 
is put in a specific and appropriate context, it can be inferred in almost 
half of the cases and consequently can be acquired with ease by 
learners. Therefore, to help L2 learners to achieve good comprehension 
and master these types of idioms, instructional materials and teaching 
techniques need to be focused on appropriate and specific context. 
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VAŽNOST KONTEKSTA U PREPOZNAVANJU ZNAČENJA NEPOZNATIH  
FRAZEMA U DRUGOM ILI STRANOM JEZIKU 

 
Cilj istraživanja bio je utvrditi u kojoj mjeri kontekst može utjecati na 
prepoznavanje značenja nepoznatih frazema kod učenja stranog ili drugog 
jezika. Radom se prvenstveno pokušava psiholingvistički prodrijeti u 
razumijevanje utjecaja ili udjela utjecaja konteksta na prepoznavanje značenja.  
Budući da je potrebno odvojiti sve ostale čimbenike koji bi mogli utjecati na 
prepoznavanje značenja, te izdvojiti rezultate samo za kontekst, bilo je 
potrebno precizno osmisliti upitnik u kojem bi se svi ostali čimbenici mogli 
isključiti. Prvenstveno se to odnosi na iste apsolutne ili parcijalne ekvivalente i 
u hrvatskom jeziku, te na providnije frazeme koji svojim literarnim značenjem u  
sastavnicama mogu navesti ispitanika na prepoznavanje značenja. S obzirom da 
je u prijašnjim radovima Marković (2018) ispitala poznatost odnosno 
nepoznatost određenih frazema izdvojeni su frazemi koji su prema tome 
istraživanju a) nepoznati, b) neprovidni, c) nemaju apsolutnog ili parcijalnog 
ekvivalenta i u hrvatskom jeziku npr. essere al verde, essere in gamba. Osim 
kvantitativnog ispitivanja preko upitnika vršilo se i kvalitativno ispitivanje 
svakog pojedinog ispitanika kako bi se dobio uvid u razloge i motivacije za 
njegovo prepoznavanje ili neprepoznavanje frazema. Rezultati su pokazali kako 
je kontekst najvažniji čimbenik u prepoznavanju točnog značenja neprovidnog i 
nekompozicionalnog frazema (u čak 50% slučajeva). Razine jezične 
kompetencije ispitanika imale su nešto utjecaja na točno prepoznavanje 
značenja, no njihova se razlika u prepoznavanju frazema očitovala prvenstveno 
u upotrebi različitih tipova kognitivnih strategija. Skupina s boljim poznavanjem 
jezika bila je sklonija generalizaciji u značenju i koristila često hiperonime, dok 
je druga skupina s nešto manjim poznavanjem jezika učestalo koristila 
komponente frazema kako bi došla do značenja (iako uvijek netočnog), što u 
prvoj skupini nikad nije bio slučaj.  
 
Ključne riječi: Idiomi, kontekst, razumijevanje, prepoznavanje, talijanski L2 
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APPENDIX A 
Idiom Comprehension Test 1 (ICT1) 

1. Giorgio non è andato via soltanto perché era al verde. ‘to be broke’ 
2. Non c'era dubbio che Maria era veramente in gamba.  ‘great, 

capable, intelligent’ 
3. Marco non capiva perché tutti lo prendevano in giro. ‘make fun of, 

tease’ 
4. Gli hanno fatto la pelle perché parlava con voi.   ‘to skin alive, to kill’ 
5. Ho cercato di attaccare un bottone a lei.  ‘talk endlessly to, to bore 

somebody’ 
6. Il ragazzo pensava che suo fratello fosse nato con la camicia.  ‘to be 

born with a silver spoon in one's mouth’ 
7. Sembra che qualcuno abbia la luna storta. ‘to be in a bad mood’  
8. E, sopra ogni cosa, non perdere le staffe.  ‘to boil over’ 
9. Direi che tutto va a gonfie vele.    ‘to go very well’ 
10.  Mi sono presa proprio una bella cotta.   ‘to fall for somebody’ 
11. Ho paura che tu debba ingoiare il rospo stavolta. ‘to swallow a bitter 

pill’   
12. Ieri Mario mi ha detto che il progetto è andato a monte. ‘to blow up’ 
13. Farai meglio a sputare il rospo.    ‘to get something off one's 

chest’   
14. Devo andare a fare quattro passi.    ‘to go for a little walk’ 
15. Oggi ho proprio preso un granchio.   ‘to make a blunder’     

 
 
 
APPENDIX B  
Idiom Comprehension Test 2 (ICT2) 

1. essere al verde ‘to be broke’ 
ICT2 
Due amici parlano.  
Marco: Franco dove andate in vacanza quest' anno?  
Franco: Ma che vacanze, sono completamente al verde:. 
 

2. essere in gamba ‘great, capable, intelligent’ 
ICT2 
Due signore conversano.  
Bruna: Maria, ho sentito che tuo Franco si sposa? Che bella notizia.  
Maria: Si, sono molto contenta perché Laura è proprio una ragazza in 
gamba e intelligente.  
 

3. prendere in giro ‘make fun of, tease’ 
ICT2 
Dalla scuola correva a casa con occhi pieni di lacrime e non capiva 
perché tutti lo  prendevano in giro.  
 

https://it.bab.la/dizionario/inglese-italiano/get-something-off-one-s-chest
https://it.bab.la/dizionario/inglese-italiano/get-something-off-one-s-chest
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4. fare la pelle a qualcuno ‘to skin alive, to kill’ 

ICT2 
Io ho solo sentito degli spari, ho pensato che volessero fare la pelle 
a qualche poveretto. 
 

5. attaccare (un) bottone ‘talk endlessly to, to bore somebody’ 
ICT2 
Franca: Siete uscite ieri sera? Com'è andata?  
Giorgia: Era un successo, soltanto che alla fine  è venuto Guido e mi 
ha attaccato un bottone per un' intera ora. 
 

6. nascere con la camicia ‘to be born with a silver spoon in one's 
mouth’ 
ICT2 
Giovanni: Sai che ieri Toni ha vinto il Jackpot?  
Franco: Ma guarda, quello è proprio nato con la camicia. 
 

7. avere la luna storta ‘to be in a bad mood’ 
ICT2 
Dopo aver litigato con la fidanzata Giorgio parla con sua sorella 
Fiorella.  
Fiorella: Ma è una cosa grave?  
Giorgio: Era una stupidaggine. Oggi ha proprio la luna storta. 
 

8. perdere le staffe ‘to boil over’ 
ICT2 
Mario infuriato gridava a Sabina. Lei, con pazienza, senza perdere le 
staffe gli disse di calmarsi perché anche lei ha avuto una giornata 
pesante. 
 

9. andare a gonfie vele ‘to go very well’ 
ICT2 
Jack ha aperto un negozio. Dopo un periodo difficile, gli affari ben 
presto cominciarono ad andare a gonfie vele. 
 

10.  prendersi una cotta ‘to fall for somebody’ 
ICT2 
Stavo di fronte a lui. Non potevo pensare, non potevo parlare, non 
potevo respirare perché il cuore mi batteva mille all'ora. In quel 
momento ho capito di aver preso una cotta per lui.   
 

11.  ingoiare il rospo ‘to swallow a bitter pill’ 
ICT2 
Simona ha avuto una discussione con il suo capo. La collega di lavoro 
Cristina cerca di darle dei suggerimenti. Cristina: Penso, che questa 
volta tu debba ingoiare il rospo, sennò finisci per strada.  
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12. andare a monte ‘to blow up’ 
ICT2 
Mauro era molto preoccupato. Proprio adesso il capo gli ha detto che 
per colpa sua era andato a monte l'intero progetto. 
 

13.  sputare il rospo ‘to get something off one's chest’ 
ICT2 
Vilma: Jonas cos'hai? 
Jonas: Nulla, lasciamo perdere.  
Vilma: Non sei mai stato bravo a nascondere le cose, sputa il rospo. 
Jonas: Ma no, è solo stanchezza.  
 

14. fare quattro passi ‘to go for a little walk’ 
ICT2 
Feci una rapida doccia e la colazione, e poi uscii a fare quattro passi 
nel parco vicino. 
  

15. prendere un granchio ‘to make a blunder’ 
ICT2 
Marco è andato a fare un’intervista di lavoro.  
Mamma: Com’è andata Marco?  
Marco: Non chiedermelo neanche! Mi hanno chiesto di fare una 
presentazione ed io completamente in trance non potevo dire 
neanche una parola. Ho proprio preso un granchio! 

 

https://it.bab.la/dizionario/inglese-italiano/get-something-off-one-s-chest
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Abstract: Listening Skill of any language is the key to all effective 

communication (Amir & Kang, 2018a; Amir & Kang, 2018b). Listening means 

the ability to receive and interpret the spoken text accurately and this fact makes 

it the one communication skill that a language learner should master. 

Considering the importance of the English language in Pakistan’s educational 

system, and that of Listening comprehension in the communication system, this 

study critically evaluates listening competency making a comparison between 

various groups of Higher Secondary School students of the provincial capital 

Quetta. The purpose of the study is to identify problems and hurdles that students 

face while listening to the English language and recommend the remedial steps 

required to be taken by the subject specialists i.e. teachers of English. The study 

evaluated the performance of Higher Secondary Students in listening 

comprehension through the conduct of Listening Comprehension Test/Tests in 

the classrooms while Questionnaires were used to identify problems of listening 

comprehension, teaching strategies, listening habits, and other variables. The 

data collected was analyzed quantitatively to determine the significant 

differences and correlations between various groups and subgroups of students 

formed on the basis of sectors and gender. The study was expected to help the 

teachers and students in better academic performance and concluded with 

findings and subsequent recommendations for teachers and students to improve 

listening comprehension of English with respect to the Educational system 

prevailing in the province of Baluchistan. 

 

Keywords: English language teaching and learning, Quetta, Baluchistan, 

English in Pakistan, higher secondary school level, etc. 
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1. Introduction: 
Listening is essential because in the process of communication, a person 
need to be an effective listener to understand the spoken language. For 
this purpose, process-oriented listening strategies are required. The 
listening process involves the simultaneous use of language and thought. 
FL/SL “students also value listening when it is given a place and 
importance in the classroom while teaching a language and is 
meaningfully integrated with viewing, reading, representing, speaking, 
and writing experiences” (Amir, 2019). It is necessary for the language 
teachers to consider the importance of active listening. As a matter of 
fact, only those language learners become active listeners who 
“deliberately attend” to what the speaker says. The students also need 
to assess the information they are listening to. For example, making 
notes or offering words of agreement, asking or formulating questions, 
evaluating the text, determining the intentions of the speaker and 
finding out the differences between facts and opinions (“Listening,” n.d., 
p. 1; & Kang, 2018a; Amir, 2019).  
 
2. Review of literature 

Listening is the key skill to receive a message effectively. It is the 
combination of hearing and psychological involvement of the listener 
with the speaker. The listener’s desire to understand the speaker, his1 
respectful attitude and broadmindedness towards the speaker and 
ability to see things from the speaker’s point of view are some example 
of listener’s psychological involvement. Listener needs to have a high 
level of concentration and energy and set aside personal interests 
“empathizing with the speaker” and seeing the world from speaker’s 
eyes (Tyagi, 2013; Amir, 2021). 

Listening comprises the following key components (Tyagi, 2013; 
Nunan, 2002; Yukselci):  
i. The listener should be able to discriminate between the 

sounds.  
ii. The listener should be able to recognize the words and 

understand the meanings of these words.  
iii. The listener should be able to identify grammatical groupings 

of words.  
iv. The listener should be capable of identifying expressions. At 

the same time, he should identify sets of utterances acting to 
create certain meanings  

                                                 
1 The use of the masculine pronoun is only for the spontaneity of expression 
and in no way is related to the gender biasness.  
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v. The listener should know how to connect linguistic, non-

linguistic and paralinguistic cues with one another and 
whenever required. 

vi. The listener should use the background knowledge for 
predicting and also to confirm meanings. 

vii. The listener should be able to recall important words and ideas.  
 

Listening has not been treated as a separate skill until recently 
despite being used widely (Field, 2002; Nunan, 2002; Yukselci, 2003; 
Rubin, 1995; Morley 2001). The requirement of teaching listening skills 
depends on the purpose of teaching of a particular language program 
e.g. teaching of listening in an English language program may be to give 
the learners exposure to the sounds, so that they are able to interact 
with the native speakers or listen to the lectures by their teachers 
(McDonough & Shaw, 1993; Amir & Kang, 2018b) e.g. in English-medium 
universities or they can listen to some major learning channel (Benson, 
1994). Listening also plays an important role as a source for second 
language acquisition and provides ‘processable input’ for second 
language learning at all levels (Peterson, 2001; Rost, 2002). Young 
learners and beginners of the second language who cannot read and 
write well can successfully acquire these skills while at the intermediate 
and advanced levels of learning a language, structural accuracy and 
vocabulary knowledge can be enhanced through listening. Therefore 
listening as a primary channel is important for language acquisition and 
its development as a skill is essential for second language learning 
although, despite its importance, there are few pieces of research that 
examine the nature of academic listening (Ferris, 1998).  

Listening is a very difficult process because of obstacles that stand 
in the way of effective comprehension. These hurdles may be 
experienced within the classrooms or outside of it. The learners of 
English as a foreign language regularly report persistent difficulties while 
listening primarily those of recognition of sounds due to the fast speed 
of the speaker (Carrier, 1999; Rost, 1990), such as the understanding of 
the reduced forms of words, distinguishing the word boundaries, and 
recognizing the non-prominent words. If students fail to cope with the 
speed of spoken texts, they fail to comprehend the spoken text 
effectively (Yukselci, 2003). Temporal concerns and short-term memory 
are also related to processing (Call, 1985; Rost, 1990). Anxiety in learners 
also creates difficulties because learners “fail to understand the 
systematicity of acoustic signal” (Carrier, 1999, pp. 65).  

Then there are other problems that are related to approaching the 
task of decoding spoken English (Brown & Yule, 1983; Carrier, 1999). 
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Sometimes there is a very less played role of the teachers which also 
makes it difficult for learners to focus on listening and promote 
acquisition (Rife, 2010). When the learners, especially EFL or ESL 
learners, try to make out individual words in a stream of spoken text, 
they are unable to understand what is being said. Lacking the knowledge 
and application of these strategies also impacts the learners’ motivation 
and they ultimately become unwilling for more listening practice 
(Yukselci, 2003) although practicing a lot is essential for developing the 
listening comprehension (Ridgeway, 2000, p. 183). Lacking the ability to 
use the background or prior knowledge during listening (Mendelsohn, 
1995; Amir & Saeed, 2019) and inability to use linguistic and 
nonlinguistic knowledge simultaneously (Yukselci, 2003) are also 
hurdles in successful developing of the listening comprehension.  

Sometimes, it also happens that the learners are not well aware of 
the activities that help in lexical segmentation and in determining sense 
groupings (Yukselci, 2003). There is a range of activities that could be 
adapted for lexical segmentation and grouping (Goh, 2000). There may 
also be a physiological barrier which means that if a learner has a 
genuine hearing defects or deficiencies, effective listening will not 
happen. Failing to process the information and to retain it also becomes 
a failure in successful listening (Tyagi, 2013).     

Some problems which are identified by scholars but are also 
specific to Pakistan are lack of fluency (Naeem, 2013), elements of 
distraction in the environment (Tyagi, 2013). Egocentrism is also a 
common attitudinal problem. It is the belief that the listener is more 
knowledgeable than the speaker and there is nothing new that can be 
learned from what the speaker’s ideas are. Such a listener is close-
minded and has an attitude that makes him a very poor listener. Lack 
audio-visual aid, the textbook that is insufficient in listening material and 
exercises (Naeem, 2013), lack of funding, wrong beliefs about listening 
(Goh, 2000; Graham, 2006), the difference of ascents within provinces 
(Tyagi, 2013), a lack of training, bad listening habits, common mistakes, 
like interrupting the speaker, completing the speaker’s sentences in 
advance, topping the speaker’s story, trying to dominate the 
conversations, lack of specialized teachers, etc. are also some other 
hurdles to effective listening (Malik, 1996). Moreover, in Pakistani 
schools, English is still taught through the old and faulty “Grammar 
Translation Method.” Due to this, the ability of verbal expression is not 
developed in students and they do not have an opportunity to practice 
listening and speaking English. The entire emphasis is on passing in the 
exams therefore only the compositions are dictated by the teachers and 
the textbooks are translated (Nangia, 2002).   
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The difficulties that are associated with the teaching of listening 

may be solved if the teachers try to focus on developing “strategic 
listeners” (Mendelsohn, 1995; Rubin, 1995). The learners must be made 
aware of “strategic listening” and should be taught what the “strategic 
listeners” do when understanding is not perfect. Listening teachers may 
model listening strategies by, for example, having their students write 
down the words they understand; guess the meanings or make 
inferences about these words; then listen again and revise the 
inferences they made; and finally check their inferences against what 
the speaker says ahead (Yukselci, 2003). 

Listening requires heavy processing abilities of the language 
learners. It has attained the status of an active skill now and the listeners 
need to “select and interpret the received information” in relation to 
“already possessed information.” Listeners should be able to select the 
input which they deem important for them and decode the intentions 
of speakers using their background knowledge (Rubin, 1995, p. 8; Amir 
& Saeed, 2019). Therefore, if a foreign language learner is taught 
listening strategies, their application is highly beneficial for a successful 
listening process (Yukselci, 2003). 

Language learning strategies are grouped under two broad 
categories: direct and indirect strategies (Tyagi, 2013). Metacognitive 
and affective and social strategies fall into the indirect groups, which do 
not require direct involvement in the target language but rather 
“support and manage language learning without directly involving the 
target language.” On the contrary, direct strategies involve memory, 
cognitive, and compensation strategies and require direct involvement 
in the target language (Oxford, 1993). 

 
3. Methodology 

In this study, data collected from 48 students of the higher 
secondary school of Quetta and their 20 subject specialists were 
analyzed. In this analysis, testing of major hypotheses was done from 
the data collected after the conduct of the listening comprehension test, 
and an item by item analysis was done for the questionnaires responded 
by students and the subject specialists. The researchers collected this 
data with the help of respective class teachers” 

 
3.1 Composition of the Samples 
The composition of the sample for this study remained as 

explained in the following tables:  
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Table 1: Selected Sample of Colleges/Higher Secondary Schools, subject 

specialists and students in Quetta 

 

Table 2: Sample Contents (Excerpts for Listening Comprehension Test) of 
Textbooks Taught in Higher Secondary Schools in Quetta 

Board Class Book Unit Name 

Baluchistan 
Textbook 

Board 
Quetta 

XI 
A Textbook of English Language 
Grade XI 

Unit 1 Pg. 9 The Selfish Giant 

XII Intermediate English Book 2 

Pg. 39 
My Financial 
Career 

Pg. 47 - 48 
China’s Way to 
Progress 

 

3.2 Testing of Hypotheses 
The students of higher secondary schools who were included in the 

sample were given English language listening texts based on their 
curriculum of the English language. They were then given tests based on 
the same texts. The purpose was to determine their Listening 
Comprehension competency and calculate the scores they achieved. 
These Listening Comprehension scores were then compared to find out 
the statistically significant differences and the correlations between 
various groups which were formed from these students. T-test for 
independent samples was administered to determine significant 
differences between various groups of students while Pearson Product 
Movement correlation coefficient (r) was calculated to determine the 
correlation between these groups. In this process following groups were 
compared: 

a. Male vs. Female 
b. Government vs. Private   
c. Class XI vs Class XII  
d. Science vs. Arts 
This study tested the following null hypotheses: 

Null Hypothesis # 1: 
There is no statistically significant difference between male and 

female higher secondary school students of Quetta in their Listening 
Comprehension scores. 

Test = t-test for independent samples 
∝ = 0.05 

S No City 
Government Private  

Total  
Male Female  Male Female  

1. Colleges  1 1 1 1 4 

2. Students  12 12 12 12 48 

3. Subject Specialists  4 6 6 4 20 
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N = 48 (24 males + 24 female students) 
df = N – 2 = 46 

 
Table 3: t-test (Independent Samples) for Listening Comprehension scores of 

Male and Female students 

Subjects    N Mean SD t 

Male 24 17.04 2.58 
* 1.3427 

Female 24 15.54 3.97 

*> 0.05 

Referring to the Table of t at ∝ = 0.05 with df = 238, the tabulated 
value of t = 2.0129 is greater than the computed value of t = 1.3427. 
Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted and it is concluded that there 
is not a statistically significant difference between the male and female 
higher secondary school students in their listening comprehension 
scores.  

Null Hypothesis # 2: 
There is no statistically significant difference between government 

and private higher secondary school students of Quetta in their Listening 
Comprehension scores. 

 
Table 4: t-test (Independent Samples) for Listening Comprehension scores of 

Govt. & Private students 

Subjects    N Mean SD t 

Government 24 16.83 3.97 
* 0.96076 

Private   24 15.75 3.68 

*< 0.05 

Referring to the Table of t at ∝ = 0.05 with df = 46, the tabulated 
value of t = 2.0129 is greater than the calculated value of t = 0.96076. 
Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted. It is concluded that there is 
not a statistically significant difference between the government and 
private higher secondary school students in their listening 
comprehension scores.  

Null Hypothesis # 3: 
There is no statistically significant difference between XI Class and 

XII Class higher secondary school students in their Listening 
Comprehension scores. 

 
Table 5: t-test (Independent Samples) for Listening Comprehension scores of 

XI and XII Class students 

Subjects    N Mean SD t 

XI Class  24 17.83 4.12 
*2.95292 

XII Class 24 14.75 4.40 

    *> 0.05 
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Referring to the Table of t at ∝ = 0.05 with df = 46, the tabulated 

value of t = 2.0129 is smaller than the calculated value of t = 2.95292. 
Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected. It is concluded that there is 
statistically a significant difference between the class XI and class XII 
students in their listening comprehension scores. From the means of 
both groups, it is evident that Class XI students performed better than 
Class XII students.  

Null Hypothesis # 4: 
There is no statistically significant difference between Science and 

Arts Group higher secondary school students in their Listening 
Comprehension scores. 

 
Table 6: t-test (Independent Samples) for Listening Comprehension scores of 

Science and Arts Group students 

Subjects    N Mean SD t 

Science Group  24 17.54 4.30 
*2.32011 

Arts Group 24 15.04 4.37 

*< 0.05 

Referring to the Table of t at ∝ = 0.05 with df = 46, the tabulated 
value of t = 2.0129 is smaller than the calculated value of t = 2.32011. 
Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected. It is concluded that there is 
statistically a significant difference between the Science and Arts groups 
higher secondary school students in their listening comprehension 
scores. From the means of both groups, it is evident that the science 
group students performed better in the test than the arts group 
students.  

Null Hypothesis # 5: 
There is no statistically significant correlation between male and 

female higher secondary school students of Quetta in their Listening 
Comprehension scores. 

 
Table 7: Pearson Product Moment Correlation Co-efficient for Listening 

Comprehension scores of Male and Female students 

Subjects N Mean SD SE r t 

Male 24 17.04 4.08 0.63 
0.282 *1.993 

Female 24 15.54 4.44 0.92 

*> 0.05 

Referring to the Table of critical values for Pearson Product 
Moment of Correlation (r) at ∝ = 0.05 with df = 46, the tabulated value 
of t = .284519 is smaller than the calculated value of t = 1.993. Therefore, 
the null hypothesis is rejected. Moreover, the data in Table 7 shows that 
technically a weak positive correlation exists between the groups of 
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students. Therefore, it is concluded that there is no statistically 
significant correlation between the listening comprehension scores of 
male and female students.  

 

 
Fig 2. Correlation for Listening Comprehension scores of Male and 

Female students 
 

 
Null Hypothesis # 6: 
There is no statistically significant correlation between government 

and private higher secondary school students of Quetta in their Listening 
Comprehension scores. 

 
Table 8: Pearson Product Moment co-efficient correlation for 

Listening Comprehension scores of government and private students 

Subjects N Mean SD SE r t 

Government 24 16.833 4.21 0.83 
0.2715 *1.913 

Private   24 15.75 4.32 0.77 

       *< .05 

Referring to the Table of critical values for Pearson Product 
Moment of Correlation (r) at ∝ = 0.05 with df = 46, the tabulated value 
of t = .284519 is smaller than the calculated value of t = 1.913. Therefore, 
the null hypothesis is rejected. Technically, a weak positive correlation 
exists between government and private listening comprehension scores. 
Therefore, it is concluded that there is no statistically significant 
correlation between the listening comprehension scores of government 
and private higher secondary school students. 
 

 
Figure 3: Correlation of Government and Private Students 
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Null Hypothesis # 7: 
There is no statistically significant correlation in the Listening 

Comprehension scores of XI Class and XII Class higher secondary school 
students of Quetta. 

 
Table 9: Pearson Product Moment correlation co-efficient for 

Listening Comprehension Scores of Class XI and XII students 

Subjects    N Mean SD SE r t 

Class XI  24 18.74 4.12 0.70 
0.2744 *1.935 

Class XII 24 16.96 4.40 0.77 

                           *< 0.05 

Referring to the Table of critical values for Pearson Product 
Moment of Correlation (r) at ∝ = 0.05 with df = 46, the tabulated value 
of t = .284519 is smaller than the calculated value of t = 1.935. Therefore, 
the null hypothesis is rejected. Although technically a positive 
correlation exists, the correlation between variables is weak. Therefore, 
it is concluded that there is no significant correlation between Class XII 
and Class XII students. 

 

 

Figure 4: Correlation co-efficient for Listening Comprehension Scores of 
Class XI and XII students 

 
Null Hypothesis # 8: 
There is no statistically significant correlation between Science 

Group and Arts Group higher secondary school students in their 
Listening Comprehension scores. 

 
Table 10: Pearson Product Moment correlation co-efficient for 

Listening Comprehension Scores of Science and Arts Group students 

Subjects    N Mean SD SE r t 

Science Group  24 18.22 4.30 0.82 
0.0788 *0.536 

Arts Group 24 17.48 4.37 0.70 

          *< 0.05 
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Referring to the Table of critical values for Pearson Product 

Moment of Correlation (r)  at ∝ = 0.05 with df = 46, the tabulated value 
of t = .284519 is smaller than the calculated value of t = 0.536. Therefore, 
the null hypothesis is rejected. Although technically a positive 
correlation exists between the variables but this is a weak correlation. It 
is concluded that there is statistically no significant correlation between 
the performances of Science and Arts Group higher secondary school 
students. 

 

Figure 5: Correlation co-efficient for Listening Comprehension Scores of 
Science and Arts Group students 

 
3.3 The questionnaire results 
During the study, two different questionnaires for subject 

specialists and their students were administered. These were 
designed according to the Likert rating scale pattern (Best & Kahn, 
2007, p. 318) to gather data about particulars and to provide 
directions for answering. The respondents were required to respond 
to 50 items to determine the listening habits of students, the 
problems which subject specialists and their students face while 
developing listening comprehension, how the listening is carried out 
in their institute, the available facilities to groom listening skills, the 
way listening comprehension is taught and tested in terms of using 
listening strategies and finally the trend of using ICT (Information 
and Communication Technologies) for teaching and learning.  

The collected data from questionnaires and listening 
comprehension test were descriptively analyzed. The results came 
out as follows: 

 
Table 11: Responses of Subject Specialists to the Questionnaire 

S No Statements SA A U D SD Mean % 

Listening Habits 

1. 
I advise students to spend time listening in 
English to learn English Comprehension. 

1 6 4 1 8 2.55 51.00 

2. I advise/assign students to regularly watch 6 4 0 4 6 3.00 60.00 
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English media even outside the class. 

3. 
I suggest/assign the practicing of Listening 
to my students in their spare time. 

0 1 4 7 8 1.95 39.00 

4. 
I advise/prefer students to take notes or 
close their eyes to concentrate on listening. 

5 4 4 5 2 3.25 65.00 

5. 
I advise/assign students to search for the 
answers, and listen to the dialogue at the 
same time. 

1 0 1 8 10 1.70 34.00 

6. I find students anxious while listening. 5 3 3 3 6 2.90 58.00 

7. 
Students try to remember the key points 
and organize the concepts of what they 
hear. 

1 6 4 1 8 2.55 51.00 

8. 
I have to repeat or paraphrase material to 
clarify comprehension. 

6 4 0 4 6 3.00 60.00 

9. 
After listening, students feel a requirement 
to lookup a dictionary to check their 
comprehension. 

1 1 6 8 4 2.35 47.00 

10. 
Students listen to the main idea first and 
then details. 

5 4 4 5 2 3.25 65.00 

Grand Total 31 33 30 46 60 2.65 53.00 

Listening Problems 

11. 
When the pace of speaking is fast, students 
do not understand what is being said. 

3 3 6 5 3 2.90 58.00 

12. 
Students do not understand English due to 
a lack of vocabulary, including idioms and 
slang. 

2 5 4 4 5 2.75 55.00 

13 
Students usually understand native 
speakers’ accents. 

1 8 1 9 1 2.95 59.00 

14. 
Students feel problems in understanding 
unfamiliar topics. 

2 13 2 3 0 3.70 74.00 

15. 
At the time of listening, students find it 
difficult to predict what would come next. 

5 4 7 3 1 3.45 69.00 

16. 
Students face problems in listening when 
they listen to people with the different 
social-cultural background. 

7 5 2 3 3 3.50 70.00 

17. 
Students find it more difficult when 
listening to English without transcripts. 

10 3 4 3 0 4.00 80.00 

18. 
Students reflect their understanding back 
to the speaker with both verbal and non-
verbal actions. 

11 2 5 1 1 4.05 81.00 

19. 
Students find it hard to pay attention well 
when listening in noisy conditions 

13 4 1 2 0 4.40 88.00 

20. 
They show signs of restlessness, such as 
crossing and uncrossing their legs, looking 

11 2 4 3 0 4.05 81.00 
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at their watch, gazing out of a window or 
yawning. 

 Grand Total 65 49 36 36 14 3.58 71.50 

Listening at School 

21. 
Listening Comprehension is taught in my 
school/college. 

0 0 0 12 8 1.60 32.00 

22. 
I teach listening as whole-class activity 
using extra visual materials, such as 
pictures or real objects. 

0 0 19 1 0 2.95 59.00 

23. 
I have my students practice sounds 
(pronunciation and intonation). 

0 18 1 1 0 3.85 77.00 

24. 
I use listening materials that include a 
completely authentic language. 

18 0 1 1 0 4.75 95.00 

25. 
I assign homework for listening to help the 
student catch up. 

1 17 1 1 0 3.90 78.00 

26. 
I think that students hesitate to get 
involved when listening to a passage in the 
listening/speaking class. 

1 0 1 18 0 2.20 44.00 

27. I prefer speaking in English to the class. 1 0 1 14 4 2.00 40.00 

28. 
The environment of the school is not 
conducive to teaching listening. 

1 13 1 2 3 3.35 67.00 

29. 
I have not gone through pedagogical 
training in listening. 

1 15 1 2 1 3.65 73.00 

30. 
Due to a large number of students in the 
class, teaching listening is not so effective. 

1 15 1 2 1 3.65 73.00 

 Grand Total 24 78 27 54 17 3.19 63.80 

Listening strategies 

31. 
I have my students listen to a text more than 
once. 

1 15 1 2 1 3.65 73.00 

32. 
I encourage students that while listening, 
they should summarize the information in 
mind. 

0 0 0 20 0 2.00 40.00 

33. 
Students are directed to listen for keywords 
that carry the meaning of the conversation. 

0 0 19 1 0 2.95 59.00 

34. 

I assign tasks to my students (e.g., checking 
off choices, marking a diagram, note-taking, 
or drawing) that involve them in the 
listening activity. 

1 15 1 2 1 3.65 73.00 

35. 
I employ role-plays, drama, and games in 
the listening lessons. 

0 0 0 20 0 2.00 40.00 

36. 
I arrange interesting activities such as time-
limited dictation, retelling and group 
competition. 

0 0 19 1 0 2.95 59.00 

37. 
I do dictation and prediction activities in the 
listening lessons. 

1 15 1 2 1 3.65 73.00 
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38. 
I teach my students different techniques for 
guessing the meanings of unknown words. 

1 15 1 2 1 3.65 73.00 

39. 
I put new words into context to help 
students understand the meaning. 

18 0 1 1 0 4.75 95.00 

40. 

I encourage students to use study 
techniques. Ex: write notes, words, etc. and 
to keep diaries, checklists, etc. for 
measuring their progress in listening. 

1 17 1 1 0 3.90 78.00 

Grand Total 23 77 44 52 4 3.32 66.30 

ICT tools 

41. 
I use ICT tools to help my students in their 
pronunciation. 

1 15 1 2 1 3.65 73.00 

42. 
Appropriate tools of ICT are used according 
to the level and background of the class. 

0 0 0 20 0 2.00 40.00 

43. Language lab is available in school. 0 0 19 1 0 2.95 59.00 

44. 
I use Podcasts for practicing and teaching 
listening. 

0 15 1 2 2 3.45 69.00 

45. 
I advise my students to listen to English 
language study cassettes or CDs at home 
also. 

1 15 1 2 1 3.65 73.00 

46. 
I advise students to use voice chat on the 
internet to communicate with their friends 
in English. 

1 15 1 2 1 3.65 73.00 

47. 
For the teaching of listening, computer-
assisted language learning is carried out in 
my class. 

0 0 19 1 0 2.95 59.00 

48. 
I do not use an interactive whiteboard in 
my classroom. 

1 15 1 2 1 3.65 73.00 

49. 
I use multimedia in the classroom for 
teaching listening skills. 

18 0 1 1 0 4.75 95.00 

50. 
I require better ICT tools in the school to 
teach the listening skills. 

1 15 1 2 1 3.65 73.00 

Grand Total 23 90 45 35 7 3.44 68.70 
 

Table 12: Responses of Secondary School Students to the questionnaire 

S No Statements SA A U D SD Mean U% 

Listening Habits 

1. 
I spend time listening in English to learn 
English Comprehension either in the class or 
in my spare time. 

4 2 3 13 26 1.85 37.08 

2. 
I feel anxious and cannot keep calm while 
listening. 

15 13 8 5 7 3.50 70.00 

3. 
I like to listen to people talk. I encourage 
others to talk by showing interest, smiling, 
nodding, etc. 

1 6 11 14 16 2.21 44.17 
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4. 
I quit listening to a speaker when I think he 
or she has nothing interesting to say. 

13 8 8 3 16 2.98 59.58 

5. 
I either take notes or close my eyes to 
concentrate on listening. 

2 5 5 10 26 1.90 37.92 

6. 
I avoid distractions; if it is noisy, I 
request/suggest moving to a quiet spot. 

4 5 3 8 28 1.94 38.75 

7. 
When I don’t understand anything, I let the 
other person know it. 

5 12 12 6 13 2.79 55.83 

8. 
I try to translate words or sentences into my 
own language. 

8 15 9 5 11 3.08 61.67 

9. 
After listening, I look up the dictionary to 
check my comprehension. 

0 5 11 14 18 2.06 41.25 

10. 
While listening to other people, I try to put 
myself in their position and see things from 
their perspective. 

2 1 2 17 26 1.67 33.33 

Grand Total 54 72 72 95 187 2.40 47.96 

Listening Problems 

11. 
When someone speaks fast, I do not 
understand what is being said. 

15 26 0 6 1 4.00 80.00 

12. 
I do not understand English due to a lack of 
vocabulary, including idioms and slang. 

21 22 2 0 3 4.21 84.17 

13 
I do not easily understand a native speaker’s 
accent. 

9 28 4 4 3 3.75 75.00 

14. 
I find it difficult to understand the meaning 
of words that are not pronounced clearly. 

8 36 3 0 1 4.04 80.83 

15. 
I fear I have inadequate background 
knowledge of some topics when listening to 
English. 

1 34 0 0 13 3.21 64.17 

16. 
I face problems in listening when I listen to 
people of different social-cultural 
background. 

1 34 3 4 6 3.42 68.33 

17. 
I find it difficult when listening to English 
without transcripts. 

22 19 5 1 1 4.25 85.00 

18. 
At the time of listening, I find it difficult to 
predict what would come next. 

17 28 2 0 1 4.25 85.00 

19. 
Before doing listening comprehension tasks, 
I fear that I cannot understand what I will 
hear. 

3 25 8 5 7 3.25 65.00 

20. 
While others are talking or the teachers are 
teaching, my mind wanders to personal 
topics. 

3 27 6 4 8 3.27 65.42 

 Grand Total 100 279 33 24 44 75.29 3.76 

Listening at School 

21. 
Listening Comprehension is especially taught 
in my school/college. 

3 14 1 22 8 2.63 52.50 
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22. 
Students work in groups to do interactive 
activities in the class. 

6 3 3 36 0 2.56 51.25 

23. 
At school, we practice listening with the help 
of audio-visual aids. 

6 13 29 0 0 3.52 70.42 

24. 
Teachers encourage students to ask 
questions to clarify information. 

15 26 6 1 0 4.15 82.92 

25. 
I feel uncomfortable in class when listening 
to English without written text. 

22 12 11 3 0 4.10 82.08 

26. 
Teachers speak and read clearly in a normal 
tone and at a moderate pace so that 
students can understand. 

15 20 9 4 0 3.96 79.17 

27. 
The teachers provide the students with an 
outline and vocabulary lists prior to 
introducing a new concept or unit. 

20 16 9 3 0 4.10 82.08 

28. 
I speak English with my teacher and class 
fellows during English class. 

2 0 4 22 20 1.79 35.83 

29. 
I get nervous if a listening passage is read, 
only once during the English Listening test. 

9 33 0 6 0 3.94 78.75 

30. 
I find that listening comprehension is 
difficult and boring. 

12 30 3 3 0 4.06 81.25 

Grand Total 110 167 75 100 28 3.48 69.63 

Listening Strategies 

31. I do not know which strategy to use. 5 18 3 16 6 3.00 60.00 

32. I never heard about a listening strategy. 8 13 15 10 2 3.31 66.25 

33. 

In the listening class, if the teacher arranges 
some interesting activities such as time-
limited dictation, retelling, and group 
competition, I will listen more actively. 

7 10 15 3 13 2.90 57.92 

34. 
I write a learning diary to keep track of my 
learning process. 

11 17 8 3 9 3.38 67.50 

35. 
After listening, I self-evaluate my progress 
and can understand better in future 
lectures. 

10 10 2 21 5 2.98 59.58 

36. 
I connect new language information to ideas 
already in memory. 

14 13 8 7 6 3.46 69.17 

37. 
After lectures, I self-identify errors in 
understanding and then try to avoid errors 
next time. 

12 11 2 13 10 3.04 60.83 

38. 
While listening, I summarize the information 
in mind. 

2 3 7 20 16 2.06 41.25 

39. 
I use probing questions or ask the speaker to 
repeat to gain a full understanding when I 
don’t understand. 

7 15 21 3 2 3.46 69.17 

40. 
While listening, I directly apply previous 
knowledge to new knowledge of the subject. 

11 12 1 16 8 3.04 60.83 
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 Grand Total 87 122 82 112 77 3.06 61.25 

ICT tools in Listening 

41. I use Podcasts for practicing listening. 5 6 1 30 6 2.46 49.17 

42. 
I listen to English language study cassettes 
or CD’s at home also. 

0 0 14 34 0 2.29 45.83 

43. 
Pictures, videos, diagrams, etc. are very 
helpful for me to listen better. 

16 27 4 0 1 4.19 83.75 

44. 
I use voice chat on the internet to 
communicate with my friends in English. 

0 0 9 30 9 2.00 40.00 

45. Language lab is available in school. 3 11 3 6 25 2.19 43.75 

46. 
I like watching British or American television 
channels. 

14 14 7 3 10 3.40 67.92 

47. 
I know about linguistic features and how 
they are used while listening. 

4 8 4 19 13 2.40 47.92 

48. 
Unclear sounds resulting from poor 
equipment interfere with my listening 
comprehension. 

3 9 26 3 7 2.96 59.17 

49. 
I practice English listening through the 
World Wide Web 

5 11 3 7 22 2.38 47.50 

50. I enjoy listening to radio channels in English. 8 7 7 15 11 2.71 54.17 

Grand Total 58 93 78 147 104 2.70 53.92 
 

4. Discussion and Pedagogical Implications 
1. There was no statistically significant difference between the groups 

of students based on their gender (male and female) and 
administration sector (government and private) in their listening 
comprehension scores. However, there was found a significant 
difference between Class XI and Class XII and between Science and 
Arts group higher secondary school students. Students of Class XI 
and students of the Science group performed better in listening 
comprehension tests than their counterparts.  

2. Various groups of the students did not correlate with each other in 
their listening comprehension scores. 

3. It was found that the listening skill is not separately taught in 
schools neither the facility of language lab is available for 
practicing. Subject specialists also prefer not to speak in English in 
the classrooms. However, they advise or assign their students to 
regularly watch English media even outside the class. However, 
they do not assign activities or advise them to practice in their spare 
time. Likewise, they do not consider advising and assigning the 
students to search for the answers and listen to the dialogue 
simultaneously. The lack of such practices results in anxiety in 
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students while listening activities are going on and show signs of 
restlessness, such as crossing and uncrossing their legs, looking at 
their watch, gazing out of a window, or yawning. 

4. Usually, subject specialists from Quetta have to repeat or 
paraphrase listening material to clarify and make their students’ 
comprehension of listening material better as during a listening test 
especially when the text is read out only once, they feel worried 
and anxious due to not understanding the native speakers’ accents, 
unfamiliar topics, or people with different social/cultural 
backgrounds. They even cannot understand listening texts if they 
listen without a written transcript in their hands. The fast pace of 
the speaker is especially a problem for the learners. 

5. Students lack many positive habits that otherwise could have been 
beneficial for them. For example, they do not look up the dictionary 
to check their comprehension or self-evaluate themselves after 
listening to activities. They do not like to listen to people and 
neither encourage speakers by showing their interest, smiling, 
nodding, and so forth. They do not either take notes or close their 
eyes to concentrate on listening. Noisy environment is a problem 
for them which hinders concentration but students lack techniques 
and efforts that could help them avoid distractions and noise. They 
do not practice listening out of the classroom e.g. through voice 
chat, videos on the net, or listening to the radio. The only thing they 
like is watching a British or American television channel. However, 
they do not about linguistic features and how these are used while 
listening, not directing their students to listen for keywords that 
carry the meaning of the conversation. They cannot either predict 
or anticipate the information while listening. To conclude they find 
listening comprehension difficult and boring. 

6. Subject specialists from Quetta have not gone through pedagogical 
training in listening and there are many problems that hinder the 
teaching of listening skill like a large number of students in the 
class, limited use and availability of ICT tools for teaching the 
language, slow response of students to learn and practice listening 
in their own time. Moreover, students not only lack vocabulary, 
including idioms and slang but they also do not know much about 
using background knowledge and its application and do not try to 
put themselves in speakers’ positions and see things from their 
perspective. Wandering minds of the students is another problem 
for the teachers. 

7. The practices which are carried out by the Subject specialists from 
Quetta include dictation and prediction activities in listening 
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lessons, guessing the meanings of unknown words, use Podcasts 
for practicing and teaching listening, providing the students with an 
outline and vocabulary lists prior to introducing a new concept or 
unit, encouraging to use study techniques, such as writing notes, 
words, etc. and keeping diaries, checklists, etc. for measuring their 
progress in listening. Students are also directed to keep a record of 
their learning which most of the students follow. 

8. The reasons for the differences in performance between gender 
and sector-based groups of students may be investigated and the 
necessary steps may be taken to increase the performance of 
students in these groups also. 

9. Listening may be separately taught in institutions and the facility of 
language lab may be provided. 

10. Subject specialists may prefer to speak in English in the classrooms 
and also encourage their students to speak in English with them 
and with other fellows. 

11. The interest of the students in listening practice within and outside 
the classroom may be worked upon through the use of interesting 
techniques and strategies by their subject specialists. 

12. More and more practice may be carried out by the subject 
specialists to make students comfortable and well-versant to the 
required skills and habits of listening. 

13. Listening as a whole-class activity using extra visual materials 
should be conducted. The use of ICT may be increased and students 
must be encouraged and assigned to carry out listening practice 
through the use of the internet and other material in their spare 
time also. 
 

5. Conclusion: 
Listening as a whole-class activity is not taught in schools. There is 

no concept of using extra visual materials, such as pictures or real 
objects. Mostly the teaching of listening means practicing the language 
sounds, pronunciation, and intonation, etc. However, whenever these 
things are taught, authentic material is used by the subject specialists. 
They assign various tasks to their students which are meant for 
developing listening, e.g., checking off choices, marking a diagram, note-
taking, or drawing. On the other hand, many necessary strategies are 
ignored by the subject specialists which results in poor listening by their 
students. These strategies are employing role-plays, dramatizing 
something, and the games in listening lessons. Arranging interesting 
activities such as time-limited dictation, retelling and group competition 
for students, directing students to listen for keywords that carry the 
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meaning of the conversation, encouraging students to summarize the 
information in mind while listening, using computer-assisted language 
learning in their class for listening, putting new words into context to 
help students understand the meaning, etc. are also not carried out in 
the class. Students practice listening with the help of pictures, videos, 
diagrams, etc. in the class and this is the only strategy they find helpful 
for them to listen better. 
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ہائر سیکنڈری سکولوں میر سننی گ قابلیت کا تنقیدی جائزه: کوئٹہ ، بلوچستان ، پاکستان ےس 
 شواہد

 
کیس بیھ زبان گ سننی گ مہارت تمام مؤثر مواصالت گ کلید ہے سیکھنی واےل کو مہارت حاصل کرنی 

۔ پاکستان ےک تعلییم نظام میر انگریزی زبان گ اہمیت   گ اور مواصالنر نظام میر سننی چاہنر
اہمیت کو مدنظر رکھنر ہوئے ، یہ مطالعہ سننی گ قابلیت کا جائزه لیتا ہے جو صوبانے دارالحکومت  

۔ مطالعہ کا  کوئٹہ ےک ہائیر سیکنڈری سکول ےک طلباء ےک مختلف گروہوں ےک درمیان موازنہ کرتا ہے
موضوع  ئل اور رکاوٹوں گ نشاندیہ کرنا ہے اور مقصد طلباء کو انگریزی زبان سننر ہوئے درپیش مسا

ےک ماہرین یعنی انگریزی ےک اساتذه گ طرف ےس اٹھائے جائی واےل اصالیح اقدامات گ سفارش کرئر 
۔ کالس رومز میر سننی ےک فہم ٹیسٹ/ٹیسٹ کا انعقاد۔ سواالت سننی گ سمجھ ، تدرییس  ہیر

ات لنر استعمال کنر گنے   حکمت عمیل ، سننی گ عادات اور دیگر متغیر  تھ۔۔ گ نشاندیہ کرئی ےک 
سیکیر اور جنس گ بنیاد پر تشکیل پائی واےل طلباء ےک مختلف گروہوں اور ذییل گروپوں ےک درمیان 

لنر جمع کرده اعداد و شمار کا تجزیہ کیا گیا۔ اس مطالےع ےس  ی کرئی ےک  اہم فرق اور ارتباط کا تعیر
۔توقع گ جا ریہ تیھ کہ اساتذه 

ی
 میر مدد مےل گ

ی
 اور طلباء کو بہیر تعلییم کارکردگ

 
  

مطلوبہ الفاظ: انگریزی زبان گ تعلیم اور سیکھنا ، کوئٹہ ، بلوچستان ، پاکستان میر انگریزی ، ہائر 
ه۔  سیکنڈری سکول گ سطح  وغیر
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Dr Slavko Burzanović spada u red najvrednijih crnogorskih istoriografa tokom 
protekle dvije decenije novog milenijuma. Njegov bogati stvaralački opus se 
ogleda u vrijednim monografijama, zbornicima dokumenata, naučnim 
radovima, projektima, izložbama i konferencijama - kao vrijednim 
svjedočanstvima crnogorske prošlosti. Ali i korisnoj literaturi budućim 
istraživačima diplomatske, vojne, privredne i političke istorije Crne Gore. 
Samostalno ili u ko-autorstvu, dr Burzanović je do sada publiovao sledeće 
monografije i zbornike dokumenata:  “Italijansko poslanstvo na Cetinju”; “Crna 
Gora u spoljnoj politici Italije 1861-1881, tom I, Od osnivanja Italijanskog  
konzulata u Skadru do razgraničenja Crne Gore na osnovu Berlinskog ugovora: 
1861-1881, prvi dio 1861-1875.”; “Ministarstvo vojno 1879-1916, Zbornik 
dokumenata”; “100 godina željeznice Crne Gore” “Crmnica 1879, Zbornik 
dokumenata”; “Ministarstvo inostranih djela 1879-1915, Zbornik 
dokumenata,”; “Ministarstvo finansija Crne Gore 1879-1915, Zbornik 
dokumenata,”; “Memoari Ilije Plamenca”;“Niko Hajduković, Memoari”.  

Novo djelo, istoričara dr Slavka Burzanovića “Crna Gora u Italijanskoj 
spoljnoj politici 1861–1923.”, predstavlja sistematski zaokupljene odgovore na 
zadatu temu, bez premca u crnogorskoj istoriografiji. Predstavlja rezultat 
autorovih istraživanja u domaćim i stranim arhivima i višegodišnjeg predanog 
bavljenja ovom temom, čije rezultate je kolega Burzanović ranije publikovao u 
formi nekoliko članaka i priloga. Dokumentacionu osnovu ove studije čini 
istorijska građa koja se čuva u arhivskim ustanovama u Cetinju, Podgorici, 
Beogradu, Rimu, Milanu, Torinu, Trstu, Veneciji, Bolonji, Beču, Parizu. Korišćeni 
su važni zbornici objavljene diplomatske građe i privatna zbirka u posjedu 
porodice Plamenac.  

Autor je ostvario sistematski uvid u onovremenu italijansku i crnogorsku 
štampu i konsultovao brojnu monografsku i memoarsku literaturu, kao i druge 
naučne priloge u kojima se tretira ova problematika. Iako je težište studije na 
spoljnopolitičkom i diplomatskom djelovanju, naznačeni su osnovi ekonomskih, 
kulturnih i ukupnih društvenih odnosa i uticaja dvije zemlje. Posebno je 
temeljno obrađen upliv italijanskog ekonomskog uticaja u Crnu Goru u prvoj 
deceniji XX vijeka. Spoljnu politiku Italije prema Crnoj Gori autor posmatra u 
korelaciji sa unutrašnjo političkim faktorima koji su u Italiji determinisali spoljnu 
politiku, ali i u sklopu ukupnih međunarodnih odnosa italijanske države, 
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posebno sa ostalim evropskim silama, i njenih aspiracija u Jadranskom pitanju i 
na Balkanu. Politika Italije kao evropske sile, prema Crnoj Gori predstavlja 
značajan dio ukupnog međunarodnog položaja Crne Gore u naznačenom 
periodu. Kako su ti odnosi dobijali na intenzitetu od dinastičkog orođavanja, do 
ekonomskog uticaja italijanskog kapitala, došlo se do tačke kada je u vrijeme 
Aneksione krize italijanska političko-diplomatska podrška predstavljala 
posebnu vrijednost i oslonac za crnogorske težnje. Sa ciljem jačanja svojih 
pozicija na istočnoj obali Jadrana, Italija se u Crnoj Gori susrela sa dominantnim 
ruskim uticajem, koji nije uspjela da istisne, ali ga je učinila manje ekskluzivnim, 
kako s pravom konstatuje Burzanović.  

Prva poglavlja ove knjige (ukupno 590 strana), posvećena su više 
određenim italijanskim koncepcijama o povezivanju Risorđimenta i Istočnog 
pitanja, te maglovitom planu o iskrcavanju garibaldinaca u Crnu Goru. Ali 
uskoro slijede i prvi konkretni diplomatski dodiri kroz posjetu crnogorskog 
knjaza Nikole kralju Viktoru Emanuelu II, te imenovanje italijanskog konzula u 
Crnoj Gori 1873. godine. Autor je pokazao da je tokom Velike istočne krize 
italijansko javno mnjenje imalo simpatije prema Crnoj Gori, ali da je njena vlada 
iza prijateljske retorike ostajala rezervisana. Razlog nalazi u tome što je Italija je 
bila preokupirana unutrašnjom integracijom, a politička elita je Crnu Goru 
posmatrala kao eksponenta ruske balkanske politike. Nakon Berlinskog 
kongresa, u maju 1879. godine, u Crnoj Gori je uspostavljeno italijansko 
poslanstvo zvaničnim akreditovanjem diplomate Durandoa, koji se već odranije 
nalazio u Crnoj Gori kao specijalni  
izaslanik, pokušavajući da italijanske interese na ovom području pozicionira 
između ruskih i austrougarskih.  

Krajem XIX vijeka interes Italije za Balkan i Crnu Goru se povećava. Za 
italijansko-crnogorske odnose brak prijestolonasljednika Viktora Emanuela sa 
princezom Jelenom Petrović 1896. godine bio je prelomni momenat. 
Burzanović smatra da su Italijani u Crnoj Gori prepoznali uporište za svoju 
ekspanziju na Balkanu ili “vrata Balkana”, kako se u jednoj prilici izrazio Antonio 
Baldači. U prvoj deceniji XX vijeka Italija je, posredstvom kompanija 
subvencioniranih od države, ostvarila snažan ekonomski uticaj u Crnu Goru, što 
je predmet opširnog razmatranja u sedmom poglavlju knjige, naslovljenom 
Jačanje italijanskog ekonomskog i političkog uticaja u Crnoj Gori od 1903. do 
1909. godine. Tokom ovog perioda Crna Gora će osjetiti pozitivne posljedice 
dobrih diplomatskih odnosa sa Italijom, kroz angažovanje italijanske 
diplomatije 1909. godine za ukidanje člana 29 Berlinskog ugovora, čime je bio 
ograničen suverenitet Crne Gore na moru. Prvi svjetski rat donio je jedan 
paradoks u odnosima dvije zemlje koje će se nakon Londonskog ugovora naći u 
formalnom ratnom savezništvu. Italija je Crnoj Gori najveću uslugu učinila u 
vrijeme neutralnosti kada se Austro-Ugarska, iz obzira prema stavovima 
italijanske vlade, uzdržavala od napada na crnogorske pozicije na Lovćenu. 
Potom je crnogorsko zauzimanje Skadra imalo strahovite posljedice na odnose 
Crne Gore sa silama Antante, a pogotovo sa Italijom, kako konstatuje autor. 
Razlog je u tome što su se na području sjeverne Albanije sučelile italijanske i 
crnogorske pretenzije. Pogoršanje odnosa usljed djelovanja više faktora, 
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uslovilo je odluku kralja Nikole da nakon vojničkog sloma svoje zemlje, januara 
1916. godine, za sjedište crnogorske vlade u egzilu izabere Francusku. Po 
mišljenju autora, tokom rata i u vrijeme mirovne konferencije u Parizu 1919., 
italijanska diplomatija trudila se da ne preuzima obaveze prema crnogorskom 
kralju i vladi, a da održi pitanje o opstanku crnogorske države otvorenim, i 
sačeka vrijeme odlučivanja o pitanjima za koje je bila najviše zainteresovana, 
posluživši se Crnom Gorom kao objektom trgovine. Italijansko podsticanje 
Božićne pobune, podrška vladi Jovana Plamenca i potpisivanje sa njom ugovora 
o stvaranju i finansiranju vojne jedinice u Gaeti, koincidiraju sa periodom loših 
odnosa Italije i njenih saveznika na mirovnoj konferenciji u Parizu. Potenciranje 
crnogorskog pitanja bio je jedan od odgovora italijanske vlade na nedovoljno 
savezničko uvažavanje italijanskih interesa na Jadranu.  

Posljednja faza italijansko-crnogorskih donosa, 1920–1923. godine, 
predstavlja samo vrijeme operacionalizacije Rapalskog ugovora kojim je Italija, 
rješavajući svoje Jadransko pitanje, prestala da podržava crnogorske izbjegličke 
vlade, konstatuje Burzanović. U cjelini gledano, Italija je svoje odnose sa Crnom 
Gorom gradila u okvirima svojih političkih i ekonomskih interesa koji su bili u 
skladu sa ambicijom da svoju moć proširi i izvan Apeninskog poluostrva, na 
drugu stranu Jadrana. Mada treba istaći da u naznačenom istorijskom period, 
Italijansko diplomatsko angažovanje - je bilo  konstantno, povremeno 
dinamično, i svakako vrlo važno za međunarodni položaj Crne Gore. Autor sa 
pravom zaključuje, da bez obzira na dinastičke i prijateljske veze – politički i 
ekonomski interesi su ipak bili dominantni u odnosima dvije države. Realpolitika 
je ipak ta koja u međunarodnim odnosima određuje partikularne interese. 

Autor je u ovoj obimnoj i vrijednoj studiji zaokružio vremenski i naučni 
okvir ove značajne istorijske teme. Ukazujući znalački, u skladu sa visokim 
uzusima struke na kompleksne diplomatske, političke i privredne odnose Crne 
Gore i Italije. Dajući time značajan doprinos crnogorskoj istoriografiji u period 
od formalnog sticanja nezavisnosti na Berlinskom kongresu -do smrti 
poslednjeg crnogorskog suverena kralja Nikole Petrovića 1921. godine, 
odnosno sprovođenja ugovora u Rapalu, dakle do 1923. godine. Ovo djelo, 
pisano jezikom struke, po svojim visokim kvalitetima jedne ozbiljne 
istoriografske sinteze -zavređuje najviše pohvale stručne javnosti.  

. 
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UPUTSTVO AUTORIMA 
 

Poštovani autori, 
 

Prilikom pisanja i predaje rada molimo da se rukovodite sljedećim 
uputstvima.  

– Radovi se predaju u elektronskoj formi u Word formatu i to: za oblast 
nauka o književnost i kulturi na adresu foliaredakcija@gmail.com; 
za oblast nauka o jeziku na adresu: folialiguistics@gmail.com 

– Obim članka bez izuzetka treba da bude ograničen do maksimalno 
7000 riječi uključujući naslov, ime i prezime i naziv institucije autora, 
spisak bibliografskih referenci, apstrakt na jeziku rada, kao i naslov 
rada, rezime i ključne riječi na svjetskom jeziku različitom od jezika 
na kojem je rad, odnosno obavezno na engleskom ukoliko rad nije 
na engleskom. 

– VAŽNO! Zbog bolje međunarodne vidljivosti ohrabrujemo autore da 
pišu na engleskom jezku. Ukoliko članak nije na engleskom jeziku, 
mora postojati prošireni rezime rada na engleskom i to obima 
između 2000-2500 riječi. U tom slučaju rad sa svim elementima 
može biti dužine do 8000 riječi. 

– Na početku rada daje se apstrakt (do 300 riječi) i do 10 ključnih riječi 
na jeziku na kojem je pisan rad.  

– Kada je u pitanju formatiranje teksta, molimo pošaljite rad u formatu 
B5, odnosno 6.9'' x 8.9'' ili 176 x 250 mm. Ukoliko se koristite slikama 
ili tabelama, vodite računa da se uklope u isti format. 

– Grafičke sadržaje uključite u tekst kao integrisanu sliku. 
– Cijeli tekst treba da bude uređen bez proreda. Vrsta slova je Calibri 

11. 
– Za formatiranje teksta korisitite jednostavnu opciju „Normal“ koju 

nudi Word program, uključujući naslove i podnaslove.  
– Podnaslovi treba da budu odvojeni jednim redom od prethodnog 

teksta, napisani crnim fontom (bold).  
– Isticanje u tekstu vrši se isključivo upotrebom kurziva (italics), a 

nikako crnim fontom (bold), navodnicima, podvlačenjem, s p a c i o 
n i r a n j e m, verzalom (ALL CAPS) i slično.  

– Koristite navodnike određene normom jezika na kome je napisan 
rad. Molimo da u radu ne miješate različite tipove navodnika. 
Najčešće se upotrebljavaju dupli navodnici, dok se polunavodnici 
('m') koriste jedino unutar navodnika. 

mailto:foliaredakcija@gmail.com
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– Citat koji je duži od tri reda vašeg kucanog teksta upišite kao posebni 

pasus, uvučen i odvojen jednim praznim redom od teksta koji slijedi. 
U tom slučaju ne koriste se navodnici.  

– Citati unutar rada ne smiju preći obim od 20% rada. 
– Izostavljanje originalnog teksta unutar citata, odnosno elipsa, 

označava se sa tri tačke unutar uglastih zagrada: […]. 
– Iako to vaš kompjuterski program ponekad ne radi, molimo vas da 

pravite razliku između crte (–), koja razdvaja dva dijela rečenice, i 
crtice (-), koja spaja dvije riječi u polusloženicu. 

– Bibliografske reference navoditi po MLA obrascu (MLA Citation 
Style). 

 
Detaljnije uputstvo nalazi se na adresi www.folia.ac.me. 
 

 
Uređivački odbor 

 
 

http://www.folia.ac.me/
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTORS 

 
Dear authors, 

 
While writing and preparing your papers for submission, please respect 
the following instructions:  

 
– Submit your papers electronically in Word format; for Literary and 

Cultural Studies to the following address: foliaredakcija@gmail.com 
–  and for Language Studies to following address: 

folialiguistics@gmail.com  
– The length of the article must not exceed 7000 words, including the 

title, author’s name and affiliation, the list of references, the 
abstract and the keywords in the language of the article, as well as 
the title, summary and keywords in one of the world languages 
(English, German, French, Russian, Italian).  

– IMPORTANT! Because of the better international visibility, we 

encourage the authors to send their articles in English. However, if the 

article is not in Engslish, it has to have title, keywords and the 

significantly longer summary in English – between 2000-2500 words. 

In that case the length of the article with all mentioned elements and 

the longer summary can be up to 8000 words. 

– An Abstract (up to 300 words) and up to 10 keywords should precede 

the paper and be in the language in which the paper is written.  

– Formatting of text, please make sure it fits into the B5, that is 6.9'' x 

8.9'' or 176 x 250 mm format of the journal.  

– The whole text should be single-spaced. The preferable font is Calibri 

11.  

– For further formatting (including titles and subtitles), please use the 
option “Normal” your Word provides under the title “Style”. 

– Subtitles should be separated by one empty line from the text 
preceding it. They should be written in bold letters. 

– Graphics, tables, illustrations, pictures should be sent as part of the 
papers and as integral images, making sure they fit into the B5, 
176x250mm, format of the journal. 

– Emphasis is provided exclusively by the use of italics, and NOT by bold 
letters, “double quotation marks,” ‘single quotation marks,’ or 
underlining, s p a c i n g, ALL CAPS, etc. 

– Use quotations marks consistently and as required by the norms of 
the language in which the paper is written. In most of cases those are 

mailto:foliaredakcija@gmail.com
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double quotations marks (“ ”). Use single quotations marks (‘m’) only 
within quotations. 

– Quotations longer than three lines of your typed paper should be 
inserted as a separate paragraph and separated by one empty line 
from the text following it. When these quotations (paragraphs) are 
inserted like this do not use quotation marks. 

– The quotations within the text must not exceed 20% of the article.  
– Avoiding parts of original text within quotation, or ellipses, should be 

marked by the following sign: […]. 
– Do not confuse dash ( – ), which separates two parts of sentence, with 

hyphen ( - ), which connects two words. 
– Use MLA citation style for bibliographical references. 

 
For more details, please visit www.folia.ac.me. 
 

Board of Editors 
 

 

 

 


